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Introduction 

 

A biography of a seventeenth-century orientalist: its sources and significance for 

understanding Oriental studies in early modern Germany 

 

Three facts underlie the following study. The first is common knowledge among historians of 

early modern scholarship: prior to the second half of the eighteenth century, oriental studies in 

the German speaking territories – notable exceptions notwithstanding – made few lasting 

contributions to the scholarly pursuits which contemporaries labelled studia orientalia. Thus, 

for example, modern histories of Arabic studies, written within the tradition of histories of 

philology, tracing linear developments in the field, have at best a marginal interest in Germany 

prior to the late eighteenth century. Histories of oriental studies tracing major contributions to 

the field focus their gaze for the seventeenth century on Rome, Paris, Leiden, and Oxford, not 

on the Holy Roman Empire.1 This would change dramatically in the later eighteenth century, 

and the nineteenth century witnessed the predominance of German scholarship in oriental 

studies, as well as other branches of philology.2 

 The second fact is a counter-intuitive pendant to the first: Though mostly marginal to 

the development of oriental studies, the seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century study of 

oriental languages and cultures was remarkably widespread in Germany – mostly, but not 

exclusively, among Protestant scholars. In addition to university scholars, we find a large 

number of clergymen, school masters and publicists engaged in oriental studies. Several Latin 

schools were offering instruction in Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, and on occasion Arabic – and, 

in some cases, even of the Qur’an in the original.3 While seventeenth-century oriental studies 

 
1 See Johann Fück’s valuable Die arabischen Studien in Europa bis in den Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts 

(Leipzig, 1955). 
2 See Suzanne L. Marchand, German Orientalism in the Age of Empire: Religion, Race, and Scholarship 

(Cambridge, 2009). 
3 On Arabic studies at the Latin school in Zwickau see my ‘Johann Zechendorff (1580-1662) and the Study of 

Arabic in Zwickau’s Latin School’, in The Teaching and Learning of Arabic in Early Modern Europe, ed. J. 

Loop, A. Hamilton, and C. Burnett (Leiden, 2017), pp. 57-92 and for the Gymnasium Illustre in Hamburg see 

idem, ‘Orientalische Studien an Hamburgs Akademischem Gymnasium vom Anfang bis zur Berufung von 
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in Germany were mostly marginal from the standpoint of a linear history of oriental philology, 

they were broadly engaged with, and formed a significant element of, scholarship in the German 

territories. Due to their ‘philological marginality’ they have received far less attention from 

intellectual historians than they deserve. 

 The third point is perhaps the most crucial: Histories of scholarship in general have a 

tendency to gravitate towards exceptional figures. This in itself is understandable, yet for an 

historian wishing to understand the Sitz im Leben of oriental studies, this has long clouded the 

historical realities of early modern oriental studies, i.e. their intellectual motivations and the 

social and institutional contexts which rendered them a meaningful pursuit for early modern 

practitioners and their audience. As with other branches in the history of scholarship, we are 

acquainted with the exceptional, the towering, and pioneering; crucially, what we lack is an 

understanding of the normal, without which the general historical significance of the scholarly 

undertaking is unclear. In analogy, it is like studying the works of Thomas Aquinas without 

acquainting oneself with the general practices of high medieval scholasticism and the role of 

the medieval disputation. The present study attempts a step toward remedying this. The Jena 

orientalist Johann Ernst Gerhard will act as our guide to the quotidian historical reality of 

seventeenth-century oriental studies at Lutheran universities. Gerhard, as we shall see, cannot 

stand metonymically for the entire broad and under-studied phenomenon of oriental studies in 

seventeenth-century Germany, but he does offer us a close look at some of its central intellectual 

and social contexts. As the following study hopes to demonstrates, Gerhard is also a salubrious 

reminder that the historically instructive ‘normal’ is by no means necessarily dull. 

Johann Ernst Gerhard the Elder (1621-1668) was born and raised in Jena. He was the 

eldest son of Johann Gerhard (1582-1637), a prominent Lutheran theologian, who died when 

his son was fifteen.4 From early on he was expected to follow in his father’s footsteps. Though 

appointed professor of theology in Jena in 1655, Johann Ernst Gerhard was never a prominent 

theologian in his own right. It seems that his primary significance for theologians was (and 

arguably still is) as the publisher of his father’s work – in itself a mammoth undertaking. What 

 
Reimarus’, in Das Akademische Gymnasium zu Hamburg (gegr. 1613) im Kontext frühneuzeitlicher 

Wissenschafts- und Bildungsgeschichte, ed. J. A. Steiger (in collaboration with M. Mulsow and A. E. Walter) 

(Berlin, 2017), pp. 119-35. On early modern and early-nineteenth-cenutry interest in the Qur’an among 

Lutherans see Alastair Hamilton, ‘“To rescue the Honour of the Germans”: Qur’an Translations by Eighteenth- 

and Early Nineteenth-Century German Protestants’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 77 (2014), 

pp. 173-209. 
4 On Johann Gerhard see Johann Anselm Steiger, Johann Gerhard (1582-1637). Studien zur Theologie und 

Frömmigkeit des Kirchenvaters der lutherischen Orthodoxie (Stuttgart, 1997). See also the studies collected in 

Konfession, Politik und Gelehrsamkeit. Der Jenaer Theologe Johann Gerhard (1582-1637) im Kontext seiner 

Zeit, ed. M. Friedrich, S. Salatowsky, and L. Schorn-Schütte (Stuttgart, 2017). 
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Gerhard clearly was in his own right was a scholar. At the focus of his work were oriental 

studies. Most of his achievements aged rapidly and were of limited interest to the next 

generation and of almost none to the following. 

Gerhard is in many ways typical of his milieu. In one respect, however, he is truly 

exceptional: he is unusually well documented. While his academic career was respectable 

without being sensational, the body of surviving sources documenting his life and work is truly 

remarkable. The Gotha Research Library holds Gerhard’s private library and manuscript 

Nachlass. Apart from a plethora of sketches and notes, unpublished lectures, commonplace 

compilations, and travelogues, his manuscript collection includes some 2200 letters to him and 

some thirty drafts of his letters to others. This is a true rarity for ‘minor thinkers’ and allows us 

a scrutiny of a scholar most of whose peers have been reduced to occasional footnotes. 

[fig. 1 Christian Ravius to Gerhard (6 April 1649) FBG Chart. A 137 fol. 29.] 

The Bibliotheca Gerhardina began as a private library amassed by Gerhard’s father, 

Johann Gerhard. In this, it seems, he was following the advice of his early mentor Johann Arndt, 

who counselled him to build up a private collection to assist in his prolific theological work. 

While most modern scholars will sympathise with the desire to possess one’s own sizeable book 

collection, for most of us today, often working with convenient access to well-stocked public 

and university libraries and with the rapidly expanding availability of sources on the internet at 

our disposal, this is usually a convenience, or luxury, rather than a necessity. We should bear 

in mind that the university libraries in which Gerhard worked, including Jena, were restrictive 

and of modest size. Having a considerable private library at his disposal was arguably essential 

for Johann Gerhard’s prolific output. The library he assembled was, as we might expect, 

overwhelmingly, though not exclusively, theological.5 Amassing a large collection as 

superintendent in Heldburg and Coburg, his appointment to the chair of theology in Jena in 

1616 allowed Johann Gerhard the means to extend his library considerably. It was also 

consulted by students, many of whom were lodgers in his house Zum güldenen Stern in the 

Jenergasse in Jena, which also housed his private library.6 

Johann Ernst Gerhard was far from being a passive inheritor of his father’s library and 

manuscript Nachlass. As Helmut Claus has pointed out in his study of the Bibliotheca 

 
5 Johann Anselm Steiger (ed.) in collaboration with Alexander Bitzel, Ralf Georg Bogner, Volker Hartmann, and 

Christian Herrmann, Bibliotheca Gerhardina. Rekonstruktion der Gelehrten- und Leihbibliothek Johann 

Gerhards (1582-1637) und seines Sohnes Johann Ernst Gerhard (1621-1668), 2 vols. (Stuttgart, 2002), pp. 

1213f. (henceforth BG). 
6 BG, p. 1215. 
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Gerhardina, Johann Ernst Gerhard expanded his inherited library considerably and made it 

further available to broader circles of colleagues and students.7 In 1648, eleven years after 

Johann Gerhard’s death, the Gerhard family home, Zum güldenen Stern, was sold to Christoph 

Schelhammer, a short-lived professor of medicine. The Bibliotheca Gerhardina moved to the 

Collegium Jenense which also housed the university library – though as a separate collection, 

still belonging to the Gerhards.8 Schelhammer, with whom the young Gerhard was befriended, 

and with whose family he was to maintain close connections, died in 1651 at the age of thirty 

and Gerhard married his widow Katharina, née Plathner, two years later. With this marriage9 

Gerhard was now the owner of his family home to which he now returned.10 As gratified as he 

was by this – many of his letters and treatises since 1653 were signed ex museo parentis – the 

ever-expanding library remained in the Collegium. It was now more accessible to students and 

colleagues than the university library, many of whose volumes were still chained to lecterns.11 

Gerhard was notably generous in allowing colleagues to borrow books from his library – 

possibly following the advice of the famous Parisian scholar and librarian Gabriel Naudé, whom 

he met in Paris in 1650.12 Among Gerhard’s letters we find countless requests by colleagues for 

this or the other book. One of the most memorable among these is an undated note by a certain 

fellow-student in Jena, Michael Spieß (probably sometime in the 1640s), asking to borrow 

volume two of Johann Gerhard’s Confessio Catholica, a standard request, rendered amusing by 

the fact that the Latin note was composed in Arabic transliteration, lending this display of 

academic playfulness at first glance the false semblance of oriental learning. 

[Fig. 2 Michael Spieß to Gerhard (undated) FBG Chart. A 639 fol. 153r. Despite appearances, Spieß’s letter 

is in Latin (in Arabic transliteration), asking permission to borrow a volume from Gerhard’s library.] 

As we shall see, this seems to have taken a toll on the collection. Johann Gerhard’s acquisitions 

were predominantly theological and the library was to retain a theological focus, but his son did 

much to expand the collection in other directions, primarily with works pertaining to oriental 

studies. With the aid of an unnamed assistant Gerhard compiled a catalogue for his library, 

listing over six-thousand printed works.13 

 
7 Helmut Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina. Eigenart und Schicksal einer thüringischen Gelehrtenbibliothek des 17. 

Jahrhunderts (Gotha, 1968). 
8 Othmar Feyl, ‘Die neuzeitlichen Anfänge der Universitätsbibliothek Jena. 1650-1750’, in Geschichte der 

Universitätsbibliothek Jena, ed. K. Bulling (Weimar, 1958), pp. 141-224, here p. 193. 
9 On which see chapter one. 
10 Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina, p. 13. 
11 Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina, pp. 23, 31-3. 
12 Suggested in Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina, p. 25. On his encounter with Naudé see chapter four. Such 

advice would agree with Naudé’s argument in his Advis pour dresser une bibliothèque (Paris, 1623), ch. 9. 
13 BG, p. 1217. 
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Johann Ernst Gerhard died in 1668 and was followed by his wife Katharina three years 

later. Their two sons, Johann Friedrich and Johann Ernst Gerhard Jr., were still minors. The 

university of Jena made an attempt to purchase the Bibliotheca Gerhardina and integrate it into 

the (considerably smaller) university library. This was thwarted by an offer made to the Gerhard 

trustees by the Gotha court. Ernst I (The Pious) of Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg (1601-1675) had 

established a substantial library at his residence in Gotha (Schloss Friedenstein) in 1647,14 and 

his son and successor, Friedrich I (1646-1691) seized the opportunity to expand it by purchasing 

the Gerhards’ library. With this aggressive manoeuvre, the Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg line was 

failing to live up to its responsibility as co-patron of the university of Jena, but that does not 

seem to have troubled the court. In May of 1678 the Gotha court-librarian Joachim 

Bartholomäus Meyer arrived in Jena to inspect the collection and had it transported to Gotha, 

where it is still kept. Noticing that numerous titles listed in Gerhard’s catalogue were missing 

(presumably the casualties of his generous loan policy), the Gotha court also laid claim to the 

manuscript collection. After some wrangling, and a failed attempt by the Gerhards’ trustee to 

annul the whole transaction, these too were sent to Gotha. This manuscript Nachlass, including 

both Johann Gerhard and Johann Ernst Gerhard’s papers, was deemed valuable due to the large 

number of the former’s manuscripts.15 The Gerhard library was integrated into the Gotha 

collection with numerous doublets being sold to other libraries and others given to the Gotha 

Latin school. Of the six-thousand or so printed works around four-thousand are still held in 

Gotha and many others can be found in other libraries. A modern inventory, edited by Anselm 

Steiger (2002), offers a comprehensive guide to these.16 The manuscript collection 

encompassed 203 bound volumes. These are listed in the detailed catalogue, recently authored 

by Daniel Gehrt, which constitutes a fundamental tool for anyone wishing to study Johann 

Gerhard and Johann Ernst Gerhard.17 

 That the mere presence of a given book in a scholar’s library cannot, in itself, be taken 

as proof of profound influence – or even perusal – is an often-reiterated caveat, and one worth 

heeding. Yet a great number of the books in his library were carefully read and extensively 

annotated by Johann Ernst Gerhard. His manuscript collection, acquired by the Gotha court a 

decade after his death, is incomplete, yet remarkably extensive for an otherwise forgotten 

 
14 This forms the nucleus of the magnificent collection held today (in the same ducal residence) by the 

Forschungsbibliothek Gotha (Gotha Research Library). 
15 Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina, pp. 35-40. 
16 See note 5 above. 
17 Daniel Gehrt (assisted by Hendrikje Carius), Katalog der Handschriften aus den Nachlässen der Theologen 

Johann Gerhard (1582-1637) und Johann Ernst Gerhard (1621-1668) aus den Sammlungen der Herzog von 

Sachsen-Coburg und Gotha’schen Stiftung für Kunst und Wissenschaft (Wiesbaden, 2016). 
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seventeenth-century scholar.18 This in a sense is accidental. While the Gerhard library was 

valuable for its sheer size and quality, the purchase of the manuscript collection was motivated 

by the (much greater) collection of Johann Gerhard’s manuscripts. It was a treasure trove for 

the Saxe-Gotha Ernestine dynasty, late seventeenth-century champions of Lutheran orthodoxy. 

That the numerous, but from the viewpoint of the Gotha court, relatively uninteresting papers 

of his son Johann Ernst Gerhard were included in the collection, could not have been of great 

significance. What both the Gotha court and their unsuccessful rivals in Jena were interested in 

were the papers of the great theologian, not his son’s. In this respect, Johann Ernst Gerhard is 

truly exceptional. A ‘minor figure’ better documented than many of his better-known 

contemporaries. 

 

Gerhard, who died at the age of forty-six, lived through turbulent times. Though he and his 

family were spared the worst deprivations of the Thirty Years War, the Gerhards were by no 

means sheltered. By contemporary standards Gerhard’s life was privileged, yet he was not 

immune to the precariousness of early modern life. His published work and correspondence are 

mostly tinged with a studied distance from the turbulence surrounding him; only occasional 

asides offer us a glimpse of the dangerous world he inhabited. At the same time Gerhard’s life 

overlapped with intellectual upheavals. For all the general conservatism of the academic circles, 

within which he flourished, it is worth bearing in mind that the year his father died (1637), 

which is also the year he began to attend university lectures, witnessed the publication of 

Descartes’ Discours de la méthode, and in 1663 Gerhard, by then a professor of theology, may 

have bumped into a young student in Jena by the name of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. This is 

not to suggest that Gerhard was a Cartesian philosopher or a significant influence on the young 

Leibniz – he was neither – and yet, as his correspondence reveals, he knew who Descartes was 

and, as we shall see in chapters Five and Six, he was keenly interested in the work of his 

colleague, the mathematician and astronomer Erhard Weigel (1625-1699), who had a 

significant influence on the young Leibniz. Gerhard was also close to the Jena anatomist and 

chemist Werner Rolfinck (1599-1673), who championed William Harvey’s views on blood 

circulation. If Gerhard had a clear opinion about Descartes or Harvey, or about Copernicus and 

Galileo’s revolutions, he does not share them with us, but he was too well informed not to have 

 
18 See Gehrt, Katalog der Handschriften, pp. xix-xxii. 
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known about them, and too intelligent not to have realised that some elementary traditional 

views were being undermined.  

In his own field, the study of oriental languages and texts, Gerhard’s life and work 

overlapped with – and was a humble part of – a dramatic advancement of learning. In addition 

to reading most of the contemporary authorities in the field, he went to pains to make their 

personal acquaintance on his travels in the Republic of Letters, as we shall see in Chapter Four. 

As we shall also see in Chapter One, apart from his study of biblical Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, 

and Arabic, Gerhard undertook a study of post-biblical Hebrew (lingua rabbinica) as well as a 

study of Ethiopic (Geʿez) in the 1640s – a rarity among European scholars of his day. This 

would lead to a friendship with Hiob Ludolf (1624-1704), the towering orientalist, whose 

pioneering work on Ethiopic and Ethiopia would render Gerhard’s own contributions in the 

field obsolete. 

 Historical writing is (usually) the search for new evidence and (always) a search for 

contexts within which to understand it. Gerhard’s life and work can and should be seen in 

several contexts. My choice to dwell on this and the other historical context is in itself, needless 

to say, a form of interpretation. A central context informing the present study is the question of 

erudition and confessionalism. This is not to suggest that everything Gerhard read and wrote 

had a confessional aim, but that much of it did. This will become clear in the course of the book. 

Gerhard’s life and work also highlight the ambivalent relationship between confessional 

commitment and a pan-European Republic of Letters. We shall see that Gerhard, the son of a 

prominent Lutheran theologian, engaged in fierce (on occasion ad personam) polemics against 

both Catholics and the Reformed, yet at the same time took seriously his membership of a super-

confessional (but not confessionally indifferent) res publica literaria. As I will argue in the 

following chapters, neither the pugnaciously confessional Gerhard nor Gerhard the scholarly 

homme du monde meeting Calvinists and Catholics in Leiden and Paris, was necessarily less 

genuine than the other. In this Gerhard offers an instructive case of the unsolved tension 

between the Republic of Letters and confessional society – and indeed, confessional erudition.19 

Among the European students of oriental languages of his day Gerhard is a competent 

representative of the intellectual and institutional milieu in which he worked. In this sense he is 

a historian’s ideal ‘minor figure’ – typical enough to be instructive, yet creative enough to be 

 
19 See most recently the collected studies in Confessionalisation and Erudition in Early Modern Europe, ed. N. 

Hardy and D. Levitin (Oxford, 2019) as well as Die europäische Gelehrtenrepublik im Zeitalter des 

Konfessionalismus, ed. H. Jaumann (Wiesbaden, 2001).  
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interesting and to offer an instructive posthumous commentary on his own culture. A study of 

Johann Ernst Gerhard is not an account of a giant figure towering over his historical context, or 

that of an intellectual prophet ‘ahead of his time’, but of an intelligent man very much the child 

of his day – and for that reason a valuable witness. 

It is the aim of this study to make a modest contribution to our understanding of 

seventeenth-century oriental studies, their contexts, significance, and practices, through a close 

study of Gerhard’s life and work. It offers a description and interpretation, which ‘hover low’ 

above the empirical findings.20 Yet I have done my best to avoid the fallacy of ‘allowing the 

sources to speak for themselves’. Any historical account, however close to the empirical 

findings, is an interpretation. Though I flatly reject the postmodern obliteration of the line 

between history and fiction, I find Hayden White’s concept of ‘emplotment’ valuable.21 Any 

historical account is by necessity a rhetorical weaving of data into a plot, informed, whether 

consciously or not, by an overarching rhetorical framework. My own account of Gerhard’s life 

and work is, inevitably, emplotted into a story. While the following is a conscientious attempt 

to offer an accurate account of Johann Ernst Gerhard’s life and to understand the meaning and 

context of his work, I am acutely aware of the fact that someone else poring over the Gerhardina 

would have told a different story. The footnotes are an invitation to readers to look over my 

shoulder and question the story I tell. 

 

 
20 Clifford Geertz, ‘Thick Description: Toward an Interpretative Theory of Culture’, in idem, The Interpretation 

of Cultures. Selected Essays (New York, 1973). 
21 Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore, 1973). See 

Carlo Ginzburg’s, to my mind convincing, counter-argument History, Rhetoric and Truth (Hanover NH, 1999). 
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Chapter 1: The Making of a Seventeenth-Century Orientalist 

 

Die Geschichte Hans Castorps, die wir erzählen wollen, – nicht 

um seinetwillen (denn der Leser wird einen einfachen wenn 

auch ansprechenden jungen Mann in ihm kennenlernen), 

sondern um der Geschichte willen, die uns in hohem Grade 

erzählenswert scheint (wobei zu Hans Castorps Gunsten denn 

doch erinnert werden sollte, daß es seine Geschichte ist, und 

daß nicht jedem jede Geschichte passiert): diese Geschichte ist 

sehr lange her, sie ist sozusagen schon ganz mit historischem 

Edelrost überzogen und unbedingt in der Zeitform der tiefsten 

Vergangenheit vorzutragen. 

Thomas Mann, Der Zauberberg.1 

 

 

To begin at the end: on 24 February 16682 Johann Ernst Gerhard the Elder, a professor of 

theology in Jena, died at the age of forty-six after a short illness. Four days later, he was interred 

in the university chapel (Collegium Jenense). Gerhard’s life had been plagued on several 

occasions by severe illness and more than half of it was spent during the Thirty Years War. 

Nonetheless, apart from his early death, there is surprisingly little to suggest a morbid life. To 

begin this study with his funeral is justified by the fact that, as with many other early modern 

scholars, the best starting point for a reconstruction of his life is the sermon delivered at his 

departure. The burial was preceded by a service at Jena’s St. Michael’s church, accompanied 

by a sermon by Gerhard’s colleague, the professor of theology and superintendent Sebastian 

Niemann (1625-1684), whose funerary sermon, bearing the appropriate title Christliche 

Sterbens-Lust (The Christian joy in dying), included a customary biography of the deceased.3 

 
1 ‘The story of Hans Castorp, which we would here set forth, not on his own account, for in him the reader will 

make acquaintance with a simple-minded though pleasing young man, but for the sake of the story itself, which 

seems to us highly worth telling – though it must needs be borne in mind, in Hans Castorp’s behalf, that it is his 

story, and not every story happens to everybody – this story, we say, belongs to the long ago; is already, so to 

speak, covered with historic mould, and unquestionably to be presented in the tense best suited to a narrative out 

of the depth of the past.’ Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain, translated by Helen Tracy Lowe-Porter (New 

York, 1927), p. 1. 
2 All dates, unless otherwise stated, are Old Style. 
3 Sebastian Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust / Bey Volckreicher und ansehnlicher Leichbegängnüß Des 

Weiland Wohl-Ehrwürdigen / Groß-Achtbarn und Hochgelahrten HERRN Johannis Ernesti Gerhardi, Der H. 

Schrifft Doctoris und treufleissigen Professoris Publici bey der Wohl-Löblichen Universität Jehna / Welcher Am 

24. Febr. dieses 1668sten Jahres / seines Alters im 47. sanft und selig in seinem Jesu eingeschlaffen / und 

folgends am 28. desselben Monats in der Collegii-Kirchen allhier zu Jehna dem Leibe nach in sein 
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 Gerhard was born on 15 December 1621, a scion of the ‘old and renowned Gerhard 

stock’.4 In reminding mourners who Johann Ernst Gerhard’s father was, Niemann was merely 

following the conventions of the biographical genre. None of those attending the funeral needed 

to be reminded that the deceased’s father was Johann Gerhard (1582-1637), the famous 

Lutheran theologian and professor at the same university, who had died when his son was a 

teenager. Academic dynasties were no rarity in early modern Europe and in Protestant Germany 

in particular.5 Though Johann Ernst Gerhard was to follow his own path and interests, his career 

betrays all the advantages and constraints of being the son of a renowned father in the 

seventeenth century. His own (second) son, Johann Ernst Gerhard the Younger (1662-1707), 

was to be the third link in this academic dynasty.6 Johann Ernst Gerhard’s illustrious descent 

from his father’s side was coupled with the respectability of his maternal lineage. His mother, 

Maria née Mattenberg, was the daughter of Johann Mattenberg (1550-1631), a medical doctor 

and twice mayor of Gotha.7 Gerhard’s maternal grandmother Katharina was the daughter of the 

Gotha councilman Ernst Johann Petzold8 and his paternal grandfather Bartholomäus Gerhard 

had been a councilman in Quedlinburg.9 In addition to being the son of a well-known Lutheran 

theologian, Gerhard was born into a well-to-do family.  

On 17 December 1621, two days after his birth, Johann Ernst Gerhard was baptised.10 

What Niemann has to say about his first years conforms to the pious conventions of eulogies, 

yet is informative enough to merit citation: 

 

 
Ruhekämmerlein versencket worden / in der vorher in der Stadtkirchen gehaltenen Leichpredigt aus der Epistel 

Pauli an die Philip. am i.v.23 fürgestellt (Jena, 1668). 
4 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 26. 
5 Peter Moraw, ‘Aspekte und Dimensionen älterer deutscher Universitätsgeschichte’, in idem and Volker Press 

(eds.), Academia Gissensis. Beiträge zur älteren Giessener Universitätsgeschichte (Marburg, 1982), pp. 1-43. 

See also Julian Kümmerle, ‘Wissenschaft und Verwandtschaft. Protestantische Theologenausbildung im Zeichen 

der Familie vom 16. bis zum 18. Jahrhundert’, in Herman J. Selderhuis and Markus Wriedt (eds.), Bildung und 

Konfession. Theologenausbildung im Zeitalter der Konfessionalisierung (Tübingen, 2006), pp. 159-210. 
6 In 1700, after studying in Jena and serving in several ecclesiastical posts, Johann Ernst Gerhard Jr. was 

appointed professor of theology in Giessen. According to Julius August Wagenmann’s ADB entry (1878) he 

followed a staunch line of Lutheran orthodoxy. 
7 1597 and 1613. See the sermon held at his funeral at the Augustinian Church in Gotha (pre-Reformation 

friary): Balthasar Walther (Gualther), Leich-Sermon Uber dem Christlichen und seligen Absterben deß 

ehrvehsten / hochgelahrten und wohlweisen Herrn Johann Mattenbergs der Medicin Doctorn, weiland Eltisten 

wohlverdienten Bürgermeisters in Gotha (Jena, 1632). He is also listed as mayor for 1597 and 1613 in Caspar 

Sagittarius, Historia Gothana (revised edn. by Wilhelm Ernst Tentzel, Jena, 1713), p. 378. 
8 Gualther, Leich-Sermon, Civ. 
9 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, pp. 26f. 
10 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 27. 
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And since he grew to be a boy of such good nature and since God endowed him 

with a fine soul, his late father left nothing to be desired in his education. And so, 

apart from instructing him diligently in prayer and the fear of God, he also 

employed Johannes Otto, Jacob Leibnitz, and Christian Wasewitz as the boy’s 

trusty tutors. Entrusted with a pupil of such fine and sedulous talent, they managed, 

with their instruction, to achieve so much that in 1637, having propounded the 

quaestio on several public solemnities, [the young Gerhard], then in his fifteenth 

year, attended his first public lecture, delivered by Master Johann Michael Dilherr, 

at the time professor of rhetoric at this university.11 And it was at this time, when 

he was in the very flower of youth, that he lost his father. His studiousness in no 

way decreased, but he modelled his entire existence on his father’s life and actions 

which served as a clear mirror. In that very same year he attended several private 

lectures. He excelled in rhetoric and the study of languages in particular and on 8 

January 1638, under the guidance of the aforesaid Dilherr, he delivered a laudable 

oration in the medical auditorium.12 

 

In August 1638 the sixteen-year-old Gerhard fell seriously ill. Niemann does not tell us what 

this illness was, but it was clearly grave enough to deserve mention thirty years later at his 

funeral.13 Severe illness was to plague Gerhard on other occasions. 

 Apart from being a central medium of academic communication, the participation in 

disputations as either respondens (the academic, usually a student, presenting the argument of 

the disputation, which in most cases was written by the officiating professor) or opponens (the 

 
11 According to Erdmann Rudolf Fischer he was also taught by Tobias Major, who would later be Gerhard’s 

immediate predecessor as professor of theology in Jena. See Vita Ioannis Gerhardi (Leipzig, 1723), p. 263. 
12 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 27. ‘Und weil Er / nach dem Er erwachsen / ein Kind guter Art 

gewesen / und Ihm GOtt eine feine Seele gegeben / hat sein seliger Herr Vater an der Auferziehung nichts 

ermangeln lassen / sondern neben dem / das er Ihn im Gebethe und Gottesfurcht fleissig unterrichtet / auch treue 

Praeceptores, als Herrn Johannem Otto / M. Jacob Leibnitz / und Christianum Wasewitzen / gehalten / die mit 

ihrer Information, bey einem solchen guten und unverdrossenen Ingenio, so viel vermocht / daß Er / nach dem Er 

unterschiedliche mahl bey denen Actibus publicis die Quaestion proponiret, Anno 1637. seines Alters im 

funffzehenden [p. 28] Jahre / die erste Lectionem publicam von Herrn M. Johanne Michaële Dilherrn / dazumahl 

Professore Eloquntiae allhier / gehöret. Und ob zwar wohl ümb diese Zeit / welche war die beste Blühte seiner 

Jugend / Ihme sein seliger Herr Vater durch den zeitlichen Tod entzogen worden / hat Er doch deswegen von 

seinem Fleiß nicht nachgelassen / sondern sich desselben Leben und Thun / als einen klaren Spiegel / wornach 

Er sich durch seine gantze Lebenszeit gerichtet / vor die Augen gestellet; Inmassen Er dann in eben demselben 

Jahre unterschiedliche Collegia besuchet / absonderlich aber sich in Linguis und Studio Oratorio hervor gethan / 

wie Er denn Anno 1638. den 8. Januarii unter gedachtem Herrn M. Dilherrn eine Oration im Auditorio Medico 

rühmlich gehalten.’ 
13 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 28. 
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participant whose role it was to test the respondens’s mettle by raising objections) and the 

delivering of academic orations were also a ritualised participation in the gestations of the 

academic community to which Gerhard was destined to belong.14 Johann Michael Dilherr 

(1604-1669), who would leave Jena in 1642 to pursue a pedagogical and ecclesiastical career 

in Nuremberg, was a highly respected scholar in his day and the fact that he had played a central 

role in tutoring the young Gerhard was understandably deemed worthy of mention. More 

important than the formal matriculation was Gerhard’s initiation into academia described by 

the eulogy. Among his papers preserved today in the Gerhardina collection at the Research 

Library in Gotha are the early disputations which he presented in the 1630s replete with detailed 

marginal notes in Gerhard’s hand and, on occasion, containing handwritten prefatory orations 

which he held on these occasions. The young Gerhard was also in the habit of noting on the 

title pages of the printed disputations the names of the officiating opponentes. From early on 

we find him meticulously recording his steps in the academic world – as he would later record 

his advances and setbacks in the broader Republic of Letters. Thus, to cite one example, on 7 

August 1639 Gerhard, then seventeen, officiated as a respondens in a public disputation with 

the misleadingly general title Disputatio philologica presided over by Dilherr.15 The role of 

disputational adversaries (opponentes) was assumed by Christian Chemnitz (1615-1666), 

Gerhard’s future colleague as professor of theology in Jena and brother-in-law,16 Georg Möbius 

(1616-1697) who was to become a prominent theologian in Leipzig, and Balthasar Cellarius 

(1614-1689), at the time an adjunct in Jena, who would go on to study theology with Georg 

Calixt in Helmstedt and pursue an ecclesiastical career and eventually obtain a theological 

professorship in Helmstedt.17 To these were added the professors Salomon Glassius (Johann 

Gerhard’s successor, rector, and later general superintendent in Gotha) (1593-1656) and the 

 
14 For early modern disputations and dissertations as an academic genre as well as a social instance in pre-

modern academic culture see Ewald Horn, Die Disputationen und Promotionen an den deutschen Universitäten 

(Leipzig, 1893), Hanspeter Marti, ‘Dissertationen und Promotionen an frühneuzeitlichen Universitäten des 

deutschen Sprachraums. Versuch eines skizzenhaften Überblicks’ in Rainer A. Müller (ed.), Promotionen und 

Promotionswesen an deutschen Hochschulen der Frühmoderne (Köln, 2001), pp. 1-20, and Ku-ming (Kevin) 

Chang, ‘From Oral Disputation to Written Text: The Transformation of the Dissertation in Early Modern 

Europe’ History of Universities 19 (2) (2004), pp. 129-87. 
15 Niemann dates this 7 August 1638 – the extant printed disputation with Gerhard’s marginalia is dated 7 

August 1639. FBG Shelf-mark Diss. phil 8° 30 (05). 
16 In July 1657, two months after the death of Christina, his first wife, with whom he had ten children, Chemnitz 

married Gerhard’s sister Maria, who was then the widow of the Saxe-Gotha court physician Johann Volck. See 

Johann Caspar Zeumer, Vitae professorum theologiae, jurisprudentiae, medicina et philosophiae qui in illustri 

academia jenensi ab ipsius fundatione ad nostra usque tempora vixerunt et adhuc vivunt (Jena, 1711), p. 184. At 

his death in 1666 Chemnitz was succeeded as superintendent by Gerhard’s eulogizer Sebastian Niemann. 
17 See Sabine Ahrens, Die Lehrkräfte der Universität Helmstedt (1576-1810) (Helmstedt, 2004), s.v. 
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theologian Johann Himmel (1581-1642). The seventeen-year-old Gerhard was in illustrious 

company. 

To his philological studies was added a grounding in philosophy: He studied logic and 

metaphysics with Daniel Stahl (1589-1654), ethics with Balthasar Cellarius (1614-1671), as 

well as politics and physics with Johann Musaeus (1613-1681), who also instructed him in 

Aramaic, while Christian Chemnitz taught him Syriac.18 ‘From which is evident, how, since his 

early days, he harboured an ardent desire for the company and conversation of learned men and 

distinguished theologians.’19 As we shall see, by the sheer fact of being the orphaned son of one 

of the luminaries of Lutheran Orthodoxy young Gerhard was remarkably well connected. With 

the benefits of such a pedigree came pronounced expectations. These shaped his academic 

career from the very beginning and played a formative role in what he was, and what he was 

not, to become. 

On 11 September 1640 Gerhard undertook his first peregrinatio academica to Altdorf.20 

Of particular significance for his future interests were the lectures given by the theologian and 

orientalist Theodoricus Hackspan (1607-1659). A year and a half later, on 21 March 1642, 

Gerhard returned to Jena, where, Niemann informs us, he applied himself to theology. The 

twenty-year-old did not stay long in Jena, and on 11 August he set off on a tour of Northern 

Germany and spent three months journeying to Hamburg and then to Lübeck and Wismar on 

the Baltic See, stopping to visit several universities and paying his respects to numerous 

scholars (mostly Lutheran clergymen) at the final stage of the Thirty Years War. Gerhard 

recorded this journey in a travelogue, extant among his manuscripts.21 This and his other 

journeys will concern us in Chapter Four. It is here worth noting the facility with which he was 

able to access the Lutheran notables he encountered on his way. In both Lübeck and Wismar 

he was awarded stipends.22 

 
18 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 28f. 
19 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 29. ‘Woraus zu sehen / wie Er von Kindes-Beinen an mit gelehrten 

Leuten und vornehmen Theologis ümbzugehen / und derselben Conversation zu geniessen / ein hefftig 

Verlangen getragen.’ 
20 Gerhard matriculated in Altdorf on 21 September. See, Elias von Steinmeyer (ed.), Die Matrikel der 

Universität Altdorf, vol. 1 (Würzburg, 1912), p. 248. 
21 Itineris, ducentorum milliarum in inferiorem Saxoniam ad mare usque Balticum suscepti, descriptio (Aug.-

Nov. 1642). Chart. B 44 fol. 340r-361r. 
22 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 30. Niemann’s claims gains credibility through the fact that he was 

personally acquainted with one of Gerhard’s benefactors, the Lübeck syndic David Gloxin, whom he 

accompanied in 1646 (possibly as tutor to his eldest son) as the latter was making his way to the peace 

negotiations in Münster and Osnabrück. See Zeumer, Vitae professorum, p. 196. 
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 On 3 August 1643, some months after his return from this journey, Gerhard attained his 

Master’s degree.23 To celebrate this academic milestone, an avalanche of gratulatory poems by 

academic and ecclesiastical notables from Jena, Wittenberg and elsewhere in Lutheran 

Germany reached Gerhard. In itself a normal part of the Neo-Latin rituals of seventeenth-

century academia. What is striking is the sheer number of those congratulating him. As we 

might expect, his academic progress was noted with satisfaction by his late father’s admirers, 

who set high hopes on the young Gerhard. One short piece of Neo-Latin jubilation, by a certain 

Adrian Baier, a dean in Jena, is entitled Gerhardus erit redivivus and concludes with the 

assertion that the young Master of the Arts will soon follow in his father’s footsteps to become 

a doctor of theology and professor in Jena.24 Among the many well-wishers, including his 

brothers,25 there is also a poem by Johann-Martin Luther, the Reformer’s great-grandson.26 

Luther was later to study under Gerhard in Wittenberg and write a short undated poem in 

German thanking him for his instruction.27 

Those expecting Gerhard to follow in the theological footsteps of his father had reason 

to be reassured in their expectations. On 30 March 1644 he presented a theological disputation 

De unione personali under Gottfried Cundisius (1599-1651), with whom he had been studying. 

Gerhard seems to have composed this disputation himself (or at least to have had a hand in it) 

rather than presenting Cundisius’ theses.28 

Regrettably, Niemann says very little about Gerhard’s study of oriental languages in his 

early years. This is not surprising, since for Niemann, as for most of Gerhard’s theologically-

minded contemporaries, these were propaedeutic pursuits. His scholarly output and the 

unpublished documentation he has left behind offer a different picture altogether. An account 

of his early study of oriental languages before the appearance of his ambitious Harmonia 

linguarum orientalium (1647)29 can be no more than fragmentary. Before we turn to this, it is 

worth noting that, according to Niemann, Gerhard began teaching Syriac in Jena at a collegium 

 
23 See the diploma signed by the dean Philipp Horst, Chart. A 418. fol. 228. 
24 Chart. A 639 fol. 21 ‘Gerhardus erit redivivus / Nondum submersus Joannes morte Gerhardus, / In Gnatis 

etenim vivit is, inque libris. / Joan=Ernestus Patris vestigia torquet, / atque Magisterij splendida iura capit. / Ut 

fiat Jena Doctor, Jenaque Professor / Theiologus scriptis clarus, in vrbe precor.’ (Underline in green ink in the 

original). 
25 Johann Gerhard Jr. Chart. A 639 fol. 55, 60r-v and a piece by Johann Friedrich and Johann Andreas Gerhard, 

Chart. A 639 fol. 77, 79r-80r. 
26 Chart. A 639 fol. 59. 
27 Chart. A 639 125r-v. 
28 This is implied by a letter to the Brunswick syndic Johann Camman to whom he sent a copy of the printed 

disputation Chart. B 44 fol. 24v-25r. This agrees with Niemann’s statement: ‘seine erste Disputationem 

Theologicam elaboriret’ Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 31. 
29 See chapter three. 
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linguarum orientalium harmonicum. His interest in Syriac and in the Syriac version of the New 

Testament was among the primary academic concerns of his early years. 

In March 1646 Gerhard moved to Wittenberg,30 following, we are told, the instructions 

of his academic patrons, to further his theological studies and to complete the Harmonia 

linguarum orientalium, on which he had been working. On 17 October 1646 he was appointed 

magister legens and the following day adjunct responsible for Hebrew at the lower faculty in 

Wittenberg.31 The aim was ultimately to become a professor of theology in Jena: studying 

theology and teaching Hebrew in Wittenberg were clearly steps in the right direction. 

In the spring of 1650 Gerhard once again embarked on an academic tour – this time it 

was more ambitious. He visited France, the Netherlands, Switzerland and several German cities, 

returning to Jena the following spring. He was then appointed professor of history in April 

165232 and, on 30 March 1653, he was awarded a doctorate in theology.33 On the same day 

Gerhard married Katharina Elisabeth Schelhammer, née Plathner (1626-1671),34 the widow of 

the professor of medicine Christoph Schelhammer (1620-1651).35 Schelhammer and Katharina 

had a son, Günther Christoph Schelhammer (1649-1716), who became Gerhard’s stepson and 

was later to become a noted professor of medicine.36 Christoph Schelhammer himself, whose 

premature death37 enabled Gerhard to marry Katharina, had written a gratulatory poem on 

Gerhard’s attaining his Master’s degree in 1643.38 Three years after Gerhard’s death Katharina 

 
30 Gerhard’s matriculation was signed by Wittenberg chancellor Conrad Victor Schneider on 3 March 1646 and 

is preserved in Chart. A 418 fol. 1. See also Bernhard Weissenborn (ed.), Album Academiae Vitebergensis. 

Jüngere Reihe Teil 1 (1602-166) (Magdeburg, 1934), p. 441. 
31 Weissenborn, Album Academiae Vitebergensis, p. 441 n. 4. 
32 On which see chapter five. 
33 The invitation to Gerhard to take his final exam (1 April 1653) was sent him the day before by the faculty, 

Chart. A 418 fol. 229. The invitation to the ceremony where the title of doctor of theology was conferred upon 

him by the dean of the faculty Johann Tobias Major is found under Chart. A 418 fol. 231. 
34 Katharina Elisabeth Gerhard’s biography is offered by Sebastian Niemann in the sermon he delivered at her 

funeral on 16 March 1671, Spiegel eines betrübten Hertzens / bey christlicher / hoch=ansehnlicher und 

volcksreicher Leichenbegägnüß der weiland edlen / hoch=ehr= und tugendreichen Frauen / Fr. Catharina 

Elisabeth Gerhardin (Jena, 1671), pp. 22-31. 
35 On this marriage (3 May 1648) see the biographical section of the funerary sermon delivered at 

Schelhammer’s funeral on 24 June 1651 by Gottfried Cundisius, Memento mori. das ist Süsse Todes=Gedancken 

des Königs und Prohpheten Davids (Jena, 1651), Diiiiv. Cundisius does not mention the Gerhard home, in which 

the widow (and Gerhard’s future wife) and her infant son were living. A short undated poem by Christoph 

Schelhammer congratulating Gerhard on attaining his Master’s degree (1643) is extant. Chart. A 639 fol. 16. See 

also Otto Plathner, Die Familie Plathner (Berlin, 1866), p. 165. 
36 On Günther Christoph Schelhammer see Christian Gottlieb Jöcher, Gelehrtenlexikon (Leipzig, 1751), s.v. See 

also Vera Keller, ‘Professionalizing Doubt: Johann Daniel Major’s Observation ‘On the Horn of the Bezoardic 

Goat’, Curiosity Collecting, and Periodical Publication’, in The Institutionalization of Science in Early Modern 

Europe, ed. G. Giannini and M. Feingold (Leiden, 2020), pp. 199-235, here 225f. 
37 Schlehammer suffered from depressions (affectus hypochondriacus/melancholia hypochondriaca) and in the 

final year of his short life was bed-ridden due to kidney stones. Niemann, Spiegel eines betrübten Hertzens, p. 

25, as well as Cundisius, Memento mori, Diiiiv-Eir. 
38 Chart. A 639 fol. 16r-v. 
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herself died and was eulogized by the same Niemann. In his eulogy Niemann dwells at length 

on their marriage. While, to some extent, in portraying their mariage as blissful he was 

conforming to the conventions of funerary eulogies, it is nonetheless worth noting that in both 

eulogies Niemann stresses their partnership rather than patriarchal order.39 From this union 

ensued two sons, Johann Friedrich and Johann Ernst Jr. and two daughters, Sophia Elisabeth 

and Maria Elisabeth, all of whom survived their father.40 Apart from domestic felicity, marrying 

Katharina had a further advantage for Gerhard. Schelhammer had purchased the Gerhard family 

home in Jena in 1648. By marrying the widow of his deceased friend Gerhard could move back 

into his childhood home.41 

On 6 July 1655 Gerhard became a professor at Jena’s theological faculty.42 With this 

appointment his formal academic career had reached its telos. Johann Gerhard’s son had, at the 

age of thirty-four, become a professor of theology and, as mentioned above, his own son, 

Johann Ernst Gerhard the Younger, would in turn become a professor of theology in 1700.43 

The remaining thirteen years of his life are of considerable interest owing to his scholarly 

pursuits but they were outwardly uneventful. 

Though Gerhard was destined to become a theologian, his great passion was the study 

of oriental languages. This dominated his earlier years and would culminate in the publication 

of the Harmonia linguarum orientalium (1647). We now turn to a closer scrutiny of his early 

training as an orientalist, to the extent that the sources allow this, and then, in the following 

chapter, we shall consider his scholarly interests and output prior and shortly after the 

appearance of his harmonic grammar.  

 

First academic appearances 

 

 
39 Niemann, Spiegel eines betrübten Hertzens, p. 26. ‘In dieser anderen Verheyrathung [sc. with Gerhard] hat sie 

alles gefunden / was den Ehestand glückseelig machen kan. Beyder Eheleute Neigungen waren auf einen Zweck 

gerichtet / ihre Liebe in stetem Aufnehmen / und ihre Hertzen stets in gleichförmiger Einstimmung / also daß Ihr 

Ehestand nichts anders war / als eine Werckstadt des Friedens und Beyspiel seltner Einigkeit.’ 
40 Ibid. p. 34. 
41 Helmut Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina. Eigenart und Schicksal einer thüringischen Gelehrtenbibliothek des 

17. Jahrhunderts (Gotha, 1968), p. 20, based on Adrian Beier, Architectus jenensis. Abbildung der jenischen 

Gebäuden (Jena, 1681), p. 194. 
42 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 33. 
43 In Giessen rather than in ancestral Jena.  
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Gerhard’s first academic appearances were both part of his training and highly formulaic rites 

of passage. The first were disputations debated in private lectures (collegia privata). Thus on 8 

April 1638, for example, it was Gerhard’s turn to act as respondens at a private collegium 

logicum offered by Daniel Stahl, the professor of logic and metaphysics in Jena. Gerhard’s 

challenge was, according to the usual custom, to defend a thesis (or in this case a series of 

theses) formulated by his mentor from the objections raised by the opponentes, rather than to 

come up with his own arguments. While the printed disputation was written by Stahl (or at least 

mostly by him) the opening prelude, extant only in manuscript, is Gerhard’s. It is a vivid 

reminder of the performative, ceremonial aspects of early modern oral disputations: ‘Those 

embarking on a long journey to survey vast swathes of land have their provisions for the long 

journey. Thus we, embarking on a journey over the vast estates of philosophy, require logic as 

our companion – developed by that great wonder Aristotle.’44 The address ends with a short 

appeal to the Almighty. Gerhard also delivered a brief address at the close of the disputation, 

i.e. after Stahl’s determinatio. This too is preserved in manuscript and is equally true to form, 

conceding the great challenge posed by the opponents’ objections and acknowledging the 

assistance of the praeses. To add courtesy to profuse politeness, the sixteen-year-old Gerhard 

ends by thanking Stahl in the name of his fellow students and by appealing to God to preserve 

the University of Jena, the lumen Germaniae.45 While much of this was conventional academic 

courtesy, the prayer to God to preserve the university may have seemed less of a cliché twenty 

years into the Thirty Years War, when the near plundering of the town and university by the 

League in 1631 was still a vivid memory. 

 Gerhard’s academic initiation came in earnest the following year with his first 

appearance in a public disputation. This was presided over and, in all likelihood, composed by 

Johann Michael Dilherr. The disputation, debated in the morning hours of 7 August 1639, was 

devoted to a philological examination of Job 19:25-7 ‘For I know that my redeemer liveth, and 

that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth: And though after my skin worms destroy this 

body, yet in my flesh shall I see God: Whom I shall see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold, 

and not another; though my reins be consumed within me.’46 Job’s words were traditionally 

taken by Christian exegetes as a prophecy of Christ, a view taken for granted in Dilherr’s 

 
44 Chart. B 44 fol. 316r-317r. Praelogium ante Disp. Logicam sub Daniele Stahlio P.P. in Sal. privatim habitam 

d. 8. April. Anni 1638. 
45 From these student years we also have Gerhard’s handwritten, undated, prologue to a disputation he defended 

at another collegium privatum, Johann Musaeus’ collegium ethicum. Chart. B 44 fol. 317r-v. Aliud antelogium in 

Collegio Ethico privato M. Joh. Musaei. 
46 English quotes from the Bible are taken form the King James Version. 

http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Job-19-25/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Job-19-25/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Job-19-26/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Job-19-26/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Job-19-27/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Job-19-27/
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disputation, which Gerhard expounded. Gerhard’s copy of the printed disputation abounds in 

the young man’s comments and additions to his master’s text. He also noted on the title-page 

the names of the opponentes, against whose objections he was expected to demonstrate his 

erudition and dialectical prowess; among them were no lesser adversaries than Georg Moebius 

and Salomon Glassius. 

Gerhard’s copy also contains an unpublished prefatory poem in Alcaic stanzas which he 

composed and must have recited in the auditorium before the disputation commenced. A 

theatrical piece of Neo-Latin self-fashioning, a prose translation of the first stanzas runs: 

 

I shudder! Who shall tell me what to say? Who is it that forced me to ascend this 

venerable pulpit and this hallowed chair? Who put me up to such ill-advised 

temerity? I shudder. Do I, perchance, behold the sacred overseers, or do I, perhaps 

confounded, gaze upon the noble crown of adulthood dedicated to God and the 

Muses? I shudder. The dullness of my wit cannot carry this light. What shall I say? 

What shall I do? What can I utter, that would be worthy of such seasoned ears? 

 

The rest of the rhetorical poem is an impassioned appeal to Christ and to his academic protector 

Dilherr to help him wade through his first disputation.47 The illustrious list of opponentes makes 

clear how festive the occasion must have been. More important than the actual content of 

Dilherr’s philological disputation which Gerhard was expounding and defending was the 

academic rite of passage. Not surprisingly, he seems to have done very well. Like any other 

seventeenth-century academic, taking part in disputations – as respondens, opponens, and soon 

after more frequently as praeses – would become the staple of Gerhard’s academic routine. 

 
47 Chart. B 44 fol. 318r-v. ‘Horresco! Quis me! quis mihi quod loquor?/ Quis me coegit scandere pulpita/ augusta 

sanctamque hanc cathedram./ Quis mihi tam temeraria suasit?  Horresco, seu fors intueor sacros/ 

Antistites, aut sicubi nobilem/ Pubis DEO Musisque sacrae/ intueor stupidus coronam. Horresco, lucem hanc 

ferre nequit meae/ Caligo mentis: quid loquor aut ago?/ Quid quaeso dignum tot Politis/ auribus his potero 

sonare? Hem quot misello spicula telaque/ Parata cerno? quis clypeum dabit?/ Quis muniet nudum? en dehisco!/ 

en pudor, en rubor os colorat!/ Quaeram Patronos. Optume Maxime [corr: qui mihi copias]/ mittant rogati 

subsidiarias./ Non infrequens, vicisse victos/ subsidio sociae cohortis. Quaeram Patronos, Maxime Optume/ 

Mundi dynasta, Te prece supplice/ imploro per CHRISTUM praecantem/ respice propitius bonusque. Tu 

plectra linguae dirige & aridas/ perfunde mentes lumine gratiae/ Tu Spiritus fulgore nostras/ discute propitius 

tenebras. [fol. 318v] DILHERRE nostri fax columenque decus/ caput Lycei, dogmatis entheo/ defensor 

acris & gemma/ Salaidae pretiosa terrae. Succurre inermi protege me tuae/ umbone doctrinae & mea dirige/ 

effata & adversae cohortis/ ferricrepas acies retunde: Firmatus ergo praesidio tuo/ firmatus ipso praesidio DEI/ 

depono terrorem. JEHOVA/ auspice, nil geritur sinistre.’ 
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 Dilherr’s detailed argumentation, which Gerhard was debating, is guided by a 

theological concern, namely that Job’s redeemer (גואל go’el), which he was assured he would 

in time behold with his very own eyes, signified Christ. It is supported by detailed philological 

arguments, relying to a great extent on Dilherr’s reading of this verse in the Hebrew Bible, 

Aramaic Targums, the Septuagint, and Vulgate, the Syriac Peshitta and Luther’s German. It is 

also openly indebted to his famous colleague Salomon Glassius and is critical on some points 

of the Jesuit scholar Juan de Pineda. Even though Gerhard did not compose the disputation, his 

copy of the work integrates numerous (and at time substantial) handwritten additions of his 

own. These are mostly further philological points bolstering Dilherr’s argument, though some 

marginalia are more eclectic and reveal something of the young student’s curiosity, such as an 

extensive marginal note on the permissibility of contraception in some societies where the 

exposure of a living infant is strictly forbidden. How this fitted into the oral disputation remains 

unclear. Gerhard’s marginalia, both the added biblical quotes as well as the occasional more 

remarkable comment, are fragmentary records of the disputation as an oral and, apparently, 

occasionally eclectic debate. One further marginal note merits our attention here: at one point 

Gerhard added a note with a quotation in Ethiopic. This may have been a later addition or 

perhaps it was copied in 1639 from an Ethiopic source which had intrigued Gerhard, who could 

not yet read it. If this last assumption is correct, it reveals an interest in Ethiopic in the late 

1630s, several years before Gerhard made a systematic effort to learn the language. 

 

Studying Oriental languages 

 

For a German student wishing to master oriental languages in the 1630s the starting point was 

usually Hebrew. The language had an obvious appeal for Christian scholars wishing to study 

the Old Testament and was still widely considered the Adamic Ursprache – though this was 

being questioned by less pious souls. It was also, by the seventeenth century, the oriental 

language most readily accessible to Christian scholars. By the time Gerhard embarked on his 

studies Hebrew was well established and, to a great extent, independent of Jewish informants 

as far as the elements of Biblical Hebrew were concerned. Since the fifteenth century Christian 

Hebraists had produced a fair number of reliable grammars. Together with a corpus of printed 

material, the Hebrew Bible, first and foremost, together with other texts, far exceeded in volume 
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the corpora available in seventeenth-century Europe in any other Semitic language.48 Less 

common than Hebrew, but still fairly well disseminated was the Christian study of Aramaic – 

both Jewish Aramaic, commonly referred to in early modern sources as Chaldean, and the 

Aramaic variant used by oriental Christians, known as Syriac. Gerhard availed himself of 

instruction in both.49 

The study of post-biblical Hebrew was also pursued by Christian scholars interested in 

gaining better access to rabbinic literature. While a grounding in biblical Hebrew would suffice 

in most cases, there were some points of usage, post-biblical vocabulary, and the frequent 

rabbinical use of acronyms, which required explication. While Gerhard could not master this in 

Jena, he made up for it during his stay in Altdorf (1640-1). Among other things this sojourn 

offered him the opportunity to study with one of the leading German orientalists of the day, 

Theodoricus Hackspan. Instruction in rabbinical Hebrew seems to have been uncommon at the 

time. In Rostock Samuel Bohl was offering a collegium rabbinicum in 1637 and Hackspan 

seems to have been offering instruction at least since 1640. In 1649, when Gerhard was teaching 

in Wittenberg, his future colleague and erstwhile student of Hackspan’s, Johannes Frischmuth, 

was teaching rabbinical Hebrew in Jena.50 Among Gerhard’s papers is an elegantly copied 

Grammatica rabbinica delivered by Hackspan in a private collegium in Altdorf in 1640. The 

Altdorf orientalist never published a work with this title or any other introduction to rabbinical 

Hebrew. Gerhard’s transcript, which merits further study, thus offers us an instructive glimpse 

into the teaching of post-biblical Hebrew in the seventeenth century.51 

 Probably dating from the same time is Gerhard’s handwritten Exercitia lectionis, a series 

of excerpted passages from post-biblical texts, mostly from Talmudic tractates52 with some 

 
48 See Stephen Burnett, Christian Hebraism in the Reformation Era (1500-1660): authors, books, and the 

transmission of Jewish learning (Leiden, 2012), idem, From Christian Hebraism to Jewish Studies: Johannes 

Buxtorf (1564-1629) and Hebrew Learning in the Seventeenth Century (Leiden, 1996), Anthony Grafton and 

Joanna Weinberg, ‘I have always loved the holy tongue’: Isaac Casaubon, the Jews, and a forgotten chapter in 

Renaissance scholarship (Cambridge MA, 2011), and Theodor Dunkelgrün, ‘The Christian Study of Judaism in 

Early Modern Europe’ in The Cambridge History of Judaism: Volume 7, The Early Modern World, 1500-1815, 

ed. Jonathan Karp and Adam Sutcliffe (Cambridge, 2017), pp. 316-48. 
49 Gerhard is said by his eulogizer Niemann to have studied Aramaic with Johannes Musaeus and Syriac with 

Christian Chemnitz. Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 29. On the Christian study of (Jewish) Aramaic see 

Stephen Burnett, ‘Christian Aramaism: the Birth and Growth of Aramaic Scholarship in the Sixteenth Century’, 

in Seeking out the Wisdom of the Ancients: Essays offered to honor Michael V. Fox, (ed.) Ronald L. Troxel, 

Kelvin G. Friebel, and Dennis R. Magary, (Winona Lake, 2005), pp. 421-36. On Syriac see Robert Wilkinson, 

Orientalism, Aramaic and Kabbalah in the Catholic Reformation. The First Printing of the Syriac New 

Testament (Leiden, 2007). 
50 Burnett, Christian Hebraism, p. 39. 
51 Grammatica rabbinica privatim praelecta. Chart. A 92r-115v. Three years earlier Gerhard was sent a copy of 

Hackspan’s De necessitate sacrae philologiae in theologia accurate pertractanda (1637) by his former teacher 

Johann Jacob Leibnitz, FBG shelf-mark Phil. 40 317/2 (4). 
52 Excerpted from both the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmud. 
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excerpts from later sources such as Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah53 and other medieval works 

such as Sefer Hassidim (Book of the Pious) attributed to the Regensburg Rabbi Judah ben 

Samuel (The Pious) (1150-1217).54 While these exercises are undated, the vocalized Hebrew 

and the handwriting of Gerhard’s accompanying Latin translations and brief comments suggest 

that this was compiled in his early years. This is further confirmed by the fact that he was 

copying (by no means simple and probably unvocalized) Hebrew texts and adding his own 

vocalization. The nature of the undertaking, as well as the overall impressive competence and 

the occasional egregious error, suggest the work of a brilliant student rather than that of an 

experienced scholar. 

[Fig. 2 Gerhard’s excerpt from the 1580 edition of Sefer Hasidim. FBG Chart. B. 44 fol. 149r.] 

 

Gerhard’s papers and private library also record his early study of Arabic. With whom 

he studied Arabic in his early years is not clear – and, in the absence of notable Arabists in Jena 

at the time, his Arabic may have been to a great extent self-taught. The available evidence 

pertains to the books he used in order to acquire a basic command of the language. Not 

surprisingly, at the core of his studies was the seminal Arabic grammar published by the Leiden 

orientalist Thomas Erpenius (1584-1624).55 Gerhard was using the 1636 edition of Erpenius’s 

Grammatica Arabica (first edition 1613) which was printed together with fables by the pre-

Islamic ‘Arab Aesop’, Luqman and a collection of Arabic adages – all in vocalized Arabic 

accompanied by a Latin translation and commentary, thus offering beginners an introduction to 

Arabic grammar and a primer. Gerhard’s copy is replete with marginalia in a handwriting 

clearly of his early years.56 An example of how he read his Arab adages appended to Erpenius’s 

Grammar is offered by adage sixty-eight: 

َخَ ل َٱَ ة َل َق َ ةَ مَ اد َن مَ ل َٱ رَ يَ خَ   فَ ل 

 
53 Maimonides’ monumental code of Jewish Law. 
54 Chart. B 44 fol. 142r-157v. 
55 A biography of Erpenius is a glaring desideratum. For an overview of his career see Arnoud Vrolijk and 

Richard van Leeuwen, Arabic Studies in the Netherlands: A Short History in Portraits, 1580-1950, tr. Alastair 

Hamilton (Leiden, 2014), pp. 31-40. 
56 FBG shelf-mark Phil. 4o 317/2 (1). 
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‘The best part of penitence is the paucity of transgression’.57 Erpenius adds approvingly: ‘Verily 

true penitence is absent where an emendation of life is lacking.’58 To this the young Gerhard 

added: ‘Germani dicunt: Nimmer thun is die beste bueße.’ 

Through the choice of binding and cross-references we also know which books Gerhard 

used in tandem with Erpenius: Johannes Fabricius Dantiscanus’ Specimen arabicum (1637),59 

as well as an Arabic text of Galatians edited by Ruthger Spey (1583).60 Spey, a learned pastor 

from Schönau, in the vicinity of Heidelberg, came across the Arabic manuscript of Paul’s 

Epistle in the Palatine Library, where it had been pawned by Guillaume Postel. This was the 

first Arabic work printed in the German-speaking territories. Spey appended to this a short 

Arabic grammar, partly excerpted from Postel, which included an alphabetical table with the 

Arabic letters printed upside down.61 Bound with these, and the work most extensively 

annotated by Gerhard in this collected volume, is Christoph Crinesius’ Lexicon Syriacum 

(1612).62 

 At the outset of this bound collection Gerhard copied a lengthy excerpt from Nicolaus 

Clenardus’ (Cleynaerts) Oratio de lingua arabica,63 in which Clenardus argues for the 

usefulness of Arabic for the understanding of the Bible owing to its proximity to Hebrew.64 

Gerhard’s copy of Erpenius’ Arabic grammar contains numerous underlinings and 

marginalia in his hand. Though these notes are undated, the handwriting and the green ink 

 
57 Erpenius translates this as ‘Optimum poenitentiae est paucitas delicti.’ 
58 Ibid. p. 56. ‘Vera nempe poenitentia non est, quam non sequitur vitae emendatio.’ 
59 On the uses of Arabic poetry in early modern Europe and Fabricius in particular see Jan Loop, ‘Arabic Poetry 

as Teaching Material in Early Modern Grammars and Textbooks’, in The Teaching and Learning of Arabic in 

Early Modern Europe, ed. idem, A. Hamilton, and C. Burnett (Leiden, 2017), pp. 230-52. 
60 Rutger Spey, Epistola Pauli ad Galatas (Heidelberg, 1583). 
61 See Raif Georges Khoury,‘Ruthger Speys Heidelberger Ausgabe des Paulus-Briefes an die Galater ist das erste 

mit arabischer Schrift gedruckte Buch in Deutschland’, in Bibliotheca Palatina. Katalog zur Austellung vom 8. 

Jul bis 2. November 1986 Heiliggeistkirche Heidelberg. Textband, ed. E. Mittler (Heidelberg, 1986), pp. 418f. 
62 Christoph Crinesius, Lexicon Syriacum, e Novo Testamento et Rituali Severi, patriarchae quondam 

Alexandrini, Syro collectum, tribus linguis cardinalibus expositum, atque in illustri VVittbergensium academia 

tredecim disputationibus propositum (Wittenberg, 1612). 
63 On Clenardus see Thérèse-Anne Druart, ‘Arabic Philosophy and the Université Catholique de Louvain’, in 

The Introduction of Arabic Philosophy into Europe ed. C. E. Butterworth and B. Andrée Kessel (Leiden, 1994), 

pp. 83-97, esp. pp. 86-8 and Nuria Martínez de Castilla Muñoz, ‘The Teaching and Learning of Arabic in 

Salamanca in the Early Modern Period’, in The Teaching and Learning of Arabic, pp. 163-88. Clenardus was 

lionized by later early modern Arabists. See, for example, Mordechai Feingold, ‘Learning Arabic in Early 

Modern England’, in The Teaching and Learning of Arabic, pp. 33-56, esp. 34f. 
64 FBG shelf-mark Phil. 4o 317/2. Unpaginated leaf preceding the first bound work. ‘Non hoc vel ut voces 

Ebraeae ab Arabicis deriventur; sed ut vocum obscuriorum vires atque origines in lingua Ebraeâ, quam utilia & 

exigua tum sui parte in Veteris T. libris reliqua e[st], ex ijsdem exstantibus in linguâ Arabum, quae integra adhuc 

est & cummunes plerasque cum illa radices ac vocum ra[ti]o[n]es habet illustrentur atque explicentur. Quod 

a[utem] de Ebraeâ dixi; id et de Chaldaea, Syriacâ, Rabbinicâ atque Æthiopica, quae maximam cum illa 

adfinitatem habent sentiendum; ita quidem ut Arabica communis quaedam est earum fax dici atque haberi 

debeat. Orat. 2. p. 66.67.’ 
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Gerhard used indicates that the lion’s share of these notes was jotted down in his youth. To the 

letters of the Arabic alphabet, with which Erpenius opens his grammar, Gerhard added in green 

ink their Hebrew equivalents and numerical value.65 Apart from correcting the errata and 

underlining several points – which Gerhard only does in opening sections of the grammar – 

there are several comments of a more advanced nature. It is not clear whether these were added 

later or already inserted in his younger years – these could also be observations made by his 

teachers, such as Hackspan in Altdorf, in the privata. An example for this is a short comment 

on a digression made by Erpenius. After introducing the Arabic alphabet, the Leiden Arabist 

noted: ‘Owing to the hatred of the Mohammedans, Christian and Jewish Arabs, when writing 

works in Arabic relating to religion, are wont to use a different alphabet: the former use a 

Christian alphabet, namely Syriac, and the latter a Jewish one, namely Hebrew.’66 Gerhard here 

notes that, according to Epiphanius, Mani wrote his Persian books using Syriac letters. Some 

of the marginalia are of a comparative linguistic nature, for example to Erpenius’ discussion of 

the form of the Arabic definite article ال (al) Gerhard added a marginal note on grammatical 

definiteness in Turkish (based on a comment in Angelo Canini’s Syriac grammar (1554) rather 

than an acquaintance with Turkish).67 Some of the notes are elementary and were clearly jotted 

down by Gerhard at the outset of his Arabic studies.68 He also added references to other woks 

such as Peter Kirstenius’ Arabic grammar (1610).69 It is worth noting that many of Gerhard’s 

marginalia on grammatical points, in Arabic as well as the other oriental languages he was 

studying, are taken from works which are not systematic grammars – first and foremost from 

biblical commentaries (both Protestant and Catholic), which offered even an eclectic aside 

pertaining to points of Arabic or Syriac grammar. He was gathering grammatical insights 

wherever they could be found. A further witness of Gerhard’s study is provided by an Arabic 

word list (with Latin translation) arranged according to the final radical of each Arabic word, 

following the lexicographical usage of the tenth-century lexicographer Jawhari in his Ṣiḥāḥ and 

 
65 Erpenius, Grammatica arabica, 1f. FBG shelf-mark Phil. 4o 317/2 (1). 
66 Erpenius, Grammatica arabica, p. 9. ‘Solent Arabes Christiani & Judaei odio Mohamedanorum pleraque sua 

quae ad religionem spectant scripta Arabica alio charactere consignare, illi quidem Christiano, id est Syriaco; hi 

vero Judaico, id est Hebraeo.’ 
67 Marginal note in Erpenius. Grammatica, p. 20. ‘Sermo Turcicus Articulos fine collocat, ut a ְזָמאן [te]mpus f. 

אְנדَ ְזמָَ  τοῦ χρόνου ד  οἱ χρόνοι Angelus Canin. Gr. Syr. p. 21.’ None of Angelo Canini’s works are listed in ְזָמאְנל 

BG – but these would have been available to Gerhard elsewhere. 
68 Thus, for example, on p. 151 he adds a marginal note: ت اب ي ت ابَ  liber meus a ك   .ك 
69 Gerhard refers to Kirstenius, Liber secundus grammatices arabicae, sive etymologia arabica (Breslau, 1610), 

p. 27 in the context of positive and comparative adjectives (discussed on p. 137 of Erpenius). Gerhard owned a 

copy of the work (FBG Theol. 2o 109/2 (2)) – there are no reading marks in this copy. A further copy of this 

work in the Gerhardina (FBG Theol. 2o 318/1 (5)) is likewise clean. It is, however, worth noting that the 

volume, which also contains the hefty four parts of Jacob Reneccius’ (Reinecke) Panoplia (1613) is inscribed 

Kirsteni Synatxis Arab. on the fore-edge. 
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Firuzibadi in his Qāmūs.70 The extensive compilation is undated. The tidy handwriting suggests 

an early date. 

Among Gerhard’s handwritten notes in his copy of the Erpenius grammar are several 

references to the appended Luqman Fables, which demonstrate some grammatical principle 

discussed in the grammar, as well as occasional references to other works, not necessarily 

grammars, dealing with a particular point of Arabic grammar. His close reading of Luqman and 

of Fabricius is attested in the countless marginal notes in both works and in repeated references 

to them in marginalia in Gerhard’s hand in other books in his library. An example of this is to 

be found in his copy of Christoph Crinesius’ Exercitationum hebraicarum ΠΕΝΤΑΜΕΡΩΝ 

(1626). Among other things, Crinesius, whose works Gerhard studied carefully, considers the 

various biblical uses of the Hebrew word אדם (adam, human).71 These include the common   בן

 as a common biblical term for human. To this Gerhard added a (’ben adám, ‘son of Adam) אדם

marginal note ‘This is a common phrase in Arabic. The sons of Adam in the sense of humans. 

See Erpenius in his notes to Luqman’s Fables p. 12.’72 This reference in his copy of Crinesius’ 

grammatical-exegetical works is to Luqman’s fable on the lion and the human arguing about 

their respective valour, in Erpenius’s above mentioned edition. Likewise, there is a reference to 

Fabricius’s Specimen and a cross-reference in the Specimen to Crinesius. Reading these works, 

bound together in a single imposing but still manageably portable volume in Gerhard’s hands, 

we can, through the repeated cross references in the margins, imagine the young scholar leafing 

backward and forward, and studying Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic with constant references to 

each other. Judging from his marginalia the corpus he was using was restricted, and yet his 

student notes illustrate how closely the instruction of Hebrew (biblical and later), Aramaic, 

Syriac, and Arabic were connected with one another – and offers a foretaste of the harmonic 

grammar which was to be his claim to fame in the late 1640s. 

Gerhard, we saw, was reading Fabrcius’ anthology of Arabic poetry, the Specimen 

arabicum (1637), and was doing so with more than Arabic grammar in mind, as attested by his 

repeated marginal references to Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq’s (1522-1592) Turkish Letters. 

Though Gerhard’s linguistic competence did not include Turkish – and Persian only to a limited 

extent, and that later in life – he was eager to place Fabricius’ work within a broader cultural 

 
70 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 378r-471v. E.g. ر اج   is translated as divinatory, ‘qui diabolicis artibus utitur ad (zājir) ز 

divinandum: prohibitio, interdictio, vaticinium, plur.  َر اج  و   ’.motus omnes ز 
71 Christoph Crinesius, ֺחֶמׁש sive Exercitationum hebraicarum ΠΕΝΤΑΜΕΡΩΝ (Nuremberg, 1626), pp. 31-7. 

FBG shelf-mark Phil. 40 303/7 (2). 
72 ‘Sic apud Arabes trita phrasis est. Filij Adami hominis pro hominibus [vid.] Erpen. in notis ad Fa[bulas] 

Locm[ani]. p. 12.’ 
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context. Busbecq, and occasionally other European travellers such as Johannes Cotovicus, 

offered more recent parallels from the Muslim world. On occasion Gerhard’s comparative 

marginalia go further. Thus, for example, Fabricius comments broadly in his Specimen on 

Muslim prayers, referring readers to the Itinerarium hierosolymitanum et syriacum (1619) by 

Johannes Cotovicus (Jan van Cootwijk) (c. 1550-1629), a Catholic priest from Utrecht living 

and travelling in exile, who had noted the silence and decorum in mosques – in woeful contrast, 

Fabricius added, to the commotion in European churches. Fabricius further quotes Cotovicus’ 

reports that Muslims do not take off their headgear when praying.73 At this point Gerhard adds 

a marginal note – a reference to the Pentateuch commentary by the contemporary Jesuit Jacques 

Bonfrère, where, in an aside, the Catholic scholar notes that the Chinese too, like Muslims, take 

off their shoes yet keep their heads covered in sanctuaries.74 Another instance is to be found in 

the opening section of Fabricius’ Specimen, dedicated to Al-Ḥariri’s (1054-1122) first maqāma. 

Gerhard added marginal references to Busbecq concerning the Turkish haggia as an Ottoman 

equivalent to the Arabic adab – litterae humaniores.75 Gerhard also filled Fabricius’ Specimen 

with repeated references to Crinesius’ Hebrew grammar.76 

The extent of Gerhard’s study of Fabricius’ Specimen is evident in the work’s index, 

which he supplemented and augmented considerably. These additions to the index range from 

added page numbers (and further references to Busbecq and other sources) to the printed 

lemmata, to adding new lemmata with a reference to Busbecq and other works. In other words, 

Gerhard turned his personally augmented index to the Specimen into a broader, personalized 

index for several works of oriental scholarship which he was studying. Needless to say, these 

substantial additions to the index of Fabricius’ Specimen were not necessarily all added in his 

early years. However, all the numerous added references to Busbecq in the index are in the 

green ink which Gerhard used in his younger years (for example in his copy of Hackspan’s 

Grammatica rabbinica) and not, to the best of my knowledge, later in life. In a sense, Gerhard 

turned the index of the Specimen into a bibliographical commonplace book for his oriental 

perusal. Other lemmata added (in black) to the index refer to FL (Fabulae Locmani) and EG 

(Erpenii Grammatica). Gerhard’s study of Arabic was thus, from the start, closely linked to an 

 
73 Fabricius, Specimen, p. 17. 
74 Ibid. ‘Conf. o[mn]i[n]o hic de Chinensibus Bonfrere in Pentat. p. 354.’ Gerhard owned a copy of Bonfrère’s 

Pentateuchus Moysis commentario illustratus (Antwerp, 1625), FBG Theol 20 84/2. 
75 Ibid. p. 13. In Fabricius’ commentary to Abu al-Ula’s poem in this collection Gerhard once again refers to an 

Ottoman parallel (by reference to Busbeq). Ibid. p 90. Gerhard’s marginale: ‘Turcae locum publici consilij, ubi 

Bassaejus habent vocant Divanum Vide Busbeq. L. T. ep. 1. p. 76. ep. 2. p. 102. ep. 3. p. 100.’ 
76 Christoph Crinesius, ֺחֶמׂש sive exercitationum hebraicarum πενταμερῶν pars prima (Nuremberg, 1625). 

Gerhard’s copy in the Gerhardina FBG Phil. 4o 303/7 (2). 
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interest in history. If it did not amount to a systematic comparative approach to history and 

culture, it was at least intuitively associated with such interests which would be central to the 

academic pursuits of his later years.77 

 

Studying Ethiopic in Jena 

 

Among Gerhard’s linguistic attainments his study of Ethiopic (Geʿez) is the most striking. 

While the study of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac was fairly well established in Europe by the 

time he embarked on his academic training, and Arabic was making a belated but impressive 

entry into European scholarship, Ethiopic was still a rarity in the first half of the seventeenth 

century. The classical language of Ethiopian Christianity and literature did generate some 

interest in the Renaissance. An example is Pico della Mirandola’s teacher and collaborator 

Flavius Mithridates, who has recently been shown to have stood behind the confusing habit of 

some Renaissance scholars of referring to Ethiopic as Chaldean – usually the early modern term 

for Aramaic.78 In addition to an earlier interest in the Christian kingdom in East Africa, the 

putative home of the legendary Prester John,79 Ethiopia since the fifteenth century became a 

territory and a polity within the expanding orbit of European politics and ecclesiastical 

interests.80 

For anyone in the first half of the seventeenth century wishing to study Ethiopic, the 

starting point was usually the Ethiopic Psalter, which had been printed in 1513 by Johannes 

Potken (c. 1470-c. 1525). Further steps were slow to come. An Ethiopic grammar was published 

in 1552 by Mariano Vittori (c. 1518-1572).81 Reprinted in 1630, it was followed in 1638 by a 

Lexicon Æthiopicum by the Antwerp Carmelite Jacob Wemmers (1598-1656). The Catholic 

dominance in the field before the second half of the seventeenth century was largely due to 

Catholic missions and the presence of a small Ethiopian community at the church of Santo 

Stefano degli Abissini in Rome. The study of Ethiopic, Amharic, and of Ethiopian history was 

to make giant leaps in the second half of the seventeenth century, first and foremost thanks to 

 
77 See chapter six.  
78 Samantha Kelly, ‘The Curious Case of Ethiopic Chaldean: Fraud, Philology, and Cultural (Mis)Understanding 

in European Conceptions of Ethiopia’, Renaissance Quarterly 68 (2015), pp. 1227-64. 
79 See Wolbert Smidt, ‘Der Priesterkönig Johannes: eine Sehnsuchtsfigur’, in Äthiopien und Deutschland: 

Sehnsucht nach der Ferne, ed. K. Volker-Saad and A. Greve (Munich, 2006), pp. 35-9. 
80 Samantha Kelly, ‘Biondo Flavio on Ethiopia: processes of knowledge production in the Renaissance’, in The 

Routledge History of the Renaissance, ed. W. Caferro (London, 2017), pp. 167-82. 
81 Mariano Vittori, Chaldeae seu aethiopicae linguae institutiones (Rome, 1552). 
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the pioneering work of Gerhard’s friend Hiob Ludolf of Erfurt. The great turning point in 

Ludolf’s Ethiopic studies was his sojourn in Rome in 1649 and his acquaintance with Ethiopian 

priests – most importantly with Abba Gorgoryos (c. 1595-1658),82 whom he would later invite 

to visit the court in Gotha (1652).83 Gerhard’s contribution to Ethiopic studies, which 

culminated in his treatment of Ethiopic grammar in the Hamronia linguarum orientalium 

(1647), would subside into insignificance, whereas Hiob Ludolf’s lasting achievements in the 

field would make him a prominent figure in the Republic of Letters. Both took up the study of 

Ethiopic at roughly the same time (Ludolf slightly earlier than Gerhard) and in similar 

circumstances. 

As we have seen, there are occasional references to the language already in Gerhard’s 

marginalia of the later 1630s. Thus in Dilherr’s above mentioned disputation of August 1639 

Gerhard noted in his copy that Ethiopic is exceptional among oriental languages for being 

written from left to right – in itself a valid observation, yet one which hardly betrays any first-

hand knowledge of the language.84 During his sojourn in Altdorf Gerhard saw Mariano Vittori’s 

Ethiopic grammar (1552) in the library of the late orientalist Daniel Schwenter.85 In Altdorf he 

also found a manuscript of Ethiopic prayers which he copied out, without yet being able to read 

them. It was only three years later that Gerhard seems to have taken serious measures to study 

Ethiopic.86 In other words Gerhard was copying, in Altdorf, an Ethiopic manuscript he was 

unable to read at the time. The extant manuscript in the Gerhardina presents us with something 

of a puzzle. The miniature manuscript codex bears on the first page Gerhard’s Latin title-page: 

A book of prayers of the Abyssinian People taken from the Orient and presented to the Altdorf 

library by Jacob Fetzer, Dr of law and councillor of the Commonwealth of Nuremberg, copied 

in Altdorf in the month of April 1641 by J[ohann] E[rnst] G[erhard]. A later note, also in 

Gerhard’s hand, states that he had made some corrections to the manuscripts in 1646 – at the 

time when he had acquired a certain command of the language and was confident enough to 

include an Ethiopic grammar in his Harmonia linguarm orientalium, on which he was still 

working.87 In the following pages we find notes in Hiob Ludolf’s hand, written some time after 

 
82 Often referred to as Abba Gregorius. 
83 See Wolbert Smidt, ‘Gorgoryos and Ludolf: The Ethiopian and German Fore-Fathers of Ethiopian Studies. An 

Ethiopian scholar’s 1652 visit to Thuringia’, ITYOPIS: Northeast African Journal of Social Sciences and 

Humanities (2015), pp. 11-25. 
84 Chart. 44 fol. 323r-324r. 
85 Mentioned in a letter to Thomas Reinsesius (25 August 1644), Chart. B 44 fol. 8r-9v, here 8r. 
86 See his letter to Bartholomäus Elsner (25 May 1644) Chart 136 fol. 32. 
87 Ms. Orient. Ag 6 fol. 1r. Liber precationum Abyssinensium Populor[um] a Jacobo Fezero j.v.D & Reip. 

Noriberg. Cons. ex oriente allatus & Biblioth. Altdorf. datus dono descriptus M. April. A[nn]i 1641 AltdorffI 

Nor. J.E.G. qui & correctiones & emedationes quasdam addidit. Recognitus d. 5. & 6. Jan. 1646. 
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Gerhard’s death in 1668. According to Ludolf’s later note, Gerhard had sent him this transcript, 

which, being badly bound, was detached from the title-page and the preceding folios which 

Ludolf was using for his notes. The ensuing Ethiopic text, Ludolf claims, was transcribed for 

him in 1660 by his amanuensis, Johann Daniel Fullen, whom Ludolf berates for doing an 

appallingly bad job. It is typical of Ludolf to mention Gerhard after his death with a polite 

dismissal of his work and a fond remembrance of the man. He thus kept Gerhard’s original title-

page, and in his own title-page to the new transcription (1660) says that the text had first been 

transcribed by Gerhard in 1641.88 To my mind Ludolf’s claim about the poorly bound codex 

sounds contrived. The Ethiopic hand is remarkably similar to that which is uncontestably 

Gerhard’s89 and the text includes several corrections – which, in 1646, Gerhard claimed he had 

carried out. I leave it to those qualified to judge how good the transcription of the Ethiopic 

prayer is. What is clear is that Ludolf, the great European expert on Ethiopic, thought little of 

it – nor did he approve of the text itself, which he describes as a superstitious form of Marian 

magic. The possibility that Ludolf received Gerhard’s early transcript and thought little of it, 

yet, out of respect and fondness for his deceased friend, attributed the poor transcript to his 

amanuensis, seems to me more likely. Be that as it may, it is clear that in Altdorf in 1641 

Gerhard was interested enough in Ethiopic to painstakingly copy the text which he could not 

yet read. Gerhard’s enthusiasm for Ethiopic at the time is patent.90 In 1643 he told one if his 

correspondents that he intended to publish an Ethiopic grammar and an edition of an Ethiopic 

prayer – a year before he embarked on a serious study of the language.91 

 
88 Ms. Orient. Ag 6 fol. 1v. ‘Manus ista, quam pagina retro ver[s]a vides, est Iohannis Ernesti Gerhardi S.S. Th. 

D. et P.P. in Academia Jenensi, amici quondam mei charissimi. Has a[utem] duas pagellas, quas exemplari a se 

descripto praemiserat forte non bene consutas, ac propterea excidentes, mihi memoriae causa reliquit. Has ego 

hic, ob eandem causam praemittere volui. Jobus Ludolfus. [fol. 2r] Nota. Cum anno 1649 Lutetiae Parisiorum 

essem, Dn. des Vallées Bibliothecarius Abbatis de Sta Columba Librum Ms.tum commendavit mihi qui septem 

tales Orationes superstitiosas continebat. Eum descripsi atque nunc possideo in peculiari libro in 4.to in charta 

Turcica ligato. Ibi prima est, quam hic vides, sed discrepant cum in nominibus superstitiosis, quam in multis 

aliis, tanquam variae lectiones. [fol. 2v] Vitiosissime descriptus est varus iste a famulo meo tunc temporis 

Johann Daniele Fullen indoctissimo, ita ut nullum saepe sensum trahebat, si conferatur cum Ms.o Parisiensi, 

quod ego manu mea descripsi. Ut ex speciminibus in margine positis linguae. [fol. 3r] [Ethiopic] Hoc est, 

Precationes superstitiosae & fere Magicae absurdis quibusdam nominibus virtutes varias tribuentes. Descriptae 

Altdorfii ab amanuensi meo J.D. Fullen A.o 1660. Jobus Ludolfus. Easdem etiam ante me descripserat Dn. J.E. 

Gerhardus. Jenensis A.o 1641 Postea D. Theologiae.’ 
89 Though, admittedly, in cases of a text in an unfamiliar – or only barely familiar – alphabet, where the copyist 

(be it Gerhard of Fullen) carefully copies each letter, a distinctly individual handwriting can hardly be expected.  
90 Mentioned in the same letter Chart. B 44 fol. 8v. 
91 In a no longer extant letter to the learned pastor Joachim Hecht. See Chart. A 142 fol. 35r. ‘Contuli ea de 

caussa cum Hertelio nostro, qui operam suam sumpt[or] conjungere non recusat jnquire quaeso an eum 

recepturus sit in societatem Steinmannus vester, cui privilegium acquisitum esse comperi Publicatio 

Grammaticae Aethiopicae quam meditaris precationum Aethiopicarum, procul dubio grata erit multis. & 

quoniam de ejusmodi libello q. Leydae asservetur certior esse cupis, lubentissime proptere[a] Leydam scribam.’ 
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Gerhard’s Ethiopic studies began in earnest in the spring of 1644. A key figure in this 

endeavour was the Lutheran professor of theology at Erfurt Bartholomäus Elsner (1596-

1662).92 We know regrettably little about Elsner’s study of oriental languages. He was 

appointed professor of oriental languages in Erfurt in 1633, before advancing to the chair of 

theology – though this in itself does not necessarily indicate much more than a mastery of 

biblical Hebrew. However, some tantalizing shreds of information suggest a broader interest in 

oriental studies. Thus, for example, a brief comment in one of his letters to Gerhard reveals that 

he had acquired portions of the library belonging to the orientalist Peter Kirstenius.93 Why and 

how Elsner became a champion of Ethiopic studies can only be surmised.94 His most significant 

protégé, who would outgrow his original intellectual milieu, was none other than Hiob Ludolf. 

In 1644 the twenty-two-year-old Gerhard wrote to Elsner informing him of his desire to study 

Ethiopic. Elsner’s reply (25 May) was to the point and helpful.95 As Elsner’s reply makes clear, 

Gerhard had heard of an unpublished Ethiopic-Latin lexicon in the possession of the Erfurt 

professor. With his reply Elsner sent this ‘Lexicon born in my household’ (domi meae natum 

Lexicon), without mentioning its author – not without reason. Gerhard was allowed to keep the 

lexicon for several weeks (rather than days as he had requested) and there was no need for a 

surety (apotheca). Elsner also sent Gerhard an unpublished Ethiopic grammar, Observationes 

Grammaticae in Linguam Aethiopicam, which Gerhard copied in a single day (5 August 

1644).96 Gerhard cites Elsner as its author, which is possible though far from certain.97 This 

brief grammar may also have been composed by a certain N[ikolaus?] Karnrad, to whom we 

shall return presently. Another possibility is that the author of this forgotten short grammar was 

none other than the twenty-year-old Hiob Ludolf.98 This speculation is made plausible by the 

 
92 Erfurt, geographically in the heartland of Lutheran Germany, was politically part of the Electoral 

Archbishopric of Mainz. The city thus never underwent a magisterial Reformation. Like the city itself, the 

University of Erfurt (Martin Luther’s alma mater) was biconfessional. 
93 Chart A 136 fol. 32 (25 May 1644). ‘[…] In libris Dn. D. Kirstenii νῦν ἐν ἁγίοις, habeo aliquot MSta Arab. 

Album in 16 et 8t. Adagia, Alcoranum et plures alios, sed nihil possum promittere, quid cum his libris tandem sit 

futurum.’ 
94 A closer study of Elsner and his circle in Erfurt is made difficult by the relative scarcity of available sources, 

though, potentially, such a scrutiny would be highly instructive. His own library seems to have been dispersed 

after his death. Unfortunately, the biographical portion of the funerary sermon by Nicolaus Stenger offers little 

help in reconstructing Elsner’s scholarly pursuits. Stenger, Fidelium Ecclesiae doctorum idea, Abriß und Muster 

trewer Lehrer der Kirchen Gottes aus dem 84. Psalm entworffen / und bey ansehnlicher / volckreicher / 

christlicher Leichbestattung des weiland wohlehwürdigen / großachtbahrn / und hochgelahrten Herrn 

Bartholomaei Elßners […] (Erfurt, 1662), F1v-F4v. 
95 Chart. A 136 fol. 32. 
96 Chart. B 44 162r-173v. 
97 See Gerhard’s comments on Ethiopic in his De voce אברך, quae Gen. XLI. 43. legitur II (Jena, 1645), C1v. 

This is discussed in the following chapter. 
98 Cf. Gottlieb Meyer’s assertion that Ludolf had composed a short Ethiopic grammar in 1644 after becoming 

disillusioned with Karnrad’s work: Geschichte der Schrifterklärung seit der Wiederherstellung der 

Wissenschaften (Göttingen, 1803), p. 25. 
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fact that this brief grammar, unlike Karnrad’s lexicon, is not Hebraeocentric. Whoever the 

author might have been, the grammar was never published, and, to the best of my knowledge, 

Gerhard’s is the only surviving copy. 

Gerhard’s excitement at learning Ethiopic is reflected in his correspondence. Writing to 

Thomas Reinesius (1587-1667), the learned physician and mayor of Altenburg, Gerhard, now 

less than three months into his Ethiopic studies, expressed his enthusiasm for the language, 

which, he exclaims, surpasses that for any other oriental language he had hitherto mastered, 

despite (or perhaps even because) of the great difficulty of studying a language with no available 

teachers and a scarcity of grammars. We also know from this letter that he had asked for 

Elsner’s advice on Ethiopic pronunciation. In November 1644, following further queries from 

Gerhard, Elsner referred him to Hiob Ludolf.99 With this began the extensive correspondence 

between the two to which we shall return below.100 

Two points concerning these Ethiopic studies are worth noting. The first is that one of the 

differences between Gerhard and Ludolf, other than the degree of linguistic talent, is that in 

1649 Ludolf made the crucial leap away from his theologically oriented studies with Elsner. He 

travelled to Rome, where he contacted living Ethiopian priests – and though he himself never 

visited Ethiopia, he moved far beyond the intellectual horizon of most theologically oriented 

Lutheran orientalists of his day. Gerhard would remain within the parameters of this academic 

setting and offers us an instructive case study of the surprising potential, and the limitations, of 

the intellectual tradition within which he remained. A further point concerns the author of the 

lexicon and (possibly also the grammar) which Gerhard had borrowed from Elsner. The Erfurt 

theologian was conspicuously silent as to the identity of the author. Elsner had previously 

employed a certain N. Karnrad as private tutor. His strange wording lexicon domi meae natum 

indicated that the Ethiopic lexicon was written in his household and probably under his 

auspices, but by someone else. We know tantalizingly little about Karnrad. He seems to have 

been Hiob Ludolf’s early instructor in Ethiopic – or at the very least, Ludolf would have been 

dependent on his grammar and lexicon.101 Decades later, towards the end of his long life, when 

Elsner, Gerhard, and Karnrad were long dead and buried, and Ludolf had long since established 

himself as the great authority in Ethiopic studies, we find him fulminating against Karnrad and 

his grammar and lexicon.102 He also bemoans the fact that his late friend Gerhard had consulted 

 
99 Chart. 136 fol. 33. 
100 See chapters three and four. 
101 See Ernst Hammerschmidt, Äthiopistik an deutschen Universitäten (Wiesbaden, 1968), pp. 7f. 
102 See, for example, the letter by his son Christian Ludolf to Wilhelm Ernst Tentzel (7 Nov. 1684) Chart. B 202 

fol. 562 and the almost identical account given by Ludolf’s biographer Christian Juncker, Commentarius de vita, 
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such worthless works, which had vitiated his understanding of Ethiopic. Ludolf’s mordant 

critique may well have been justified – especially his criticism of Karnrad’s Hebraeocentric 

approach to Geʿez – and Ludolf was by no means lenient in his criticism of fellow scholars. 

Nonetheless, the acerbity of his comments on the otherwise forgotten Karnrad is remarkable. 

The shortcomings of Karnrad’s unpublished and forgotten lexicon and grammar may be real, 

yet his worst offence, it seems, was his conversion to Catholicism and the fact that he became 

a Jesuit, to boot. That Ludolf had received his elementary grounding in Ethiopic and thus owed 

much of his fame to a future renegade proved irksome to the great scholar even sixty years later 

– and he repeated his regret that his good friend Gerhard had been led astray in his study of 

Ethiopic by an ‘arrogant apostate’. While Karnrad may not have been a considerable scholar, 

years later Ludolf would ostracize his own brilliant former protégé, Johann Michael Wansleben 

(1635-1679), a profound and original scholar in his own right, after the latter converted to 

Catholicism in 1667.103 A final twist to this episode came with Elsner’s death in 1662. His 

library, or at least a portion of it, was bequeathed to his son-in-law, the mayor of Erfurt 

Hieronymus Schorch. This included the unpublished manuscript of Karnrad’s Geʿez Lexicon 

which Gerhad had borrowed twenty-one years earlier. Schorch, clearly unaware of the irony, 

presented it as a gift to Ludolf, by then a respected scholar living in semi-retirement in Frankfurt 

– and so Karnrad’s Ethiopic lexicon ended up in the hands of its most dedicated detractor with 

an old score to settle. It is preserved to this day in the Ludolf collection at the University of 

Frankfurt, bearing Ludolf’s caustic marginalia: 

 

This [work] was an incitement for me to set out to work on a new lexicon, when, 

being but a youth, I saw how distorted everything in it was. The only possible reason 

to keep this book is as a reminder of the past – otherwise it is only useful for kindling 

fires.104 

 
scriptisque ac meritis Iobi Ludolphi (Leipzig and Frankfurt, 1710), p. 13. ‘[…] datus praeterea in disciplinam 

domesticam N. Karnradio, Weissenseensi, elatae & nimium sibi confissae mentis homini; quae res effecit, vt ille, 

eiurata religione vera & antiqua, Jesuitarum Societati nomen daret.’ 
103 On Wansleben see Alastair Hamilton, Johann Michael Wansleben’s Travels in the Levant 1671-1674 (Leiden, 

2018), pp. 1-60. 
104 Universitätsbibliothek Frankfurt am Main, Ms. Ff. Ludolf. II 14. fol. av (verso of binding). ‘Liber hic a Dn. 

Hieronymo Schorchio primo secretario deinde consule Civitatis Erfurtensis dono datus fuit. Acceperat ullum in 

haereditate Dn. Ds Elsneri, cujus gener fuit. Precipuum mihi incitamentum fuit novi Lexici conscribendi, quod 

viderem adoloscens adhuc, quam perverse omnia in hoc libro tradita essent. In Commentario prodromi mei ejus 

mentionem feci, adeoque memoriae causa conservari poterit; Alias nullius prorsus usus est, quam accendendo 

igni.’ 
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By the time Ludolf jotted this snide remark Gerhard seems to have abandoned his Ethiopic 

studies. This, as we shall see, was largely due to the fortunes of his ambitious undertaking, the 

Harmonia linguarum orientalium (1647). 

 

Commonplace learning 

 

The young Gerhard was in many ways a typical seventeenth-century scholar – no less in how 

he studied than in what. The meticulousness of his student days is exceptionally well 

documented, yet not in itself unusual. One typical testimony to this are the printed copies of the 

disputations, composed by his professors in Jena, in which he had played the respondens or the 

opponens. These, as we have seen, are filled with numerous marginalia as well as a record of 

the other students and teachers who had taken part in the oral disputations. Gerhard was busy 

documenting his academic training and preserving these records in what was in effect a private 

archive. 

An instructive vantage point from which to view Gerhard’s training is offered by his 

practice of keeping commonplace notebooks into which he funnelled his extensive reading. 

This was a lifelong mental habit he shared with many of his learned contemporaries. What is 

extraordinary, is that so many of these records of academic training and gestations have been 

preserved. His commonplace notebooks are undated but the content and handwriting suggest 

that a considerable portion of the entries was written in his student years and others were added 

later.  

With its roots in Classical Antiquity, commonplace learning had been flourishing in 

Late-Renaissance and Baroque literary culture. Summed up in a nutshell, it is the organization 

of information encountered under thematically arranged commonplaces (loci communes), e.g. 

friendship, enmity, loyalty etc. In the more sophisticated commonplace collections these 

headings were arranged systematically and often divided into an elaborate set of headings and 

sub-headings. The snippets preserved under these headings, stripped of their original context, 
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are thus stored in a systematic set of ‘mental drawers’.105 A few examples of Gerhard’s use of 

commonplace learning will suffice. 

Like many early seventeenth-century scholars, Gerhard was an avid reader of the scholar 

and Neo-Stoic philosopher Justus Lipsius (1547-1606). We know especially from Gerhard’s 

notes during his three-year stint as professor of history in Jena (1652-1655) that he read Lipsius 

with care – especially the Politica (1589). His private copy of this work is no longer extant, but 

he did own a copy of the 1627 edition of Lipsius’ correspondence. Among Gerhard’s papers 

are several painstakingly composed alphabetical indexes of Lipsius’s correspondence referring 

to the page numbers in this edition, together with a commonplace index of topics covered in the 

correspondence, ranging from amicitia to testimonia.106 Some of the major commonplaces 

contain sub-headings: thus hortatoria (hortatory addresses) is subdivided into ad constantiam, 

ad modestiam, ad studia, and ad scripta edenda. Gerhard compiled similar indexes to Pliny the 

Younger’s letters – according to the subject matter (epistolae commendatoriae, epistolae 

consolatoriae, epistolae correctrices etc.),107 an index of Latin phrases used by Pliny (Nihil 

altius voluit etc.) which would help Gerhard embellish his own Latin style,108 and an index 

arranged according to the ancient authors Pliny refers to in his letters, ranging from the tragic 

poet Accius (second century BC) to Virgil,109 and, finally, a subject index.110 

[Fig. 4 Gerhard’s personalized index of Lipsius’ correspondence FBG Ms. orient. Ag 8 fol. 225r.] 

This is the broader context of Gerhard’s orientalist commonplace compilations. Most 

significant among these is his compilation of linguistic and historical information on 

Ethiopia.111 It records his meticulous tracing of any morsel of relevant information he 

encountered. Commonplace compilations, by their very nature, extract information from its 

original context and imbed it in a new systematic context, within a given matrix. This was a 

mental exercise Gerhard and fellow scholars practised from the Latin school to the grave. 

Gerhard offers us an impressive example of such a re-organizing of information in the field of 

lexicography. In the later 1640s he was working on a hexaglot lexicon of oriental languages. 

 
105 That this was an efficient way of storing information and literary snippets is evident in the many cases when 

the commonplace headings were dictated by the Latin-school teacher or professor. They are, as Ann Moss has 

suggested, an instrument of intellectual control. See Ann Moss, Printed Commonplace Books and the Structuring 

of Renaissance Thought (Oxford, 1996). On the commonplace learning in the context of mnemotechnical habits 

see Frances A. Yates, The Art of Memory (London, 1966). 
106 Ms. orient. Ag 8 fol. 228r-232r. 
107 Ms. orient Ag 8 fol. 237r. 
108 Ms. orient Ag 8 fol. 237v. 
109 Ms. orient Ag 8 fol. 238r. 
110 Ms. orient Ag 8 fol. 238v-244r. 
111 Chart. B 44 fol. 158r-161v. 
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This lexicon was never completed and survives as an advanced but incomplete draft in 

Gerhard’s Nachlass. Among his prized possessions was a ‘state of the art’ Syriac-Latin 

dictionary by the above-mentioned Altdorf orientalist Christoph Crinesius (1612).112 Gerhard 

compiled an inverted version of this dictionary, i.e. an extensive alphabetical list of Latin 

lemmata with page-references to Crinesius’ dictionary where the corresponding Syriac could 

be found.113 

While Ramism was a predominantly Protestant phenomenon,114 commonplace learning 

in the broader sense was not, and Gerhard, a self-conscience member of the Lutheran 

establishment, was in this sense partaking in a cross-confessional world of scholarship. For all 

his confessional loyalty, his intellect was forged by a set of mental habits he shared with alumni 

of Jesuit schools and universities, which forged the immaculately trained, often unoriginal but 

indefatigable, polymaths of Late Humanist and baroque scholarship. A part of the early modern 

strategy for coping with what had become a daunting load of information,115 it was, arguably, 

also a form of mental self-discipline, forging internal order in a world brimming with new 

knowledge and horrific violence. 

 

 
112 Christoph Crinesius, Lexicon syriacum (Wittenberg, 1612). FBG Phil. 4o 317/2(6) – bound together with 

Erpenius’ Grammatica and Fabricius’ Specimen. 
113 Ms. orient Ag 8 fol. 255r-268v. 
114 On Ramism and its intellectual significance in Germany see Howard Hotson, Commonplace Learning: 

Ramism and its German Ramifications 1543-1630 (Oxford, 2007). 
115 Ann Blair, Too much to Know: Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (New Haven, 2010). 
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Chapter 2: Early Endeavours 

 

Gerhard in his twenties was at his most productive. Here, as elsewhere, his scholarship is in 

many ways typical of the academic milieu in which it was written, and, as with his later work, 

the lion’s share has fallen into oblivion – though, as we shall see, there are some exceptions to 

this. At the centre of his scholarly endeavours prior to his appointment as a professor in Jena 

(1652)1 stood his pentaglot grammar, the Harmonia linguarum orientalium (1647). This was 

the work for which he was best known among contemporaries, and it is to its emergence and 

fortunes that the next chapter is dedicated. The Harmonia, however, was by no means Gerhard’s 

only undertaking in those years. This chapter attempts an overview of his other scholarly 

interests in his early years in Jena and Wittenberg, many of which he did not pursue later in life. 

However, before turning to Gerhard’s early scholarship, there is another aspect of his academic 

output which we must consider. Johann Ernst Gerhard was not an academic homo novus, but 

the orphan of a renowned theologian. With the inherited prestige came the burden and thrill of 

great expectations as well as the daunting task of editing Johann Gerhard’s massive Nachlass. 

Publishing his father’s works was a central occupation throughout Gerhard’s life and it is fair 

to assume that the scarcity of his work in later years was, to a great extent, due to his 

preoccupation with the famous theologian’s posthumous œuvre. 

 

His father’s editor 

 

On his death in August 1637 the elder Gerhard had left numerous unpublished works, 

which his son began to publish when he was in his late teens. About two months after Johann 

Gerhard’s death there appeared his commentary on Genesis which he had completed. The 

dedication to six Ernestine princes was signed ‘Gerhard’s widow and sons’.2 These posthumous 

works, which Gerhard’s correspondents repeatedly urged him to publish, were also something 

of a visiting card in his early years. And so we find a letter to the fifteen-year-old Gerhard by 

Duke August of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel thanking him for sending him a copy of his recently 

 
1 This was the appointment to the chair of history, followed in 1655 by an appointment to a professorship in 

theology, on which see chapters five and six respectively. 
2 Johann Gerhard, Commentarius super Genesin (Jena, 1637), A3v. 
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deceased father’s Genesis commentary.3 In 1641 Gerhard published his father’s commentary 

on the Epistle to the Hebrews, dedicating it to the theological faculty in Marburg,4 as well as 

the commentary on 1 Peter, which Gerhard dedicated to the theology faculty of Wittenberg.5 

The companion commentary to 2 Peter was published by Gerhard in the same year with a 

dedication to the theologians of the University of Leipzig.6 In 1644 he published his father’s 

commentary on the first chapters of Romans, dedicating it to the clergy of Hamburg.7 The 

nineteen-year-old Gerhard received a letter from the dean and professors of the theological 

faculty in Wittenberg praising him for publishing his father’s posthumous works and urging 

him to publish the rest.8 The response of the Leipzig theologians followed several weeks later. 

Perhaps in view of the young scholar’s interest in oriental languages, the Leipzig theologians 

added, ‘and, according to the Arabs, an orphan is not one whose parent is dead, but he who 

lacks knowledge and manners: and we truly rejoice in you, who are making such felicitous 

progress in your studies.’9 In his early twenties Gerhard also published his father’s 

commentaries on Timothy and the Apocalypse.10 As we shall see in the next chapter, Gerhard 

sent these three commentaries, among others, to the Brunswick syndic Johann Camman who 

would shortly after pay for the Ethiopic types, which Gerhard needed for his oriental 

publications. Gerhard’s filial piety was clearly genuine, but it was perfectly compatible with 

the use of his father’s posthumous publications as astutely distributed visiting cards. 

Publishing his father’s works was not a preserve of his youth. On 17 August 1654, on 

the sixteenth anniversary of his father’s death, Gerhard, by then a professor of history in Jena, 

and soon to advance to a chair at the theological faculty, signed the dedicatory epistle to a 

revised edition of Johann Gerhard’s Genesis commentary,11 and in 1657 he published his 

father’s commentary on Deuteronomy. A letter from the Hamburg theologian Johannes Müller 

thanking him for a copy of this work, which Gerhard had sent him in 1659, is one of many such 

 
3 Chart. A 418 fol. 136 (29. November 1637). 
4 Commentarius super Epistolam ad Ebraeos (Jena, 1641). 
5 Commentarius super priorem D. Petri Epistolam (Jena, 1641). 
6 Commentarius super posteriorem D. Petri Epistolam (Jena, 1641). 
7 Adnotationes ad priora capita Epistolae D. Pauli ad Romanos (Jena, 1644). 
8 Chart. A 418 fol. 220 (21. October 1641). 
9 Chart. A 418 fol. 222 (12 November 1641). ‘Et cum juxta Arabum sententiam, non orphanus sit, cujus mortuus 

est parens, sed qui scientiam non habet nec mores: vere et de te laetamur ac gaudemus qui tam feliciter pergis in 

studio [...].’ 
10 Johann Gerhard, Adnotationes ad priorem D. Pauli ad Timotheum Epistolam (Jena, 1643), Gerhard, 

Adnotationes ad posteriorem D. Pauli ad Timotheum Epistolam (Jena, 1643), and Adnotationes in Apocalysin D. 

Johannis Theologi (Jena, 1643). 
11 Johann Gerhard, Commentarius super Genesim, in quo textus declaratur, quaestiones dubiae solvuntur, 

observationes eruuntur, & loca in speciem pugnantia conciliantur (Jena, 1654). Dedication to Friedrich Wilhelm 

II of Saxe-Altenburg a2r-a4v. 
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acknowledgements from prominent recipients kept among his papers.12 In 1661-2 he was 

preparing a second edition of his father’s massive Confessio catholica. Most ambitious of all 

was the new edition of Johann Gerhard’s Loci theologici, a nine-volume exposition of Lutheran 

theology, originally published in 1610-1625, which Gerhard republished between 1657 and 

1664. The dedicatory epistle to Ernst of Saxe-Gotha13 was signed on 17 August (1656), the 

anniversary of the death of his father, in whose study the thirty-five-year-old professor of 

theology was working. A closer scrutiny of the theological disputations which Gerhard 

supervised in his thirteen years as professor of theology, which lies beyond the scope of this 

study and its author’s competence, may reveal a thematic correlation to his mammoth 

undertaking as his father’s posthumous editor. Modern students of the history of oriental 

scholarship may regret Gerhard’s neglect of his ambitious study of oriental languages in his 

later years, but we should bear in mind that his later position at the university and the publication 

of his father’s work would have left him little time for the scholarly pursuits of his early years. 

In 1653 Gerhard published his father’s Patrologia, a bio-bibliographical ‘Who’s Who’ 

of ecclesiastical writers from Hermas of Philippopolis14 to Bellarmine (!).15 Not surprisingly 

for a seventeenth-century work on Church history, much of it is confessional in nature. The 

younger Gerhard’s introduction makes the polemical aspects of the work clear, i.e. upholding 

the Lutheran approach to Patristics against both Catholics and the Reformed.16 The lengthy 

introduction is primarily a defence of Johann Gerhard against his Reformed adversary Markus 

Friedrich Wendelin (1584-1652). It is worth noting that only three years earlier, as Gerhard was 

preparing for his Grand Tour, the same Wendelin supplied him with a reference letter and a list 

of contacts – an act of not inconsiderable magnanimity, since his theological feud with the elder 

Gerhard was well known.17 Whatever Gerhard may have felt personally in 1653 about the 

recently deceased Reformed theologian, when it came to confessional polemics his confessional 

and filial loyalty was unequivocal. 

 
12 Chart. A 139 fol. 1. Johannes Müller himself was a vocal advocate of Hebrew studies in Hamburg. See Asaph 

Ben-Tov, ‘Orientalische Studien an Hamburgs Akademischem Gymnasium vom Anfang bis zur Berufung von 

Reimarus’, in: Johann Anselm Steiger (ed.) in collaboration with Martin Mulsow and Axel E. Walter, Das 

Akademische Gymnasium zu Hamburg (gegr. 1613) im Kontext frühneuzeitlicher Wissenschafts- und 

Bildungsgeschichte (Berlin, 2017), pp. 119-35, here 119-21. 
13 The dedication is to Ernst III of Saxe-Gotha. When in 1672 Ernst would become Duke of Saxe-Gotha-

Altenburg he would become Ernst I of this new line. 
14 Mentioned in Romans 16:14. 
15 Johann Gerhard, Patrologia, sive De primitivae ecclesiae christianae doctorum vita ac lucubrationibus 

opusculum posthumum (Jena, 1653). 
16 Ibid. a2v-b5v. 
17 See chapter four. 
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 In this respect the introduction which Gerhard wrote to his father’s commentary on 2 

Peter (1641) well illustrates the context of confessional polemics:  

 

You [the Leipzig theologians] are familiar with the wont of our adversaries, who 

could not overcome [my father] when he was alive. They will surely rise against 

him now that he is dead. Since neither my youth nor the feebleness of my mind 

allow me to [speak up for my father’s work], I implore and beseech you, illustrious 

men, to make sure that neither this nor other books by my father of blessed memory 

should fall prey to the machinations of his antagonists but should remain intact and 

unvanquished.18 

 

Epistolary conventions and false modesty aside, Gerhard’s concern to protect his father’s 

posthumous work from Catholic and Reformed detractors must have been sincere. More 

importantly, this and numerous similar utterances shed light on another aspect of Gerhard’s 

patrimony. In addition to an academic career and a magnificent library, Gerhard also inherited 

from his father confessional adversaries, both prominent Catholic theologians like the late 

Robert Bellarmine and Reformed opponents like Wendelin. Much of the confessional polemics 

we find in Gerhard is aimed at his father’s adversaries, dead or alive. Prominent among these 

was the Erfurt surrogate bishop Barthold Nihus, who was the target of some of the young 

Gerhard’s most vehement attacks. 

 

Inherited enemies: the case of Barthold Nihus 

 

A recurring theme in Gerhard’s early years were his polemics against the surrogate bishop of 

Erfurt, Barthold Nihus (1589-1657), a noted Catholic polemicist and, worse still, an ‘apostate’, 

a convert from Lutheranism.19 After a promising start at the Lutheran university in Helmstedt, 

 
18 Johann Gerhard, Commentarius super priorem D. Petri Epistolam (Jena, 1641), unpaginated first page of 

dedicatory epistle. ‘Esse enim opus posthumum Ipsi cernitis: nec latet VOS Adversantium mos, quos scio, cum 

vivo non valerent, contra mortuum esse insurrecturos. Ut igitur hic & alii Parentis b.m. libri ab Antagonistarum 

machinis salvi atque invicti permaneant; cum mea nondum patiatur aetas, nec ingenii permittat imbecillitas, a 

VOBIS, Viri summi, maximopere peto atque contendo.’ 
19 On Nihus see Jürgen Stillig, ‘Konversion, Karriere und Elitenkultur. Profile kirchlicher Konvertitenfürsorge: 

Ludolf Klencke und Barthold Nihus’, in Konversionen im Mittelalter und in der Frühneuzeit, ed. F. Niewöhner 

and F. Rädle (Hildesheim, 1999), pp. 85-132. On Nihus and his Dutch connections – and his attempts at winning 
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where he had studied under Cornelius Martini and the irenicist Georg Calixt, Nihus eventually 

moved to Cologne, where he converted to Catholicism (probably in 1622). Ordained in 1627, 

he embarked on an ecclesiastical career and published a series of works polemicizing against 

Lutheran theologians – among them his former teachers. Nihus, moreover, was a noted presence 

in the Republic of Letters. Following the fall of Würzburg to the Swedish army in 1631, he fled 

to the Netherlands where he maintained amicable relations with prominent scholars – among 

them the great Gerard Vossius, whom he unsuccessfully attempted to win over to the Catholic 

Church.20 He was also a long-term correspondent of Athanasius Kircher.21 The immediate 

backdrop to Gerhard’s animosity toward Nihus may be found in the latter’s critique of the 

Weimar Bible (Kurfürstenbibel). This was a revised and annotated edition of Luther’s German 

Bible instigated by Duke Ernst of Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg. Johann Gerhard served as its editor 

until his death in 1637.22 This flagship of Lutheran biblical scholarship appeared in 1641 and, 

as one might expect, drew fire from confessional adversaries. Among them was Nihus in 

1648.23 

In January 1650 Gerhard, now in Wittenberg, presented a disputation on John 21:2224 

aimed at Nihus.25 In it he pointed out the error in the Vulgate and harshly criticized those 

Catholics who adhered to the Vulgate reading.26 The polemical intention and background of 

this minor piece are more revealing than the work itself. Gerhard, as he states openly in the 

 
over converts to Catholicism among Arminian scholars see Anselm Schubert, ‘Kommunikation und Konkurrenz. 

Gelehrtenrepublik und Konfession im 17. Jahrhundert’, in Interkonfessionalität – Transkonfessionalität – 

binnenkonfessionelle Pluralität, ed. K. v. Greyerz, M. Jakubowski-Tiessen, Th. Kaufamnn, and H. Lehmann 

(Gütersloh, 2003), pp. 105-31. 
20 See Schubert, ‘Kommunikation und Konkurrenz’. 
21 John Edward Fletcher, A Study of the Life and Works of Athanasius Kircher, ‘Germanus Incredibilis’ with a 

Selection of his unpublished Correspondence and an annotated Translation of his Autobiography, ed. E. Fletcher 

(Leiden, 2011), pp. 323-7. 
22 Ernst Koch, ‘Das ernestinische Bibelwerk’, in Ernst der Fromme (0601-1675): Staatsmann und Reformer, ed. 

R. Jacobsen and H.-J. Ruge (Bucha, 2002), pp. 53-7 and Heimo Reinitzer, Biblia deutsch. Luthers 

Bibelübersetzung und ihre Tradition (Hamburg, 1983), pp. 271-4. 
23 Herbert von Hintzenstern, ‘Die “Weymarische Bibel”. Ein riesiges Kommentarwerk Thüringer Theologen aus 

den Jahren 1636 bis 1640’, in Laudate Dominum. Achtzehn Beiträge zur thüringischen Kirchengeschichte. 

Festgabe zum 70. Geburtstag von Landesbischof D. Ingo Braecklein (Berlin, 1976), pp. 150-9 and Stillig, 

‘Konversion, Karriere und Elitenkultur’, p. 122. 
24 John 21:22. ‘Jesus saith unto him [sc. Peter], if I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee? Follow thou 

me.’ 
25 D.J.G. ad comma 22. Capitis xxi. D. Johannis exercitatio philologica, Bartholdo Nihusio Sacerdoti Pontificio 

opposita (Wittenberg, 1649). The printed text appeared in December 1649 in advance of the oral disputation. On 

the printed title-page the 20 December is given as the date for the oral disputation. It was postponed; Gerhard 

later added the corrected date for the disputation as 19 January 1650, listing the opponentes: M. Nicolaus 

Greffius, M. Samuel Pomarius, M. Johannes Cruger, M. Fried[rich] Holtzmann. The respondent was Johann 

Hilpert. 
26 The Vulgate reads: Sic eum volo manere donec veniam – the correct rendering being Si eum volo etc. ἐὰν 

αὐτὸν θέλω μένειν ἕως ἔρχομαι, τί πρὸς σέ; σύ μοι ἀκολούθει. 
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introduction, was responding to Nihus’ recent Hypodigma (1648).27 It was aimed primarily at 

Nihus’ former teachers in Helmstedt, yet portions involved Johann Gerhard. Concluding his 

polemics with vitriol, the young Gerhard argues that Catholics who uphold false Vulgate 

readings are courting ridicule, among them ‘especially a sexagenarian by the name of Nihus’. 

The authority attributed to the Vulgate by many Catholic scholars (though not by all, as Gerhard 

concedes) was a contentious topic, yet the caustic tone employed by Gerhard, who usually 

emerges from the sources as a mild-mannered man, is striking. This was followed on 23 January 

by a further volley against Nihus, also dedicated to John 21:22.28 The third polemical instalment 

against Nihus followed on 23 March with a third piece on the same biblical verse.29 Here too, 

the immediate background was Nihus’s disparaging comments on Johann Gerhard.30 Filial 

piety and confessional loyalty resulted in an outburst of polemical vitriol. The first disputation 

opens with the Mishnaic dictum ‘Look not at the pitcher but at what it contains. There are new 

pitchers full of old [wine] and there are old pitchers which do not even hold new [wine].’31 This 

is the famous response of Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi (d. 217), the editor of the Mishna, to Rabbi Jose 

ben Judah’s claim that he who learns from young masters is likened to him who eats sour grapes 

and that he who learns from old sages is like a man eating ripe grapes and drinking mature wine. 

Gerhard, still in his twenties, could not agree more. Nihus turned out to be an old jug containing 

not even new wine. Concerning Joh. 21:22, Gerhard, in contrast to Nihus, defends the Greek 

text as opposed to the Vulgate reading. After showing that several prominent Catholic scholars 

do not follow the Tridentine decree on the Vulgate so rigorously, Gerhard continues to consider 

the Syriac New Testament. As we shall see, between 1645 and 1648 he had written eight 

disputations on the Syriac New Testament. Gerhard stresses the great antiquity of the Syriac 

version, second only to the Greek original.32 Beyond the minor point he is making here, and the 

fierce, though rather unsophisticated onslaught on a Catholic detractor of his father, Gerhard is 

making a broader, albeit unoriginal, argument for the textual authority of the Syriac Bible and 

goes so far as to postulate its importance in determining passages where the received Greek text 

 
27 Barthold Nihus, Hypodigma, quo diluuntur non nulla, contra catholicos disputata in Cornelii Martini tractatu 

de analysi logica, impertitum ejus libelli commendatoribus, Gerogio Calixto, Conrado Horneio, caeterisque 

(Cologne, 1648). 
28 D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologica secunda Bartoldo Nihusio, sacerdoti 

pontificio opposita (Wittenberg, 1650). Here too Gerhard was defending his father’s side of the argument, 

Harmonia Evangeliorum, p. 406. “B. Parens defenditur contra Nihusium imaginatorem” A2r. Gerhard is 

defending the reading si (as opposed to sic). 
29 D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologia tertia, Bartoldo Nihusio sacerdoti pontificio 

opposita (Wittenberg, 1650). 
30 Ibid. A2r ref. to Hypod. p. 72. 
31 Pirkei Avot (Chapters of the Fathers) 4.20.   אל תסתכל בקנקן אלא במה שיש בו. יש קנקן חדש מלא ישן ויש ישן שאפילו

 חדש אין בו. 
32 Gerhard, D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologica prima, B1r. 
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is dubious.33 The otherwise unspectacular disputation, which opens with an ad hominem attack 

on Nihus ends with a personal quip, quoting this time the Talmud: ‘When sages age, their 

wisdom increases. When the ignorant age, their stupidity grows’.34 

To his own copy of this disputation is appended Gerhard’s handwritten concluding 

address to the audience. A vignette of somewhat histrionic academic self-fashioning. Having 

entered the arena to combat Nihus, Gerhard is naturally reminded David and Goliath. 

[...] David fearlessly approached this fierce man saying: ‘You come to me with 

sword, lance, and shield, yet I come to you in the name of the Lord of Hosts, the 

God of the armies of Israel, whom you have slighted.’ Goliath, the boastful enemy, 

was vanquished, the seasoned soldier was overcome by a youth with no military 

experience, slain by his own sword by virtue of the omnipotent Deity. I too, descend 

into the arena to fight a well-trained and experienced soldier – why should I not 

thus call Nihus, the sexagenarian, an old man? The same accosts with most vile 

injuries and calumnies not only the commoners of the Lutheran army but the very 

Princes of the Battles of the Lord, men of God such as Luther, Chemnitz, Hunnius, 

Heilbrunner, Himmel, and numerous others. Should he go unpunished? Far be it 

that anyone [among us Lutherans] should be numbed to silence or terrified in face 

of his boisterous words, with which this most audacious man has accosted many 

Lutheran theologians, like the Israelite army in the face of the Philistine: or rather 

they took Nihus for a madman. [...] And now I address you, Nihus, with the same 

words with which David addressed that enemy: You come to me, supported by so 

many defunct saints, whose day you Papists celebrate today; you come to me with 

the sword of stinging words, you come to me with a lance, which does not weigh 

six-hundred Shekels, yet nonetheless, an old man and a sixty-year-old soldier. Yet 

I come to thee in the name of GOD, the Lord of Hosts. He shall give me the power 

to fight, He shall grant me the vigour to overcome. 

 

 
33 In this Gerhard was openly following Salomon Glassius – since 1640 superintendent in Gotha after serving as 

Johann Gerhard’s successor in Jena. 
34 Gerhard, D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologica prima, C4v. Babylonian Talmud, 

Seder Moʿed f. 152. 
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The theatrical introduction ends accordingly with an appeal to God to guide this latter-day 

David to victory in his struggle against a Catholic Goliath.35 After this academic duel with 

Nihus (who, needless to say, was not present at the Wittenberg disputation) Gerhard added a 

prayer entreating the Almighty to further guide His true believers and uphold the Saxon 

Electors—i.e. the Albertine Wettins, the territorial lords and patrons of the University of 

Wittenberg, where he was now spending several years as adjunct.36 

In the preface to his third disputation against Nihus (23 March) Gerhard informed his 

audience (in a rather less than dignified tone) that Nihus had in the meantime responded to his 

attack – in itself no mean achievement for an academic fledgling.37 It is not inconceivable, that 

Nihus’ decision to respond to the ‘Lutheran David’ was motivated by his minor adversary’s 

illustrious pedigree. 

 

History 

 

Gerhard was to spend the early 1650s as a professor of history in Jena. His interest in history 

seems to go back to his early years, especially, it seems, under the tutelage of Johann Michael 

Dilherr and his successor Johann Musaeus. On 4 February 1643 Gerhard officiated as 

respondens at a disputation on the authority of historians, presided over, and in all likelihood 

 
35 Gerhard, D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologica prima, C4av. ‘[...] Adortus v[ero] 

David truculentum istum his sine morâ verbis est: Tu venis ad me gladio & lancea & clypeo. ego v[ero] venio ad 

te in nomine Domini exercituum DEI acierum Israel, quem probris affecisti. Victus hostis magniloquus Goliath 

fuit, superatus miles veteranus a puero rei militaris imperitissimo, jugulatus gladio proprio virtute Numinis 

potentissimi. Descendo & ipse in palaestram cum milite perquam exercitato eodemque veterano, cur non ita 

indigitem Nihusium senem sexagenarium? Opprobrijs idem atrocissimis affecit injurijs atque calumnijs non 

plebejos saltim e militiâ Lutheranâ, sed ipsos Milchamoth Jehova Principes, Viros DEI, Lutherum, Chemnitium, 

Hunnium, Heilbrunnerum, Himmelium aliosque innumeros. Anne igitur impunis abeat? Tantum v[ero] abest ut 

ad thranosica ejus verba, quibus neminem non Lutheranorum Theologorum audacissimus provocavit, 

obstupescat illorum quisquam vel consternatur, sicut Israeliticus exercitus, prae Philistaeo: ut potius pro insano 

Nihusium habuerunt. Veniam t[ame]n dabit bonus quisque quod pugnae, quam alij hactenus detrectarunt [C4br] 

proterve me immiseram, manusque cum veterano illo milite tyro ipse conseram. Ast quibus stupendum illum 

hostem allocutus David verbis est, ijsdem nunc TE Nihusi alloquor: Tu venis ad me tot sanctorum demortuorum 

atque adeo Divae ut Potentiae, cujus diem hodie celebratis Papicolae, fretus auxilio, venis ad me aculeatorum 

verborum gladio venis ad me in lanceâ non ponderis quidem sexcentorum siclorum, att[ame]n senex idemque 

miles sexaginta annorum: ast ego venio ad TE in nomine DEI, Domini exercituum. Ipse dabit mihi vim 

pugnandi, ipse quoque vires concedet vincendi. Tu igitur, ô aeterne, ô omnipotens DEUS, adesto mihi rei 

bellicae prorsus ignaro. Fac pro immensa TUA, qui solus potens es potentia, ut percutiam hostem illum, qui 

probris affecit sanctum tuum exercitum. Fac ut vincam Verbi TUI divini virtute ut sciat omnis terra, quod non in 

gladio vel annorum multitudine ingenijque acumine serves populum Tuum. Tuum, Domine bellum est, tua 

quoque victoria, Tu dabis hostem in nostras manus.’ 
36 Gerhard, D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologica prima, C4bv. 
37 D. J. ad cap. xxi. comma 22. D. Johannis exercitatio philologia tertia, Bartoldo Nihusio sacerdoti pontificio 

opposita (Wittenberg, 1650), A2r. 
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written by, Musaeus.38 Gerhard’s personal copy of the printed disputation abounds in marginal 

notes in support of Musaeus’ thesis, which he defended. The crux of the argument is an attempt 

to counter historical pyrrhonism: in judging the reliability of historians and their work – 

excluding, of course, the historical books of the Bible – there is indeed no certainty and yet 

readers may reach a fairly high level of probability based on the historian’s probitas (honesty, 

moral uprightness).  

Seven months later, Gerhard wrote an academic address, extant in manuscript, entitled 

Quaestio an prodigia semper & necessario aliquid portendant? (Whether prodigies always and 

of necessity portend anything).39 Ten years later, this would become an urgent matter, when 

Gerhard, by then professor of history, would interrupt his lectures to discuss a solar eclipse 

which was generating much interest and alarm throughout Europe.40 This piece was delivered 

on the same day that Gerhard obtained his master’s degree and was part of the actus 

magisterialis. It was submitted to Johann Zeisold, professor of physics who also wrote a 

gratulatory poem for the occasion.41 

 

Biblical scholarship and antiquarianism 

 

Not surprisingly for a seventeenth century orientalist at a Protestant university, a fair portion of 

Gerhard’s early output was concerned with the Bible. The most sustained of these was a series 

of eight academic disputations on the Syriac New Testament. Another concern in those years 

can be loosely defined as biblical antiquarianism. Gerhard betrays a certain interest in biblical 

realia. Among his papers we find a list of biblical plants and their significance.42 This undated 

manuscript may be related to a published disputation of 1646. On 28 January 1646 Sigismund 

Schelhammer of Hamburg, with whom and with whose family Gerhard maintained long and 

 
38 De ratione argumentandi a testimonio hitoricorum (Jena, 1643). The date given for the oral disputation on the 

title page is 4 January. This was changed to February in Gerhard’s thoroughly annotated copy. FBG Diss.phil 8o 

30 (01). 
39 Chart. B 44 fol. 321r-323r. Delivered on 8 August 1643. 
40 See chapter five. 
41 Chart. A 639 fol. 19r-v. Zeisold, it is worth noting, would soon become embroiled in a dispute with the 

Wittenberg professors Johannes Sperling and Daniel Sennert concerning the origin of the soul. This feud became 

the central theme of his correspondence with Gerhard, who was studying and teaching in Wittenberg at the time. 

On the dispute see Bernd Roling, ‘Melanchthon im Streit um den Ursprung der Seelen: Die Debatte zwischen 

Johannes Sperling und Johannes Zeisold’, in Der Philosoph Melanchthon, ed. G. Frank and F. Mundt (Berlin, 

2012), pp. 173-200. 
42 Chart. A 607 fol. 32r-33v. 
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fruitful relations, defended the antiquarian disputation under Gerhard’s auspices with the title 

Corona Nov-Antiqua. The work considers various types of crowns and their uses in biblical and 

classical antiquity with occasional confessional snipes.43 Noteworthy is the concluding section, 

on the various uses of crowns, for its comparative interest in contemporary German instances. 

Gerhard (or perhaps in this case the Hamburg burgher Schelhammer) points out that the ancient 

custom of adorning the dead with garlands and funerary mounds with a wreath is preserved in 

Pomerania and in Hamburg, where deceased youths are thus honoured – hence the idiom 

imponere coronidem, to give something the final touch.44 Both Gerhard’s colleague in Jena, the 

famous anatomist Werner Rolfinck (originally of Hamburg) and the fellow Hamburger and 

relative of the respondens, Christoph Schelhammer, added short poems congratulating 

Sigismund Schelhammer. As we have seen, Christoph Schelhammer, who would die in 1651, 

was at the time professor of medicine and botany in Jena and married to Gerhard’s future wife 

Katherina. 

In February and April 1645 Gerhard wrote two disputations attempting to explain the 

Hebrew word ַאְבֵרְך (avrékh) in Genesis 41:4345 – a word attested only once in the Bible and 

hence difficult to understand. The context offered by the verse does not make the task easy: 

‘And [Pharaoh] made [Joseph] to ride in the second chariot which he had; and they cried before 

him avrékh: and he made him ruler over all the land of Egypt.’ The verse relates the great 

honour bestowed upon Joseph by Pharaoh, after the former had saved his kingdom from famine 

by solving Pharaoh’s dream. While the Septuagint simply ignores this word,46 the Vulgate and 

the King James Version understand avrékh to be an imperative, derived from the Hebrew word 

for knee ברך (bérekh), and is hence understood as the command delivered by Pharaoh’s heralds, 

ordering his subjects to bow before Joseph (ut omnes coram eo genuflecterent, ‘Bow the knee’). 

 
43 Coronam Nov-Antiquam auctoritate amplissima facultatis philosophicae, praeside M. Joann-Ernesto 

Gerhardo Jenensi […] publice ventilandam proponit (Jena, 1646). 
44 Coronam Nov-Antiqua (Jena, 1646), p. 21. 
45 De voce אברך, quae Gen. XLI. 43. legitur (G. et J.H. Lentz – sine praeside) (Jena, 15.2.1645) and De voce אברך, 

quae Gen. XLI. 43. legitur (G. et M. Teubel – sine praeside) (Jena, 26.4.1645). G. Oppon. Odin. M. Benedictus 

Bocius, M. Petrus Musaeus, M. Joh. Christfried Sagittarius. extraord. Dn. D. Gothofredus Cundidius, Dn. M. 

Paulus [Sle]vogt. 
46 καὶ ἀνεβίβασεν αὐτὸν ἐπὶ τὸ ἅρμα τὸ δεύτερον τῶν αὐτοῦ, καὶ ἐκήρυξεν ἔμπροσθεν αὐτοῦ κῆρυξ·καὶ 

κατέστησεν αὐτὸν ἐφ᾽ ὅλης γῆς Αἰγύπτου. 
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Martin Luther followed a different path, taking avrékh to be an Egyptian noun, meaning ruler, 

rather than a Hebrew verb: Der ist des Landesuater Was Abrech heisse. 

This lexical oddity had been considered by several of Gerhard’s contemporaries. As 

Luther’s note in his translation makes clear, it was not at all certain whether avrékh was a 

Hebrew word. While some scholars insisted that it was, others searched for solutions in other 

oriental languages. Though Luther, who followed the view that it was an Egyptian word, did 

not read Coptic, developments in oriental studies in the century following his translation made 

the language accessible to European scholars – who like their modern successors, understood 

it to be a linguistic relic of Egyptian antiquity. A decade before Gerhard’s disputations on 

avrékh Athanasius Kircher had published his Prodromus copticus sive ægyptiacus (1636) in 

which he made the argument for Coptic as a later development of the language used by the 

ancient Egyptians. While this may meet with modern approval, Kircher also made the argument 

that Coptic was closely related to Greek, which was derived from ancient Egyptian. While the 

latter claim does not seem to have influenced Gerhard’s views on the matter, Kircher’s 

argument for Coptic as a ‘forerunner’ for understanding the language of the ancient Egyptians 

clearly resonated with Gerhard, as it did with many contemporaries.47  

The starting point for Gerhard are the ancient Bible translations and rabbinical sources 

in the Talmud.48 After laying out the history of the debate, he turns to consider avrékh as a 

composite noun av rekh (אב רך) av-father and rekh presumably being a corruption of the Latin 

rex (!).49 This was followed in April 1645 by the second disputation in which Gerhard turned 

to several interpretations which took avrékh to be a simple, non-composite noun. He opens with 

a Yiddish translation of this verse made by an unnamed Jew and communicated to Gerhard by 

a Franconian superintendent by the name of Heinrich Teubel:   אנ' זי רופטן פויר אים אויז אברך דז

ר צום קויניג או' צו זעצן אין אויבר אלי די לנדשפט פון מצריםמיינט דער איז איין אויברשטר הוישפאט  –vnd sie 

rufften für Ihm aus avrékh, das meinet / der ist ein Oberster Haußvater zum König / vn zu setzen 

ihn vber alle die Landschafft von Mizraim. That Gerhard saw fit to cite a Yiddish solution to 

 
47 See Alastair Hamilton, The Copts and the West 1439-1822: The European Discovery of the Egyptian Church 

(Oxford, 2006), ch. 12, see p. 209 for Kircher’s discussion of this passage in Genesis; Daniel Stolzenberg, 

Egyptian Oedipus: Athanasius Kircher and the Secrets of Antiquity (Chicago, 2013), pp. 94-8. 
48 August Pfeiffer (1640-1698) seems to be following Gerhard almost verbatim in his survey of this matter – 

though he could argue on a broader linguistic basis than Gerhard and reaches a different conclusion. See Pfeiffer, 

Opera omnia quae extant philologica. vol. 1. (Utrecht, 1704), pp. 94-7. 
49 On this point Gerhard was openly following the sixteenth-century Italian rabbi and translator Abraham de 

Balmes (d. 1523). De Balmes is best known today for translating medieval Hebrew translations of Arabic 

philosophical works into Latin. See Abraham de Balmes, Grammatica hebraea; una cum latina interpretatione e 

regione posita (Hanau, 1594), dvr (first edition Venice, 1523). 
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the avrékh riddle is in itself interesting – though it arguably does not advance his argument. It 

is worth noting, however, that Matthäus Teubel, the son of the above-mentioned Heinrich 

Teubel, is cited on the title-page as Gerhard’s co-author. The gesture did not go unappreciated 

and in October of that year Teubel the father wrote to Gerhard to express his admiration for his 

recent achievements – a collegium which Gerhard was offering in Wittenberg on five oriental 

languages, his work on the Syriac New Testament, and of course the two disputations on 

avrékh.50 

As to avrékh as an Egyptian word (which is also the view of most modern biblical 

scholars), Gerhard notes that there is a substantial disagreement among proponents of this view. 

It is no longer intelligible since ancient Egyptian has become extinct, Coptic being a mixture of 

old Egyptian and Greek.51 According to Isaac Casaubon, whom Gerhard quotes with reverence, 

it is therefore futile to try to understand this lexical relic of ancient Egyptian in Genesis. 

Gerhard, however, subscribes to a more optimistic view. He argues for the usefulness of 

searching for clues in languages which (he believed) are close to ancient Egyptian, namely 

Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and Ethiopic. While the first three had been used by scholars to 

explain avrékh, Ethiopic had been neglected and it is here that Gerhard, who has so far offered 

an account of the status quaestionis, turns to what is meant to be his original contribution to the 

debate. He starts with the Ethiopic root be-re-k, which, he argues, is used in the sense of blessing 

(which conforms with the parallel Hebrew root). Following the unpublished grammar sent him 

by the Erfurt theologian Bartholomäus Elsner52 Gerhard considers the apohola conjugation, 

which, following Elsner, Gerhard equates with the Hebrew hiphʻil. The conjugated verb means 

to bless (benedico) and bow one’s knee (genuflecto). It is here that Gerhard advertised what 

was intended to be his first substantial contribution to Ethiopic studies, patronized and eagerly 

awaited by Johann Camman, who had paid for the Ethiopic types Gerhard was using here and 

would soon apply in his pentaglot grammar.53 

The conundrum of avrékh in Genesis 41:43 had been on exegetical minds before 

Gerhard and was to further exercise scholars after him. His two disputations of 1645 do not 

constitute a significant contribution to the debate. They are, however, typical of Gerhard’s 

minor works in offering an account of the status quaestionis and suggesting his early Ethiopic 

insights as a ‘cutting edge’ contribution – even though, despite the relative novelty of applying 

 
50 Chart. A 138 fol. 1v. 
51 Gerhard, De voce אברך II, B4v-C1r. 
52 See previous chapter. 
53 Gerhard, De voce אברך II, C1v-C2r. 
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Ethiopic, the actual solution he puts forward is not new. For a young scholar enthralled by his 

recent discovery of Ethiopic, this was a fine opportunity to demonstrate the utility (however 

unspectacular in this case) of this language and to advertise his future endeavours in the field, 

which were indeed forthcoming – most notably the Ethiopic portions of his Harmonia 

linguarum orientalium (1647). 

Three years later (22 July 1648) Gerhard, now in Wittenberg, presided over another 

antiquarian dissertation, Triumphus Nov-Antiquus – possibly inspired by the Peace of 

Westphalia.54 The dissertation offers an outline of ancient triumphal processions as well as later 

forms of victory celebrations. After a consideration of triumphal processions in Rome Gerhard 

turns to the Hebrews and Greeks, moving on to more recent triumphal processions, including 

those celebrated by the Ottomans. 

A more ambitious exercise in textual antiquarianism came in 1650 with a series of three 

disputations De festis orientalium (1650).55 In his introduction to the first of these Gerhard 

portrays the adherence to rituals as an oriental trait:  

 

When we observe with what devotion, with what attention, and with what joy and 

exaltation festivals were celebrated, not only by God’s people in the Old Testament 

but also by their posterity (the vilest acid from the finest wine!), who still observe 

them, and likewise with what diligence and devotion not only Syrian Christians and 

Ethiopians, peoples most distant from us, celebrated festivals, but also how the 

Mohammedans and other oriental peoples, though by no means Christians, are wont 

to celebrate their feast days, it is almost impossible for us not to be kindled by the 

goad of emulation to celebrate all the more in these our festive days the greater 

benefits of our Saviour which have been conferred upon us.56 

 
54 Presented by a certain Friedrich Scherertz of Lüneburg. Scheretz had matriculated in Wittenberg in April of 

that year. See Bernhard Weissenborn, Album Academiae Vitebergensis: Jüngere Reihe Teil. 1 (Magdeburg, 

1934), p. 424. Scherertz dedicated the disputation to his territorial prince, Duke August the Younger of 

Brunswick-Lüneburg. 
55 Gerhard, מועד sive de festis orientalium 30.1.1650 (respondens Goth. Köchler), 13.2.1650 (respondens J.G. 

Laurenz), and 27.2.1650 (respondens Caspar Thielen) 
56 Gerhard, מועד sive de festis orientalium I, A2v. ‘Quando enim perscipimus, qua devotione, qua cura, qua 

attentione, quo gaudio etiam atque laetitia non solum DEI populus in V.T. festa sua celebrarit, illiusque 

posteritas, vini quidem optimi acetum pessimum, etiamnun observat, qua item diligentia ac devotione adhuc 

hodie non solum Christiani Syri atque Æthiopes, populi longissime a nobis dissiti, sed & ipsi quoque 

Mohammaedani aliique populi Orientales minime licet Christiani, festos suos dies peragere soleant, fieri sane vix 

poterit, quin & ipsi aemulationis accendamur stimulo, & quidem tanto magis, quanto majora Salvatoris nostri & 
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The first disputation in this series is primarily concerned with the Sabbath and its observance 

in different religions. In considering its origins Gerhard differs from several Catholic scholars;57 

he traces the Sabbath to God’s sanction after the completion of Creation (Gen. 2:2): ‘And on 

the seventh day God ended his work which he had made; and he rested on the seventh day from 

all his work which he had made.’ This, Gerhard insists, is the source of the Sabbath, not the 

promulgation of the Law in Exodus 20, which is merely a repetition of the law given to our 

primordial ancestors.58 Numerous Catholic scholars, among them the Jesuit Jacques Bonfrère, 

whom Gerhard quotes at length, were wrong to argue that Genesis 2 is a mere anticipation of 

the later Mosaic Law and were thus wrong to claim that the Sabbath was holy only in later 

times, once the Law had been handed down to the Israelites.59 Bonfrère, in his massive 

Pentateuch commentary, a copy of which Gerhard owned, points out that none of the Patriarchs 

show any sign of keeping the Sabbath.60 For Gerhard this indicates the Jesuit’s ignorance of 

gentile observance of the Sabbath. 

The lion’s share of the first disputation is taken up by the eclectic third section in which 

Gerhard asks: 

 

Which day of the week is festive for Mohammedans? In what fashion do they 

abstain from work? How observant are they in their mosques (templa)? 1 

Corinthians 11:4 concerning the baring of one’s in houses of worship will be 

discussed. On the ardent clamour in prayers. The privilege of Turkish women on 

the Sabbath. On the festive day of the Syrians and Ethiopians, and the fashion in 

which Ethiopians observe both Saturday and Sunday. ἡμέρα κυριακὴ [the Day of 

the Lord] When did the Ethiopians convert to Christianity? The rites of the Syriac 

 
illustriora in nos prae gentilibus [A3r] collata beneficia sunt, festis hisce diebus ruminanda piisque precibus 

celebranda.’ 
57 Note marginal note on the Sabbath ibid. A3r: ‘Faciunt cum his [Catholic scholars he is arguing against, among 

them Thomas Cajetan] fere Talmidici: referent [e]n[im] Sabathi institutionem non ad rerum primordia, sed 

t[ame]n ante Decalogi promulga[ti]o[n]em, sed intra mensem ob exitum ex Ægypto. Vid. Seld. De J[ure] 

N[aturali] & G[entium] p. 314.’ 
58 Gerhard, De festis orientalium I, A3v. 
59 Ibid. As we have seen in chapter one, Gerhard had been studying Bonfrère’s biblical commentary thoroughly. 
60 Jacques Bonfrère, Pentateucus Moysis commentario illustratus (Antwerp, 1625), 111. Gerhard copy (BG 

B208/39-1), FBG Theol 2° 00084/02. 
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and Ethiopian Churches nowadays, in which they conform with the rites of the 

Roman Church. […].61 

 

Much of this is taken up by a consideration of the Muslim Sabbath. i.e. Friday. This chapter is 

typical in that it combines the usual exercises in historical philology with accounts of empirical 

observation – not, of course, his own, but culled from travel accounts. It also abounds in 

criticism of earlier scholars, mostly Catholics. Thus, for example, in addition to the printed text, 

Gerhard added numerous marginal notes in his own copy with further points of criticism of 

Catholic scholars. A case in point is his marginal critique of the Flemish Jesuit Cornelius a 

Lapide (1567-1637) for his misunderstanding of the Muslim calendar.62 Much of what Gerhard 

has to say about Muslim rites on Friday is taken from John Selden’s De jure naturali et gentium 

juxta disciplinam Ebraeorum (1640).63 

Following the contemporary travel account of Johannes Cotovicus, Gerhard points out 

that the Muslim injunction to rest on Friday was relative, as opposed to the Jews’ strict 

abstention from work on the Sabbath. To this he adds in the margins, basing himself on the 

Quranic injunction in Sura 62:9, that Muslims were not fully adhering to Muhammad’s 

teaching.64 More interestingly, he repeats Selden’s claim that in celebrating their Sabbath on 

Friday Muslims were following Constantine’s decree reported in Eusebius’ biography.65 

Gerhard repeats Cotovicus’ account of the solemnity in mosques, as opposed, Gerhard 

interjects, to the frivolity one encounters in churches – a common praise of “Mohammedans” 

meant to shame fellow Christians. Another non-theological point of interest for Gerhard is 

Cotovicus’ observation that Muslims, unlike Christians, do not take off their headgear at prayer, 

which reminds him of the Chinese custom of covering one’s head in temples which he 

 
61 Gerhard, De festis orientalium I, C1v-D4v. ‘Mohammaedani quem diem singulis hebdomadibus festum 

habeant? quomodo cessent ab operibus? quam religiosi iidem in Templis sint? De capitis nudatione in Templis 

ventilatur locus I. Cor. XI, 4. De clamore vehementi in precibus. Privilegium mulierum Turcicarum in Sabbatho. 

De Syrorum & Æthiopum die festo, ac quomodo Æthiopes diem pariter Solis ac Saturni festum habeant? ἡμέρα 

κυριακὴ. Æthiopes quando ad Christianam fidem pervenerint? Ritus Ecclesiae Syrae ac Æthiopicae hodie in 

quibusdam ad Romanae Eccles. ritus conformati. Rituale Severi Alexandri Episcopi. Lectionum tituli in N.T. 

Syriaco & Æthiopico.’ 
62 Gerhard, De festis orientalium I, C1r. ‘Errat sine dubio Corn. a Lap. ge. proem. in 4. Evang. scribit, Mauros 

annos suos numerare ab ortu suae sectae Mohammaedanae, quae coepit anno Christi 591. annus ergo 790, 

Maurorum est annus ab ortu Christi 1381. Haec Lap. non distiguit insuper inter annos solares a Lunares.’ 

Gerhard owned several of the Flemish Jesuit’s biblical commentaries. 
63 On Selden’s De Iure naturali see Gerlad J. Toomer, John Selden: A Life in Scholarship (Oxford, 2009), vol. 2, 

pp. 490-562. 
64 Sura 62:9 ‘Believers, when you are summoned to Friday prayers hasten to the remembrance of God and cease 

your trading. That would be best for you, if you but knew it.’ (tr. N. J. Dawood). 
65 Eusebius, Vita Constantini, 4.18. Selden, De jure naturali et gentium, (London, 1640), p. 428. 
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encountered in Bonfrère. As we have seen in the previous chapter, this comparative point was 

on Gerhard’s mind as he was annotating his copy of Fabricius’ Specimen arabicum. This led 

him to an excursus on whether Jews at the time of Jesus and the Apostles covered their head in 

the Temple: he tends to accept the assumption that only the priests covered their head and that 

ordinary Jewish worshippers were bareheaded.66 

Gerhard’s admiration for the solemnity of Muslim prayer – accompanied by the topos 

of shameful Christian frivolity – does not seem to conflict in his mind with the reports about 

the loudness of Muslims’ prayer or his interpretation of it as an emulation of Elijah’s mocking 

injunction to the Baal worshippers in 1 Kings. 18:27 ‘And it came to pass at noon, that Elijah 

mocked them, and said, Cry aloud: for he is a god; either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he 

is in a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be awaked.’ According to Gerhard’s 

source, after the recitation of the first sura, Muslims shout out the Shahada (the proclamation 

of God’s oneness and that Muhammad is His prophet) ‘with the greatest cry and vehement and 

wondrous agitation of the entire body, so that they are so worn out that some emit foam from 

their mouths while others are caused by this violence done to themselves by these cries to go 

black in their faces and fall to the ground as if half dead,’ believing they are pleasing God all 

the more with this extravagance.67 That Gerhard does not approve of these reputed dramatic 

outpourings of piety is not surprising, nor is the fact that he chooses to compare them to the 

practices of Catholic friars. He recalls having heard such uncouth shouts ten years earlier in a 

Dominican convent in Regensburg. His unnamed companion, a simple-minded man 

(simplicioris animi homo), wondered how such a racket, so unpleasant to human ears, could 

possibly be pleasing to God.68 Having dealt with Jews and Muslims, Gerhard now turns to 

consider the Christian Sabbath – focussing largely on the Syriac and Ethiopic churches. The 

remaining three disputations in this series followed within weeks – dealing with the Sabbath, 

before turning to the Jewish New Year and the Shofar, the ram-horn bugle used on the occasion. 

While unremarkable in and of themselves, these minor undertakings are an instructive 

prelude to the more ambitious forays into the study of Christian, Jewish, Muslim, and pagan 

religious systems and practices which we shall encounter in Gerhard’s final years. Setting aside 

 
66 Gerhard, De festis orientalium I, C2r-C3r. 
67 Gerhard, De festis orientalium I, C3v. ‘quidem clamore summo vehementissimoque miraque corporis totius 

commotione, ita tandem delassentur, ut spumam ex ore emittant alii, alii ob vim, sibi clamoribus illatam facie 

nigrescant, & veluti semimortui labantur in terram.’ 
68 Gerhard, De festis orientalium I, C3r. 
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harmonic grammar for the next chapter, we turn finally to the field in which the young Gerhard 

made his most substantial and sustained exertion – the study of the Syriac bible. 

 

The Syriac Bible 

Were we to conduct a hypothetical survey of seventeenth-century European scholars, who 

defined themselves as orientalists (or rather as cultores linguarum orientalium), we would, I 

believe, find that an interest in Syriac, the dialect of Aramaic used by several Eastern Churches, 

was more widely studied than Arabic. Since Jewish Aramaic69 and Syriac are closely related, 

though using different alphabets, they were occasionally conflated. It is not uncommon to find 

early modern champions of Syriac claiming it to be the language of Jesus and the Apostles. 

Apart from its value for better understanding its prominent ‘linguistic neighbours’, Hebrew and 

Arabic, Syriac was also of central importance owing to the translations of the Old and New 

Testaments. The history of Syriac translations of the Bible need not concern us here in all its 

complexity. Suffice it to state that the Syriac translation, which was central to Gerhard and most 

his fellow orientalists, was the Peshitta.70 

The editio princeps of the Peshitta New Testament was prepared by the Catholic scholar 

Johann Albrecht Widmannstetter (1506-1557), who had been assisted by the Syrian Orthodox 

priest Moses of Mardin.71 This was followed in 1569 by an edition by the Reformed convert 

from Judaism Immanuel Tremellius (1510-1580), using Hebrew letters for the Syriac text, 

alongside a Latin translation and the Greek text.72 Widmannstetter’s edition was printed in the 

Antwerp Polyglot (1568-1572) with a Latin translation by Guy Lefèvre de la Boderie (1541-

1598). Closer to Gerhard’s day, the Lutheran orientalist Martin Trost (1588-1636) published in 

1622 a revised edition of Widmannstetter’s Peshitta accompanied by a Latin translation,73 and 

 
69 Commonly referred to as Chaldean in early modern sources. 
70 For an overview see Sebastian P. Brock, The Bible in the Syriac Tradition (Kottayam, 1990), esp. pp. 13-44 

and Bruce Metzger, The Early Versions of the New Testament: Their Origin, Transmission, and Limitations 

(Oxford, 1977), esp. pp. 48-63. 
71 Liber Sacrosancti Evangelii de Iesu Christo Domino & Deo nostro […] characteribus & lingua syra, Iesu 

Christo vernacula (Vienna, 1555). On Widmannstetter see Sigmund Ritter von Riezler in ADB (1897), s.v. and 

more broadly Robert J. Wilkinson, Orientalism, Aramaic and Kabbalah in the Catholic Reformation: The first 

Printing of the Syriac New Testament (Leiden, 2007), for Moses of Mardin’s collaboration with Widmannstetter 

pp. 151f. 
72 Ἡ Καινὴ Διαθήκη. Testamentum Novum. יָקא ֲחָדָתא ַיתּׅ  ,Est autem interpretatio Syriaca Noui Testamenti דּׅ

Hebraeis typis descripta, plerisque etiam locis emendata (Geneva, 1569). On Tremellius see Kenneth Austin, 

From Judaism to Calvinism: The Life and Writings of Immanuel Tremellius (c. 1510-1580) (Hampshire, 2007). 

On Tremellius’ edition see Robert J. Wilkinson, ‘Immanuel Tremellius’ 1569 Edition of the Syriac New 

Testament’, The Journal of Ecclesiastical History 58 (1) (2001), pp. 9-25. 
73 Novum Domini nostri Jesu Christi Testamentum Syriace cum versione latina (Köthen, 1622). 
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in 1625 a Syriac-Latin edition of the Peshitta Psalter by the recently deceased Leiden orientalist 

Thomas Erpenius saw the light of day.74 In 1645, the year in which Gerhard embarked on a 

series of disputations on the Syriac New Testament, the Paris Polyglot appeared and with it, for 

the first time, the entire text of the Peshitta Old Testament.75 While this is by no means an 

exhaustive inventory of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century editions of the Syriac Bible, it 

makes clear that by the time Gerhard wrote his studies on the Syriac New Testament (1645-

1648), several editions of the Syriac New Testament had been published – by Catholic, 

Reformed, and Lutheran scholars. The study of the Syriac Bible was fairly well established, yet 

there remained enough open questions for a young orientalist to leave his mark. 

 As early as February 1645 Gerhard was offering in Jena a week-long crash course in 

Syriac.76 Like other contemporaries, he advertised this language as Jesus’s vernacular. Further 

testimony of Gerhard’s interest in Syriac is offered, as we have seen in the previous chapter, by 

his undated handwritten ‘reversed Syriac lexicon’, an index of Latin words in Christoph 

Crinesius’ Syriac-Latin lexicon with page-number references to where the Syriac lemmata 

could be found. Gerhard was painstakingly inverting Crinesius’s lexicon to offer a home-made 

Latin-Syriac lexicon, possibly with Syriac composition in mind.77 In 1649, two years after 

publishing the Harmonia linguarum orientalium, which included Syriac, Gerhard published 

some concise observations on Syriac accompanied by a grammatical commentary on the Syriac 

text of Acts 3:19-21.78 

Between September 1645 and December 1648 Gerhard composed eight short treatises, 

in the form of academic exercises, on the Syriac New Testament. His aim was not to offer a 

new edition of the text but rather a series of observations. His contribution hinges primarily on 

his work with several manuscripts which he believed to be valuable. In the first exercise of 

September 1645 he claims to have been studying the Syriac Gospels for the last four years, ever 

since coming across an old manuscript in Altdorf (1641): 

 

It is now the fourth year since I collated variant readings from a most ancient Syriac 

manuscript of the four Gospels kept, as it were, like a precious gem in the most well 

 
74 Psalmi Davidis Regis, & Prophetae, lingua syriaca nunc primum, ex antiquissimis codicibus manuscriptis, in 

lucem editi (Leiden, 1625). 
75 For a succinct overview of Peshitta editions see Brock, The Bible in the Syriac Tradition, pp. 45-9. 
76 Chart. B 44. fol. 221v. 
77 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 255r-268v. Index vocum latinarum Lex. Syriac. Crin. 
78 ΣΚΙΑΓΡΑΦΙΑ linguae syro-chadaicae cum analyseos syriacae specimine (Halle, 1649). 
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stocked academic library in Altdorf. I have decided to reexamine and reconsider 

these readings, which until now I had set aside, and to consider in what places [the 

readings in] this excellent manuscript are better or worse than in printed editions.79 

 

Gerhard seems to have been studying his transcript of this Syriac manuscript carefully. This is 

amply attested by his numerous marginalia in his copy of Crinesius’s Lexicon syriacum (1612), 

in which he repeatedly refers to variants he found in a ‘MS. Codex’.80 The Altdorf Syriac 

manuscript, which occasioned this sustained series of observations, was copied in 1245 and 

purchased in Damascus on 31 March 1622 from a Maronite by the name of Father Michael by 

the Nuremberg patrician Jacob Fetzer and donated by him to the University of Altdorf. The 

Nuremberg patrician, who was no longer alive when Gerhard arrived in Altdorf in 1640, had 

collected various antiquities, which, as we shall see in Chapter Four, fascinated the young 

Gerhard. His mentor in Altdorf, Theodoricus Hackspan, allowed Gerhard to borrow the rare 

manuscript for a month, of which Gerhard made good use. The copy Gerhard made of the Syriac 

manuscript is, to the best of my knowledge, no longer extant.81 

Gerhard’s series of short treatises on the Peshitta of the New Testament covers a variety 

of topics, which vary in scholarly character and motivation. Broadly speaking, they fall under 

four categories: 

i. Determining the age of the Peshitta and its relationship to the Greek text – and hence 

determining its philological value and authority. 

Gerhard insists, together with most scholars of his day, that all the Gospels were composed in 

Greek, the lingua franca of the Eastern Mediterranean in Roman times, and only later translated 

into other languages. He thus rejects suggestions that Mark translated his Gospel into Greek. 

Gerhard notes that the differences between the Greek original and the Syriac version are 

considerable and that the dialect used in the Peshitta differs from that spoken at the time of 

 
79 Exercitationes ad Novum Testamentum Syriacum (Jena, 3. September 1645) A2r. ‘Annus nunc est ipse 

quartus, quod Variantes N.T. Syriaci Lectiones ex antiquissimo Syriaco IV. Evangelistarum Cod. MS., in 

instructissima bibliotheca Academica Altdorfina, ceu insigne κειμήλιον suo qui adservantur merito, collegi. Illas 

sepositas hactenus cum jam rursum perlustrare, & quibus in locis laudatus ille Codex editis libris melior sit 

deteriorve, observare, induxerim anmum; observationes etiam illas, sive Exercitationes, suasu & auctoritate 

magnorum aliquot ac erudissimorum virorum, quibus vel quidquam denegare, summum duco mih nefas [...].’ 
80 Crinesius, Lexicon syriacum, e Novo Testamento et rituali Severi, patriarchae quondam Alexandridi, syro 

collectum, tribus linguis cardinalibus expositum (Wittenberg, 1612). FBG Phil. 4o 317/2 (6). 
81 According to the account in Johannes Albrecht, Variae lectiones syriacae, codicis iv. Evangelistarum MS. 

Vetustussimi e Bibliotheca Gerhardina (Jena, 1666), a3r-v. See also Gerhard’s note in Exercitationes ad Novum 

Testamentum syriacum viii (Wittenberg, 1648), A2r. 
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Jesus and the Apostles. He does not attempt to date the Peshitta, but recognises that it emerged 

much later than the Greek original.82 Nonetheless, Gerhard accepts the Syriac New Testament 

as a valuable touch stone in cases where the manuscript tradition of the Greek New Testament 

offers divergent readings. Since, however, the Syriac manuscripts themselves occasionally 

vary, criteria for preference need to be established. There are numerous cases, according to 

Gerhard, where alternate readings may be allowed to coexist. As a rule of thumb, the Syriac 

readings which agree with the Greek text are to be preferred. They must also concur with the 

teaching of the Doctors of the Church and the analogy of faith and must also concur with Syriac 

grammar (sic!, as final criterion). Not surprisingly, Gerhard believes that the Altdorf manuscript 

he had copied may be of use for determining several readings.83 

 

ii. A short account of European scholarship. 

Gerhard offers a succinct history of Syriac scholarship in Europe from the Quattrocento to his 

own day – and while he cannot overlook the decisive role of Catholic scholars, first and 

foremost Widmanstetter’s editio princeps, his account is by no means free of confessional 

pettiness: Since humans by nature are desirous of fame, he argues, Calvinists and Papists have 

contended for the claim to primacy for supplying a translation of the Syriac paraphrase. Gerhard 

seems to relish the scuffle in which the Reformed Immanuel Tremellius was accused by the 

Benedictine scholar Gilbert Génébrard of plagiarizing Guy Le Fèvre de la Boderie’s Latin 

translation of the Syriac – which the latter published in the Antwerp Polyglot (1571). While 

Gerhard tends to accept Tremellius’ side of the story, he does not commit himself.84 

 

iii. What the Peshitta does or does not indicate about the Eastern Churches’ approach to 

religious rites – and hence their alleged affinity to Roman Catholicism. 

 

Later in life Gerhard was to take a keen interest in the history of non-European Churches, among 

them the Maronites.85 Portions of his early work on the Peshitta betray a budding interest in the 

history of the Eastern Churches, closely related to confessional concerns. He is here at pains to 

 
82 Gerhard, Exercitationum ad Novum Testamentum Syriacum i (Jena, 1645), A2v-A3v. 
83 Gerhard, Exercitationum ad Novum Testamentum Syriacum iii (Wittenberg, 1646), A2r. 
84 Gerhard, Exercitationum ad Novum Testamentum Syriacum i (Jena, 1645), B1v-B2r. 
85 See chapter six. 
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demonstrate that the Peshitta, at least in what he believed would have been its original form in 

Antiquity, did not endorse Catholic custom and ritual. The headings and lectionary markings in 

the Syriac manuscripts he and his contemporaries knew (beautifully reproduced in 

Widmanstetter’s editio princeps in Estrangelo letters), are, he insists, a later addition. 

 

Let us concede that several centuries after the Lord’s Ascension, the Syriac Church 

determined set fasting days, fixed days of festivity in commemoration of Christ and 

the saints, certain days for the consecration of houses of prayer etc. May one 

conclude from this that these rites which can be ignored without jeopardy to one’s 

salvation [were instituted] by the Apostles and apostolic men, and by a certain 

necessity or that they cannot be omitted in the Church once they have been 

introduced? Certainly not! We are of the opinion that these headings (tituli) were 

added after the Syriac version had been prepared by the Alexandrian Fathers for the 

sake of good order, declaring them to be kept at will – an opinion, which neither 

diminishes the antiquity of the Syriac version nor strengthens Papist traditions.86 

 

iv. A consideration of several philological points, some minor, in the Peshitta and notes on 

Syriac grammar. 

 

As with other early scholarly undertakings, Gerhard did not pursue his study of the Syriac Bible 

in later years. As late as the summer of 1657 he sent, via Hiob Ludolf, some of the variants he 

had noted in the Peshitta to Brian Walton’s team preparing the London Polyglot.87 However, as 

Ludolf informed him in November, Walton had decided against consulting them, since the 

Polyglot Bible had to be rushed to the printing press in order to be out by Christmas. Whether 

 
86 Gerhard, Exercitationum ad Novum Testamentum Syriacum I, A4v. ‘Concedamus enim, Ecclesiam Syram 

aliquot post adscensionem Domini seculis, plus enim tituli hi, NT. Syro inserti non probant, determinasse certa 

ac statuta ad jejunia tempora, festos quosdam dies memoriae Christi & sanctorum destinasse, quosdam etiam 

templorum dedicationi consecrasse &c. an igitur inde licet concludere, Ergo ab Apostolis Apostolicisve viris 

ritus hi, & quidem sub obsoluta quadam necessitate, quique sine salutis jactura ignorari, vel intermitti nequeant, 

in Ecclesiam sunt invecti & introducti? Nequaquam! Arbitramus v. titulos istos, post adornatam jam versionem 

Syriacam a Patribus Alexandrinis, εὐταξίας καὶ εὐσχημοσύνης ἕνεκα, ritus quosdam, libere servandos indicantes, 

fuisse additos. Quae sententia nec Syrae versionis antiquitati quicquam derogat, nec Pontificiorum traditiones 

multum quoque roborat.’ 
87 Chart. A 133 fol. 93. 
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or not Walton’s excuse was sincere, Gerhard’s hope of contributing the fruits of his early Syriac 

studies to the most ambitious biblical project of his lifetime came to naught.88 

As with other of Gerhard’s scholarly pursuits, he encouraged younger colleagues to pick 

up where he had laid down his quill. In 1666 there appeared a treatise on various alternative 

Syriac New Testament readings based on the copy of the Altdorf manuscript, then still kept in 

Gerhard’s library, elaborated by a certain Johannes Albrecht of Hildesheim.89 All this may not 

have lived up to Gerhard’s hopes when he embarked on this venture as a twenty-three-year-old 

scholar, yet he would have taken solace in the verdict of the towering eighteenth-century 

orientalist and biblical scholar Johann David Michaelis (1717-1791). In his introduction to the 

New Testament (1788), the Göttingen professor, who was not known for his generosity to other 

scholars’ exertions, had this to say about Gerhard’s notes on the Syriac New Testament: 

 

A Syriac manuscript of the Gospels, which is kept in Nuremberg, has the good 

fortune to have been consulted for Matthew and Mark, albeit not for an edition but 

rather for disputations. Johann Ernst Gerhard the Elder collated it and published in 

1646 three Exercitationes in Novum Testamentum Syriacum in Wittenberg (I do not 

know whether there are more). In the first two he offers a description of the 

manuscript and in the third he considers and evaluates various readings. He may 

have dwelt at excessive length on some minor, purely grammatical and 

orthographical points, yet already in his twenty-fifth year one can discern in him 

the mature scholar.90 

 
88 Chart. A 133 fol. 99r-v (Ludolf to Gerhard 1 Nov. 1657) ‘Sequentia ex Anglia accepta communicanda tecum 

duxi: J’ay fait savoir a M. le Docteur Walton ce que vous m’avez notifié touchant les diverses leçons du 

Testament Syriaque, que Mons. le Professeur D. Gerard a, il me dit, qu’on ne les pourra pas attendre, veu que 

l’impression s’en va estre achevée entre cy et Noel; et qu’il ne savoit pas comment l’on les pourroit recevoir de 

luy a temps quand il les voudroit envoyer. Outre cela [fol. 99v] qu’il avoit deja beaucoup de diverses leçons 

Syriaques, de plusiers Mss. fort anciens, et qu’il croyoit n’en avoir de besoin, neantmoins il me pria de remercier 

Mons. Gerard de l’offre, qu’il a fait.’ 
89 Johannes Albrecht, Variae lectiones syriacae, codicis iv. Evangelistarum ms. Vetustissimi e bibliotheca 

gerhardina (Jena, 1666). Regrettably, all I have been able to find out about Albrecht, other than the fact that 

Gerhard encouraged him to undertake this work (as he stated in the introduction to the work), is that he 

matriculated in Jena on 9 March 1665. Reinhold Jauernig and Marga Steiger (eds.), Die Matrikel der Universität 

Jena vol. 2, (Weimar, 1977), s.v. 
90 Johann David Michaelis, Einleitung in die göttlichen Schriften des Neuen Bundes i (Göttingen, 1788), p. 380. 

‘Eine Syrische Handschrift der Evangelisten, die zu Nürnberg befindlich ist, hat das Glück gehabt, bey Matthäo 

und Marco gebraucht zu werden: wiewohl nicht in einer Ausgabe, sondern in Disputationen. Johann Ernst 

Gerhard, der ältere, verglich sie, und gab 1646. Zu Wittenberg drey (ich weiß nicht ob mehrere) Exercitaitones 

ad N. T. Syriacum heraus. In den Zwey ersten beschreibt er die Handschrift, und in der dritten hat er ihre 

Lesearten häufig angeführt und beurtheilt. Vielleicht hält er sich bey den Puncten, da wo sie nur 
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grammaticalische und und orthographische Kleinigkeiten betreffen, zu lange auf: indes erkennt man an ihm 

schon in seinem 25sten Jahre den gelehrten Mann.’ 
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Chapter 3: Harmonia Linguarum Orientalium 

 

Gerhard and the Tradition of Harmonic Linguistics 

 

In 1647, at the age of twenty-five, Gerhard published a harmonic grammar of oriental 

languages, treating Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic. This was to be his most 

ambitious work. Both its achievements and its failings, as well as its mixed reception among 

contemporaries, were decisive for the rest of his career. The work was not entirely original, nor 

did it pretend to be, though much of it was new. As the title makes clear it adopts an earlier 

work as its blueprint – and does so with overstated acknowledgment: Wilhelm Schickard’s 

institutes of the Hebrew language newly revised and extended. To this is added a continual 

harmony of other oriental languages: Chaldean, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic through the 

efforts of Master Johann Ernst Gerhard of Jena.1 Though the title is misleadingly modest, we 

must first turn to Schickard’s work to understand what Gerhard was attempting to do. 

 The Tübingen professor of Hebrew and astronomy Wilhelm Schickard (1592-1635) is 

best known today for his design for a calculating machine and, to a lesser extent, for his writing 

on Jewish political theory.2 Though Schickard’s achievements as a Hebraist, and as an 

orientalist more generally, have only attracted the attention of modern historians infrequently, 

they were, by the standards of their day, considerable. Apart from his work on Hebrew grammar 

and rabbinical literature, he was also concerned with Persian history, and was well enough 

acquainted with the Qur’an in Arabic to use it in his works.3 It is his interest in effective ways 

of teaching Hebrew which concern us here. The quest for stringent method in learning and 

teaching languages was a general pedagogical feature of the day. Schickard, however, took this 

 
1 Wilhelmi Schickardi institutiones linguae ebraeae noviter recognitae & auctae. Accessit harmonia perpetua 

aliarum linguarum orientalium, chaldaeae, syrae, arabicae, aethiopicae. Opera M. Johannis Ernesti Gerhardi 

Jenensis (Jena, 1647). 
2 Wilhelm Schickard, משפט המלך Jus regium hebraeorum (Strasbourg, 1625). Schickard, who used his knowledge 

of rabbinical sources as well as the Bible, and considered monarchy to be biblically sanctioned, was, as Eric Nelson 

has recently demonstrated, read by Republican thinkers like John Milton, who found the anti-monarchical 

rabbinical sources he quoted congenial. Nelson, The Hebrew Republic: Jewish Sources and the Transformation of 

European Political Thought (Cambridge MA, 2010), ch. 1. 
3 For an assessment see Walter W. Müller, ‘Hebräische und chaldäische Studien’, in Wilhelm Schickard 1592-

1635. Astronom, Geograph, Orientalist, Erfinder der Rechenmaschine, ed. F. Seck (Tübingen, 1978), pp. 49-

108; Manfred Ullmann, ‘Arabische, türkische und persische Studien’, ibid. pp. 109-28, and Claudia Ott, 

‘Schickard als Orientalist – verkanntes Genie oder interessierter Laie?’ in Zum 400. Geburtstag von Wilhelm 

Schickard. Zweites Tübinger Schickard-Symposium, ed. F. Seck (Sigmaringen, 1995), pp. 117-29. 
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a step further than most of his contemporaries. In 1621 he published his Rota hebraea, 

essentially a paper conjugation-calculator for Hebrew verbs.4 He also championed the study of 

Hebrew in German, rather than Latin, with his Der hebräische Trichter (The Hebrew Funnel) 

first published in 1629 and issued anew in 1630, and 1633. 

 

The proud builders and artisans of Babel, with their construction of the Tower, have 

done us an almost pernicious service in that we now have so many languages in the 

world which we use and which we must learn. If Hebrew were still the only 

language to learn, we would imbibe it with our mother’s milk. Not much better are 

those who nowadays would convince the world that all languages must be 

approached through Latin. This is the same as insisting that anyone wishing to 

undertake a pilgrimage to Jerusalem must first travel to Rome and be denied a 

shorter route starting from his native soil.5 

 

Schickard claims that many German words are patently (offenbarlich) derived from Hebrew 

roots.6 Gerhard, shortly after Schickard, would learn and teach oriental languages as part of a 

Latinate scholarly culture. The idea of Hebrew as the Ursprache was a time honoured claim he 

would adopt in his adaptation of Schickard’s Hebrew grammar – though with some instructive 

reservations. 

Schickard’s Horologium hebraeum (1626) was of lasting significance for the study of 

Hebrew. This ambitious work was originally written for six of his students in Tübingen, who 

had embarked on a course of Hebrew. The slim and tightly organised grammar aims at enabling 

 
4 See Müller, ‘Hebräische und chaldäische Studien’, pp. 55-9. This curious little work was reprinted several 

times throughout the seventeenth century and may have inspired the Circuli conjugationum (Zwickau, 1626) by 

the Zwickau schoolmaster Johann Zechendorff. On Zechendorff’ Circuli see Asaph Ben-Tov, ‘Johann 

Zechenorff (1580-1662) and Arabic Studies at Zwickau’s Latin School’, in The Teaching and Learning of 

Arabic in Early Modern Europe, ed. J. Loop, A. Hamilton, and C. Burnett (Leiden, 2017), pp. 57-92 here pp. 86-

8. 
5 Quoted here from the 1633 edition Der hebräische Trichter, iv-iir. ‘Es haben vns die stoltze Bawherrn vnd 

Werckmeister zu Babel / mit ihrem Thurmbawen / einen fast bösen Handel gemacht / daß wir an jetzo in der 

Welt so viel Sprachen haben / gebrauchen vnd lernen [iir] müssen / da doch zwar die einig Hebresche vbung 

gewest / so wir gantz leicht / gleichsam mit der Mutter Milch gesogen hetten. Nicht viel besser machens noch 

heut zu tag di jenige / so die Welt bereden wollen / man müsse alle andere Sprachen / vermittelst der 

Lateinischen ergreiffen. Welchen eben so viel ist / als wann jederman / der gern Hierusalem walfahren wolte / 

zuvor auff Rom ziehen müste / vnd nicht auch einen neheren Weg / von seiner Heimat aus treffen könte.’ 
6 Schickard, Der hebräische Trichter, iiiv. 
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a systematic study of the language within the course of twenty-four sessions, each an hour long 

– as Schickard proudly announces on the title-page of his work.7 

Gerhard’s work of 1647 claims to be a revised and extended version of Schickard’s 

Hebrew grammar with an additional ‘harmony of other oriental languages’. This is misleading. 

What the young Gerhard was offering was an ambitious polyglot grammar. Taking Schickard’s 

Horologium as his starting point, he kept the nucleus of Schickard’s grammar while adding his 

own parallel columns (not unlike a polyglot Bible) for Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic 

(Geʿez). This work was not without its weaknesses, which, as we shall see, did not go unnoticed. 

Nevertheless, it is an impressive attempt by a young scholar to make his debut in the Republic 

of Letters. 

Readers of Gerhard’s Harmonia linguarum orientalium would have recognized it as 

standing within an established scholarly tradition, which informed what they were expecting 

(and were to find) in his work, as well as what was absent from it. A fundamental premise 

underlying many early modern undertakings in harmonic linguistics was that the perceived 

commonalities between a given group of languages were due to a common origin. It was often 

postulated that all languages had a single source, often identified as Hebrew – though by the 

seventeenth century Hebrew was not the sole candidate for this role. The lines of comparison 

and derivation were mostly lexical and were argued on etymological grounds.8 The Ursprache 

in this line of argument was, among other things, marked by non-derivative lexemes. Not 

surprisingly, much in the way of harmonia linguarum appeared in the form of lexica, the first 

being the Greek, Latin, German, and Slavonic lexicon (1537) by Sigismund Gelenius,9 followed 

by Conrad Gesner’s better known Mithridates (1555) and Theodor Bibliander’s treatise De 

ratione communi omnium linguarum & literarum commentarius (1548).10 Closer to Gerhard’s 

day was Georg Cruciger, who, in 1616, published his massive Harmonia linguarum quatuor 

cardinalium, encompassing Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and German, using an imposing collection 

of Ramist tables to demonstrate the supposed affinity of these four languages.11 

 
7 Schickard, Horologium hebraeum sive consilium, quomodo sancta lingua spacio xxiv. horarum, ab aliquot 

collegis sufficienter apprehendi queat (Leipzig, 1624). 
8 See Wolf Peter Klein, Am Anfang war das Wort. Theorie- und wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Elemente 

frühneuzeitlichen Sprachbewußtseins (Berlin, 1992), pp. 297-317. 
9 Sigismund Gelenius, Lexicon symphonum, quo quatuor linguarum Europeae familiarium, graecae scilicet, 

latinae, germanicae ac sclavinicae, concordia consonantiaque indicatur (Basel, 1537). 
10 George J. Metclaf, ‘Theodor Bibliander (1505-1564) and the languages of Japhet’s progeny’, in idem, On 

Language Diversity and Relationship from Bibliander to Adelung, ed. T. Van Hal and R. Van Rooy (Amsterdam, 

2013), pp. 57-64. 
11 See Klein, Am Anfang war das Wort, p. 303. Klein points out that Ramistic tables were particularly well suited 

for expressing linguistic harmony. 
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As with many of Gerhard’s other early interests, here too there is an Altdorf connection. 

Although the basis of his Harmonia was Schickard’s Hebrew grammar, to understand Gerhard 

and his first – and in many ways only – major work, we must turn to several orientalists active 

in Nuremberg and Altdorf in the first third of the century. First among them is Elias Hutter 

(1553-1605/9). Gerhard was acquainted with at least portions of Hutter’s work. Of particular 

interest in the present context is Hutter’s Cubus alphabeticus sanctae linguae hebraicae (1586, 

with a German version in the following year) a combinatory set of tables with the twenty-four 

letters of the Hebrew alphabet at the top and left corners of the table and a single consecutive 

letter of the alphabet for each table,12 thus offering all possible combinations of triliteral Hebrew 

roots.13 Behind these combinatorial tables lies Hutter’s belief that Hebrew was the perfect 

Adamic language and that in laying out these tables he was doing more than offering an efficient 

(and semantically questionable) tool better to understand the language of the Old Testament, 

but that by exploring all the triliteral roots in Hebrew he was also offering a grid of what was 

expressible.14 When he published the Cubus in 1598, Hutter’s primary aim was to produce a 

polyglot Bible (Hebrew, German, Latin, and Greek) and his harmonic lexicon, Dictionarium 

harmonicum biblicum ebraeum, graecum, latinum, germanicum (1598). 

As Wolf Peter Klein has pointed out, the model of harmonia linguarm, in addition to its 

theological underpinnings, also lent itself naturally to didactic endeavours – both as lexica and 

grammars.15 One such didactic example, close to Gerhard’s milieu, is offered by his older 

contemporary, the Gotha pedagogue Andreas Reyher (1601-1673),16 who, in 1639, whilst still 

headmaster of the Latin school in Henneberg, published a harmonic grammar reminiscent of 

Gehrard’s later work in form – a polyglot grammar with parallel columns – but not in its content, 

since it offers a harmonic grammar of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew.17 To this must be added 

Andreas Sennert (1606-1689), the long serving professor of oriental languages in Wittenberg, 

whose acquaintance Gerhard made during his stint at that university. Like Gerhard’s Harmonia, 

Sennert’s Hypotyposis harmonica linguarum orientalium (1653) was Hebraeocentric and 

followed the work of an earlier scholar for its blueprint – in this case Martin Trost. Sennert’s 

work is organized around different guidelines, and does not include Ethiopic. An obvious 

 
12 The Hebrew alphabet consist of twenty-two letters. Hutter, however, treats ו and ּו as well as ׁש and ׂש as 

separate letters and so reaches twenty-four. 
13 Most fields yield alphabetic combination that have no meaning – these fields are left blank.  
14 Klein, Am Anfang war das Wort, pp. 281-5. 
15 Klein, Am Anfang war das Wort, pp. 304-7. 
16 It is worth noting that Gerhard and Reyher exchanged letters – though apparently not on linguistic matters. See 

Reyher’s letter to Gerhard of 23 July 1651, Chart. A 137 fol. 1. 
17 Andreas Reyher, Margaritae philologicae grammatica generalis trium linguarum latinae, graecae & ebraeae 

harmonica (Schleusingen, 1639). 
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predecessor, whose works Gerhard knew well, was Lodewijk de Dieu (1590-1642), in particular 

his harmonic grammar of 1628 collating Hebrew with Aramaic and Syriac.18 

 Seen from the perspective of the history of linguistics, a parallel study of Semitic 

languages, often dubbed harmonic in the seventeenth century, was an important stage in the 

emergence of a comparative approach to languages in general and to those in particular which 

would later become known as Semitic.19 These, as Yaakov Gruntfest has shown, served 

different purposes: pedagogical, in other words aiding those who had already acquired the 

rudiments of one oriental language (in most cases this would have been Hebrew); philological-

exegetical, or better to understand Scripture; and linguistic, demonstrating similarities and 

supposed derivations between various oriental (and at times non-oriental) languages. 

Gerhard’s Harmonia linguarum orietalium was the product of a scholarly tradition. At 

the same time it preceded several works which have been identified as inaugurating a Golden 

Age of harmonic linguistics: the Polyglot Bible of Brian Walton and his collaborators (1653-

1657)20 and, directly related to it, Edmund Castell’s Lexicon heptaglotton, which appeared in 

1669, the year after Gerhard’s death.21 Gerhard’s great contemporary Johann Heinrich 

Hottinger (1620-1667) published his own Grammatica quatuor linguarum (Hebrew, Aramaic, 

Syriac, and Arabic) in 1659, followed two years later by his Etymologicum orientale, sive 

lexicon harmonicum (covering additionally Samaritan and Ethiopic). Christoph Crinesius is a 

further Altdorf connection of Gerhad’s Harmonia. Though he had died too early for Gerhard to 

have made his personal acquaintance, Gerhard, as we have seen in the previous chapters, was 

well acquainted with his work. He owned a copy of Crinesius’ Discursus de confusione 

linguarum (1629),22 in which the Altdorf orientalist argued for a derivation from Hebrew of a 

series of European languages – a point of view from which Gerhard quietly distanced himself 

in his own work. He nonetheless read Crinesius’ Discursus attentively: several pages of the 

 
18 Lodewijk de Dieu, Grammatica linguarum orientalium, hebraeorum, chaldaeorum, & syrorum inter se 

collatarum (Leiden, 1628). 
19 I mostly follow here Yaakov Gruntfest, ‘Harmonic Dictionaries and Grammars in Semitic Linguistic’, in 

Diversions of Galway: Papers on the History of Linguistics from ICHoLS, V, Galway, Ireland, 1-6 September 

1990, ed. A. Ahlqvest (Amsterdam, 1992), pp. 103-11. The term ‘Semitic languages’ was famously coined by 

August Ludwig Schlözer in 1781. For this and Leibniz’s 1710 premonition of Semitic linguistic and Johann 

Gottfried Eichhorn’s competing claim to this invention see, Martin F. J. Baasten, ‘A Note on the History of 

“Semitic”’, in Hamlet on a Hill: Semitic and Greek Studies presented to Professor T. Muraoka on the Occasion 

of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. idem and W. Van Peursen, (Leuven, 2003), pp. 57-72. 
20 On the intellectual and religious programme behind Walton’s Polyglot see Peter N. Miller, ‘The 

“Antiquarianization” of Biblical Scholarship and the London Polyglot Bible (1653-57)’, Journal of the History 

of Ideas 62(3) (2001), pp. 463-82. 
21 See H. T. Norris, ‘Edmund Castell (1606-86) and his Lexicon Heptaglotton (1669)’, in The ‘Arabick’ Interest 

of the Natural Philosophers in Seventeenth-Century England, ed. G. A. Russell (Leiden, 1994), pp. 70-87. 
22 FBG Phil 4° 00303/07 (3). 
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book are missing from Gerhard’s copy; they were elegantly added in his handwriting.23 In so 

far as the frequency of marginalia can be taken to indicate levels of interest, while Gerhard 

evinces little interest in Crinesius’ arguments concerning Persian and Greek, he seems to have 

read the chapters on the harmony of Semitic languages with great care – adding further 

information and references to other works. Thus, revealingly, we find Gerhard adding a 

reference to Valentin Schindler’s Lexicon pentaglotton (the first edition appeared posthumously 

in 1612) for the Arabic word for Ethiopia (Hindiyya) corresponding to Crinesius’ argument that 

India designated both the sub-continent as well as Ethiopia.24 It is worth noting that Gerhard’s 

copy of the Schindler’s Lexicon was printed in 1653, i.e. several years after he had issued his 

own polyglot grammar and had stopped publishing on the subject. Nevertheless, Gerhard 

carefully read through Crinesius’ work, which had by then become manifestly old-fashioned. 

In addition to this, Gerhard was a close reader of Crinesius’ Hebrew exercises (1625),25 which 

are marked with numerous underlinings and marginal notes revealing a comparative interest. It 

is also worth noting that several of Gerhard’s underlinings and notes in this copy are in green. 

This suggests that at least a considerable portion of the reading and the marginal notes were 

carried out during his 1640/41 stay in Altdorf, since, as we have seen in Chapter One, we find 

this green ink in other datable manuscripts of this period. The book also bears marginalia in 

Gerhard’s hand, which suggest a later perusal. We have already encountered Gerhard’s 

extensive use of Crinesius’ Syriac lexicon. He inherited several other of Crinesius’ works with 

his father’s library – among them a short treatise on Samaritan (1619) and an Aramaic-Latin 

lexicon with a dedication to Johann Gerhard, though there is no indication that either Johann 

Gerhard or his son used them.26 

As with Schickard, for Gerhard too there is an immediate didactic context. Already as a 

young scholar in Jena he offered a course on Syriac (begun 20 February 1646) as well as a 

linguarum orientalium collegium harmonicum (begun 24 August 1646) before moving to 

 
23 Ms. orient. Ag 8 fol. 233r-236v. These are pages 25-9, 32 in Criesius’ Discursus de confusione. To judge from 

the handwriting, these pages seem to have been copied out by the young Gerhard. 
24 Ibid. 73. The volume was lamentably cut to make it fit a later binding, thus chopping off a few letters of 

Gerhard’s marginal note, which reads: ‘ab Arab. d[icitu]r ִהְנִדָיא [] Æthiopum. Vid. Schindl. Lex. Pe[ntaglotton] p. 

425. p. A.’ 
25 Christoph Crinesius, חומש sive exercitationum hebraicarum ΠΕΝΤΑΜΕΡΩΝ pars prima (Nuremberg, 1625). 

Gerhard’s annotated copy: FBG Phil 4° 00303/07 (2). 
26 Crinesius, לשון שמריתא hoc est: Lingua samaritica (Altdorf, 1619) FBG Theol. 4o 151/1 (2) and idem, Pars 

posterior gymnasii chaldaici (Nuremberg, 1628) FBG Theol. 4o 151/1 (17). 
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Wittenberg later that year27 – though it seems likely that his collegium harmonicum emerged 

from his interest in comparative Semitic grammar rather than vice versa. 

In the same year the Jena printers Georg Sengwald and Kaspar Freyschmidt published 

an anonymous fifteen-page Circle of perfect oriental conjugations, Hebrew, Chaldean, Syriac, 

Arabic, and Ethiopic sketched in harmonic fashion following the method of the renowned 

Wilhelm Schickard – a skeletal fourteen-page note on the harmonic grammar of oriental 

(Semitic) languages.28 The two printers had gone into partnership in 1644 after buying the 

printing press of the deceased Leipzig printer Bartholomäus Voigt the Elder. The press was sold 

to them by the Erfurt book dealer Christian von Saher,29 Voigt’s grandson, who was acting on 

behalf of the printer’s heirs. Sengwald and Freyschmidt were to collaborate in Jena until 1647 

when they went their separate ways.30 Among the last books they printed together was 

Gerhard’s Harmonia in 1647. The conjugation circles printed by them in 1646 were paid for by 

Saher, who would later cover the expenses of the publication of Gerhard’s Harmonia. Saher 

also supported several later editions of the work, to which we shall return. Though Gerhard is 

not mentioned in this slim publication, the Circle of perfect oriental conjugations was probably 

intended as an affordable pamphlet for his students.31 

 At this point a note on Sengwald, who would print several editions of the Harmonia, is 

in place. Gerhard’s collaboration with Sengwald was long lasting. When the latter died in Jena 

in 1671, the funeral sermon, which included the customary short biography, was written by 

Sebastian Niemann, the theologian who had eulogised Gerhard three years earlier.32 According 

to Niemann, Sengwald settled in Jena in 1644 (the year he purchased Voigt’s printing press 

from Saher together with Freyschmidt) and married Elisabeth, the widow of the Jena printer 

Martin Bär. At first the newly-wed printers found it difficult to earn their living: 

 
27 Sebastian Niemann, Christiliche Sterbens=Lust / Bey Volckreicher und ansehenlicher Leichebegängnüß Des 

Weiland Wohl-Ehrwürdigen / Groß=Achtbarn und Hochgelahrten HERRN Johannis Ernesti Gerhardi (Jena, 

1668), p. 31 and Erdmann Rudolf Fischer, Vita Ioannis Gerhardi (Leipzig, 1723), p. 265. 
28 Circulus conjugationum perfectarum orientalium, ebraeae, chaeldaeae, syrae, arabicae, aethiopicae, 

harmonice delineatus & explicatus juxta methodum CL. VVilhelm Schickardi (Jena, 1646). 
29 Known alternatively as von Sahren. 
30 Josef Benzing, Die Buchdrucker des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts m deutschen Sprachgebiet (Wiesbaden, 1982), 

p. 223. On the purchase of the Voigt printing press see also Friedrich Lütke, Geschichte des Jenaer Buchhandels 

einschließlich der Buchdruckereien (Jena, 1929), pp. 42-4. 
31 An anonymous note introducing the work states that it was designed by a certain C. N. Circulus 

conjugationum perfectarum orientalium, 1v. ‘Exhibemus hic TIBI Informationem ad typum sive circulum 

Conjugationum Orientalium, a viro insigniter doctore linguarumque harum peritissimo C.N. Amico nostro 

suavissimo adornatam.’ 
32 Sebastian Niemann, Wahrer Christen stetiger Augen-Trost und Beystand/ bey christlicherLeichbegängnüß des 

weiland ehrenvesten/ wohlweisen und Kunst-Erfahrenen/ Herr Georg Sengenwalden/ vornhemen Buch-Druckers 

und Händlers/ wie auch Rathsverwandten allhier zu Jena (Jena, 1671). 
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And though at first their sustenance was hard won, owing to the scarcity of means, 

God awoke a great supporter for them in the person of the late and most learned 

Johann Ernst Gerhard, Doctor of Scripture and professor at this university, who not 

only presented him [sc. Sengwald] with a sum of money to allow him to set up his 

printing press, but also entrusted him with the printing of his own works and those 

of his late father. 

 

The collaboration with Gerhard, Niemann tells us, was profitable.33 Indeed, we find a large 

number of Gerhard’s works and, more importantly from a commercial point of view, the 

posthumously published (or re-published) works of Johann Gerhard which had appeared with 

Sengwald, also after he and Freyschmidt had parted ways in 1647. His close ties with the 

Gerhards continued after Gerhard’s death in 1668, and Niemann claims that the printer assisted 

Gerhard’s orphans. Johann Ernst Gerhard’s brother Andreas, a successful jurist and consistorial 

councillor to the duke of Anhalt, obtained for Sengwald (without the latter’s request) the right 

to bear a coat of arms.34 

Both Schickard’s Horologium and Gerhard’s Harmonia were meant for students. The 

most obvious difference between them being that while the point of Schickard’s work was its 

stringent method and succinctness, which allowed a mastery of Hebrew within twenty-four 

lessons – at least in theory – Gerhard took Schickard’s Hebrew grammar and added for each 

section what he considered to be its Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic equivalent. This is 

based on the premise (a silent one in Gerhard’s case) that all Semitic languages can be studied 

along a grammatical programme intended for the study Hebrew. This was a common working 

premise at the time. A famous contemporary example, which we have encountered above, is 

 
33 Niemann, Wahrer Christen stetiger Augen-Trost, pp. 27f. ‘Und ob Ihnen gleich der Anfang ihrer Nahrung/ aus 

Mangel der Mittel/ schwer gefallen/ so [p. 28] hat Ihme doch GOtt an dem weiland Tit. Hochgelahrten Herrn 

Johann Ernst Gerharden/ der Heil. Schrift Doctore und Professore publico allhier/ einen grossen Beförderer 

erwecket/ der ihme nicht nur zu seinem Anfange mit einem Stück Geldes zur Hand gangen/ daß er eine 

Druckerey hat schaffen können/ sondern ihme auch seine und seines Seel. Herrn. Vaters Schrifften im Druck 

anvertrauet/ wie annoch aus dessen vielfältigen von ihm gedrückten Schrifften zu ersehen/ dadurch er/ 

vermittelst Göttliches Seegens/ bald zu guter Nahrung gelanget/ davor er GOtt sonderlich zu dancken gehabt/ 

welches er auch so wohl gegen dem Herrn D. Sel. als desselben hinterlassenen Erben iederzeit mit höchst-

schuldigstem Danck erkennet/ und denselben/ so viel mügllich/ hinwiederümb gedienet und aufgewartet. Es hat 

auch der Edle/ Vest und Hochgelahrte Herr ANDREAS Gerhard/ J.U.D. und Com. Palatin. Caesar. itziger Zeit 

Fürstl. Anhaltischer Hoff-und Consistorial-Rath/ als des wohlgedachten Herrn D. Gerhards Sel. Herr Bruder/ 

Ihme dem seelig Verstorbenen die hohe Gunst und Ehre erwiesen/ daß er ihn/ wiewohl ohn seine Bitt und 

Begehren mit einem Wappen-Brieffe begabet und damit verliehen hat.’ 
34 See previous note. 
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Hottinger’s harmonic grammar of Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic of 1659.35 At the same 

time Gerhard’s harmonic grammar – and those better known contemporary oriental harmonies 

like Hottinger’s – offer something more congenial to modern linguists: systematic attempts 

(however Hebraeocentric) at comparative Semitic linguistics. Gerhard’s exclusion of Latin, 

Greek, and German – included in such works as the above-mentioned Harmonia linguarum 

quatuor cardinalium (1613) by Georg Cruciger or Crinesius’ Discursus (1526) – even without 

contesting the hallowed antiquity of biblical Hebrew represents an important stage in 

identifying a given group of oriental languages (which we now call Semitic) as belonging to 

the same linguistic family.36 The case was put eloquently by Hottinger in the preface to his 

Grammatica quatuor linguarum: 

 

To seek Latin words out of Arabia, even if they bear some resemblance in 

pronunciation, is folly. And even though these conjectures by jovial minds are 

delightfully playful, they contribute nothing to the harmony which we seek. For as 

we must defend the antiquity of the Hebrew mother tongue, we should not impose 

on her false children but only her genuine offspring: that is, languages, which, like 

true daughters, bear her maternal features clearly and distinctly. 

 

For Hottinger these were Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, Samaritan, and Ethiopic.37 Though Gerhard 

avoids polemicizing against his revered predecessors’ attempts to harmonize Hebrew with 

Latin, Greek, and German, Hottinger’s polemical distinction eloquently sums up his own 

position, with the important possible exception, as we shall see, of Persian. 

Though Gerhard was not the first scholar to attempt an Ethiopic grammar, this aspect of 

the work was by far the most striking. However, the work’s eventual significance lay, rather, in 

Gerhard’s elaboration of Schickard’s Hebrew grammar. The Tübingen orientalist offered a 

 
35 Johann Heinrich Hottinger, Grammatica quatuor linguarum, Hebraicae, Chaldaicae, Syriacae et Arabicae 

harmonica (Heidelberg, 1659). On this and the role and broader context of grammars in Hottinger’s scholarship 

see Loop, Johann Heinrich Hottinger, pp. 61-84. 
36 See Gruntfest, ‘Harmonic Dictionaries and Grammars in Semitic Linguistic’ and Daniel Droixhe, La 

linguistique et l’appel de l’histoire (1600-1800) (Geneva, 1978), pp. 37-40. 
37 Hottinger, Grammatica quatuor linguarum, A1r. ‘Ex Arabia Latinas petere voces, pronuntiatione licet affines, 

ridiculum est. Et quanquam haec festivorum ingeniorum sunt suaviludia, harmoniae tamen, quam nos quaerimus, 

nihil conferunt. Ita enim matris linguae Hebraeae antiquitas defendenda nobis est, ne foetus illi supponamus 

spurios, sed genuinos: Linguae videlicet, quae, tanquam fidelissimae filiae, genium maternum clare & distincte 

prae se ferunt. Atque hoc a solis exspectamus Chaldaeis, Syris & Arabibus; Samarinati & Æthiopes non quidem 

recedunt longius […]’ 
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succinct introduction to Hebrew, to be mastered within twenty-four lessons. Students who had 

made their first acquaintance with the Hebrew alphabet in Lesson One, were expected to read 

the Hebrew Bible a few weeks later. Thanks to its stringent structure, Schickard was confident 

that this could also be achieved with no excessive exertion on the part of the students. Gerhard, 

for his part, was less concerned with succinctness. This allowed him to elaborate on Schickard’s 

grammar considerably, while retaining the original structure of the work. In its 1626 edition 

Schickard’s grammar comprised 116 pages. Later editions of Gerhard’s grammar, which only 

included the Hebrew portion of the work, run to over 220. A systematic comparison of the 

Hebrew in Schickard and Gerhard lies beyond the scope of the present chapter, but a few 

samples may be instructive. 

 In Schickard’s work the first chapter (or rather first lesson, hora prima) opens 

unceremoniously: ‘Learn to read. The forms and phonetic values (potestas) of the consonants 

are as follows’ listing the letters from aleph to tav in two columns.38 Since Schickard’s work 

was meant to accompany classroom instruction, the explanations are kept to a minimum. 

Gerhard sacrifices brevity for the sake of a more thoroughgoing treatment; the consonant table 

is practically identical to Schicksard’s but is prefaced by the following: 

 

The Hebrews read from right to left. They write the letters separately and in turn 

separate from the vowels, so that these are, as it were, figures external to the letters, 

and, furthermore, can, on occasion, be omitted. Though the Rabbis occasionally 

write the letters א (aleph) and  ל (lamed) conjointly […], this is very rare. The 

consonants number twenty-two. Their names, forms, and sound are shown by this 

table.39 

 

In addition to a substantially expanded version of Schickard’s Hebrew grammar, Gerhard 

offered parallel columns for Aramaic, Ethiopic, Arabic, and Syriac, and occasional added 

 
38 Schickard, Horologium (1626), p. 1. 
39 Gerhard, Harmonia, p. 2. ‘Ebraei legunt sinistrorsum. Litteras a se invicem distinguunt, & ab his quoque 

vocales, ita ut hae ab istis externae sc. ratione figurae, prorsus quandoque abesse possint. Non obstat, quod 

Rabbini ל & א quandoque […] connectant, hoc e[nim] rarissimum est. Consonantes numerant XXII. quarum 

nomina, figuras & potetates sequens exhibet tabella.’ 
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information. Thus, since Aramaic uses the Hebrew alphabet,40 Gerhard uses the free space in 

the Aramaic column to introduce his readers to the Samaritan alphabet. 

Gerhard openly follows Thomas Erpenius in explaining the similarities between the 

Arabic and Syriac alphabets as a result of the former being partly derived from Syriac.41 It is 

worth noting that Gerhard (probably in his early years) carefully copied out portions of Angelo 

Rocca’s Variarum linguarum inventores et alphabeta (1595) – beautifully reproducing Rocca’s 

tables of non-Latin alphabets.42 

 

[Fig. 5 FBG Ms. Oriet. Ag 8 fol. 75v] 

[Fig. 6 FBG Ms. Oriet. Ag 8 fol. 76r] 

While Schickard wished to keep his explanations to the bare minimum, Gerhard, in what 

is still an exposition of relatively modest scope for each of the five languages, was attempting 

a comprehensive introduction, adding references to state-of-the-art contemporary scholarship. 

Thus, in addition to the above-quoted reference to a rare ligature in rabbinical Hebrew, which 

students making their first acquaintance with the alphabet would surely encounter only later (if 

at all), he also refers them to Buxtorf’s Thesaurus Grammaticus (1609) on the obsolete custom 

of marking soft beged kefet fricative consonants with an overhead line – this too is a nicety far 

beyond the concerns of a beginner. 

 Another instructive point of comparison is offered by an appendix. Schickard appended 

to his Horologium a short chapter On the harmony of origins.43 In it he argued for the evident 

derivation of all languages from Hebrew followed by a set of word-pairs demonstrating this for 

Greek, Latin, and German. It seems that Gerhard intended to reproduce the entire text of 

Schickard’s appendix and was thwarted here by a typographical oversight – there are several 

pages missing in the appendix to the 1626 Horologium. Considerable other portions of 

Schickard’s appendix are missing too – apparently by accident. To this, revealingly, Gerhard 

adds his reworking of Schickard’s appendix, reflecting his own view on linguistic origins: 

Schickard’s claim that all languages are derived from Hebrew is changed to a short 

consideration of Hebrew as the origin of oriental languages (Origo coeterarum linguarum 

 
40 More correctly, it is Hebrew, which uses Aramaic letters. 
41 Gerhard quotes Erpenius’ comment in Grammatica arabica (I have consulted the 1636 edition which was used 

by Gerhard), p. 4: ‘Dubium non est, quin pleraeque figurae literarum Arabicarum a Syriacis derivatae sint.’ 
42 Ms. orient. Ag 8 fol. 75r-78v. 
43 De originum harmonia in Horologium, pp. 81-5. 
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orientalium); Latin, Greek, and German are omitted. And so, on the one hand, Gerhard’s 

appendix is less ambitious than Schickard’s – he is content with positing Hebrew as the origin 

of oriental languages, and concentrates on those which we now call Semitic languages (leaving 

out Persian and Turkish, two oriental languages often claimed in the seventeenth century to be 

cognates of Hebrew and Arabic). On the other hand, it is far more ambitious and instructive 

than Schickard’s appendix: where Schickard was content with parallels between Hebrew, 

Greek, Latin, and German –a mnemonic aid for those already acquainted with at least German 

(and, ideally, Latin) – Gerhard, from an orientalist’s standpoint, offers a far more instructive set 

of parallels in positing Hebrew against Arabic, Aramaic, Syriac, and Ethiopic. 

[Fig. 7. Title page of the Harmonia linguarum orientalium. FBG Theol 4° 00163/02 (4)] 

[Fig. 8 Gerhard’s appended harmonic table of verb conjugations. FBG Theol 4° 00163/02 

(1)] 

 

Harmonia Linguarum Orientalium (1647) 

 

In the introduction Gerhard places the Harmonia linguarum orientalium within the context of 

harmonic grammars of oriental languages, rather than speculative works on the harmony of 

languages in general. He lists as his predecessors Antoine Rudolphe Chevalier (1523-1572), 

Bonaventura Corneille Bertram (1531-1594), whose comparative Hebrew-Aramaic grammar 

appeared in 1574,44 Angelo Canini (1521-1557) on Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic, 

whom Gerhard often quotes in his works and marginalia,45 and the more recent Johann 

Buxtorf46 and Lodewijk de Dieu.47 

 

But most of them, owing to the lack of appropriate types for each language, were 

either forced to portray the cognate languages of Hebrew using only Hebrew letters 

(it is quite clear how considerable a shortcoming this is for a reader who wishes 

later to read books written in the original characters), or made do with a comparison 

 
44 Bonaventura Corneille Bertram, Comparatio grammaticae hebraicae & aramicae (Geneva, 1574). 
45 Canini, Institutiones linguae Syriacae, Assyriacae atque Thalmudicae, vna cum Ethiopicae, atque Arabicae 

collatione (Paris, 1554). 
46 Possibly Buxtorf Jr., Grammatica chaldaica et syrica (Basel, 1615). 
47 Lodewijk de Dieu, Grammatica linguarum orientalium (1628). 
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between Aramaic and Syriac, as well as Hebrew, to the neglect of other oriental 

languages. I myself, together with my great patrons, thought this double deficit 

could be rectified if each oriental language were to be produced with its own native 

letters, as it were, and that Arabic and Ethiopic, genuine daughters of the Hebrew 

mother, albeit younger than Chaldean and Syriac, should not be denied the honour 

of being compared to Hebrew. I have, with God’s favour, set about to do so and to 

show the harmony of Chaldean, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic (to which are added 

scattered observations on Rabbinic-Talmudic) with Hebrew using their own letters, 

following Schickard’s method. 

 

If this work fails to live up to these ambitious goals, Gerhard concludes his captatio 

benevolentiae, this should be ascribed to his youth – the authors he is correcting were all 

experienced scholars when undertaking their work, and he but a youthful twenty-five-year-

old.48 

Gerhard was clearly also proud of his work as a typographical achievement. While 

Hebrew types were no longer a rarity in the mid-seventeenth century, Arabic and Syriac (in 

Serto) were hardly ubiquitous. This had led many of Gerhard’s predecessors and 

contemporaries, as well as later orientalists, to produce Arabic and Syriac in Hebrew 

transliteration. The Zwickau headmaster and Arabic enthusiast Johann Zechendorff, with whom 

Gerhard corresponded, and who wrote a commendation for the Harmonia, resorted to expensive 

copper-plate engravings for Arabic and Syriac for his above mentioned Circuli conjugationum 

and had one of his pupils in Zwickau carve wooden Arabic types for his pioneering Qur’anic 

specimina.49 Publishing a pentaglot grammar in Jena in 1647 with the correct types for each 

language was no mean achievement. Most impressive by far was Gerhard’s success in procuring 

Geʿez types. These were commissioned by Gerhard and paid for by the Brunswick syndic 

 
48 Gerhard, Harmonia, A1r. ‘Sed plerique horum vel defectu propriorum cujusque Linguae characterum, Ebraicis 

saltim litteris (quae res quanti lectori, quando genuinis characteribus exaratos libros postmodum legere necessum 

habet, adferat impedimenti, propalam est) Linguas Ebraeae cognatas exhibere fuere coacti, vel Chaldaeam 

saltem Syramque coeteris Orientalibus omissis, tum inter se, tum cum L. Ebr. conferre, sibi habuere propositum. 

Geminum hunc defectum suppleri posse ratus sum, & mecum Viri ac Patroni mei magni, si singulae Linguae 

Orientales propriis suis ac quasi nativis tradantur characteribus, atque Arabica Æthiopicaque Ling. quae non 

minus, quam Chaldaea ac Syra, natu licet forte minores, genuinae Ebraeae matris filiae, honore hoc ut cum Ebr. 

conferantur, non habeantur indignae. Hunc istis exhibere, propriisque characteribus adhibitis Lingg. Chaldaeae, 

Syrae, Arabicae, Æthiopicae, (inspersis hinc inde Observ. Rabbinico Talmudicis) cum Ebr. Harmoniam 

ostendere, juxta methodum CL. Schick. D[eo] F[avente] sum adgressus. Si minus, quem intendi scopum 

adsequar, causam pro me dicet mea Juventus, cui, ut tantum opus adiret, auctores fuere Viri gravissimi.’ 
49 Ben-Tov, ‘Johann Zechendorff’, pp. 76, 86-8. 
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Johann Camman Jr. (1584-1649).50 Camman, who had mastered French, Italian, Spanish, 

English, Czech, and Hebrew, was an enthusiastic promoter of oriental studies. He had also 

amassed a considerable library with more than 11,000 works.51 

 A volume in the Camman library containing an edition of Johann Gerhard’s 

commentary on Paul’s First and Second Epistle to Timothy, edited by Gerhard (1643 and 1642 

respectively) bears the latter’s handwritten dedication to Camman.52 Gerhard also sent Camman 

another of his father’s works, which he published in the following year (1644). Extant in the 

Camman library is also Johann Gerhard’s commentary on the first chapters of Romans 

published in Jena in 1644.53 Here too the title-page bears a dedication in Johann Ernst Gerhard’s 

hand.54 While the flourishes of Baroque courtesy should seldom be taken literally, it is worth 

noting that in both cases Gerhard refers to Camman as his Maecenas, rather than making do 

with the slightly vague patronus, which was often used as a term of reverence and would not, 

in itself, have necessarily denoted patronage in any meaningful sense. On 29 January 1644 

(some three years before he published the Harmonia) Gerhard informed Camman, who seems 

to have already paid for Ethiopic types to be cast, that he had recently come across a suitable 

type-maker and that as soon as these were ready he would send Camman a specimen for his 

judgment.55 The same letter also offers an apology for Gerhard’s failure to use the Ethiopic 

types for the purpose Camman had had in mind – the publication of Ethiopic prayers. 

The Harmonia is dedicated to Camman. The dedication sheds light on the relationship 

between the patrician enthusiast and the academic: 

 

 
50 On Camman see J. Wiesner’s article in Braunschweigisches biographisches Lexikon 8. bis 18. Jahrhundert, 

ed. H.-R. Jarck et al., (Braunschweig, 2006), s.v. 
51 Camann died childless and his library is preserved today as a separate provenance (die Cammansche 

Bibliothek) in the Brunswick municipal library. 
52 Johann Gerhard, Adnotationes ad priorem D. Pauli ad Timotheum Epistolam (Jena, 1643), Gerhard, 

Adnotationes ad posteriorem D. Pauli ad Timotheum Epistolam (Jena, 1642), as well as Gerhard, Adnotationes 

in Apocalypsin D. Johannis Theologi (Jena, 1643). Stadtbiblothek Braunschweig shelf-mark C 862, hand-written 

dedication on title page: ‘Viro Magnifico Nobilissimo Amplissimo atque Excellentissimo DN. JOHANNI 

CAMMANNO [sic] JCto praeclarissimo & Philologo eximio, nec non inclutae Reipbl.Brunsuiciensis Consiliario 

gravissimo & Syndico primario meritissimo, Domino ac Patrono suo magno, has B. Parentis sui 

Lucubra[ti]o[n]es posthumas debiti honoris & observ. declarand. e. cum salute pl. mittit Johannes Ernestus 

Gerhardus.’ 
53 Johann Gerhard, Adnotationes ad priora capita epistolae D. Pauli ad Romanos (Jena, 1644). Stadtbibliiothek 

Braunschweig shelf mark C327 (1). 
54 Ibid. ‘Viro JureConsulto Magnifico Amplissimo Excellentissimo Dn. D. JOHANNE CAMMANO Philologo 

incomparabili, inclutae Reip. Brunsuiciensis Syndico primario ac Consiliario eminentissimo, gravissimo, Dno 

Patrono ac Maecenati Opt. Max. debita gratit[udo] & observantia declaranda transm. Editor M. J.E.Gerh[ardus].’ 
55 A draft of this letter is found in Chart. B 44 fol. 18v. 
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Indeed, you were not content with excelling in your own expertise in the study of 

languages, but have inspired a love of languages in others. To this end you have left 

no stone unturned in assisting those whom you have enticed to these studies. I think 

it shameful to further shroud in silence the immortal benefaction, which is both 

public and aimed at future generations, which you have offered in casting Ethiopic 

types in Jena – Ethiopic types which were hitherto lacking not only in our Germany 

(except for Cologne, which, in the previous century, produced an Ethiopic psalter 

in this language and in Ethiopic letters)56 but also in England, France, and Spain 

and even the Netherlands, that most devoted champion of oriental studies. You did 

this solely so that extant manuscript books in this language should be published in 

their original alphabet. When you learnt from me that I was in the possession of a 

book of prayers in this language written in [Ethiopic] letters, you were my assiduous 

supporter and exhorter, encouraging me to translate it into Latin and, together with 

a grammar of this language, to have a lexicon57 printed. This would have already 

occurred had I know not what impediments not opposed our promises and will. And 

yet, lest it seem that your generosity towards us has been in vain, and lest we seem 

to wish to obscure your benefaction, behold: since the present Harmonia of Hebrew, 

Chaldean, Syriac, and Arabic was being composed, at the bidding of many whom I 

did not wish to oppose (nor could I) we wished to add Ethiopic to this fellowship 

and in this to benefit from your good will. It is to you alone that the devoted students 

of languages should be grateful, if they discern in this little work anything useful or 

pleasing. For you not only supplied the means to pay for Ethiopic types to be cast, 

but were also among those who gave my audacious juvenile undertaking their 

approval, without which I would surely have retracted my hand, unequal to the task, 

from writing, after the first quires had been printed.58 

 
56 Gerhard is referring to Johannes Potken, Psalterium in quatuor linguis Hebraea, Graeca, Chaldaea [sc. 

Æthiopica], Latina (Cologne, 1518). 
57 Λεξίδιον (lexidium in its Latinized form) means ‘little word’. The context makes clear that Gerhard here has a 

lexicon in mind. ‘Lexidion’ in the sense of lexicon is attested for the early modern period and nineteenth century. 
58 Gerhard, Harmonia, a4v. ‘Non vero contentus fuisti, Vir maxime, ipse solum Linguarum peritia excellere, sed 

multorum etiam aliorum ad earundem amorem animos excitasti. Ad haec, si quacunque illorum, quos allexeras, 

studium juvari posse raitone, vidisti, omisisti nihil. Silentij sipario diutius involvere nefas puto publicum & ad 

seram posteritatem propagandum beneficium immortale, quod in typos Æthiopicos, quibus non Germania tantum 

nostra: (Coloniam excipio, ubi superiori seculo Psalterium Lingua hac litterisque prodiit,) sed & Anglia, Gallia, 

Hispania, immo & Linguarum Orientalium cultrix studiosissima Belgium, hucusque caruit, Jenae fundendos, 

ultro obtulisiti, hac unica de causa, quo libri manuscripti, lingua hac extantes publicae luci genuinis litteris 

committi possent. Et cum ex me cognosceres, possidere me libellum precationum lingua hac & characteribus 

exaratum, auctor mihi extitisti & adhortator sedulus, ut in Latinam funderem Linguam, & praemissis memoratae 

Linguae Institutionibus cum in publicum prodire juberem. Id quod factum etiam jamtum fuisset, nisi nescio quae 
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What Camman thought of the Harmonia – or of the fact that the Ethiopic types he had paid for 

were used for this rather than for the Ethiopic prayer book which Gerhard had promised him, 

is not known. What is clear is that, despite the obligatory self-deprecation, Gerhard was a young 

scholar following his own agenda. 

As what may be seen as a spin-off, Gerhard published in the same year a brief, skeletal 

Ethiopic grammar of just under nine pages. To this he added the Ethiopic text of the Lord’s 

Prayer, produced with the Ethiopic types at his disposal. Each line of the Ethiopic text is 

followed by a vocalized Hebrew transliteration and a Latin transliteration.59 The short work is 

dedicated to Johann Zechendorff. To this Gerhard added a grammatical analysis of the Ethiopic 

text, which, like the harmonic grammar he had published, is Hebraeocentric in its approach. 

This is also made patently clear by the Greek dictum at the outset of the work: Οὐδεὶς ἀνεβραῖος 

εἰσίτω (None ignorant of Hebrew shall enter), a paraphrase of the famous inscription at the 

entrance to Plato’s Academy forbidding entrance on those ignorant of geometry. 

 

Some immediate reactions to the Harmonia 

 

A detailed and critical response to Gerhard’s Harmonia came from his famous contemporary, 

the German orientalist Christian Ravius (1613-1677).60 Gerhard had been making inquiries 

about Ravius as early as 1643, four years before writing to him for the first time. His link with 

him was Joachim Hecht (1614-1679), a well-connected Lutheran superintendent in Lüneburg 

 
impedimenta votis ac voluntati nostrae fuissent reluctata. Ne tamen frustra hactenus liberalitatem TUAM nos 

admisisse, vel beneficium TUUM occultare voluisse videamur, en cum praesens Linguarum Ebr. Chald. Syr. 

Arab. Harmonia suasu nonnullorum, quibus refragari nolui, nec potui etiam, esset concinnanda, Linguam 

Æthiopicam in consortium sumere ac TUO hic beneficio publice frui voluimus. TIBI igitur soli Lingg. amasij 

adscribant omne, si quid ex opusculo hocce percepturi utilitatis vel jucunditatis. TU enim es, qui non solum 

sumtus ad typos Æthiopicos procurandos obtulisti, sed & cum aliis viris magnis audaciae nostrae juvenili 

calculum adjecisti; sine quo sane fuisset, primis quaternionibus excusis manum, utpote tali operi inaequalem, a 

scriptione retraxissem.’ 
59 Gerhard, Orationis domenicae in lingua Aethiopica analysis grammatica, iuxta institutiones Ebr. L. 

Schickardi, harmonia linguae Aethiopicae (Wittenberg, 1647). For the broader context of this short work, using 

the same Ethiopic types sponsored by Johann Camman, see Scott Mandelbrote, ‘Hiob Ludolf and Biblical 

Evidence’, in Oriental Studies and Politics between Gotha and Africa 1650-1700, ed. M. Mulsow, J. Loop, and 

A Ben-Tov (forthcoming). 
60 On Ravius see Gerald J. Toomer, Eastern Wisedom and Learning: The Study of Arabic in Seventeenth-Century 

England (Oxford, 1996) and Toomer’s entry on Ravius in ODNB where Toomer offers the following assessment 

of Ravius: ‘Ravis was a facile linguist [...] but not a profound one. He strove for the original, but usually 

achieved only the bizarre.’ See also Toomer, ‘Ravius in the East’, in Scholarship between Europe and the 

Levant: Essays in Honour of Alastair Hamilton, ed. J. Loop and J. Kraye (Leiden, 2020), pp. 110-27. 
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(among his other positions) and later professor of theology at the Lüneburg Latin school.61 

Hecht was married to a Schelhammer, the above-mentioned Hamburg family with whom 

Gerhard had close academic and personal ties.62 On 18 September 1643 Hecht informed 

Gerhard as to Ravius’ whereabouts. He had previously shown Gerhard a catalogue of 

manuscripts acquired by Ravius in the East.63 The latter, for his part, had been informed by 

Camman of Gerhard’s intention to publish Ethiopic prayers. Ravius, who was to become 

famous for his view of Semitic languages as dialects of the same oriental language, analogous 

to anicent Greek dialects, wrote to Hecht that he would rather Gerhard print these with Hebrew 

letters, as the two are essentially the same language, and knowledge of Ethiopic would spread 

more readily in Europe if it were taught using the Hebrew alphabet. Hecht was not impressed 

by this piece of advice.64 

On 9 June 1647, shortly after the Harmonia appeared, Gerhard wrote an admiring letter 

to Ravius, with whom he had not previously communicated, sending him a copy of the work. 

On 10 September he wrote to him again, responding to Ravius’ gift of his Orthographia (1646). 

This copy of the Orthographia is now preserved in Gotha with Gerhard’s numerous marginalia 

and underlinings attesting his careful reading of the work.65 Thus, to cite one example, Gerhard 

notes in his copy of the work that Ravius’ view of oriental languages as dialects of a single 

language, just as Ionic, Aeolian, and Doric are all dialects of the same Greek language, was 

 
61 On Hecht see Zedler’s Universal-Lexicon, s.v. and Jöcher’s Gelehrten-Lexicon, s.v. 
62 Hecht was one of Gerhard chief correspondents in the late 1640s and 50s, with seventy letters from him to 

Gerhard preserved in the Gerhard papers. Forty-nine letters for the period 1643-1654, Chart. A 142 fol. 33-81 

and twenty-one letters for the period 1654-1660 Chart. A 133 fol. 7-27. 
63 See Hecht’s letter 18 September 1643. Chart. A 142 fol. 35. ‘Addidi consilium peregrinationis Ravij, cujus ex 

oriente allatorum MSS. catalogum penes me vidisti.’ See also Hecht’s short note to Gerhard three days later: 

Chart. A 142 fol. 34. ‘S.P.D. Clarissime Vir, Fautor ac Amice honorstissime Non commitendum putavi ut vacuus 

rediret quem ad me misisti quia studium circa Te meum quavis occasione gestio probare. Paucis tamen, ut vides, 

verbis instructum excipies. quae enim ad suavissimas Tuas reponenda fuerunt, una cum Carminibus & consilio 

peregrinationis Ravij ante tres dies Mercatori tradidi curanda, quia tabellarij vestri reditum desperabam cum 

terminus quem ipse praestituerat dudum praeter, lapsus esset. […]’ On Ravius’ acquisition of manuscripts in the 

Ottoman Empire see Toomer, Eastern Wisedom and Learning, pp. 83-5, 142-5; idem, ‘Ravius in the East’, esp. 

118ff. The printed listing portions of Ravius’ oriental manuscripts, Spolium orientis, appeared in Kiel in 1669, 

too late for Gerhard to consult. 
64 Hecht’s letter to Gerhard 15 October 1645. Chart. A 142 fol. 48. ‘Sed et de studio quod in procurandis 

quibusdam Æthiopicis ponis, judicium vice meum, sed M. Chr. Ravij, qui scribit certiorem se factum de hoc tuo 

proposito a D. Cammanno, sed malle ut id fierat litteris solum Ebraicis, ut eius linguae essentialis unio (exceptis 

paucis accedentalibus) tanto citius Europae innotestceret: Totam enim linguam Æthiopicam exacte Ebraicis 

litteris exprimi posse. Nisi forte tanta ad manus s[u]nt subsidia ut possis Potkenium Germanum centum abhinc 

annis Coloniae psalterium suis a se confictis typis edentem aequare vel superare. Ecce fiduciam, qua tecum ago, 

dexteritatis tuae certus! jnterim non est quod eius, qui in plurimis ipse censuram meretur, judicio dimovearis ab 

jnstituto.’ 
65 Christian Ravius, Orthographiae et analogiae (vulgo etymologiae) Ebraicae delineatio iuxta vocis partes 

abstractas (Amsterdam, 1646). FBG Phil. 4o 309/2 (1). The title page bears a dedication to Gerhard. 
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propounded earlier by Angelo Canini.66 Gerhard also had his own copy of Ravius’ Prima 

Tredecim Partium Alcorani Arabico-Latini printed in Amsterdam in 1646.67 

Ravius was corresponding at the time with Camman, who, in a letter of 23 June 1647, 

promised to urge Gerhard to send him a copy of the Harmonia – apparently unaware that 

Gerhard had already done so two weeks previously.68 Both Gerhard and Camman’s letters were 

printed by Ravius in the following year in a collection of letters written to him by such 

prominent citizens of the Republic of Letters as Edward Pococke, Isaac Vossius, and Gabriel 

Sionita.69 It is important to bear in mind that Ravius was reading Gerhard’s Harmonia and 

commenting on it, shortly before publishing his Discourse of the Orientall tongues (1648) and 

A Generall Grammer for the ready attaining of the Ebrew, Samaritan, Calde, Syriac, Arabic, 

and the Ethiopic languages (1649).70 With the exception of the above mentioned letters 

published by Ravius, Gerhard’s letters to him have not, to my knowledge, been preserved, but 

the detailed letters which Gerhard received from Ravius are highly instructive on Ravius’ ideas 

on language at the time. This informed both his sympathy for Gerhard’s undertaking as well as 

his harsh criticism of the resulting work. The letters also reveal numerous details about Ravius’ 

life and career in those years. We will here concentrate on the portions relevant to Gerhard’s 

Harmonia.71 

On 26 May 1648, almost a year after Gerhard first contacted him, Ravius responded, 

this time from England, informing him that he had not yet received the copy of the Harmonia 

which Gerhard had sent him the previous year and had therefore bought a copy.72 He adds that 

he has seen Gerhard’s fothcoming pentaglot lexicon in a book catalogue of 1647. This must be 

a reference to the Frankfurt book fair catalogue for 1647 (Michaelmas) which advertised the 

following: M. Joan. Ernesti Gerhardi Enchiridion Lexici Pentaglotti Harmonici Linguarum 

Ebraeae, Chaldaeae, Syriacae, Arabicae, Ethiopicae to be published by Christian von Saher in 

 
66 Ravius, Orthographia, *2. Gerhard’s marginal note: ‘Eadem est sententia Angeli CaninI Gram. Talm.’ 
67 FBG Phil. 4o 309/2 (4). 
68 Christian Ravius, Sesqui-decuria epistolarum adoptivarum ex varijs orbis partibus commissarum circa 

orientalium studiorum promovendarum curam (London, 1648), p. 8. ‘DN. M. Johannem Ernestum Gerhardum 

etiam monebo, ut Harmoniam Limguarum Orientalium a se editam tecum communicet.’ 
69 Ravius, Sesqui-decuria epistolarum, Gerhard’s letters on pp. 3-5, 14-16. Gerhard owned a copy of this 

collection now kept at the University library in Göttingen shelf mark: 80 Ling. II, 23 (2). 
70 On Ravius’ concept of oriental grammar and its affinity to seventeenth-century debates on universal language 

in England see Judith Olszowy-Schlanger, ‘The “Generall Grammer of Orientall Tongues” and Universal 

Language Schemes in Seventeenth-Century Britain: The Contribution of Christian Ravius’, in History of 

Linguistics 1996. Selected papers from the Seventh International Conference of the History of the Language 

Sciences (ICHOLS VII) Oxford, 12-17 September 1996. Vol. II: From Classical to Contemporary Linguistics, ed. 

D. Cram, A. Linn, and E. Nowak (Amsterdam, 1996), pp. 131-41. 
71 I am grateful to Gerald Toomer for his valuable comments concerning these letters. 
72 Chart. A 137 fol. 36. 

http://opac.uni-erfurt.de/DB=1/SET=1/TTL=20/MAT=/NOMAT=T/CLK?IKT=1016&TRM=Prima
http://opac.uni-erfurt.de/DB=1/SET=1/TTL=20/MAT=/NOMAT=T/CLK?IKT=1016&TRM=Tredecim
http://opac.uni-erfurt.de/DB=1/SET=1/TTL=20/MAT=/NOMAT=T/CLK?IKT=1016&TRM=Partivm
http://opac.uni-erfurt.de/DB=1/SET=1/TTL=20/MAT=/NOMAT=T/CLK?IKT=1016&TRM=Alcorani
http://opac.uni-erfurt.de/DB=1/SET=1/TTL=20/MAT=/NOMAT=T/CLK?IKT=1016&TRM=Arabico-Latini
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Erfurt.73 Ravius had recently also purchased Hottinger’s Hebrew grammar of the previous 

year.74 Though he claims to be honoured by Hottinger’s mention of him in the preface and by 

Gerhard’s above-mentioned letters, which he had published, he curtly states his disapproval of 

both works.75 After venting his annoyance on Hottinger’s grammar Ravius turns to Gerhard: 

 

I turn now to you and your work. When I first saw this grammar advertised in a 

catalogue in 1644, if I am not mistaken, as if it were already written, I was taken by 

a desire to see it and had I known you at the time, I would in no way have suffered 

you to follow in the footsteps of any other writer, and certainly not of Schickard. 

There are many [points of grammar] which have been better understood by others 

since Schickard and you would have explained them better had you decided to 

proceed on your own. This servitude is always detrimental to talent and reason – 

and especially so when willingly adopted. For if we follow an authority only 

reluctantly, we shall sow the seeds of liberty, but if we are weak of will, then all 

hope of a different fortune is cut off. I trust you have in the meantime learnt, and 

have seen, a different method. There is no need for me to add my own, which no 

living soul has seen before me, and which is all the more gratifying to me as the 

same method can be observed for Chaldean, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic. And yet 

the facility in [studying] oriental languages is not to be found exclusively – nay, nor 

even primarily – in grammars, but is to be derived mostly from a well informed and 

well executed lexicon. I am not sending you my English [grammar] which I do not 

think you will understand, but I would have liked you to have a copy so that you 

could see the facility and artful connection, but [I am sending you instead] the 

Cubus and other paradigms.76 The meaning and fundamental argument is that we 

 
73 Catalogus universalis pro nundinis francofurtensibus vernalibus (Frankfurt, 1647), C1r. 
74 Hottinger, Erotematum linguae sacrae libri duo (Zurich, 1647). 
75 Chart. A 137 fol. 36. ‘Literas Tuas in Angliâ accepi, librum Tuum nondum, nequaquam tamen culpâ Hechtij 

nostri. Grammaticam itaque tuam coemi, quae hic constat septem Imperialis quadrantibus. Vidi & Lexicon Te 

promittere in catalogo anni superioris ni fallor. Hottingeri item Grammaticam Ebræam anno superiore editam, 

vidi, & coemi; Quanquam autem eo me nequaquam digner honore, q[uo] me uterque afficiamini, alter quidem 

præfatione sua, Tu vero geminâ Epistolâ eo ipso tamen nequaquam possum facere ut approbem utrumque vel 

alterum laborem.’ 
76 A copy of this work has not been preserved in the Gerhardina collection in Gotha, nor is it listed in the BG. 
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must engage with all these languages without the [vocalization] points77 then they 

will become much easier.78 

 

What exactly it was of which he disapproved in Schickard’s approach to Hebrew grammar, 

Ravius does not say. He was, nonetheless, by no means uninterested in what Gerhard might 

produce in the future and in other aspects of the Harmonia. We shall presently return to the 

harmonic lexicon which Ravius had seen advertised for the Frankfurt fair, but before that we 

must turn to Ravius’ letter to Gerhard of 22 September 1648. He had finally received a previous 

letter by Gerhard, which had been long delayed in Amsterdam. With it Gerhard had conveyed 

greetings from the Zwickau schoolmaster Johann Zechendorff, whose Qur’anic specimen (with 

coarse home-made Arabic types) Ravius had seen.79 This led Ravius to comment on a different 

aspect of Gerhard’s work: ‘We have seen in your work engraved Hebrew, Chaldean, Syriac, 

Arabic, and Ethiopic, far better executed than in other works, and I would like to know how 

much this cost you or the printer.’ With this letter he sent Gerhard his latest work, which he 

wished to be reprinted in Wittenberg (where Gerhard was now adjunct), if the printers could do 

justice to the oriental alphabets – despite his earlier pronouncement on the subject.80 Ravius 

seems to have changed his mind, and he was not alone in envying Gerhard his Ethiopic types.  

 
77 absque punctis: Ravius seems here to mean without vocalization but this may also refer to diacritical points – 

which, however, would not make the study of oriental languages easier. 
78 Chart. A 137 fol. 36. ‘Ad Te & Tuum laborem venio. Cum primò omnium Anno 1644, ni fallor, Catalogo 

Grammaticam hanc promissam & tanquam jam extantem legerem, desiderabam summopere videre & si 

scivissem Te Autorem, nequaquam passus fuissem ut ullius autoris vestigia secutus esses, nedum Schickardi. 

sunt enim plurima, quæ post Schickardum alij melius viderunt, melius & Tu tradidisses, si per Te procedere 

voluisses. Illa enim servitus ingeniis quidem semper inimica rationique sed tunc demum pestilens, quod si ab 

excitatis sponte assumitur: Quod si sequamur inviti autoritatem hinc inde semina libertatis spargimus, sin sumus 

voluntate miseri, jam omnis spes alterius sortis præcisa. Puto interim didicisse Te, vidisse certè aliam methodum, 

non opus est, ut adjiciam meam, quam Nemo Mortalium primus vidit præ me. sed eopse mihi gratiorem, quod 

eadem observari possit in Caldaicis, Syris, Arabicis, Æthiopicis. sed non omnis, imo ne quidem maxima 

linguarum Orientalium facilitas ex Grammatica, sed maxima ex Lexico recte tradito & tractato. Mitto hic non 

meam Anglicanam, quam puto non intelligeres, vellem tamen exemplar haberes, ut exinde videres facilitatem & 

concinnitatem, sed Cubum, & alia quædam paradigmata. Sensus est, fundus est, absque punctis in omnibus hisce 

linguis versari debemus, & tum erunt multo faciliora.’ 
79 Johann Zechendorff, Specimen Suratarum, id est, Capitum aliquot ex Alcorani Systemate, (Zwickau, 1638) 

and idem, Unius atque alterius Suratae textus (Zwickau, s.a.). 
80 Chart. A 137 fol. 35r. ‘Literas tuas post longas Amstelodami moras recte accepi; cæterum quæ per 

p[ræ]cedentes literas Johannis Zechendorffij, quem meo no[mi]ne plurimùm quæso salutes, miseras, ea nondum 

accepi, non eq[ui]dem Cl. Hechtij nostri culpâ, sed quod una cum MSS. Arabicis, q[uæ] ad me mittenda sunt, 

mittere decreverit. Vidi olim Doctissimi illius & ingeniosi, Laboriosissimique Viri specimen excusum æri 

incisum, quod pro eo tempore, ejusque operâ optimum sane erat & dignum sua laude, ductus tamen Arabicus 

plane nullus erat genuinus. & in hoc video ignorantiam Germanorum, cui indoleo. Vidi et Crinesij in Babel 

eundem ardorem & inventionem eandem, sed q[uæ] necdum ipsa perfecta erat. Vidimus Te autore jam cælata 

Ebræa, Chaldæa, Syra, Arabica, & Æthiopica: certè pulcrius præteritis omnibus est præstitum: & scire velim, 

quanti Tibi vel impressori constiterunt. Mittimus nunc aliquanto plus nostri laboris & curæ. Alfabetum generale 
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In a letter of May 1648 Ravius, apparently at Gerhard’s request, offers a detailed account 

of the root-table (cubus) he had previously sent him. In effect this is his explanation of how 

Semitic root-systems work, an explanation akin to that put forward by Elias Hutter half a 

century earlier yet, crucially, a root concept which has been de-theologized.81 The letter ends 

with a revealing postscript: 

 

You must publish your General Lexicon before me, as you promised at the 

Frankfurt fair last year. I have already announced this to the English in my 

Grammer. You cannot retract now – you have time enough for theological studies. 

Do not withdraw under any pretext from this undertaking, unless you wish to expose 

yourself and equally me to public shame.82 

 

Indeed, in defending his claim in his Generall Grammer (1649) that the various oriental 

languages were dialects of the same language, Ravius reassures his readers: 

 

All these rules will be a great deal clearer made out by the insuing dixionary. And 

therefore I beseech the courteous and gentle Reader not to judge upon halfe done 

worke. For the chiefest reason, why we cannot see that more perfect unity and 

identitie […] of these dialects […] is because neither the Grammar nor the 

Dictionary were ever made to joyne them, except the Gramar of Lud. De Dieu, 

Anno 1626, Mr. Gerhard the yeare past. In the Dictionaries, only that excellently 

learned Schindler in his Pentagloton […] And I doubt not, that when hereafter many 

excellent wits doe fall upon such general Grammars and Dixionaries or Lexicas, 

they will make a great deale better worke, than ever hitherto is dreamed of. The said 

Mr. Gerhard is now about such a Dictionary. And I hope, that (besides him) I shall 

 
harum sex dialectorum unius linguæ primævæ & sacræ. quod si Witebergæ exæquare possint imitatione, omisso 

Anglico imprimi optarem.’ 
81 On Hutter’s Cubus see Klein, Am Anfang war das Wort, pp. 281-96. 
82 Chart. A 137 fol. 36. ‘Lexicon Tuum Generale, quod promisisti ante annum Nundinis Francofurtensibus 

o[mn]i[n]o prodere debes ante me in publicum, jam ego Anglis publicè in meâ Grammatica promisi, non potes 

pedem referre, habes temporis satis & ætatis pro Theologico studio. Noli vel ullâ excusatione subtrahere Te isti 

negotio, nisi Te pariter & me prostituere velis.’ 
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give some further light, and perhaps open a doore, where no body did expect one 

[…].83 

 

[Fig. 9. A page from Gerhard’s unfinished harmonic lexicon. Chart. A 607, fol. 123v.] 

 

Gerhard never published his Lexicon harmonicum, which was to remain incomplete in 

manuscript.84 Each page consists of six columns for Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic, 

and Latin (and on some pages Persian), beginning with the Hebrew אבב and running 

alphabetically following the Hebrew lemmata. The parallels follow the Hebrew roots rather 

than the meaning. Thus, for example, the second entry ָאַבד (avad) appears with the Aramaic 

 ,for Persian ابد no entry for Geʿez, perijt for Latin and finally ,أ ب د َ the Syriac ʼbad, the Arabic ,ֲאֲבד

which Gerhard translates as aeternus.85 This is also illustrated by Gerhard’s seventh entry:   ֲאָדָמה

,(man)  ָאָדם  (earth) Gerhard offers the Aramaic ַאְדָמא, no Syriac or Arabic, and the Geʿez ’dm 

which he translates as jucundum. The lexicon also reveals some of Gerhard’s shortcomings as 

an orientalist. Thus, the Hebrew אֹות is paired with the Arabic  َا ي ت (sic) rather than أ ي ة.
86 Likewise 

the Arabic parallel to the Hebrew ִאַכר (agricola) is given as ا كَّار rather than 87.أ كَّار Entries in 

Persian are relatively rare. The lexicon runs more or less continuously (with lacunae) for the 

first 376 entries, ranging from אבב to 88,כסף resuming with a final folio for the letter ק (q/k – 

fourth but last in the Hebrew alphabet). 

 

The Gotha library also holds a copy of the Harmonia (1647) with a dedication in Gerhard’s 

hand to the former professor of theology in Helmstedt and superintendent in Brunswick-

Lüneburg Michael Walther (1593-1662).89 Whether this copy was never sent or found its way 

back to the collection after Walther’s death, Walther had written to Gerhard in 1646 to express 

 
83 Christian Ravius, A Generall Grammer for the Hebrew, Samaritan, Calde, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic 

Tongue (London, 1649), pp. 65f. The book (or at the very least this paragraph) must have been written in 1648 as 

Ravius refers to Gerhard’s Harmonia as having appeared in the previous year. His above-mentioned letter to 

Gerhard of 22 September 1648 (OS) refers to this announcement in the past – i.e. after the book had been 

written, but, apparently several months before it appeared. 
84 Chart. A 607, fol. 115r-149r (with numerous blank pages). 
85 Chart. A 606, fol. 115r. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. fol. 116r. 
88 Ibid. fol. 132r. 
89 FBG Theol 4° 00163/02 (4) See image 7 above. 
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his eager expectation of the forthcoming work.90 We also have a letter from Johann Christfried 

Sagittarius (1617-1689), at the time professor of history in Jena (a position Gerhard would 

occupy a few years later), politely declining to proofread the Harmonia.91 While most of the 

positive reactions to the Harmonia came from Gerhard’s immediate Lutheran milieu, his 

lengthy correspondence with Sigismund Schelhammer suggests a broader interest in the work 

– at least initially. 

 Gerhard’s ties to the Schelhammer family have been noted. These would play a 

significant role in his scholarly pursuits in his later years, especially his ties to Johann 

Schelhammer, pastor of the Lutheran congregation in The Hague. These ties existed even before 

Gerhard’s marriage to Christoph Schelhammer’s widow in 1653, and included Gerhard’s 

comprehensive correspondence with Sigismund Schelhammer, Johann Schelhammer’s 

brother.92 Sigismund Schelhammer was born in Hamburg, a scion of a line of local theologians 

and men of the cloth: his father Sigismund-Philo Schelhammer, was the archdean at Hamburg’s 

St. Peter and Paul church (Hauptkirche); his paternal grandfather was the theologian Johann 

Schelhammer, who, among other posts, had served as head preacher at the same church; and 

his great-grand-father, Vitus Schelhammer, was a long-serving Lutheran pastor.93 When his 

brother died in 1642 he embarked on a study of medicine, but then, on his father’s death, 

changed to theology. Matriculating in Jena in 1645 and studying under Gerhard and others,94 

on 28 January 1646 he presented the disputation Corona nova & antiqua, discussed in Chapter 

Two. In 1654, after several journeys, including one to the Netherlands, Schelhammer was 

appointed pastor in Bevens. He may not have been an original scholar, but he was a well and 

broadly educated member of a Hamburg pastoral elite, with an impressive scholarly network. 

His correspondence with Gerhard was an important source for Gerhard (and for us) for gauging 

the reception of the Harmonia in Lutheran circles. Writing to Gerhard from Hamburg in 

October 1648 Schelhammer informed him of the above-mentioned Michael Walther’s great 

 
90 Chart. A 138 fol. 57r. 
91 Chart. A 137 fol. 202r-v. 
92 On Sigismund Schelhammer’s death on 3 August 1684, he was eulogized by Ernst Christian Bolten, pastor at 

the Lutheran women’s convent in Meding (a village near Bevern). As with many of his contemporaries, the 

biographical section of this published eulogy remains our best source of information. Ernst Christian Bolt(h)en, 

Dreyfacher Gang eines rechtschaffenen Lehrers und Predigers bey volckreicher Leich-Begräbniß des weyland 

wohl ehrwürdigen großachtbahren und wohlgelahrten Herrn/ Dn. Sigismundi Schelhammers/ wohlverdienten 

Pastoris der christlichen Gemeinde zu Bävensen/ welcher den 3. Augusti, anno 1684. Seelig sein Leben 

beschlossen/ und darauff den 24. Hujus am Tage Bartholomaei nach Mittage in sein Ruh-Kämmerlein versetzet 

worden (Hamburg, 1685). 
93 Ibid. 40. 
94 Ibid. 42. Schelhammer matriculated in Jena in 1644. He was one of a series of this Hamburg family to study 

there. See Gerorg Mentz and Reinhold Jauering (eds.), Die Matrikel der Univrsität Jena. Band I 1548-1652 

(Jena, 1944), 280. 
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approval of the Harmonia but reports that Walther, together with Gerhard’s former teachers 

Dilherr and Hackspann, urges Gerhard not to put off his theological studies any longer.95 To 

put propaedeutic scholarship aside and finally concentrate on theology was a piece of advice 

repeatedly aired in letters Gerhard received in those years. As effusive as the praise lavished on 

his polyglot grammar by learned theologians may have been, the son of Johann Gerhard was 

expected to assume his place at the academic pinnacle of Lutheran theology. One of the few 

exceptions was Ravius, who, despite his criticism of the Harmonia, urged him to pursue this 

line of scholarship – and, as we have seen, to publish his promised polyglot lexicon – assuring 

him there would be time enough later for theology.96 

The approval of the Harmonia by Walther and other representatives of Lutheran 

Orthodoxy was doubtless important for Gerhard, yet truly sensational news came from 

Schelhammer in 1649 during his stay in The Hague. Having met with Jacob Golius (1596-

1667), the great Dutch Arabist (and Thomas Erpenius’ successor in Leiden), Schelhammer 

reported to Gerhard: 

 

The famed professor of mathematics and oriental languages sends you his most 

cordial regards. After he spoke of you on several occasions, and that at length (your 

close friend, the Arabist from Erfurt, whose name escapes me now [spoke highly 

of] you in his presence), he fulsomely praised your Schickardian Harmony and 

encouraged the masters Elzevier to publish it with new types. I have spoken in his 

name with the Elzeviers.97 

 

That the ‘Arabist from Erfurt’ was none other than Hiob Ludolf is confirmed by a letter of 

recommendation which Ludolf wrote to Golius in March 1650 on behalf of Gerhard, who was 

about to embark on a journey through Western Europe.98 For whatever reason, the Elezeviers 

 
95 Chart A 137 fol. 134. 
96 See Ravius’ letter of 22 September 1648. Chart A 137 fol. 26ar. 
97 Chart. A 137 fol. 144 (The Hague, 31 March 1649). ‘Ex Cl. Dn. Golio Mathes. & Lingg. Orient. PP. 

celeberrimo amicissime salvebis, qui, dum varios, eosque longos de TE sermones instituerat, (apud quem TE 

intimus Tuus Erfurtensis ille Arabs, cujus nomen mihi non obcurrit) Harmoniam Tuam Schikardianam 

multopere laudavit, Dnnosque Elzevirios incitavit, ut illam novis litteris recuderent. quo nomine cum Elzeviriis 

colloquutus sum, eos monens ut tam diu ab instituto scio desisterent, donec ad Cl. T. haec retulissem. Quod grato 

cognoverunt a[n]i[m]o petenstes ut Tibi auctor essem quo non mo[d]o augeres illam, sed & ipsos, Tuis 

convenires.’ 
98 Chart. A 418 fol. 61r. (8 March 1650). ‘En aut[em] erud[itum] virum Dn. J[oannem]E[rnestum]G[erhardum], 

cujus jam olim apud TE mentionem feci […]’ 
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did not re-publish Gerhard’s Harmonia and, although Gerhard himself eventually met Golius 

in Leiden a few years later,99 by then the latter does not seem to have been overly interested in 

the young Jena orientalist. 

 

fata libelli 

 

On Gerhard’s death in 1668 the short poem accompanying his engraved portrait on the 

frontispiece of his funeral eulogy ended with a rhetorical question: 

 

We marvel at the harmony of languages in his single book 

Should we marvel less at the harmony of virtues in his life?100 

 

[Fig. 10 Frontispiece portrait of Gerhard in Niemann, Christliche Sterbens=Lust (1668) 

FBG] 

Gerhard’s eulogizers were confident that readers would get the point. The Harmonia remained 

the ambitious undertaking of a young orientalist who would soon move on to other scholarly 

pursuits. It may well be the case that the harsh criticism of scholars like Ravius, and the eventual 

disapproval of Hiob Ludolf, deterred him from further work in the field. It is also important to 

note that, shortly after Gerhard’s Harmonia, there appeared several harmonic grammars such 

as Hottinger’s Grammatica quatuor linguarum (1659) and Etymologicum orientale, sive 

lexicon harmonicum (1661). While Edmund Castell’s Lexicon heptaglotton appeared only in 

1669 (a year after Gerhard’s death) he was, as we have seen,101 acquainted with the London 

Polyglot, and even the relative novelty of an Ethiopic grammar had evaporated with the 

appearance of Hiob Ludolf’s Grammatica æthiopica (1661). However much Ludolf resented 

the manner in which it was published by his young student Johann Michael Wansleben, it is 

 
99 See chapter four. 
100 Frontispiece Engraving by Christian Romstet (1640-1721) in Sebastian Niemann, Christiliche Sterbens=Lust. 

The text distych accompanying the engraving is signed P.P.M.C.H.W.S. It ends with the above-quoted couplet: 

‘Lingvarum harmonien libro miramur in uno:/ Virtutum in vita num nimus harmonien?’ 
101 See chapter two. 
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reasonable to assume that it made Gerhard’s contribution to Ethiopic studies obsolete to most 

contemporaries – though, as we shall soon see, this requires certain nuancing. 

One is tempted to argue that Gerhard did not pursue this line of oriental scholarship 

because he was disenchanted with his first major work or at the very least, because he felt that 

he had no further contribution to make in the field occupied by towering contemporaries such 

as Hottinger, Ludolf, and Castell. Such a conclusion may not be far off the mark where 

Gerhard’s original polyglot design for the work is concerned, but it overlooks the remarkable 

career ahead of it – even if this was not quite what the ambitious young orientalist had originally 

hoped for. 

In the same year as its first appearance, a further edition of Gerhard’s reworking of 

Schickard’s Hebrew grammar appeared in Arnstadt.102 This edition too was sponsored by 

Christian von Saher, but, unlike the first edition, it was aimed at a more modest audience: Latin 

school pupils and students studying Hebrew. It reproduced Gerhard’s elaboration of 

Schickard’s Hebrew grammar and jettisoned the rest. In this non-harmonic form, the work was 

repeatedly re-printed into the eighteenth century. This must have proved a lucrative source of 

income. Without Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, or Ethiopic this was now no longer an ambitious 

work of scholarship, and yet, to judge from the frequent re-issues, a popular Hebrew grammar 

in a fairly elaborate but affordable octavo volume.103 To this edition were added a synoptic table 

as well as a table of imperfect Hebrew verbs executed by Christian Neubaur (1614-1672), a 

professor of oriental languages at the Latin school and university in Erfurt – both tables would 

have proved helpful to students struggling with elementary Hebrew grammar.104 Neubauer105 

was no random choice for the task. A seasoned scholar of oriental languages in his own right, 

he had been a member of Bartholomäus Elsner’s circle of enthusiasts for oriental studies in 

Erfurt and, it seems, close to Christian von Saher. He had been corresponding with Gerhard on 

oriental languages – including Ethiopic –since 1645, when the twenty-four-year-old Gerhard 

was still working on the Harmonia, the appearance of which Neubauer eagerly awaited.106 As 

late as 1660 Neubauer and Gerhard were still exchanging letters about the Harmonia, which by 

 
102 Wilhelmi Schickardi Institutiones linguae ebraeae, Priumum harmonia aliarum linguarum perpetua auctius 

editae, a M. Johan. Ernesto Gerhardo; nunc vero multorum rogatu, ejusdemque permissu sejunctim in usum 

Gymnasiorum Scholarumque denuo recognitae, nonnullisque alijsque ad hanc linguam utilibus elucidatae, adeo 

ut facillimum sit hujus linguae studioso, ejus fundamenta inde addiscere. It. LEXICON dictae linguae 

brevissimum, cum tabulis synopticis rerum grammaticarum & verborum imperfectorum (Arnstadt, 1647). 
103 The harmonic grammar too, had appeared in octavo format. 
104 See Jakob Dominikus, Erfurt und das Erfurtische Gebiet nach geographischen, physischen, statistischen, 

politischen und geschichtlichen Verhältnissen vol. 1 (Gotha, 1793), p. 485. 
105 Or Newbawr, as he signed his numerous letters to Gerhard. 
106 See e.g. Neubauer’s letter of 26 August 1645, Chart. A 141 fol. 106. 
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then was appearing mostly in its truncated form, as an elaborated version of Schickard’s 

Hebrew grammar.107 This non harmonic, exclusively Hebrew version also appeared in 1649 

with Saher in Erfurt, dedicated by Gerhard to his younger brothers Johann Friedrich and Johann 

Andreas, both teenagers at the time, encouraging them to pursue their study of languages (after 

having mastered Latin and Greek).108 A further step in the career of the non-harmonic version 

of Gerhard’s work came in 1678, a decade after Gerhard’s death, when a certain Daniel Winzer 

of Halle, a Master of Arts at the University Leipzig,109 published an edited version of the 

Institutiones (i.e. a further revision of Gerhard’s reworking of Schickard’s Hebrew grammar 

without the other oriental languages).110 Winzer’s revision of Schickard and Gerhard’s work 

appeared again in 1678, 1685, 1689, 1692, 1697, 1703, and 1709.111 

 While Gerhard’s ambitious grammar lived on mostly in a reduced form, as an affordable 

Hebrew grammar, his pentaglot work continued to attract some attention. Following its 

appearance in 1647, the Harmonia was repeatedly mentioned by Gerhard’s correspondents. 

Thus, to give no more than a few examples, the superintendent of Küstrin, Daniel Fessel (1599-

1674), with whom Gerhard had been corresponding in the late 1640s, wrote to him on 17 

September 1649 praising his Harmonia for its great utility, but also noting how pleased he was 

to hear that the work would be reprinted with the typographical errata emended.112 Nor was the 

reception of Gerhard’s harmonic grammar restricted to Germany. A young contemporary who 

consulted the Harmonia and had a favourable opinion of the work coupled with a devastating 

critique of numerous errata, was none other than Robert Boyle. In a letter to Thomas Mallet of 

January 1653 he complained: ‘I forgot to tell You that there is one Gerhard (son of the famous 

Lutheran Gerhard) who hath publish’d a Harmonicall Synopsis of the Ebrew, Chaldee, 

Syriacke, Arabicke & Ethiopicke Tongues, which would be no bad Isagoge to the Easterne 

 
107 Chart. A 139 fol. 74 (4 February 1660). 
108 Gerhard, Wilhelmi Schickardi Institutiones Linguae Ebraeae (Erfurt, 1649). 
109 See e.g. the disputation presided by him Dissertatio philological de sensu acclamationis Hosanna, quam 

praeside M. Daniele Winzern/ Hala-Saxone […] publice tuebitur (Leipzig, 1678). The same dissertation was 

reprinted two year later, with Daniel Winzer cited this time as assessor at the philosophical faculty. 
110 Wilhelm Schickardi Institutiones linguae ebraeae, primum harmonia aliarum linguarum orientalium auctius 

editae a M. Joh. Ernesto Gerhardo. […] recensissime adjecit dilucidationes quasdam regularum M. Daniel 

Winzer/ cujus & praefatio de usu ac scopo libri disserit (Leipzig, 1678) with further editions in 1697, 1703, and 

1709. A Daniel Winzer of Halle matriculated in Leipzig in 1656 and graduated in 1670. See Gerog Erler (ed.), 

Die jüngere Matrikel der Universität Leipzig 1559-1809 vol. II (Leipzig, 1909), 501. 
111 All printed in Leipzig by Herbord Klose except for the 1678 edition which was printed in Jena by Samuel 

Krebs. 
112 Chart. A 136 fol. 59r. ‘De harmonia v[est]ra Schickardiana, ob insignem utilitatem nulli non elogijs 

extollenda, denuo typis accurate excudenda libenter audio.’ I am not aware of any such amended edition. 
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Languages, if it were not so wretchedly false printed, that it exposes the learner in almost every 

Page to Perplexitys or Mistakes’.113 

 A further twist in the harmonic plot came in 1670, two years after Gerhard’s death, with 

the appearance in Jena of a work with the ambitious title: Hodogeticum orientale harmonicum 

(Harmonic oriental guide), comprising a harmonic lexicon (Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, 

Ethiopic, and Persian), a harmonic grammar of these languages ‘according to their first 

principles’, and finally, a collection of biblical dicta in these languages, accompanied by a 

grammatical analysis.114 The author was Johann Friedrich Nicolai (1639-1683), an adjunct at 

the philosophical faculty in Jena. After studying in Leipzig and Jena115 Nicolai taught oriental 

languages in Jena for a while. In 1671 he was appointed preacher in Lüneburg, where he died 

in 1683.116 Nicolai’s Hodogeticum, spanning over nine-hundred pages, was printed by Johannes 

Bauhofer – the oriental types, including Ethiopic, seem to be the same as those used by 

Sengwald and Freyschmidt for Gerhard’s Harmonia in 1647. 

 According to Nicolai his work was written with the encouragement (even at the behest) 

of the recently deceased Gerhard, who wished to see his Harmonia extended – among other 

things it was to include Persian and Turkish as well as a harmonic lexicon.117 Nicolai tells the 

readers how hesitant he was to step into such a daunting arena, and how humanely (but firmly) 

Gerhard goaded him on. Such displays of diffident reluctance to take on an ambitious task are, 

of course, a literary topos, and one should hesitate to take them at face value. That Gerhard 

should have encouraged a younger scholar to undertake an emended and much expanded 

version of the Harmonia, including Persian and Turkish and a lexicon, is highly credible.118 

 
113 The Correspondence of Robert Boyle vol. 1 1636-61, ed. M. Hunter, A. Celicuzio, and L. M. Principe 

(London, 2001), p. 141. See also Michael Hunter, Boyle Studies: Aspects of the Life and Thought of Robert Boyle 

(1627-91) (Farnham, 2015), p. 38. 
114 The full title: Johann Friedrich Nicolai, Hodogeticum orientale harmonicum, quod complectitur I. Lexicon 

linguarum ebraicae, chaldaicae, syriacae, arabicae, aethiopicae et persicae harmonicum. II. Grammaticam 

linguarum earundem, secundum prima praecepta delineatam harmonicam. III. Dicta biblica, cum et sine analysi 

grammatica exhibita, harmonica. Ita paratum atque conscriptum, ut lingvarum harum orientalium cultor 

compendio hocce ad studia orientalia manuduci, & praevio eodem ad interiorem, pro versionibus variis 

orientalibus biblicis intelligendis, adytum adsvefieri facile possit (Jena, 1670). 
115 Nicolai matriculated in Leipzig in 1650 and earned his master’s degree in 1663. See See Erler (ed.), Die 

jüngere Matrikel der Universität Leipzig 1559-1809 vol. II (Leipzig, 1909), p. 313. He matriculated in Jena in 

November 1665. See Reinhold Jauering and Marga Steiger (eds.), Die Matrikel der Universität Jena. Band II 

1652 bis 1723 (Weimar, 1977), p. 560. 
116 See Carl Sigfired’s short entry on Nicolai in ADB. 
117 Nicolai, Hodogeticum, ):(r-v. ‘Ipse [sc. Gerhardus] erat, qui volebat, ut Grammaticae ejus Harmonicae, 

Linguis Persicâ & Turcicâ, praeter alia, magnam partem augendae & ad secundam editionem praeparandae, 

Lexicon aliquod Linvarum, quas complecteretur Grammatica, Orientalium, praemitteretur (verbo BEATISSIMI 

GERHARDI utor) Prodromus.’ 
118 Gerhard’s practice of delegating in the 1660s will be considered in chapter six. 
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The most significant (and self-defeating) innovation in Nicolai’s harmonic Hodegeticum 

is the incorporation of Persian, a language which, together with Turkish, does not belong in a 

Semitic harmonic grammar. He tells us that Gerhard had encouraged him to use an unpublished 

Persian grammar by the Zwickau headmaster Johann Zechendorff, whom we have already 

encountered. Zechendorff had died in 1662, but the manuscript of this Persian Grammar, 

Duplicatum Lexidion ad Linguam Persicam, was sent by Christian Daum, Zechendorff’s 

successor in Zwickau, to Jena, at Gerhard’s request, for Nicolai’s use.119 Zechendorff’s Persian 

grammar, used by Nicolai, varies in title and apparently in content, from the Persian grammar 

(in German rather than Latin) now preserved in manuscript in Zwickau.120 This is all the more 

remarkable since Lodewijk de Dieu’s Persian grammar, Rudimenta linguae persicae (1639), 

was available at the time. Nicolai also thanks Hiob Ludolf for his help – by 1670 the first edition 

of Ludolf’s Ethiopic grammar (published with the help of Johann Michael Wansleben in 

London in 1661) was already available.121 Nicolai’s harmonic grammar and lexicon are at once 

an impressive continuation and ‘update’ of Gerhard’s undertaking more than twenty years 

earlier – and writing in 1670 he could benefit from advances made in the field, especially in the 

study of Ethiopic. At the same time, it can be said to betray a certain provincialism by 

incorporating Turkish and Persian into a harmonic scheme with Hebrew and other Semitic 

languages. What Gerhard would have made of it were he still alive in 1670 is impossible to tell. 

There are reasons to suspect that he would have been well pleased. 

 This brings us to the final point in considering Gerhard’s harmonic Nachleben. In his 

above quoted letter to Gerhard of 1649, Sigismund Schelhammer mentioned ‘your close friend, 

the Erfurt Arabist’, i.e. Hiob Ludolf, who had been singing Gerhard’s praises to Golius.122 With 

the benefit of hindsight we know that Gerhard was a ‘second tier’ scholar and that Ludolf would 

become a great luminary in the seventeenth-century Republic of Letters – especially, but not 

exclusively, as an expert on things Ethiopian. We also know that in later years Ludolf would 

disapprove of Gerhard’s work on Ethiopic. And yet fulsome praise for Gerhard’s Harmonia 

makes perfect sense when coming from the twenty-five-year-old Ludolf in 1649. Both were 

then, by varying extent, part of the circle around Bartholomäus Elsner, shortly before his stay 

in Italy where Ludolf would encounter living Ethiopians. Early in 1649 his Ethiopic would not 

have been fundamentally better than Gerhard’s. That his verdict on the Ethiopic portions of the 

 
119 Nicolai, Hodogeticum, ):(2r-v. 
120 Ratsschulbibliothek Zwickau, shelf-mark 18.5.18. I am not aware of the whereabouts of the version of 

Zechendorff’s Persian grammar used by Nicolai. 
121 Hiob Ludolf, Grammatica aethiopica (London, 1661). 
122 See note 97 above. 
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Harmonia was dismissive later in life need not surprise us. A typical reaction of the later Ludolf 

to the Ethiopic in the Harmonia is to be found in the introduction to the second edition of his 

Ethiopic grammar (1702), where he points out that Gerhard’s errors were a direct result of not 

having at his disposal the necessary instruction and that Gerhard himself had stated that his 

work was no more than a youthful attempt which might require emendation – a point Gerhard 

indeed made in the preface to his work and which his encouragement of Nicolai in later years 

suggests was a genuine sentiment.123 One point in Ludolf’s criticism, however, sheds light on 

the posthumous fortune of this work. By the time Ludolf had published the revised edition of 

his Ethiopic grammar in 1702 he was nearing his eightieth year and was the undisputed 

European authority on Ethiopia and Ethiopic. It would seem that Gerhard, a long-dead, minor, 

and mostly forgotten figure by 1702, would not have been among those whose work had to be 

refuted. And yet Ludolf’s criticism of the Ethiopic in the Harmonia surfaces repeatedly in his 

correspondence and other works around 1700. As we have seen in Chapter One, much of this 

had to do with his hatred of Karnrad, their common early instructor in Ethiopic who had 

converted to Catholicism. In one of his outbursts Ludolf makes a comment which is revealing: 

In a letter to the Gotha polymath Wilhelm Ernst Tentzel (1659-1707) in 1684, Ludolf 

complained bitterly about being confronted by scholars making their first steps in Ethiopic 

about the discrepancies between his own grammar and Gerhard’s.124 The important point in the 

present context is that, even in the 1680s, more than twenty years after the first edition of 

Ludolf’s Ethiopic grammar, some scholars were still using Gerhard’s Harmonia not merely as 

an improved version of Schickard’s Hebrew grammar but as a guide to Ethiopic. 

I leave the task of assessing the merits of Gerhard’s Ethiopic grammar in the Harmonia 

to those equipped with the linguistic competence to do so. Ludolf’s repeated claims that 

Gerhard’s Ethiopic grammar was the faulty product of a beginner seem plausible. In one sense, 

however, Gerhard’s decision to add Ethiopic to his Harmonia reflects more than adolescent 

precipitousness. Unlike Ludolf, Gerhard self-consciously stood in the tradition of harmonic 

linguistics. Though distancing himself from universal schemes of derivation from a biblical 

Ursprache, he firmly believed that oriental languages could be studied in tandem following the 

blueprint of Hebrew grammar. That the harmonic grammar he produced fared ill under the 

scrutiny of ever more professionalised experts is perhaps not surprising, and it is revealing that 

Gerhard neither completed his harmonic lexicon nor attempted himself a thorough revision of 

 
123 Ludolf, Grammatica aethiopica ab ipso autore solicite revisa, & plurimis in locis correcta & aucta. Editio 

secunda (Frankfurt, 1702), )(2v. 
124 Chart. B 202 fol. 1r-v. 
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the Harmonia. In his final years, he did, however, encourage Nicolai to elaborate his Harmonia 

and add Persian, which, from a modern point of view, is in conflict with the linguistic point of 

harmonic grammars – but here too it is important to stress that Gerhard was working within the 

broadly accepted premise of academic orientalists of his day. In retrospect, however, the most 

significant result of his ambitious undertaking was not a contribution to Semitic linguistics but 

an improved version of Wilhelm Schickard’s Hebrew grammar. This falls short of Gerhard’s 

aspirations in 1647, but, in itself, is no mean achievement. From Gerhard’s point of view it is 

fair to assume that the harmonic episode in his career was an ambivalent one. While he never 

lost interest in the work he moved on to other fields of inquiry. 
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Chapter 4: Travels in the Republic of Letters 

 

Johann Ernst Gerhard was not an itinerant scholar. Born and raised in Jena, it was there that he 

was appointed professor of history in 1651 and of theology in 1655 and it was there that he died 

in 1668. With the exception of the four years he spent in Wittenberg (1646-1650), his life and 

career were embedded in his hometown and its university. Gerhard did, however, undertake 

three peregrinations in his earlier years: a year spent studying in Altdorf in 1640/1, a tour of 

Northern Germany in 1642, and finally, a journey in 1650-1651, which led him to the 

Netherlands, France, Switzerland, and several centres of learning in the Holy Roman Empire. 

We also know of a journey to Rome, which he was planning to undertake with Hiob Ludolf in 

1649, and which he abandoned due to ill health. Ludolf’s letters to Gerhard from Rome, where 

he conversed with Ethiopians at Santo Stefano dei Mori, brim with excitement. This encounter 

with Ethiopian priests in Rome, and with Abba Gorgoryos in particular, would prove a turning 

point in Ludolf’s scholarly evolution and the history of Ethiopic studies in Europe.1 Another 

journey which Gerhard never made, as we shall see, was a visit to England, which he had been 

planning as part of his grand tour of 1650/1. What a sojourn in Rome, two years after he had 

published the Harmonia linguarum orientalium, and a visit to England would have meant for 

Gerhard’s scholarly development must remain the subject of hypothetical speculation and 

regret. 

 

Altdorf, Nuremberg, and Regensburg 

 

Gerhard’s first peregrinatio academica, on which he embarked from Jena on 11 September 

1640,2 was primarily (but not exclusively) a student’s sojourn at the university of Altdorf, where 

he matriculated ten days later.3 Like the university of Jena, Altdorf was an early modern and 

 
1 Chart. A. 142 fol. 148r-v (Ludolf to Gerhard, Rome 7/17.4.1649 – Ludolf himself offered both Old and New 

Style dates). 
2 According to Sebastian Niemann’s biographical sketch appended to his funerary sermon, Christliche Sterbens-

Lust (Jena, 1668), E2r. 
3 Elias von Steynmeyer (ed.), Die Matrikel der Universität Altdorf (Würzburg, 1912: repr. Liechtenstein, 1980), 

no. 7870 (21 September 1640). Two of Gerhard’s sons would later matriculate in Altdorf: Johann Friedrich 

Gerhard (1672) and Johann Ernst Gerhard Jr. (1680). 
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confessional foundation. Founded as an academy for the Lutheran Imperial City of Nuremberg, 

it was elevated to university status as recently as 1622. Unlike Jena, and like several other 

German universities, it did not survive into modern times, but was dissolved in 1809. When the 

eighteen-year-old Gerhard arrived there in the autumn of 1640 the university was a highly 

respected academic institution and of particular interest to students of oriental languages. 

Gerhard also had ties to nearby Nuremberg. Two of his early mentors, Jacob Leibnitz and 

Johann Michael Dilherr, had taken up ecclesiastical posts in Nuremberg while remaining in 

contact with Gerhard. His stay in Altdorf was to prove fruitful and left a considerable mark on 

his scholarly pursuits. Apart from the notable scholars active at Altdorf at the time – first and 

foremost the orientalist and theologian Theodoricus Hackspan – the university boasted several 

respected orientalists, who had died some time before Gerhard’s visit, but whose posthumous 

influence and libraries played a significant role in his studies. 

Instruction in Hebrew had been offered in Altdorf by the pastor Johann Piccart since the 

founding of the academy in 1575, followed in 1580 by the dean Georg Pfaler – though the 

statutes of 1582 did not provide for a chair in Hebrew or oriental languages.4 Until 1603 

Hebrew, and occasionally other oriental languages, were taught by theologians. In 1603 the 

academy appointed its first professor of Hebrew – the former Rabbi and recent convert Julius 

Conrad Otto, who taught mostly Hebrew, but also, apparently, other oriental languages until his 

sudden departure (and return to Judaism) in 1607. Otto was followed by Daniel Schwenter 

(1585-1636) who, though better known for his work as a mathematician, spent the greater part 

of his teaching in Altdorf as a professor of oriental languages. At first he gave basic instruction 

in Hebrew for theology students, though from the mid-1620s Schwenter evinced a more 

advanced interest in Hebrew and Syriac phonetics and from 1624 on he offered instruction in 

Arabic. Schwenter had learnt Arabic from the Copt Yusuf ibn Abu Dhaqn (Abudacnus or 

Barbatus) who stayed in Altdorf in 1618.5 In 1625 Schwenter was appointed professor of 

oriental languages (rather than just Hebrew). This was followed three years later by an 

appointment to the chair for mathematics – probably as an additional nomination – and in 1629 

he was crowned poet laureate for Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac.6 Besides teaching the elements 

 
4 The following outline follows Wolfgang Mährle, Academia Norica. Wissenschaft und Bildung an der 

Nürnberger Hohen Schule in Altdorf (1575-1623) (Stuttgart, 2000), pp. 265-71. See also Hartmut Bobzin, 

‘Hebraistik im Zeitalter der Philologia Sacra am Beispiel der Universität Altdorf’ in Syntax und Text. Beiträge 

zur 22. Internationalen Ökumenischen Hebräisch-Dozenten-Konferenz 1993 in Bamberg, ed. H. Irsigler (St 

Ottilien, 1993), pp. 151-69. 
5 Bobzin, ‘Hebraistik im Zeitalter der Philologia Sacra’, p. 155. On Abudcanus and his career in the European 

Republic of Letters see Alastair Hamilton, ‘An Egyptian Traveller in the Republic of Letters: Josephus Barbatus 

or Abudacnus the Copt’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 57 (1994), pp. 123-50. 
6 See on this Moriz Cantor’s entry on Schwenter in ADB. 
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of Arabic Schwenter also read portions of the Qur’an with his students. No longer alive when 

Gerhard visited Altdorf, he had a posthumous influence on his studies. 

Another recent authority was Christoph Crinesius who had taught at the university since 

1625 until succumbing to a fatal stroke four years later. Crinesius had studied in Jena under 

Peter Piscator before moving on to Wittenberg and eventually to Altdorf, where he became 

professor of oriental languages. Apart from his final work בבל sive discursus de confusione 

linguarum (1629), he mainly worked on the Syriac New Testament and Aramaic. One of the 

lasting fruits of Gerhard’s stay in Altdorf was the series of dissertations on the Syriac New 

Testament based on a manuscript he had studied in Altdorf.7 

The central influence on Gerhard in Altdorf was Theodoricus Hackspan, himself a Jena 

alumnus, who had later studied Arabic with Daniel Schwenter in Altdorf, had then returned to 

Jena in 1632 and, in the following year, proceeded to Helmstedt to study under the irenicist 

Georg Calixt.8 After Schwenter’s death in 1636 Hackspan returned to Altdorf to occupy the 

chair for oriental languages, which he held until his death in 1659 having been appointed an 

extraordinary professor of theology in 1654. 

The university library does not seem to have housed a sizeable oriental collection. A 

supplementary note to the library’s inventory added by Schwenter, who was the university 

librarian from 1624 on, mentions thirty-seven works in Hebrew, Arabic, and Syriac.9 It is fair 

to assume that at the time of Gerhard’s stay in Altdorf the more considerable collections of 

oriental manuscripts were to be found in private professorial libraries and Nachlässe, among 

them Schwenter’s library from which Gerhard purchased several oriental codices.10 One of 

these is a two-page octavo Turkish manuscript, which he gave as a present to Sigismund 

Schelhammer on 1 January 1646 – Gerhard did not read Turkish.11 A further example of his 

 
7 See chapter two. 
8 On Hackspan and his oriental studies in their theological context see Dietrich Klein, ‘Inventing Islam in 

Support of Christian Truth: Theodor Hackspan’s Arabic Studies in Altdorf 1642-6’, History of Universities 25 

(1) (2010), pp. 26-55. 
9 Gunda Werner and Eleonore Schmidt-Herrling, Die Bibliotheken der Universität Altdorf (Leipzig, 1937), pp. 

15, 20. 
10 See Gerhard’s listing of these in Chart. A 600. See also Helmut Claus, Bibliotheca Gerhardina. Eigenart und 

Schicksal einer thüringischen Gelehrtenbibliothek des 17. Jahrhunderts (Gotha, 1968) and Hans Stein, ‘Zur 

Geschichte und Erschließung der orientalischen Handschriften in Gotha’, in Orientalische Buchkunst in Gotha, 

ed. N. Nebes (Gotha, 1997), pp. 17-40 here p. 19 n.5. 
11 This manuscript is now held at the Herzog August Bibliothek in Wolfenbüttel shelf-mark 300 Extravagantes. 

The first (unpaginated) page from the right is inscribed in Gerhard’s hand: ‘MStum Arabicum in Turcica exaratum 

a CLmo Schventero Prof. P. Altd. possessum exque praedicti bibiotheca emtum, ac Eximio Dn. Sigesmundo 

SCHELHAMMERO Contubernali, Consalino & Amico intimo Dono Datum a M. Joh. Ernesto Jenae KL. Jan. 

a[nn]i MDCXLVI.’ This Turkish manuscript contains on fol. 1v a fragment of a Turkish rivâyet on the Prophet 

and the hoopoe and fol. 2r is a fragment of medical recipes. See Claus P. Haase’s description of this manuscript 

in Die neueren Handschriften der Gruppe Extravagantes, ed. Wolf-Dieter Otte, vol. 3 (Frankfurt, 1993), pp. 

209f. Gerhard identified it correctly as a Turkish manuscript but clearly had no use for it – nor, would it seem, 

did Schelhammer. 
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acquisitions in Altdorf is the Greek-Russian (Slavonic) primer printed by Ivan Fyodorov in 

1578. This book had been in the possession of the Nuremberg orientalist Elias Hutter and was 

purchased by Gerhard in August 1641.12 The primer had passed into Schwenter’s possession, 

from whose Nachlass Gerhard acquired it, together with several other works. 

 

During Gerhard’s stay in Altdorf Hackspan offered private lectures on Rabbinical Hebrew and 

Aramaic –– the great care with which they are written by Gerhard suggests that these are not 

notes jotted down during a privatum, but that Gerhard was lent manuscripts which he copied 

out and commentated.13 Apart from the general Christian interest in post-biblical Aramaic since 

the sixteenth century,14 there may here be a significant Altdorf context: Elias Hutter’s polyglot 

Bible included the Aramaic Targum.15 

In addition to studying in Altdorf Gerhard visited several nearby cities. In the absence 

of a travelogue what remains of these are Gerhard’s notes and sketches. An instructive case in 

point is his stay in Regensburg in October 1640. He used the occasion to make sketches of 

tombstones he had come across in the city – mostly Hebrew inscriptions of Jewish 

gravestones.16 These, we may assume, were of particular interest to the eighteen-year-old 

Gerhard, an ambitious student of oriental languages who was studying Rabbinic Hebrew and 

Aramaic in Altdorf with Hackspan. Inspecting Jewish gravestones would have been gratifying 

fieldwork for an aspiring orientalist. 

 

[Fig. 11 FBG Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 270r] 

[Fig. 12 FBG Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 271v] 

 
12 See Helmut Claus, ‘Zur Geschichte der deutschen Besitzer des Gothaer Bändchens’, Abhandlungen der 

deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin 1969 (2), pp. 26-9. 
13 Grammatica Rabbinica privatim praelecta. Chart. A fol. 92r-115v. See chapter two. 
14 On which see Stephen Burnett, ‘Christian Aramaism: The Birth and Growth of Aramaic Scholarship in the 

Sixteenth Century’, in Seeking Out the Wisdom of the Ancients: Essays offered to honor Michael V. Fox on the 

occasion of his sixty-fifth birthday, ed. R. L. Troxel, K. G. Friebel, and D. R. Magary (Winona Lake, 2005), pp. 

421-36. 
15 Burnett, ‘Christian Aramaism’, p. 429. 
16 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 270r-272r. Descripsi Ratisp. Mense Octobr. Anni 1640. In Comitijs Imperial[ibus]. On 

the Jewish tombstones in Regensburg see Susanne Härtel, ‘Wie sich die Dinge präsentieren. Auf den Wegen 

jüdischer Grabsteine aus Regensburg’, Frühmittelalterliche Studien. Jahrbuch des Instituts für 

Frühmittelalterforschung der Universität Münster 46 (2012), pp. 485-511 and Christian Scholl, ‘Materielle 

Hinterlassenschaften als Zeugen christlich-jüdischer Verflechtung im mittelalterlichen Reich. Eine Skizze’, in 

Transkulturelle Verflechtungsprozesse in der Vormoderne, ed. Ch. Scholl and W. Drews ed. (Berlin, 2016), pp. 

141-55. 
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By the time Gerhard visited Regensburg its once flourishing Jewish community had 

long since been consigned to history. The Jews were expelled from the Imperial City on 21 

February 1519.17 The synagogue was torn down hastily before the Imperial emissary, who was 

on his way from Innsbruck, could prevent it, and the ancient Jewish cemetery was desecrated 

and its tombstones pillaged shortly after. Hebrew-inscribed tombstones were reused for other 

edifices in the city or carried away as trophies.18 Examining the scattered Hebrew inscriptions, 

Gerhard was aware of the historical circumstances which led to the dispersion of the Hebrew 

epitaphs in the city. Some of the Hebrew inscriptions which he documented had Latin and 

German supplementary inscriptions announcing – at times celebrating – the dramatic downfall 

of the Regensburg Jewish community. One fragmentary Hebrew epitaph ends with an 

epigraphical display of Schadenfreude: a Latin quote from Psalm 36:13 ‘There are the workers 

of iniquity fallen: they are cast down (expulsi, which conveniently also means banished), and 

shall not be able to rise’.19 Another Hebrew epitaph, originally erected on the grave of a Jewish 

matron, ends with an inscribed German interpolation ‘In der Zeit 1519 sint die Juden vertrieben’ 

(In the year 1519 the Jews were banished).20 Gerhard copied eight Hebrew sepulchral 

inscriptions, some of them fragmentary, with care and considerable graphic skill. The Hebrew 

itself, which in some cases must have been difficult to decipher, also bears witness to his still 

imperfect command of the language; thus Gerhard often substitutes  ח for ה – though this may 

be the result of his attempt to faithfully reproduce the inscriptions as he found them rather than 

offer a correct reading.21 Gerhard notes the provenance of the inscriptions has copied. He thus 

found one embedded in the wall of a house near the disbanded Mittelmünster abbey, which had 

become a Jesuit college in 1589;22 he found two further Hebrew inscriptions on the outer wall 

of a Dominican monastery.23 Regensburg had been officially Protestant since 1542 but was bi-

confessional in practice. One may wonder what was more alien to Gerhard, the epigraphic relics 

of a vanished Jewish community or the Catholic institutions in which he found them. Whatever 

 
17 For an account of this see Silvia Codreanu-Windauer, ‘21. Februar 1519. Die Vertreibung der Juden aus 

Regensburg’, in Bayern nach Jahr und Tag. 24 Tage aus der bayerischen Geschichte, ed. A. Schmid and K. 

Weigand (Munich, 2007), pp. 193-215. 
18 Codreanu-Windauer, ‘21. Februar. Die Vertreibung der Juden’, p. 197 and Andreas Angerstorfer, 

‘Mittelalterliche Friedhöfe und Grabsteine’, in „Stadt und Mutter in Israel“. Jüdische Geschichte und Kultur in 

Regensburg, ed. G. Waldherr (Regensburg, 1996), pp. 72-9. 
19 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 270v. 
20 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 270v. 
21 E.g. Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 270r. 
22 Ibid. ‘Visitur hic lapis in muro domus alicujus juxta Collegium Jesuitarum, locus vocatur Zum Königshoff.’ 
23 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 271r. ‘Visuntur hi duo lapides sepulcrales in muro coenobij Templique Dominicanorum 

monach. non procul a Templo S.S. Trinitatis.’ 
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he thought of the history behind the Hebrew epitaphs – if he gave it any thought at all – he does 

not share with us. He ends this exercise in Hebrew epigraphy with a short bibliography for 

further reading on the subject.24 During the same visit to Regensburg he also recorded several 

medieval and later Latin inscriptions.25 Together with these we find his transcription of the 

lengthy epitaph dedicated to the Protestant Italian Jurist Scipione Gentili (d. 1616), who ended 

his days as a professor in Altdorf.26 

Gerhard’s antiquarian interests during his stay in Altdorf were not restricted to 

epigraphy. As we have seen in Chapter One, in April 1641 that he copied out a little Ethiopic 

prayer-book, which the Nuremberg patrician Jacob Fetzer had donated to the university 

library.27 Fetzer, a member of a well-to-do Nuremberg jurist dynasty, had journeyed to 

Jerusalem and elsewhere in the Near East in 1622 and had also spent some time in England. He 

served as councillor in his native city and as a diplomat before falling victim to armed robbers 

in the early 1630s.28 Arriving in Altdorf several years after Fetzer’s violent death, Gerhard 

gained access to his collection. The university library in Altdorf had been presented with several 

books by Fetzer, among them the small Ethiopic manuscript which Gerhard copied.29 This was 

not Gerhard’s last encounter with Jacob Fetzen’s collection. Six months later, on 9 September 

1641, he was allowed to consult the late jurist’s collection of antiquities in Nuremberg and 

made sketches of several objects which Fetzer had brought back with him from his journey to 

the Near East.30 These included several censers and a ‘mock urn’, a receptacle for the bereaved 

to collect their tears.31 As with the inscriptions, he offers very little in the way of interpretative 

text, but the sketches themselves bear testimony to an attention to detail and a skilful, if 

amateurish, hand. 

[Fig. 13 and 14 Gerhard’s sketches from Jacob Fetzen’s collection. FBG Ms. Orient, Ag 8 fol. 273v, 

278r] 

 
24 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 271v. ‘Michael Neander, Erotemata Grammaticae Ebraeae, p. 194. Dilherr, Historia 

Hierosolyma, Villalpandus, De Templo Ezech., and Buxtorff, Theaurus Grammaticae, p. 302 n.’ 
25 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 272r (Regensburg church of St. Ermanus), fol. 272v, 224v-276v (Altdorf). 
26 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 272v. 
27 Ms. Orient. Ag 6. 
28 Georg Andreas Will, Nürnbergisches Gelehrten-Lexicon oder Beschreibung aller Nürnbergischen Gelehrten 

beyderley Geschlechtes nach Ihrem Leben/ Verdiensten und Schrifften zur Erweiterung der gelehrten 

Geschichtskunde und Verbesserung vieler darinnen vorgefallenen Fehler aus den besten Quellen in 

alphabetischer Ordnung verfasset (Nuremberg, 1755), pp. 429f. 
29 See chapter one. 
30 Ms. Orient. Ag 8 fol. 273r. 
31 Ms. Orient, Ag 8 fol. 273v. ‘Olla lachrimarum seu urnulla fictilis, in quam lachrymas colligebant super mort. 

Ab eodem Fezero [sic] allata.’ 
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In addition to Hackspan, Gerhard seems to have established several new contacts during 

his stay in Altdorf. Among them was the devotional poet Jakob Peters Schechs (1607-1659), 

who wrote to Gerhard (now back in Jena) from Nuremberg on 5 November 1641 thanking him 

profusely for a munus biblicum – probably a biblical commentary by Johann Gerhard.32 

Gerhard, as we have seen in chapter two, was using his father’s posthumous publications as 

something of a visiting card. Five years later Gerhard sent Schechs further works by his father.33 

 

On 21 March 1642, a year and a half after setting out for Altdorf, Gerhard returned to Jena – 

though not for long. 

 

Iter ad mare balticum – a tour of war-ravaged Northern Germany (1642) 

 

Less than five months after returning to Jena Gerhard was once again on the move, this time on 

a journey to northern Germany. While the first peregrination had a clear academic purpose, the 

aim of this journey is less clear. What we do know about this journey suggests that it was meant 

as both a networking and sight-seeing tour. During this trip Gerhard kept a travelogue, which 

remains in manuscript entitled An account of a two-hundred-mile journey undertaken to Lower 

Saxony all the way to the Baltic Sea.34 It documents Gerhard’s voyage from Jena to Electoral 

Saxony, on which he embarked on 11 August 1642, travelling mostly by boat along rivers to 

the north-west, reaching Lüneburg and Hamburg, from whence he travelled eastward to Lübeck 

and Wismar on the Baltic before taking a roundabout route back to Jena, where he arrived on 

18 November. The travelogue is above all an account of the places visited and the notables met, 

as well as being a meticulous record of the distance covered to each destination. Gerhard was 

not travelling on his own. For portions of the journey it is clear with whom he was travelling, 

or rather what kind of party he was joining; for other portions this is less clear. Unlike his grand 

tour (1650/51), most of his hosts in 1642 were clergymen, eager to meet the son of the late 

Johann Gerhard rather than the aspiring orientalist. Nonetheless, on this journey he evinces the 

same lively curiosity we encounter elsewhere. A further point is worth noting: the north of the 

Holy Roman Empire, through which Gerhard was travelling in the summer and autumn of 1642, 

 
32 Chart. A 137 fol. 232. 
33 Schechs(ius) to Gerhard 14 May 1646. Chart. A 137 fol. 233r. 
34 Chart. B 44 fol. 340r-361r. Itineris, ducentorum milliarum in inferiorem Saxoniam ad mare usque Balticum 

suscepti, descriptio. 
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was a war-ridden landscape. While it is true that the ravages of the Thirty Years War were not 

spread out evenly, and that how one experienced the hostilities and accompanying deprivations 

depended on exactly where and when one was, nonetheless the landscape Gerhard traversed 

had been (and in some cases still was) sorely and visibly afflicted. The catastrophe of chronic 

warfare appears only in the margins of Gerhard’s account. To extrapolate psychological insights 

from this omission – a blind eye to extreme misery, which we encounter repeatedly in Gerhard’s 

correspondence and travel accounts – is a questionable undertaking to say the least. The 

historical and mental distance from Gerhard should caution a modern reader from rashly 

concluding that he was callous or indifferent to the suffering of others. However, as an open 

question rather than a conclusion, it is worth asking whether Gerhard’s partial blindness to the 

all too graphic catastrophes he could not have failed to have noticed, may have been part of a 

scholarly habitus of his day – the studied ‘absent-mindedness’ of someone pursuing higher 

things.35 

Gerhard set out from Jena with a postal courier in the morning hours of 11 August, 

making his way to Leipzig, where he arrived the following day.36 He spent five days in Leipzig, 

mostly paying visits to eminent theologians including Heinrich Höpfner, Christian Lange, 

Ananias Weber, and Johann Benedict Carpzov I. This list is typical of the circle Gerhard would 

be introduced to during this journey. Though still too young to boast any scholarly 

achievements with which to impress Carpzov and his colleagues, being the orphan of Johann 

Gerhard opened doors – especially to the homes of Lutheran theologians. He also attended 

sermons by Christian Lange as well as Carpzov’s fulminating admonitions to the people of 

Leipzig for their arrogance and neglect of the word of God, for which, Carpzov warned them, 

they would be visited by God with siege and destruction – a threat of divine retribution which 

must have seemed shockingly plausible in 1642. Finally, Gerhard noted that he took time off 

for sightseeing, visiting several churches, not in order to attend services but to admire their 

architecture.37 

On 16 August he left for Wittenberg on mule-back. The northward journey to 

Wittenberg is in itself brief, but the presence of soldiers (presumably Swedish) on the road 

persuaded him to spend the night of the 17th in a nearby village, reaching Wittenberg the 

following day. This is one of the few references to the war which was still raging during this 

 
35 On Early modern scholars’ absent-mindedness in a different context see Gadi Algazi, ‘Gelehrte Zerstreutheit 

und gelernte Vergeßlichkeit: Bemerkungen zu ihrer Rolle in der Herausbildung des Gelehrtenhabitus’, in Der 

Fehltritt: Vergehen und Versehen in der Vormoderne, ed. P. von Moos (Köln, 2001), pp. 235-50. 
36 Chart. B 44 fol. 340r. 
37 Chart. B 44 fol. 340r. 
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journey. Gerhard remained in Wittenberg for six days.38 As in Leipzig, Gerhard paid visits to 

several ecclesiastical and learned notables. Four years later he would return to Wittenberg to 

teach as an adjunct and some of the scholars he met, such as Andreas Sennert, would later 

become his colleagues. In his travelogue Gerhard identifies Sennert as ‘the son of the great 

Sennert’. The theologian and orientalist, who would soon be his colleague in Wittenberg and 

who shared many of his linguistic interests,39 was, like Gerhard, the son of a prominent scholar 

– the professor of medicine Daniel Sennert (1572-1637). Throughout his travels, Gerhard 

frequently notes prominent filial connections. In Wittenberg too he found time for sightseeing. 

One curiosity deserves mention: ‘I visited the collegium, coenobium, where I also saw Luther’s 

study (museum), of which (de quo) it is said, that, having been plagued by the Devil, Luther 

hurled an inkstand at the kiln and thus expelled the Devil.’40 The translation of this sentence 

pivots on de quo which can be understood as ‘of which’ (referring to Luther’s study in 

Wittenberg which Gerhard visited), or ‘of whom’, i.e. concerning Luther, in which case this 

would be an unrelated anecdote. If de quo indeed refers to Luther’s study, which Gerhard visited 

in Wittenberg, then Gerhard is attributing the inkstand legend, associated with Luther’s stay at 

the Wartburg in Eisenach, with the Reformer’s study in Wittenberg. The legend of Luther 

hurling his inkpot at the Devil and the ensuing ink-stain admired by Lutheran ‘pilgrims’ to the 

Wartburg castle in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, was being established around this 

time.41 Gerhard was probably repeating what his hosts had told him, and, if my understanding 

of this sentence is correct, he is offering a rare testimony of a version of this legend associated 

with Luther’s study in Wittenberg, rather than the Wartburg in Eisenach. 

‘Having visited almost all the places of interest in Wittenberg’ Gerhard embarked a boat 

sailing down the Elbe to Hamburg. He was now travelling in illustrious company: the two sons 

of the Saxon Elector Johann Georg I, Christian (1615-1691), who would later become the first 

duke of Saxe-Merseburg, and Mortiz (1619-1681) the future duke of Saxe-Zeitz. The two 

princes were on a grand tour of northern Germany and the Netherlands when Gerhard joined 

their retinue. The Saxon party embarked on five vessels and Gerhard had befriended three 

(unnamed) students who would keep him company all the way to Hamburg. They spent the first 

night on board – a mere mile and a half from Wittenberg.42 The fragmentary political makeup 

 
38 Chart. B 44 fol. 340v. 
39 See chapter three. 
40 Ibid. ‘Perlustravi Collegium, Coenobium, ubi quoque Museum Lutheri vidi, q[uo] de narrant, vexatum 

aliq[ua]n[do] a Diabolo Lutheru atramentarium projecisse in altum penes fornacem, ac ita diabolum 

propulsasse.’ 
41 See Heinz Schilling, Martin Luther. Rebell in einer Zeit des Umbruchs (Munich, 2012), p. 257. 
42 Chart. B 44 fol. 341r. 
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of the Holy Roman Empire meant that even a short leg of a journey often involved crossing into 

a different territorial jurisdiction. On 25 August the party entered Dessau, which they had 

reached the previous day after nightfall, and were unable to enter. Gerhard and his companions 

had travelled a modest stretch along the Elbe but were now in Anhaltine territory, rather than 

Albertine Saxony. This was also a confessional boundary: they had crossed from a Lutheran to 

a Reformed territory. Impressed by the organ and ornaments in the church (untypical, Gerhard 

notes, for Calvinists43) he chanced to hear a sermon on the Lamentations of Jeremiah by the 

Dessau superintendent Johannes Hoffmeister – much to his approval. His stay in Dessau also 

had its more playful moments. Gerhard and his companions amused themselves by 

experimenting with the echo bouncing off Dessau’s city walls.44 

Sailing down the Elbe the company arrived at Magdeburg on 27 August.45 Eleven years 

previously (1631) the city had been the scene of one of the most notorious episodes of the Thirty 

Years War. After much internal struggle and vacillation, the city allied itself with the Swedes 

who had recently entered the war. Almost immediately thereafter the Imperial forces lay siege 

to the city.46 Magdeburg was conquered by Tilly, and though the conquerors meant to keep it 

intact, events spun out of control, ending in a (probably accidental) conflagration which 

devastated much of the city and was followed by ruthless marauding by portions of the League’s 

forces, all leading to an estimated 25,000 dead.47 Eleven years later, when Gerhard visited the 

city, it was still a charred remnant of its former self. Its destruction at the hands of the Imperial 

forces had been broadly publicized,48 and even if unintended by the League’s commanders, 

Tilly and Pappenheim, it was seen by many Protestants as the epitome of their foes’ cruelty. A 

census carried out nine months later revealed a population of a mere 449.49 Here Gerhard, who 

rarely comments on the war, was impressed by the devastation. Formerly, he remarks, it had 

twenty churches, of which only two remain unscathed. He stayed with the pastor of the 

Magdeburg cathedral Christian Waswitz and attended a sermon in the cathedral. 

 
43 Calviniani – not surprisingly, Gerhard does not refer to them as Reformed. 
44 Ibid. ‘Dessavum est oppidulum muro cinctum. Ibidem admirati sumus frequentem aeris repercusionem, Echo 

s. קול-בת  dicitur.’ Gerhard’s use of the Hebrew קול-בת  (bat qol), a non-biblical term used in the Talmud for the 

medium conveying God’s will, an ‘echo’ (literally ‘daughter’, bat) of the divine voice (qol), may well itself be 

an echo of his recent encounter with rabbinical Hebrew at Hackspan’s lectures in Altdorf. 
45 Chart. B 44 fol. 341r-v. On the way they visited several villages, sleeping in their boats. 
46 An unsuccessful siege had been raised two years earlier. 
47 See Maren Ballerstedt, ‘Belagerung und Zerstörung Magdeburgs 1629/31 – Ereignisse und Hintergründe’, in 

Konfession, Krieg und Katastrophe. Magdeburgs Geschick im Dreißigjährigen Krieg, ed. M. Scholz and Ch. 

Neuß (Magdeburg, 2006), pp. 11-24, Peter H. Wilson, Europe’s Tragedy: A History of the Thirty Years War 

(Allen Lane, 2009), pp. 467-70. 
48 Michael Schilling, ‘Der Untergang Magdeburgs 1631 in der zeitgenössischen Literatur und Publizistik’, in 

Konfession, Krieg und Katastrophe, pp. 93-111. 
49 Wilson, Europe’s Tragedy, p. 470. 
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 From Magdeburg the party continued their journey down the Elbe reaching 

Tangermünde, a stronghold held by the Swedish army at the time. From there they continued 

their voyage down the river.50 A tantalizing glimpse of the perils of travel is offered laconically 

for 30 August, a day on which, according to Gerhard, several of his travelling companions came 

close to drowning and he himself almost broke his right arm – under what circumstances, he 

does not tell us.51 The following day they reached Sandau, some twenty miles further down the 

Elbe, likewise a Swedish stronghold. They chose to sleep on board. The following days led 

them to other strongholds and fortifications, some of them in ruins. Four days later, they were 

in Dömitz (Brandenburg), occupied at the time by the Catholic League. They entered the 

devastated town to buy provisions and sailed on to Hitzacker a stronghold of the Dukes of 

Lüneburg. Hitzacker was until 1635 the residence of the Guelf Duke August, who in 1635 

became Duke of Brunswick-Lüneburg. Just a few years before Gerhard’s arrival the small town 

held the Duke’s enormous book collection, which then moved to Wolfenbüttel where it formed 

the nucleus of the famous library. In the same year as Gerhard’s visit, Hitzacker was plundered 

by the Swedish forces under Georg von Derfflinger. After attending a Sunday sermon on 4 

September Gerhard and his companions continued their river journey. They were briefly 

detained by Swedish soldiers before reaching Lauenburg, in the Duchy of Saxe-Lauenburg, 

which was besieged by Swedish forces. Two days later, on 6 September, at midday, the party 

arrived at the Hamburg customs.52 

At this point Gerhard and two unnamed companions left the Saxon party and headed 

south to Lüneburg.53 Here his attention was drawn to inscriptions, among them to the epitaph 

of the onetime Lüneburg burgomaster Franz Witzendorff (d. 1574). It was only three years 

before Gerhard’s journey that the well-established Witzendorff family were acknowledged as 

nobles by the Emperor.54 During this short stay in Lüneburg Gerhard visited the salt works of 

the city which had been the Hanseatic supplier of salt since the Middle Ages. Since the late 

fourteenth century a canal was used to ship Lüneburg salt to Lübeck, and from there it reached 

international markets. Gerhard’s travelogue evinces a keen interest in the process of salt 

extraction.55 The Witzendorffs had been closely linked to Lüneburg’s salt industry since the 

 
50 Chart. B 44 fol. 341v. 
51 Chart. B 44 fol. 342r. 
52 Several miles upstream of the city. 
53 Chart. B 44 fol. 342v. 
54 See Johann Heinrich Büttner, Genealogie oder Stam- und Geschicht-Register der vornehmsten 

Lüneburgischen Adelichen Patricien-Geschlechter, so theils annoch vorhanden, theils etlichen und vielen Jahren 

ausgegangen sind (Lüneburg, 1704), s.v. 
55 See Mark Kurlansky, Salt: A World History (London, 2002), pp. 166f. Chart. B 44 fol. 343r. ‘Salina haec 

sexaginta habet allas, in quibus singulis sal in plumbeis [] vasis coquitur; quod ita fit, nim[ium] e[st] locus in 
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Middle Ages, and a member of this aristocratic family may have shown Gerhard around the salt 

works. This would account for Gerhard’s interest in the epitaph of Franz Witzendorff. He also 

visited the Lüneburg superintendent Peter Rehbinder, who was hosting his father-in-law, the 

theologian Nicolaus Hunnius, at the time. This encounter illustrates two common practices in 

the seventeenth-century Republic of Letters: on meeting Rehbinder, Gerhard handed him a 

letter from his Jena teacher Salomon Glassius as well as his album amicorum, the portable 

notebook in which he collected short entries by learned dignitaries he came across (and, more 

importantly, their signature).56 The album which Gerhard had with him on this journey has not 

survived. As we shall see below, the album he took with him on his journey to the Netherlands 

and France nine years later is still extant. Gerhard and Rehbinder were still exchanging polite 

letters seven years later.57 

 The next stop was Hamburg where Gerhard spent almost a week. Later in life his ties 

with numerous Hamburg scholars and churchmen would be essential. It comes as no surprise 

that he used his stay to meet a series of Lutheran notables, among them Johannes Müller (1598-

1672), the head pastor of St Peter’s Church and a combative representative of Lutheran 

orthodoxy,58 Jakob Grosse, head pastor of St. Catherine’s Church, and Bernhard Wieser (St 

Catherine), as well as several scholars such as the jurist, classical scholar, and manuscript 

collector Friedrich Lindenbrog,59 Vincent Fabricius, and the famous scholar and professor at 

the Hamburg gymnasium illustre Joachim Jungius.60 He also met with the mathematician 

Johann Adolf Tassius, the poet and professor of logic at the Johanneum Latin school Heinrich 

Vaget(ius) and others, who made entries in the now lost album.61 

On 13 September Gerhard set off for Lübeck. Reaching Lübeck on 14 September after 

sunset, Gerhard and his companions could not enter the walled city and were forced to spend 

the night in a neighbouring village before entering the town the following day.62 He spent a 

week in Lübeck admiring its beauty. Here, his eulogizer was to note twenty-six years later, 

Gerhard made the acquaintance of the mayor and Hanseatic diplomat David Gloxin, who 

 
medio ferme illius totius aedificij, in illo duo sunt fontes, alter pauperibus relinquitur, ex altero salsa illa aqua in 

singulas cellas, per canales subterraneos derivatur, extrahentibus illam aquam viris duodecim ad hunc laborem 

deputatis, e quibus singulis diebus sex laborant & reliqui sex quiescent.’ 
56 Chart. B 44 fol. 346r. 
57 See Rehbinder’s letter to Gerhard, de-contextualized by the loss of his other letters (9 February 1649) Chart. A 

137 fol. 34. 
58 See Jutta Braden, Hamburger Judenpolitik im Zeitalter lutherischer Orthodoxie 1590–1710 (Hamburg, 2001). 
59 See Friedhelm Neef’s article in NDB. 
60 See Hans Kangro’s entry on Jungius in NDB. 
61 Chart. B 44 fol. 346v. 
62 Chart. B 44 fol. 345v. 
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awarded him a grant.63 He also met the classical scholar Johann Kirchmann, who wrote an entry 

in his album amicorum. Here too Gerhard visited churches as part of his sightseeing tour. He 

made copies of several inscriptions64 and marvelled at the astronomical clock in St Mary’s 

Church (Marienkirche), which was destroyed exactly three hundred years later in the Second 

World War.65 He was also impressed by the golden tablet portraying the Salutation of the 

Blessed Virgin by the altar at St Michael’s.66 Lodging at an inn called Die Schipffer Herberge, 

he was shown an enormous silver cup ‘which could contain six tankards’ and had been seized 

by the Hamburgers from vanquished pirates. It had been inscribed with a lengthy German 

rhyming inscription celebrating the Hanseatic victory, which Gerhard copied. 

 On 20 September Gerhard sailed eastward along the Baltic coast heading to the 

Hanseatic town of Wismar. The sea was calm and Gerhard arrived after three days. The town 

had been overrun by the Swedes in 1632 and would be handed to the Swedish crown as an 

Imperial fiefdom in the Treaty of Westphalia. Gerhard notes that the Swedes in Wismar used 

the old Franciscan church, where sermons were held in Swedish.67 His host in Wismar was the 

superintendent Joachim Hertzberger who took him sightseeing in the town.68 Here too Gerhard 

marvelled at the local churches and took note of sepulchral inscriptions.69 According to 

Gerhard’s eulogizer, he also made the acquaintance of the Wismar patrician Heinrich Schabbel, 

brother-in-law of the above-mentioned David Gloxin of Lübeck. Schabbel who was the trustee 

of the Schabbel-stipend set up by his uncle to support theology students, awarded Gerhard a 

grant.70 Gerhard also joined his host to attend a wedding in a neighbouring village, from where 

he travelled further east to Rostock together with several students. In Rostock, the furthest point 

in his journey, he spent the first days of October before heading back to Jena.71 

 
63 Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 30. 
64 Chart. B 44 fol. 346r-347v. 
65 Chart. B 44 fol. 345r. ‘Ibid. exstructum est penes altare elegantissimum & pretiosissimum Horologium 

ostendens Annum, mensem, diem, eclipses etc. cum hac inscriptione: Hoc Horologium factum est anno 1405. 

Hanc Remp. gubernantibus honorabilibus D. Proconsulibus Henrico Westhoff & Goswico Clingenberg, 

provisoribus hujus Ecclesiae, ipso die purificationis Mariae. Est autem renovatum anno Dni 1562. Clarissimis 

Viris Dno Antonio a Stiten Consule & Henrico Colero Senatore praefectis hujus temple die adscensionis 

Christi.’ 
66 Chart. B 44 fol. 346r. He comments on its measurements: three fathoms (ulnae) in length and one and a half in 

width. 
67 Chart. B 44 fol. 348r. 
68 Chart. B 44 fol. 348r. 
69 Chart. B 44 fol. 348v-350r. 
70 Sebastian Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust, p. 30. On Heinrich Schabbel see Ernst Johann Friedrich 

Mantzel, Mecklenburgisches Gelehrten-Lexicon, oder kurtze Lebens-Geschichte derer in Mecklenburg in 

Allerley Geist- und weltlcihen Bedienungengestandenen Gelehrten, vol. 6 (Rostock, 1731), pp. 39f. 
71 Chart. B 44 fol. 350v-355r. Gerhard lists the city’s most worthwhile sights and dwells at length on the epitaphs 

of noted Rostockians. 
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Eager to reach Jena before winter, Gerhard took a more direct route on his way home. 

He travelled westward back to Lübeck, this time in the company of two Silesian Barons of 

Rödern and their chancellor (ephorus) Holstein together with other nobles and commoners. 

Arriving in Lübeck on 7 October, and then proceeding west to Hamburg and traversing the final 

stretch with an elderly silver smith, Gerhard reached Hamburg on 10 October where he spent 

three days. A week after leaving Hamburg he reached Brunswick, where he spent four days.72 

His interests here seem to have been architectural and antiquarian, visiting the city’s cathedral 

where his attention was arrested by a wooden figure of John the Baptist clad in camel skin, 

which can still be seen by visitors today. Here too Gerhard took notes of several inscriptions. 

Most striking among them was the epitaph of a three-year-old girl and her infant brother who 

had died within a few months of each other several months before his visit.73 Though Gerhard’s 

notes do not record his feelings, it is tempting to assume that he was moved by this recent 

tragedy to copy the epigraphically unspectacular epitaph. 

His next stop on his homeward journey was Helmstedt, where he spent a week. The 

small town was home to the Academia Julia, the Guelf university, which was founded in 1576 

and which, like Altdorf, did not survive the Napoleonic era. By the time it was closed (1810) it 

had shrivelled into insignificance, but in Gerhard’s day the university was a well-respected, and 

occasionally controversial seat of learning. Gerhard spent his week there meeting academic 

notables, among them the renowned irenicist theologian Georg Calixt, with whom his father 

had maintained a civil but critical exchange (and with whom Gerhard’s Altdorf teacher, 

Hackspan, had studied74) and his like-minded colleague Johannes Hornejus. Gerhard also met 

the polymath Hermann Conring (whose future son-in-law, Johann Saubert Jr. would study in 

Jena toward the end of Gerhard’s life), and the Hebraist Johann Baldovius. He was Hornejus’ 

guest and dined with Conring and the theologian Heinrich Julius Scheurl. Christoph Schräder, 

professor of rhetoric and the university librarian, showed him around the library – Gerhard’s 

attention was caught by the collection of rabbinical books, a work by the Duke of Brunswick 

on overcoming madness and melancholy, and a manuscript which Gerhard identifies as 

Indian.75 

 
72 Chart. B 44 fol. 350v. 
73 Chart. B 44 fol. 357r. 
74 See Klein, ‘Inventing Islam in Support of Christian Truth’. 
75 Chart. B 44 fol. 360r. ‘Ostendit [Schräder] quoque MStum Principis cujusdam Brunsviciensis, quod ad 

insaniam ac melancholiam depellendam scripsit. Vidi quoque ibidem, monstrante Schradero, librum Indicum, de 

cujus forma s. figura, scriptura etc. vid. collectanea mea philologica p. 25.’ 
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From Helmstedt his journey home was fairly swift but not without peril. On his way to 

Quedlinburg Gerhard had to pass numerous battalions. He does not note which side they were 

on, nor does it seem to have made a great difference. Whether they were Imperial or Swedish, 

travelling in their midst was dangerous and Gerhard piously attributed his safe arrival in 

Quedlinburg to divine providence. Passing through Gotha and Arnstadt he finally arrived back 

in Jena on 18 November and rendered thanks to God for preserving him throughout his travels.76 

Once he was in Jena he completed his studies at the philosophical faculty and then moved to 

Wittenberg in 1646, where he commenced his studies and taught as adjunct at the lower faculty 

until he embarked on the last of his long journeys in the spring of 1650. 

 

The Grand Tour: Itinerarium Belgicum (1650-1651) 

 

Gerhard’s third scholarly peregrination took him to the Netherlands, France, Switzerland, and 

several German centres of learning. It was by far his most ambitious journey and arguably his 

last serious attempt at establishing himself in the Republic of Letters. On his return he would 

settle down in Jena as a professor of history and then theology and undertake no further 

extensive voyages. He embarked on this journey in the spring of 1650, departing from 

Wittenberg on 29 March – seven and a half years after his trip to the Baltic coast. Now, 

approaching his thirtieth year, Gerhard was a Master of Arts teaching as an adjunct in 

Wittenberg. The young Gerhard, who we encountered studying Hebrew inscriptions and ancient 

vases in Regensburg and Nuremberg, and travelling through the north of Germany, was the 

promising son of a late theologian rather than a scholar in his own right. By the time he 

embarked on his third journey Gerhard, while still very much his father’s son, was a scholar 

with some respectable achievements to his name – his harmonic grammar as well as several 

shorter academic treatises. However significant Gerhard’s stay in Altdorf and the 

accompanying antiquarian excursions may have been and however instructive his tour of the 

North, this journey alone can truly be considered a tour of the Republic of Letters. As argued 

above, in the years around the publication of the Harmonia linguarum orientalium (1647) 

Gerhard was divided between the expectations to pursue a theological career and his aspirations 

for what we might term a career in the trans-confessional Republic of Letters. The path to the 

former meant completing his theological studies, publishing theological works, and perhaps 

 
76 Chart. B 44 fol. 360v. 
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most importantly, further tending his father’s posthumous œuvre. At the same time, Gerhard’s 

aspirations as a scholar focused on his oriental scholarship. As we have seen, they were not 

confessionally neutral either, yet their context and the quest for recognition belonged to a trans-

confessional Republic of Letters. Gerhard’s journey of 1650/51 was an attempt to attain 

citizenship in this Republic. Though his success was at best limited, the attempt itself is 

instructive. Extensive voyages require planning and an ambitious journey through the Republic 

of Letters required considerable preparation. Despite lacunae, Gerhard’s papers offer us a 

valuable account of how a mid-seventeenth-century scholar prepared for and carried out such 

an undertaking. 

In 1650 Gerhard was a respectable young scholar, though by no means a household 

name in the broader world of scholarship. An obvious requirement, therefore, was to be 

equipped with letters of recommendation. He set about collecting them months before 

embarking on his journey. It is interesting to note that these letters did not arrive solely from 

Lutheran scholars. Thus, the Reformed theologian and pedagogue Markus Friedrich Wendelin 

(1584-1652) of Zerbst77 provided Gerhard with a recommendation and a note from Zerbst, 

asking him to convey his regards to Daniel Heinsius and Jacob Trigland in Leiden.78 Gerhard’s 

father had polemicized against Wendelin’s theology and as late as 1652, shortly after 

Wendelin’s death, the two theologians’ Lutheran and Reformed followers were still delivering 

counter-blows. The long theological dispute with the elder Gerhard and his followers79 did not 

prevent Wendelin from helping his late opponent’s son to prepare for this journey. At the same 

time this inter-confessional letter of recommendation never mitigated Gerhard’s commitment 

to refute Wendelin in later years. Seven years after this encounter Gerhard acquired a copy of 

Wendelin’s Christianae theologiae systema majus (published posthumously in Kassel in 

1651)80 as well as a copy of Wendelin’s two-volume Exercitationes theologiae vindices (1652), 

the opening page of which bears Gerhard’s terse handwritten note that even deceased 

adversaries are to be refuted.81 Several other notes requesting Gerhard to convey greetings to 

 
77 On Wendelin see Friedrich Wilhelm Cuno’s article in the ADB (1896). 
78 Chart. A 418 fol. 47 (undated). ‘Ut Cl. Dn. M. Johannes Ernestus Gerhardus verbis meis officiose salutet 

celeberrimos Viros Dom. D. Triglandium, & Dn. Danielem Heinsium &c. amicos rogo.’ 
79 E.g. Vindicationes Eckhardinae, h.e. disputationes theologicae pro Heinrico Eckhardi SS. Theol. D. adversus 

Marcum Fridericum VVendelinum Calvinianum pars prior (Jena, 1634). 
80 Shelf-mark FBG Theol. 40 493/1. The volume itself contains a number underlines and NB notes as well as a 

few critical marginalia in Gerhard’s hand (e.g. pp. 633, 1309). A note in Gerhard’s hand also adorns the upper 

right-hand corner of the title page: ‘Comparavi Jenae a[nn]o 1657. Joh. Ern. Gerhardus D.’ 
81 Wendelin, Exercitationes theologicae vindices, pro theologia christiana (Kassel, 1652) 2 vol. FBG shelf-mark 

Theol. 4 778/2. The above-mentioned note, with others, is found on the verso of the unpaginated folio preceding 

the title-page. ‘Quod et mortuo Adversario aliqun. respondendum fuit, ostendit Petr. M[] praefat[ione] ad 

Lect[iones] in tr. De S. coena.’ 
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eminent scholars whom he intended to meet are preserved among his papers. Among these is 

one from the above-mentioned Andreas Sennert asking him to convey his regards to Christian 

Ravius and others.82 By virtue of the very function they are meant to perform, letters of 

recommendation do not normally stay in the possession of their holder. Gerhard intended to 

visit several scholars in London and Oxford, and, since he never crossed the Channel, his papers 

still include letters of recommendation whose intended recipients in England he never met. 

Those which he must have collected in advance of his encounters with eminent citizens of the 

Republic of Letters such as Jacob Golius and Gabriel Naudé are naturally no longer among his 

papers. 

Numerous letters of recommendation were also picked up by Gerhard at the various 

stages on this journey. One example for this is a letter of recommendation by the irenicist 

Walloon pastor Godefroid Hotton, written for Gerhard in Amsterdam on 25 June 1650 and 

addressed to Hans Jacob Ulrich in Amsterdam.83 It is fair to assume that it was entrusted to 

Gerhard but never delivered to Ulrich, presumably since the two never met. Gerhard 

documented his journey in a travelogue and collected signatures of famous scholars in his album 

amicorum. For the first part of the journey, which included Leiden, Gerhard’s travelogue is 

regrettably lost. A travelogue for the later part of his journey and the album, on the other hand, 

are extant. Together with his correspondence they allow a fairly detailed reconstruction of this 

journey. 

On 9 July 1650 the Huguenot theologian André Rivet (1572-1651) supplied Gerhard, 

presumably when he visited him in Breda, with a general letter of recommendation ‘to all his 

brethren in Christ and friends in France, England, and elsewhere’, asking that Gerhard and a 

certain Johannes Crüger of Lübeck,84 a fellow student of theology – possibly the son of the 

Lutheran poet and composer of the same name – be well received and assisted by all of his 

well-wishers whom they might encounter.85 To this Rivet appended a list of scholars he 

recommended they should meet. As Gerhard (and Crüger) intended to visit England, Rivet’s 

 
82 Chart. A 418 fol. 46. 
83 Chart. A 418 fol. 48. 
84 Crüger is cited as ‘M. Johannes Cruger Lubecensis’ in the Strasbourg matriculation records. See note 151 

below. 
85 Chart. A 418 fol. 50. (9 July 1650). ‘Omnibus in Gallia, Anglia, & alibi mihi notis fratribus in Christo & 

amicis, de meliore nota commendo D. Ernestum Gerhardi, Viri magni & Theologi Polygraphi filium, cum 

Joanne Crugero etiam Theologiae studioso, iter instituentes in regiones externas: petoque ut sua ipsorum causa, 

& meâ, si quid apud eos valeat, pro suo more, non solum hos juvenes humaniter excipiant; sed etiam consilio 

juvent, quo muniti, possint securius iter institutum pro occasione data peragere, & viros de Repub. & Ecclesiâ ac 

bonis literis bene meritos convenire, ad eorum colloquia admiti, & in ijs promovere quorum gratiâ 

peregrinationem illam suscipiunt. […]’ 
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list also included several Huguenot scholars there such as the Camden professor Louis du 

Moulin, as well as Meric Casaubon and John Rouse, the librarian at the Bodleian Library – 

perhaps one of the most valuable recommendations had Gerhard crossed the Channel.86 

Gerhard’s album amicorum, which he kept during this journey, has also been 

preserved.87 While the entries, which are dated, are in themselves autographed clichés, they do 

offer us an extensive list of people Gerhard met and whom he considered important enough to 

sign his album. They help us reconstruct his itinerary for important segments of the journey 

which are not described in the surviving portion of his travelogue. All entries in this album are 

from Gerhard’s journey of 1650/1. The first entry is by Gerhard himself and is dated 21 March 

1650, i.e. just before he embarked on his journey. It is a quotation (in Latin) from Genesis 

28:20-1 ‘And Jacob vowed a vow, saying, if God will be with me, and will keep me in this way 

that I go, and will give me bread to eat, and raiment to put on, so that I come again to my father’s 

house in peace; then shall the Lord be my God.’88 While the entries are helpful, inferences ex 

silentio should be made with caution. And yet, with two hundred entries, this album amicorum 

is a valuable source and an indispensable guide for the lacuna caused by the loss of Gerhard’s 

travelogue for the first part of his journey. 

The first entries are by colleagues in Wittenberg (27 March-1 April), wishing him well 

before he embarked on his journey. The next entry is by Michael Walther (1593-1662), dated 

8 April. As Walther was serving as superintendent in Celle in the Dutchy of Brunswick-

Lüneburg, it is likely that Gerhard had embarked on his journey in the first week of April.89 

Gerhard and his travel companions must have been advancing at a leisurely pace since the next 

album entries are in Hamburg in the last week of April.90 By 7 May he had reached Bremen. 

Three entries are from Groningen (12/16 May). Among those he met in Groningen were the 

 
86 Chart. A 418 fol. 51. 
87 Gerhard’s album amicorum is in the private collection of Dr. Don Hertzberger, to whom I am grateful for 

access to the album and for the kind permission to reproduce several of its pages as well as for drawing my 

attention to an error concerning the album in an earlier version of this chapter. I am further indebted to Martin 

Mulsow and Andrea Thiele, who have studied the album amicorum and Gerhard’s travelogue, for their advice. 

See also Martin Mulsow, ‘Die silberne Rippe der orientalischen Schrift. Johann Ernst Gerhards Stammbuch und 

seine Reise durch die Niederlande im Jahr 1650’, in Scholarship between Europe and the Levant: Essays in 

Honour of Alastair Hamilton, ed. J. Loop and J. Kraye (Leiden, 2020), pp. 128-48. 
88 Album amicorum, unpaginated fol. ‘Gen. XXIIX. V. 20.21. Et vovit Jacob votum dicendo: Si fuerit DEUS 

mecum et custodierit me in viâ istâ, quam ego ambulo, et dederit mihi panem ad comedendum [sic, instead of the 

Vulgate ad vescendum] et vestem ad induendum: et reversus fuero in pace [Vulgate: fuero prospere] ad domum 

patris mei ERIT MIHI DOMINUS IN DEUM. Wittebergae d. 21. Martij MDCL. M. Joh. Ern. Gerhard. Jenensis, 

coll. phil. Witteb. Adjunctus, est hujus albi possessor.’ 
89 Album amicorum, fol. 129. 
90 Album amicorum, fols. 131, 133, 137, 167. 
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Reformed theologian, mathematician, and orientalist Matthias Pasor Jr. (1599-1658)91 and the 

jurist and diplomat Ludwig Camerarius (1573-1651)92 – both notable scholars and, like 

Gerhard, sons of famous fathers. It is therefore no coincidence that their entries, along with 

many others, refer to Gerhard as the laudable emulator of his father (aemulus patri). Pasor also 

supplied Gerhard with a note reading: ‘I recommend the most excellent Master Johann Ernst 

Gerhard of the philosophical faculty at the university of Wittenberg and send my most dutiful 

greetings to ...’, listing among others Johannes Coccejus and Johann Jacob Wissenbach of 

Franeker, the Archbishop of Armagh James Ussher and the Oxford Arabist Edward Pococke, 

who may have attended Pasor’s lectures at Oxford more than two decades earlier.93 Two weeks 

later Pasor added a further letter of recommendation addressed to three eminent Swiss scholars: 

Samuel Rhor of Bern, Johann Buxtorf of Basel, and Johann Heinrich Hottinger in Zurich.94 A 

week later Gerhard was in Franeker where his meeting with several notable scholars is attested 

in the album – including Cocceius, shortly before the latter’s transfer to Leiden. The following 

entries indicate that Gerhard spent (at least) the first two weeks of June in Amsterdam and then 

continued to The Hague. In Amsterdam he met, among others, the famous Jewish scholar 

Menasseh ben Israel (1604-1657)95 and the short-lived geographer Bernhard Varen(ius) (1622-

1651).96 Varenius’ work on Japan was to prove of interest to Gerhard and his students several 

years later.97 By 13 June Gerhard had reached The Hague where he met the Lutheran pastor 

Johann Schelhammer, who, in later years, would supply him with exotic artefacts from the Far 

East through his contacts in the Dutch East India Company.98 

The next stop in Gerhard’s journey was Leiden. It is here that the loss of his travelogue 

is particularly regrettable. Since the foundation of its university in 1575 Leiden had become 

one of the most important centres of learning in Europe. The academic home of towering figures 

such as Justus Lipsius and Joseph Justus Scaliger, it boasted the first chair of Arabic studies, 

 
91 Album amicorum, fol. 156. On Pasor see Jan van Maanen in ODNB. 
92 Album amicorum, fol. 41. 
93 Chart. A 418 fol. 44 (18 May 1650). On Pasor’s activities at Oxford see Gerald J. Toomer, Eastern Wisedom 

and Learning: The Study of Arabic in Seventeenth-Century England (Oxford, 1996), pp. 93-104, 116 and 

Mordechai Feingold, ‘Oriental Studies’, in The History of the University of Oxford, iv: Seventeenth-Century 

Oxford, ed. N. Tyacke (Oxford, 1997), pp. 449-503, here p. 479. 
94 Chart. A 418 fol. 45 (2 June 1650). 
95 Album amicorum, fol. 89. Appropriately for an intermediary Jewish figure in the Christian Republic of Letters, 

Menasseh’s entry is dated in hybrid manner: IX Jun. An[no] 5410 (the anno mundi year of the Jewish calendar 

corresponding to 1650). There is a considerable body of scholarship on Menasseh. See the richly documented 

recent study by Sina Rauschenbach, Judentum für Christen. Vermittlung und Selbstbehauptung Menasseh ben 

Israels in den gelehrten Debatten des 17. Jahrhunderts (Berlin, 2012), now available in an English translation: 

Judaism for Christians: Menasseh ben Israel (1604-1657) (Lexington Books, 2019). 
96 Album amicorum, fol. 169 (10 June). 
97 See chapter six. On Varenius see Margret Schuchard (ed.), Bernahrd Varenius (1622-1650) (Leiden, 2007). 
98 See chapter six. 
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occupied by Thomas Erpenius. Erpenius’ successor Jacob Golius was teaching in Leiden when 

Gerhard arrived. To these could be added notable Hebraists like Constantijn L’Empereur (d. 

1648) and classical scholars still alive at the time of Gerhard’s visit, such as Scaliger’s successor 

Daniel Heinsius and his rival Claude de Saumaise (Salmasius). Gerhard’s visit was a chance to 

meet some of the most prominent scholars of his day and his album makes clear that he availed 

himself of this opportunity. Alard Uchtmann (d. 1680), Constantijn L’Empereur’s successor as 

professor of Hebrew,99 in addition to writing an entry in his album,100 wrote a letter of 

recommendation for Gerhard and his fellow traveller Johannes Crüger for Samuel Hartlieb on 

19/29 June.101 The letter pays the two travellers the standard compliments yet fails to mention 

them by name, and treats both Gerhard and Crüger as promising young students (eximii juvenes 

and eruditissmi adolescentes) rather than as fellow scholars.102 On the same occasion Uchtmann 

provided Gerhard and Crüger with a letter of recommendation for the Canterbury clergyman 

and fellow orientalist Francis Taylor, in which he referred to the two in similar terms.103 Two 

years later Uchtmann was to write of his own accord to Gerhard, now a newly appointed 

professor of history in Jena, to inquire about reactions in Jena to Louis Cappel’s Critica Sacra 

(1650) – a matter hotly debated in Leiden, as elsewhere, at the time.104 

 

[Fig. 15. Allard Uchtmann’s Hebrew-Latin-Syriac entry in Gerhard’s album amicorum. By kind permission 

of Dr. Don Hertzberger.] 

 

One especially accommodating contact was the Leiden book collector Joannes Thijs 

(Thysius) (1622-1653). Thijs had not been acquainted with Gerhard before the latter paid him 

 
99 Peter T. Van Rooden, Theology, Biblical Scholarship, and Rabbinical Studies in the Seventeenth Century: 

Constantijn L’Empereur (1591-1648) Professor of Hebrew and Theology at Leiden, tr. J. C. Grayson (Leiden, 

1989), p. 228 n. 204. For Van Rooden, Uchtmann’s appointment, at first as extraordinary professor, and his 

subsequent career in Leiden are a sign of the decline of Hebrew studies at this university in the later seventeenth 

century. Uchtmann had the posthumous misfortune of being used by the libertine Adriaan Beverland as the 

pseudo author of Vox clamantis in deserto (ca. 1681). 
100 Album amicorum, fol. 113 (25 June 1650). 
101 It was in this year that Uchtmann published his bilingual edition (Hebrew/Latin) of the philosophical poem by 

the philosopher and poet Jedaiah ben Abraham Bedresi (c. 1270- c. 1340), Beḥinat ha-ʿolam (Examination of the 

world). 
102 Chart. A 138 fol. 37. 
103 Chart. A 418 fol. 52r-v. 
104 Chart. A 138 fol. 38. On the debate in Leiden about the authority of the Hebrew Bible and Capell see J. C. H. 

Lebram, ‘Ein Streit um die hebräische Bibel und die Septuaginta’, in Leiden University in the Seventeenth 

Century: An Exchange of Learning, ed. Th. H. Lunsingh Scheurleer and G. H. M. Posthumus Mejers (Leiden, 

1975), pp. 21-63. See more recently Nicholas Hardy, Criticism and Confession: The Bible in the Seventeenth 

Century epublic of Letters (Oxford, 2017), esp. ch. 10. 
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a visit in June 1650 together with Crüger. Gerhard, however, had been previously recommended 

to him by Hiob Ludolf.105 Thijs supplied Gerhard and his companion with several letters of 

recommendation, among them a letter in French to Stephen Bing (1610-1681), minor canon at 

St. Paul’s in London,106 as well as a letter to a merchant Carbonele, also resident in London. 

By 1650 Hiob Ludolf was far better connected in the Republic of Letters and moving in 

more illustrious circles than Gerhard. As the latter was preparing for his journey, Ludolf was 

staying at Queen Christina’s academy in Stockholm and was helpful in contacting scholars on 

Gerhard’s behalf in preparation for his journey as well as offering advice. At once a generous 

display of helpfulness to a friend and, at the same time, an unabashed show of scholarly 

superiority untainted by false modesty. Ludolf’s letters to Gerhard on the eve of his journey 

convey some of the excitement and occasional gossip emanating from those illustrious circles 

to whose admission Gerhard was aspiring. Thus in October 1649, writing from Nyköping 

(Nycopia), Ludolf mentions in passing Isaac Vossius’ impressive annual salary in Stockholm, 

the expected arrival of Daniel Heinsius, as well as the presence there of René Descartes and of 

Calude Saumais’s son, who had recently come to pay his respects to the Swedish Queen.107 

Thijs was not the only contact to whom Ludolf wrote in preparation of Gerhard’s 

journey. Another was Johannes Erpenius, the son of the famous Arabist108 and, most 

importantly, to Jacob Golius, Thomas Erpenius’ successor in Leiden:109 

 

Here you have the learned J[ohann] E[rnst] G[erhard], whom I have already 

mentioned to you on a previous occasion. He has studied well and is remarkably 

well versed in oriental languages, to say nothing of theology and philosophy, and it 

is now his intention to further advance his Arabic studies with your assistance. Your 

kindness (humanitas) is well known to all who have had the good fortune of 

conversing with you, from which he entertains the highest of hopes, to advance in 

this field of study under your tutelage. He is indeed worthy of your dispensing to 

him something from the treasure trove of your learning. For he is endowed with 

noble virtues, especially those which become one who wishes to learn: humility, 

 
105 This is mentioned by Thijs in Chart. A 418 fol 56 ‘[…] par l’occasion de Mr. Gerhart, qui m’est recommandé 

par Mr Ludolf […]’ as well as Chart. A 418 fol. 54. A copy of Ludolf’s letter (in French) to Thijs recommending 

Gerhard is extant in a copy Gerhard made, Chart. A 418 fol. 61v-62v. 
106 Chart. A 418 fol. 54. 
107 Chart. A 142 fol. 149r. 
108 Chart. A 418 fol. 60r-v. 
109 Chart. A 418 fol. 60v-61v. 
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aptness for being taught, and a grateful heart with which to bear the fruit which 

many seek in vain. Our friendship was occasioned by the study of Ethiopic, on 

which he embarked at roughly the same time as myself and he has been fostering 

our friendship faithfully up to this day. […] As much as I am already in your debt, 

I shall be further obliged to you if you extend your friendship to Master Gerhard 

and in whatever matter or place I may be of use to you, you need but order, and I 

shall assist you so as to be more of a servant than a student.110 

 

A letter to Golius was also supplied by the octogenarian Jena theologian Johannes Major (1564-

1654), whose chair Gerhard was to inherit just a few years later.111 The theology professor from 

Frankfurt an der Oder, Friedrich Reichert (1608-1653), wrote a letter of recommendation to 

Cocceius; it ends with the note: 

 

I wish to add that the same Master Gerhard is an adjunct at the philosophical faculty 

at the University of Wittenberg and has, with several writings, offered a fine public 

display of his learning applied not only to Hebrew but also to Chaldean, Syriac, 

Arabic, and Ethiopic as other learned men have written to me! They will doubtless 

also commend his undertakings, especially since his erudition is hereditary, 

imitating that of his most learned father.112 

 

 
110 Chart. A 418 fol. 61r. ‘En a[utem] erud[itum] Virum Dn. JEG, cujus jam olim apud TE mentionem feci, is ut 

taceam de Theologia & Philosophia, quam egregie studuit, in linguis Orient[alibus] multum quoque versatus est, 

ac nunc ipsi a[n]i[m]us est, in Arabicis tuo auxilio pergere. Nota est humanitas tua o[mn]ibus quibus felicitas 

contigit te alloquendi, unde spem summam concepit, fore ut in illo studij g[ene]re sub te multum proficiat. Et 

certe dignus est, in quem aliquid ex thesauris eruditionis tuae eroges. Nam ex praeclaris virtutibus praeditus e[st], 

discentium vero virtutes perfecte possidet, humilitatem, docilitatem & gratum a[n]i[m]um ut fructum quem multi 

discentium frustra sperant, abunde ferre po[ss]it. Prima mihi cum ipso amicitia Æthiopicae Linguae occasione 

fuit, cum [e]n[im] fere eodem tempore mecum didicit & exercuit, & amicitiam [fol. 61v] mecum fideliter 

hactenus coluit. Patria ejus saltem sex milliaribus a mea distat, ut si contingeret utrumque domi suae vivere, ut 

quicquid discat alter, inde alter emolumentum captus sit. Cum ig[itu]r multis nominibus jam tibi obstrictus sim, 

multo plus obligatus tibi ero, si Dn. Gerh. locum in amicitia tua concesseris, & in quacumque re ubicumque utilis 

tibi esse queam, manda, jube, operam dabo, ut melior sim famulus, quam discipulus.’ 
111 The letter, written 25 February 1650, is preserved in Gerhard’s transcript: Chart. A 418 fol. 63r-v. 
112 3 January 1650. Chart. A 418 fol. 63v-64r, here 64r. ‘Hoc et[iam] addere volui. Hunc Dn. M. Gerhardum 

e[ss]e Adjunctum Facult. Philos. in Acad. Witteb., atque in publicum edidit quibusdam scriptis specimen 

egregium dedisse studij sui, quod impendit non t[antu]m in Linguam Hebraeam & Chaldaeam, verum et[iam] 

Syram, Arabicam, Æthiopicam, ut alij eruditi viri ad me perscripserunt! Conatus certi hi illius merito 

comendandi veniunt. Inprimis cum eruditio ejus sit haereditaria, aemula doctißimi Parentis.’ 
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A distinguished theologian recommended Gerhard, clearly without knowing his work, on the 

merit of his lineage. More importantly still, Gerhard apparently decided not to use this rather 

bland letter of recommendation when he arrived in Leiden – hence its survival among his 

papers. Another prominent scholar in Leiden whom Gerhard intended to visit was Golius’ 

famous colleague Claude de Saumaise. A letter of recommendation to Saumaise was written 

for him by the scholar and physician Thomas Reinesius (1587-1667). Reinesius too stresses the 

young Gerhard’s parentage; he is not just a promising young scholar of impeccable character 

but also the son of the great Lutheran theologian ‘famous also among you [sc. Reformed]’. How 

deeply this would have impressed the learned Huguenot is hard to tell. Gerhard’s Lutheran well-

wishers repeatedly thought this worth stressing. In any event, Gerhard did meet Saumaise, at 

least once, and the latter added an entry to his album on 20 June 1650.113 

 There is not much more we can say with certainty about Gerhard’s stay in Leiden, other 

than he met several prominent scholars there who contributed entries to his album. This, in 

itself, is no mean achievement. He had been granted an ‘audience’ with Golius, Heinsius, 

Saumaise, and Gerorg Nissel, among others, who were willing to partake in the learned ritual 

of adding a short entry in the album. His excursions to Utrecht (probably during the weeks he 

was spending in Leiden) allowed him to visit the famous female citizen of the Republic of 

Letters, Anna Maria van Schurman,114 and a brief visit to Amsterdam enabled him to meet, 

among others, Georg Gentius, the translator of Sa’adi’s Gulistan,115 and, as mentioned above, 

Menasseh ben Israel and Bernhard Varenius. 

 

[Fig. 16. Georg Gentius’ Persian-Latin entry in Gerhard’s album amicorum. By kind permission of Dr. Don 

Hertzberger.] 

 

These entries in his album testify to the encounters, but say little about their nature other than 

that they were probably courteous. While Thijs and Uchtemann were helpful, I am not aware 

of any exchange between Gerhard and Golius, Saumaise, Heinsius, Nissel, or Boxhorn after 

their encounter in Leiden. If the aim of Gerhard’s stay (of possibly as long as three weeks, to 

 
113 Album amicorum, fol. 29. 
114 Album amicorum, fol. 181 (22 June 1650). Though entries in alba amicorum tend to be formulaic, 

Schurman’s entry is impersonal even by the standards of the genre, dedicating a short Greek quote to ‘the most 

eminent and learned owner of this album’ (praestantissimo doctissimoque Dn. possessori). There is nothing to 

indicate she knew for whom she was writing this short entry. 
115 Album amicorum, fol. 198 (23 June 1650). 
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judge from the entries in the album) in the Mecca of seventeenth-century classical and oriental 

studies was to establish long-lasting connections it was not crowned with success. 

 

[Fig. 17. Golius’s entry in Gerhard’s album amicorum opening with the dictum of the pre-Islamic poet 

Labid, reported in the Hadith: ‘All, except Allah is vain’. By kind permission of Dr. Don Hertzberger.] 

 

Collecting letters of reference before his journey (and further references as his travels 

progressed) was a central preparation, but not the only one. While Latin was still the lingua 

franca of European scholarship in 1650, Gerhard was also improving his French, or perhaps 

learning the language for the first time. A charming testimony to this are his exercises in 

conversational French scribbled among his papers: Pardonne moy Monsieur, de ce que je vous 

donne mon garçon pour vous conduire. Je le fait seulement pour vous en obeire […].116 To this 

is added a list of fifty French figures of speech, required in polite conversation, and their 

German equivalent,117 beginning with Dieu mercy/Gott lob, and Pourquoy?/Wieso?118 and 

moving on to more ambitious samples such as Je mange fort bien, Dieu mercy, je ne me fay 

point prier quand je suis a table/ ich eße Gott lob Wohl, ich laß mich nit bitten wann ich zu 

tische byn and Combien payes vous par semaine/ Wievil gebt Ihr die Woche. These seem to 

have been extracted from Philippe Garnier’s polyglot guide to polite conversation, Gemmulae 

linguarum, latinae, gallicae, italicae & germanicae (1622), a copy of which Gerhard owned.119 

His efforts were not restricted to conversational French. As one might expect, Gerhard, who 

had recently published an ambitious pentaglot grammar, confronted French systematically. 

Among his papers is a compact handwritten guide to French verbs.120 True to his life-long habit 

of arranging alphabetical lists, Gerhard also prepared a table of Latin first names and their 

French equivalent, ranging from Antonius/Antoine to Urbanus/Urbain.121 An impressive 

attestation of his attainments in French is a Latin translation he prepared during his journey, in 

the late summer of 1650, of portions of Jean Pinsson de la Martinière’s recently published Estat 

et gouvernement de la France, comme elle est gouvernée en cette présente année (1650).122 

 
116 Chart. B 917 fol. 66r-70v. Here fol. 66r. 
117 Chart. B 917 fol. 82r-87r. 
118 Chart B 917 fol. 82r. 
119 BG G21/471-1. 
120 Chart. B 917 fol. 75v-77v. Where in fol. 76r he notes ‘Il fait cher vivre a Leipzig.’ 
121 Chart. B 917 fol. 75r. 
122 Chart. B 917 fol. 4r-60v. fol. 4r. ‘Transtuli hunc librum ex Gallico sermone in Latinum Exercitii causâ dum 

Parisiis & Argent. Vixi 1650. M[agister] J[ohann] E[rnst] Gerh[ard].’ 
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After the Hague, Leiden, Utrecht, and Amsterdam Gerhard continued his journey to the 

Southern Netherlands. From there he intended to cross the Channel but the weather and bad 

luck conspired against this plan. Instead he travelled to France and from there to Switzerland, 

from where he worked his way back to Jena, stopping at various centres of learning in the 

Empire on his way. Fortunately, for this part of the journey, from his arrival in Middelburg in 

Zeeland (13 July 1650) to his arrival in Jena (21 April 1651), Gerhard’s travelogue has been 

preserved – Supplementum Itinerarij sive diarij potius Belgici (A supplement to Belgian 

travelogue or rather diary).123 

With the important exception of Paris, this latter part of Gerhard’s journey was probably 

not as illustrious as the summer weeks spent in the Netherlands. It is nonetheless of considerable 

interest. As with the above-considered travelogue of 1642, it reveals an inquisitive and broad-

minded traveller and offers a close-up view of a seventeenth-century scholar on the road. 

In Gerhard’s account of his two-day stay in Middelburg, the capital of Zeeland, there is 

no trace of the tumults the province had undergone during the recently concluded Eighty Years 

War, nor any premonitions of imminent turmoil. The stay began with a leisurely round of 

sightseeing. The following day he attended a service of the Lutheran congregation124 and a 

Reformed service in the afternoon. As we have already observed, the travelling Gerhard was 

confessionally more congenial than he was, and would be, at home. The following week 

Gerhard and his companions were stranded in the neighbouring port town of Vlissingen, from 

where they hoped to cross the Channel. According to Gerhard this was thwarted by adverse 

weather and ‘the sailors’ tardiness’. Whilst waiting to set sail Gerhard attended Reformed 

services. He also used the time in Vlissingen to work on his French and reading about France.125 

A week later we find Gerhard still preparing for his trip to England: ‘Twice we embarked on a 

ship sailing to England, and were forced to disembark as the escorting ship was missing’.126 On 

the 26 July, after almost two weeks, Gerhard and his unnamed companions abandoned their 

journey to England and instead sailed along the coast to France, arriving in Calais the following 

 
123 Chart. B 917 fol. 99r-125r. 
124 This would not have taken place in the octagonal Lutheran Oosterkerk, which was not yet constructed at the 

time of Gerhard’s visit. On Lutheran churches in the Netherlands and their architecture see Andrew Spicer, ‘“Hic 

coeli porta est, hic domus ecce dei”: Lutheran Churches in the Dutch World, c. 1566-1719’, in Lutheran 

Churches in Early Modern Europe, ed. idem (Farnham, 2012), pp. 445-82. 
125 Chart. B 917 fol. 99v. 
126 Chart. B 917 fol. 99v. ‘Bis et[iam] navim, Angliam quae petebat, conscendi. Sed regredi coacti sumus in 

portum propter navis praesidiariae defectum.’ 
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morning.127 From Calais he caught sight of the cliffs of Dover across the Channel, which was 

still beset with stormy conditions. This was the closest Gerhard ever got to England. The same 

evening he arrived at Saint Valery, at the mouth of the Somme. There the company disembarked 

and walked down the Somme valley to Abbeville. Gerhard takes note of several church 

inscriptions128 and notes that the town was unappealing. Like many other towns he visited, 

Abbeville had been devastated in recent times by war and plague. None of this is mentioned. 

From Abbeville the party sailed up the Somme to Amiens, but, alerted that the town was not 

safe, they returned to Abbeville, spending the night in a nearby village.129 The company then 

sailed further down the French coast to Dieppe from where they headed inland to Rouen. 

Having arrived in Rouen (1 August) only to learn that it was plague-infested they decided to 

travel directly to Paris on horseback – though not before visiting some of the town’s churches 

and other public buildings which Gerhard found architecturally interesting.130 

Before entering Paris Gerhard paid a visit to the recently constructed Château de 

Luxembourg, where he was impressed by the gardens. He visited the château together with a 

companion, whom he refers to as the younger Master Trelincurtus – this is probably the 

Huguenot minister and writer Laurent Drelincourt (1625-1680),131 or his younger brother, 

Charles Drelincourt Jr. (1633-1697), the (future) physician, who was still studying in Paris at 

the time. Gerhard also met their father, the Huguenot theologian Charles Drelincourt (1596-

1669).132 

Paris was by far the largest and probably the most imposing city Gerhard ever visited. 

Always a keen observer of architectural monuments, his travelogue makes clear how impressed 

he was. The French capital also boasted a renowned university and scholarly circles, which, 

despite being mostly Catholic, deeply impressed the Jena scholar. While Gerhard did meet 

numerous Huguenots, most of his illustrious acquaintances in Paris were Catholic. His success 

at meeting prominent Parisian scholars is a poignant reminder of how context-bound was 

Europe’s confessionalism. Gerhard, travelling through the Republic of Letters, was happy to 

accept reference letters from Reformed scholars, to travel with Catholic students (as we shall 

see), to attend Reformed and Catholic services, and to admire Catholic churches. Thus on 8 

 
127 Chart. B 917 fol. 100r. 
128 Ibid. ‘Ave Regina coelorum /Ave Domina Angelorum’, at a different church ‘Sic fugit hora brevis sic nostrae 

cuspidis umbra./ Sole nitente niti; sole cadente cadit.’ 
129 Chart. B 917 fol. 100v. 
130 Ibid. fol. 100v-101r. 
131 Chart. B 917 fol. 101v. Gerhard owned a copy (in German) of an anti-Catholic treatise by Drelincourt. See 

BG D146/73-1. 
132 Album amicorum, fol. 173. 
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September, while in Paris, he attended a sermon delivered in German by a Dominican friar at 

the abbey of Saint Germain and reported this in his diary without further comment.133 When in 

Jena, before and after this journey, he was far from charitable to either Catholics or the 

Reformed. Neither the inter-confessional Gerhard on the road, nor the pugnacious Lutheran in 

Jena, I would argue, was hypocritical or less sincere than the other, but rather followed the role 

allotted him by the context in which he was acting. 

Once in Paris Gerhard was attracted to the Sorbonne. Apart from visiting the recently 

constructed Chapelle Sainte-Ursule (Chapelle de la Sorbonne),134 he, quite naturally for an 

academic, attended university disputations, where he was struck by the luxurious ceremonial 

gowns adorned by the opponentes and their rowdy conduct during the disputation, continually 

heckling the respondens. Not surprisingly, he was also taken by the theological auditorium itself 

and notes Cardinal Richelieu’s patronage of the Sorbonne. He concludes his account by 

exclaiming: ‘The structure of the church and equally of the college, which is ample, are 

magnificent and most pleasing to the eye – the likes of which you will see nowhere in the 

Netherlands, Germany, or elsewhere in France!’135 The following day he visited the Collège de 

Navarre.136 

 Three days later (19 August) Gerhard visited the Jesuit college by the Porte St. 

Antoine to wonder at the building after paying a visit to Dupuy137 and Claude Sarrau.138 Gerhard 

continued his sightseeing on that day with a visit to Notre-Dame. As with other Catholic 

churches he visited, he marvelled at the grandeur of the cathedral without commenting on its 

 
133 Chart. B 917 fol. 113v. 
134 Chart. B 917 fol. 102v. 
135 Chart. B 917 fol. 102v ‘horis promeridianis discendentes hinc comites per Gallios meos Helvetios comitatus 

fui. promerid. disputantes in Coll. Sorbonico audivi Sorbonistas, quos in[ter] qui opponentium munere 

funguntur, peculiari vestitu ex pellibus pretiosis gaudent. Clamoribus maximis Respondentem exagitare solent 

non curantes etsi manuum complosione aliquoti[es] ab auditoribus quin & a suis Commilitonibus et sibilentur. 

Auditorium Theol. est amplißimum ac magnificum. […] Collegium incomparabiliter auxit & forsan de novo 

veteri abolito extruxit Cardinalis Richelius, cujus non solum insignia passim cernuntur, sed & Templum talem in 

Collegij area exhibet inscriptionem supra januam lapidi incisam: ARMANDUS JOANNES CARD. RICHELIEU 

SORBONAE PROVISOR ÆDIFICAVIT DOMUM ET EXALTAVIT TEMPLUM SANCTUM DOMINO 

1642. ab extra Templi januae superscriptum DEO OPT. MAX. ARMANDUS CARD. RICHELIUS. Tota 

structura Templi pariter & collegij, quod amplißimum e[st], magnifica est & elegantißima, ade ut vix simile 

Collegium in toto Belgio vel Germania, quin & in Galliis videre liceat!’ 
136 Chart. B 917 fol. 103v. 
137 Either Pierre Dupuy (1582-1651) or his brother Jacques (1591-1656). 
138 Chart. B 917 fol. 104v. ‘Acceßi illustres Viros Dn. Du Pui Bibliothec. & Cons. Reg. Nec non Mr Sarrau 

itidem Consil. Regium in Parl. Paris. Inscriptio litter. CL. Salm. […]’ An entry in the album amicorum by 

Claude Sarrarius is dated 15 September 1650 (fol. 25). 
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Catholicism.139 For the following two days a severe headache and high fever forced Gerhard to 

remain indoors; he used the time to practise his French.140 

 A week later, apparently not fully convalescent, Gerhard began inspecting 

Parisian libraries. At first it was a Jesuit library (26 August) and on the following day he paid 

another visit to Dupuy who showed him the royal library. On 2 September Gerhard had the 

chance to visit the library of the monastery of St. Victor.141 The highlight of his library visits in 

Paris came when he approached Gabriel Naudé (1600-1653), the famous scholar and Cardinal 

Mazarin’s librarian, ‘a most learned and kind man’. Gerhard was allowed ample time to look 

around the Cardinal’s library: 

 

We made good use of this generous permission for almost the entire afternoon. It is 

truly a most bountiful library and holds such an abundance of books that their 

number is said to reach forty-two thousand. […] Among their doublets we bought 

quite a few and that at a reasonable price.142 

 

Though still suffering from what was probably a severe cold (catarrhus), Gerhard met Naudé 

again on 31 August, this time at the librarian’s home.143 Naudé showed his visitor his own 

private library for over an hour. Gerhard notes with pride that, in addition to this hospitality, 

Naudé presented him with several books as a token of his affection. These are eight books 

which Gerhard lists – some of them can still be consulted in the Gerhardina collection at the 

Gotha Research Library.144 Gerhard returned one more time to the Bibliotheque Mazarine to 

inspect the books and present Naudé with a token of his gratitude in the form of a Latin poem.145 

 
139 Chart. B 917 fol. 105v. 
140 Chart. B 917 fol. 106r. 
141 Chart. B 917 fol. 108v-109r. 
142 Chart. B 917 fol. 7r-v. ‘Acceßimus ig[itu]r CL. Dn. Gabr. Naudaeum Cardinalis Mazarini Bibliothecarium, 

virum summe humanum summe doctum, ab eodemque facile impetravimus ut admitteremur ad Bibliothecae 

laudati Dn. Cardinalis perlustrationem: Quo beneficio et[iam] per totum prope meridiam usi sumus. Est v[ero] 

Bibliotheca [fol. 107v] haec amplißima et elegantißima tantamque librorum continet copiam ut illorum numerus 

ad 42000 exsuergere dicatur. Manuscript[a] historica coeteris inserta peculiari t[ame]n ligatura & ordine 

disposita sibique juncta, coetera, quarum haec bibliotheca sex vel septem replebat. Ex superfluis ut [etiam] libris 

[n]o[n] nullos tum tolerabil[i] pretio emimus.’ Some of these books can be found in the Gerhardina. 
143 Gerhard had written down Naudé’s private address. Chart. B 917 fol. 232r. ‘Platea ubi Dn. Naudaeus habitat, 

vocatur Geofroy L’asnir [sc. Geoffroy l’Asnier].’ 
144 Chart. B 917 fol. 108r. 
145 Chart. B 917 fol. 109v. 
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He visited Naudé’s private library once more (5 September) and paid him another visit two days 

later. 

 In addition to further sightseeing and meeting Claude Sarrau to discuss Louis 

Cappel’s controversial work, Gerhard visited the famous Maronite scholar Abraham 

Ecchellensis (1605-1664) in the morning hours of 7 September. Their conversation revolved 

mostly around the Syriac Bible – not surprisingly, considering Gerhard’s recent work on the 

subject. Ecchellensis, a Catholic, stressed the agreement in doctrine between the Maronites and 

the Church of Rome. This will not have been pleasant to Gerhard’s ears, yet he reports 

Ecchellensis’ views without passing judgement.146 The following day he paid a visit to the 

orientalist Gilbert Gaulmin (1585-1665) who showed him his collection of oriental 

manuscripts.147 

 

[Fig. 18. Abraham Ecchellensis’s Syriac-Arabic-Latin entry in Gerhard’s album amicorum. By kind 

permission of Dr. Don Hertzberger] 

 

 The following day Gerhard left Paris. Arriving in Dijon a week later, he 

continued his journey from there to Basel, where he and his companions arrived on 26 

September. No sooner had he arrived than he met the renowned Hebraist Johann Buxtorf Jr. 

(1599-1664) who showed him around the public library – Gerhard was above all impressed by 

its manuscript collection of the Greek Fathers and Greek New Testament codices.148 The 

following day, armed with a reference letter he had obtained in June from Godefroid Hotton in 

Amsterdam,149 he paid a visit to Theodor Zwinger the Younger (1597-1654) ‘a most ardent 

champion of Zwinglianism’. Once again, the Basel theologian’s celebrity seems, in this context, 

to have been more decisive than the confessional differences between the two men.150 

 On 29 September Gerhard and his companions travelled down the Rhine to 

Strasbourg, where Gerhard and Crüger matriculated at the university’s theological faculty.151 

Gerhard remained there until mid-January. In a sense, Gerhard was here in his native intellectual 

 
146 Chart. B 917 fol. 111v. Ecchellensis’ entry on the album comprises of two pious adages. One in Arabic, the 

other in Syriac. Album amicorum fol. 74-5. 
147 Chart. B 917 fol. 113v-114r. 
148 Chart. B 917 fol. 118v-19r. Buxtorf also signed the album amicorum fol. 101. 
149 Gerhard’s transcript of the letter is extant in Chart. A 418 fol. 65r-v. 
150 Chart. B 917 fol. 119r. 
151 Gustav C. Knod, Die alten Matrikeln der Universität Strassburg 1621 bis 1793 vol. 1 (Strasbourg, 1897), p. 

618. Both matriculated on 10 October. 
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and institutional milieu. Not surprisingly, his stay in Strasbourg was the longest. In addition to 

partaking in disputations, Gerhard indulged in sightseeing. To judge from his diary, he was 

particularly impressed by his visit to the hospital (26 November), taking a special interest in the 

chambers in which the insane (amentes) were chained. In one large chamber Gerhard and his 

companions were apparently moved by the sight of a deformed girl of about nineteen years of 

age ‘She parted her mother’s womb with such diminished limbs. They tend to care for at least 

one hundred persons in this xenodochium, whose revenues equal those of a prince.’152 

 During his stay in Strasbourg Gerhard also made some excursions, including 

one to the Jesuit Academy of Molsheim.153 Several years later, he would tell his students in 

Jena that among his companions on the road from Basel to Strasbourg was a Catholic student 

with whom he openly (and amicably, it seems) discussed confessional matters.154 

 Working his way north-east to Jena he stopped in Heidelberg, where he paid a 

visit to the ransacked Palatine library.155 From there he continued to Frankfurt and Mainz (24 

January) where he debated with several Jesuit Fathers, among them the former Protestant Vitus 

Erbermann. Gerhard notes the courtesy with which the Mainz Jesuits treated him.156 He seems 

also to have attended a Catholic service two days later (rebus sacris interfui). 

 There followed about five weeks in Giessen, and then (after a brief return to 

Frankfurt) Fulda (26 March), where Gerhard marvelled at the re-built Catholic Cathedral. From 

there it was a relatively short journey to Gotha via Eisenach. Arriving there on 29 March, 

Gerhard spent a week in the Ernestine residential town, where he was granted access to the 

young princes Johann Ernst and Friedrich. He also met the chancellor Georg von Frantzke and 

the councillor von Hagen. The following week he travelled on horseback to nearby Erfurt – 

nearby but a bi-confessional city under the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Mainz in the midst 

of a staunchly Lutheran part of Germany. Close though he was to Jena, Gerhard was in no hurry 

to return, and spent the next ten days between Arnstadt, Ilmenau, Granichfeld, and Erfurt, 

 
152 Chart. B 917 fol. 121r ‘Camerae in quibus amentes ac ratiosi catenis alligati custodiuntur qui singulis 

mensibus in balinea et[iam] ducuntur, ceu t[ame]n quoque fiebat. […] Tres camerae amplißimae pro aegrotis 

pauperibusque, in quarum una videbamus puellam 19. circiter annorum quae pede sinistro strophiola aliaque 

deficiebat, manu v[ero] dextra linteum tenebat! Ab utero materno ita contractis membris nata. Aluntur ad 

minimum 100. personae in hoc xenodochio, cujus reditus olim Principis reditus, aequarunt.’ 
153 Chart. B 917 fol. 122r. 
154 Johann Ernst Gerhard, Fictitia monarchia pontificis romani debilitata, h.e. consideratio ac ventilatio 

philosophica aliquot, quibus Cardinalis Bellarminus ac Jesuitarum nonnulli P.R. primatum adstruere conantur 

(Jena, 1652), A2v. See chapter five. 
155 Chart. B 917 fol. 122v-23r. 
156 Chart. B 917 fol. 123r. ‘24 Jan. Acceßimus Patres Jesuitas interque eos satis prolixe sermonem miscuimus 

cum Erbermanno Apostatâ ac Cornaeo, qui satis humanum sese nobis pro[]ebat ac in auditoria singula nos 

introducebat.’ 
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finally arriving in Jena on 21 April.157 In July he undertook several minor excursions (Weimar 

and other destinations in the vicinity) which are merely listed laconically in his travelogue.158 

The travelogue ends with a dry reckoning: his entire itinerarium belgicum (including these 

minor excursions after his return home) amounted to 627 miles. Several other minor excursions 

are listed with the miles covered noted in the margins.  

 Johann Ernst Gerhard had now returned to spend the rest of his life in his native 

university town. With his unceremonious reckoning of miles traversed, his days of travel, from 

which he seemed loath to part, were now over. His remaining years were spent in the medium-

sized university town where he was born and his career would be firmly rooted in the academic 

Lutheran milieu rather than in Leiden or Paris, which had dazzled him. His interests, however, 

as we shall see in Chapter Six, were becoming truly global. 

 

 
157 Chart. B 917 fol. 124r-v. 
158 Chart. B 917 fol. 124v-125r. 
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Chapter 5: Professor of History (1652-1655) 

 

On 21 April 1652, a year after returning from his tour of the Republic of Letters, Gerhard was 

appointed professor of history in Jena. The chair had become vacant the previous year when his 

predecessor Christfried Sagittarius (1617-1689) accepted an ecclesiastical post in Altenburg.1 

As a letter from the Gotha councillor Georg von Frantzke2 to Anton Mylius reveals, as early as 

1651 Gerhard was considered for a position in the theological faculty – two years before 

attaining the doctor’s cap. There was, however, some hesitation at the chancellery about such 

an early appointment. Apart from Gerhard, Johann Musaeus and Johannes Tobias Major had 

applied for the post, both considerably older than he and already doctors of theology. Apart 

from reservations about the other candidates’ relatively advanced age and Gerhard’s relative 

youth, his solid grounding in philosophy, theology and numerous languages, as well as the 

contacts he had established during his academic peregrinations, stood him in good stead – as 

did the considerable library he had inherited from his father.3 

Gerhard was eventually appointed to the chair of history – a classic transit post in Jena 

for aspiring theologians and jurists on their way to the coveted posts in the corresponding higher 

faculty. Johan Tobias Major, whose father, Johan Major, was a long-serving professor of 

theology in Jena, succeeded his father in 1654 when the latter died in his ninetieth year. The 

chair was vacated with his untimely death the following year, paving the way for Gerhard. 

Though they decided against appointing the twenty-nine-year-old Gerhard to the theology 

faculty in 1651, the patrons of the university, the several branches of the Ernestine Wettin 

dynasty, were well disposed towards Johann Gerhard’s promising son. That he should 

eventually be appointed to a theological chair, in Jena or elsewhere, must have seemed a 

foregone conclusion. It was clear to all that this appointment as professor of history was a 

stepping-stone rather than the final destination. Gerhard’s predecessor, Sagittarius, wrote to 

congratulate him shortly after his appointment, stating that this was a gateway and a path to 

greater things.4 

 
1 See Julius August Wagenmann’s article in ADB (1890). 
2 Gerhard, as we saw in Chapter Four, had met Frantzke in Gotha on his return journey in the spring of 1651. 
3 Frantzke’s letter (16 August 1651) survives in Gerhard’s transcript, Chart. A 418 fol. 3r-v. 
4 (6 May 1652) Chart. A 137 fol. 208. 
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The most striking feature of Gerard’s output during his three years as professor of 

history is the prominence of political subjects. This is no coincidence or mere personal 

predilection. Since the early seventeenth century the chair of history in Jena was often occupied 

by jurists and theologians and had become a subsidiary subject to both law and theology,5 with 

Johann Michael Dilherr, Johann Musaeus, and Johann Christfried Sagittarius serving in this 

post before Gerhard.6 The appointment of Dilherr, a theologian, to the chair of history did not 

sever its links with the law faculty7 – neither under him nor under his successors, nor even under 

Gerhard in the 1650s. The theological-juristic connections of the chair are apparent in Gerhard’s 

work of the next three years. 

Gerhard’s printed output in his years as professor of history is relatively modest.8 The 

disputations over which he presided, and above all his lecture notes, afford us a more rounded 

picture of his work in the philosophical faculty and offer several insights into developments 

which will form his intellectual focal point in the latter years of his life. If his early years were 

marked by linguistic and biblical studies, the three-year tenure as professor of history seems to 

have ushered in Gerhard’s ‘historical turn’. Owing the auxiliary position of the professorship 

in seventeenth-century Jena, where he catered to the needs of both law and theology students, 

in these years Gerhard tried to do exactly that. His work followed three main strands of 

historical thought: universal history, localized political history, and lectures related to the 

Mirror of Princes tradition without himself offering a Fürstenspiegel in the strict sense. 

Though Gerhard’s lectures on universal history covered both ecclesiastical and secular 

history, the very historiographical genre was embedded in a theological framework. He 

followed the Lutheran scheme developed in the sixteenth century by Philipp Melanchthon and 

Johann Sleidan. Both enjoyed considerable prestige in seventeenth-century historiography and 

in the instruction of history in Lutheran schools and universities. Both Melanchthon and Sleidan 

offered a Protestant variant of universal history which took the Four Monarchies of the Book 

of Daniel as their blueprint.9 A particularly long career was enjoyed by Sleidan’s De quatuor 

summis imperiis (1556), an elaboration of Daniel’s Four Monarchies, identified as the 

 
5 See Werner Mägdefrau, ‘Die Universität Jena als Hochburg der lutherischen Orthodoxie und der 

protestantischen Scholastik in der ersten Hälfte des 17. Jahrhunderts’, in Geschichte der Universität Jena 

1548/58-1958. Festgabe zum vierhundertjährigen Universitätsjubiläum, ed. M. Steinmetz (Jena, 1958), pp. 63-

110, here pp. 92ff. 
6 Mägdefrau, ‘Die Universität Jena als Hochburg’, p. 93. 
7 Mägdefrau, ‘Die Universität Jena als Hochburg’, p. 94. 
8 Excluding his steady output as the editor of his father’s works. 
9 Daniel 2:31-45; 7:2-27. Melanchthon follows, in addition to Daniel’s Four Monarchies, a tripartite division of 

world history derived from the Talmud. See Asaph Ben-Tov, Lutheran Humanists and Greek Antiquity: 

Melanchthonian Scholarship between Universal History and Pedagogy (Leiden, 2009), pp. 42-6. 
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Babylonian, Persian, Greek, and Roman Empires, the latter still existing as the Holy Roman 

Empire. On 4 July 1652, some ten weeks after his appointment, Gerhard announced a series of 

lectures on Sleidan’s work.10 

In July 1652, after excusing himself for having to interrupt his lectures (he had just 

gotten married), Gerhard addressed his audience: 

 

And now, dear fellow-soldiers, accept my arms, that is my quill and desk, and re-

enlist my scroll in our battle against ignorance, which may perhaps be excusable in 

other branches of knowledge but among historians will hardly evade its deserved 

censure, if it is excessive. Bravely then join arms with me! ‘You Greeks, shall ever 

be children,’ complained Solon, if I remember correctly, for to be ignorant of that 

which came to pass before you, is to be forever a child. Dear friends, do not 

resemble the Greeks in the ignorance of so noble a matter, but rather travel with me 

to times passed, and inquire as to what occurred over so many decades in the 

universal theatre of this world since its creation.11 

 

Gerhard’s teaching of universal history was not restricted to expounding Sleidan’s work on the 

Four Monarchies. Thus we find him the following year (1653) delivering a lecture series 

entitled Historiae Universalis tam profanae, quam Ecclesiasticae synopsis, ita elaborata ut 

singularis seculis centenarijs singularia respondent capitula (A summary of both secular and 

ecclesiastical history, thus elaborated so that each short chapter correspond to a single 

century).12 Here, like the Magdeburg Centuries a century earlier, Gerhard follows a framework 

of centuries with the important distinction that he was following anno mundi, rather than anno 

Domini centuries, offering a brief account of events for each century since the Creation. The 

lecture notes, which were never published, break off in Chapter Thirty-Six with the age of 

 
10 Chart. B 480 fol. 284. 
11 Chart. B 480 fol. 284. ‘Agite igitur Commilitones carißimi, arma mea adprehendite, calamum puta scriptorium 

ac chartam, properate meam in militiam, & contra ignorantiam, quae ubi in alijs quibusdam scientijs 

excusationem forte meretur, ita in Historicis, si nimia ea fuerit, reprehensionem justam vix erit declinatura, 

fortiter mecum pugnate. Vos Graeci semper estis pueri, Solonis, ni mea me fallit memoria, vox fuit, quaesitus 

hanc reddidit rationem, quia nescire, quae ante te gesta sunt, hoc semper est esse puerum. Nolite, o mei, Graecis 

eße in rei adeo nobilis ignorantiâ similes, quin mecum, potius, ad tempora migrate priora & quid per tot annorum 

decurias, ex quo conditus mundus est, in universi hujus theatro gestum sit, inquiritur.’ 
12 Chart. B 480 fol. 1r-28v. 
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Haggai, Ezra and Nehemiah, Socrates, and Plato.13 These lectures coincided with Gerhard’s 

publication of his father’s Patrologia, a handbook on patristics.14 

On 18 June 1654 Gerhard wrote an exhortation encouraging the study of ecclesiastical 

history.15 He intended to read such Church historians as Josephus (!), Ruffinus of Aquileia, 

Socrates Scholasticus, Theodoret, and Sozomen, and others, depending on the students’ 

interest. He also advertised his intention to lecture on ecclesiastical history following the 

account offered by the sometime general superintendent in Weimar Johann Kromayer (1576-

1643).16 This Lutheran summary of Church history from Creation to the Synod of Dort (1618) 

was published by Kromayer in 1620 as an appendix to his Epitome libri christianae 

concordiae.17 Gerhard delivered his lecture course on Kromayer’s history from July to 

September 1654,18 reaching the reign of Constantine the Great and the adoption of Christianity 

as the religion of the Roman Empire.19 It is interesting to note that he ends his lectures on 

Church history at such an early point – Kromayer, whom he was following, followed 

ecclesiastical history to the threshold of Gerhard’s own time. While the reason for this may 

have been prosaic, Church history from the Creation to Constantine was relatively non-

controversial – while Kromayer’s work was often polemical. 

More interesting perhaps than the lecture series itself is the fact that it was interrupted 

under dramatic circumstances on 11 August (New Style): a full solar eclipse which Gerhard 

and his contemporaries were to see the following day.20 The solar eclipse of 12 August 1654 

was broadly seen as a grim omen and occasioned sombre speculations throughout the globe.21 

It would also become famous through Pierre Bayle’s scathing comments in his Pensées diverses 

on the widespread fears it occasioned.22 Gerhard’s colleague, the recently appointed professor 

 
13 Chart. B 480 fol. 28r-v. 
14 Johann Gerhard, Patrologia, sive de primitivae ecclesiae christianae doctorum vita ac lucubrationibus 

opusculum posthumum (Jena, 1653). The publication came just three months before Gerhard was made doctor of 

theology. He signed the dedication on 20 April 1653 as ‘L. Johannes Ernestus Gerhardus’ – L for licentiatus (an 

academic grade preceding the doctorate) rather than the M for magister, which he had hitherto used (fol. B4v). 
15 Chart. B 480 fol. 283. 
16 On Kromayer see Theodor Mahlmann, ‘Johannes Kromayers Wirken für Schule und Kirche im frühen 17. 

Jahrhundert’, Pietismus und Neuzeit. Ein Jahrbuch zur Geschichte des neueren Protestantismus 20 (1994), pp. 

28-54. 
17 Johann Kroamyer, Epitome libri christianae concordiae una cum indiculo historiae ecclesiasticae in usum 

ecclesiarum ac scholarum inclyti ducatus Saxo-Vinariensis adornata (Weimar, 1620), pp. 279-479. 
18 Chart. B 480 fol. 98r-107r. Ad indiculum historiae ecclesiasticae a M. Joh. Kromayero Ducatus Vini quondam 

superint. generale luci datum. Nota breves ad seculum millenarii quarti ultimum. 
19 Chart. B 480 fol. 39r-50r. 
20 On the solar eclipse 12 August 1654 and its intellectual ramifications see Elisabeth Labrousse, L’Entrée de 

Saturne au Lion: l’éclipse de soleil du 12 aoât 1654 (The Hague, 1974). 
21 Geoffrey Parker, Global Crisis: War, Climate Change and Catastrophe in the Seventeenth Century (New 

Haven, 2013), p. 10. 
22 Bayle, Pensées diverses, § 51. 
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of mathematics Erhard Weigel (1625-1699),23 published, shortly before the event, the first 

known map of the eclipse’s totality, strikingly close to modern maps of the same solar event. 

These were part of a dissertation he composed, which was presented and debated in Jena the 

day before the eclipse, i.e. on the same day that Gerhard interrupted his lectures on ecclesiastical 

history.24 Gerhard, as we shall see in the next chapter, was acquainted with, or at the very least 

cognizant of, Weigel’s work.25 On the day before the eclipse, and on the very same day that 

Weigel’s student offered his master’s accurate astronomical calculations, Gerhard interrupted 

his own lectures on early ecclesiastical history to deliver a lecture which was never published: 

Dissertatio historico politica de eclipsi magna solari, ad diem quae futura crastinum est h.e. 2. 

Augusti anni 1654 (A historical-political dissertation on the great solar eclipse, which is due 

tomorrow, i.e. 2 August 1654).26 Despite the title, this is an address rather than a dissertation. 

It opens on a sober note, possibly meant to assuage the anxiety of some of his students, assuring 

them that eclipses, like comets, are not portents. Having said that, Gerhard does not preclude 

the possibility that major or full eclipses may have an effect, known to God alone. Referring to 

the sixteenth-century Palatine astronomer Cyprian von Leowitz (1524-1574),27 Gerhard points 

out that total eclipses are in fact not total – a modest part of the sun is still visible, and their 

effects (which he does not categorically deny) do not begin to manifest themselves until some 

time after the event. So eclipses, while not portents, may have tangible effects on the course of 

human history – and with this the tone of Gerhard’s address changes: 

 

That they [sc. the consequences of eclipses] do indeed follow is well attested by 

historians and other [writers]: a severe rise in the price of grain, turmoil in republics 

and kingdoms, and the dreadful destruction of cities and entire regions through 

plague and warfare. 

 

 
23 On Weigel see Otto Knopf, Die Astronomie an der Universität Jena von der Gründung der Universität im 

Jahre 1558 bis zur Entpflichtung des Verfassers im Jahre 1927 (Jena, 1937), pp. 20-43. 
24 Erhard Weigel, Secundae partis geoscopiae selenitarum disputatio secunda De eclipsibus tum in genere, tum 

in specie De magna solis eclipsi, d 2. Aug. proximefutura (Jena, 1654). 
25 A further disputation written and supervised by Weigel on the 26 of the same month (Old Style) bears an 

elegiac couplet by Gerhard congratulating Theophilius Wild, the student defending the disputation, Secundae 

partis Geoscopiae selenitarum disputatio prima [sic] De phrasibus terrae (Jena, disputed 26 August 1654), E3r. 
26 Chart. B 480 fol. 41r-v. Dissertatio historico politica de eclipsi magna solari, ad diem quae futura crastinum 

est h.e. 2. Augusti anni 1654 (i.e. 12 August new style). 
27 Gerhard owned a copy of Leowitz’s Eclipsium omnium ab anno Domini 1554. vsque in annum Domini 1606 

(Augsburg, 1556). FBG shelf mark Math. 20 43/1 (BG L88/516-9). 
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And so, the solar eclipse of 27 March 1604 did not have any immediate effects, but did 

eventually lead, according to Gerhard, to the Gunpowder Plot of January 1606! A further 

retarded effect of the 1604 eclipse was the Venetian Interdict imposed by Paul V in 1606. But 

just as the supposed Jesuit plot to assassinate James I had failed, so the Papal power struggle 

with the Serenissima ended with the expulsion of the Jesuits, ‘the most pestilent of men’, from 

Venice. All this was written by a scholar who, two years earlier, had been shown around Jesuit 

libraries in France.28 This may seem a dubious line of argument and unlikely comfort for 

anxious students attending his lectures a day before a feared solar eclipse, but the point must 

also have been to assure his audience that, however menacing the consequences of such cosmic 

events may be, they would not be immediate – and that the upheavals of 1606, linked to the 

eclipse of 1604, ended with Jesuit and Papal defeat. Nothing menacing was about to happen on 

the following day. The eclipse indeed occurred and, as Gerhard predicted, he and his students 

survived. The lectures on Church history were resumed. 

This was followed in October 1654 by an introduction to chronology and world 

geography, the ‘two eyes’ of history,29 and a more general lecture on chronology in November. 

Gerhard’s geography lectures are, at first glance, strikingly old fashioned; ‘Before all else it 

must be ascertained that the entire world is, so to speak, posited in the centre of and surrounded 

by a body of water, commonly known as the Ocean.’ This great Ocean encompasses the three 

great islands of Europe, Asia, and Africa, the part of the world long known to Europeans. 

Gerhard hastens to add the fourth ‘great island’ of North and South America.30 We also have a 

brief and incomplete collection of loci compiled by Gerhard on regions in Europe, Asia, and 

Africa.31 This abortive collection, with only a few entries, consists primarily of references to 

available works of scholarship.32 Gerhard who, as we shall see, was interested in South East 

 
28 Chart. B 480 fol. 41v. ‘Videatur simi[li]t[e]r Mercur. Gallo-Belgicus T. 5 p. 738 & seqq. it. 6. circa initium 

Subsequuta tandem & pestis gravißima est, q[uae] orbem terrarum misere afflixit. Quam coeco vero odio 

excommunicationis fulmen in Ducem ac Senatum Venetum Pontifex Romanus Paulus V. eod. anno [] exillorum 

temporum Historiâ notum. Inter omnia vero quam salutariter decretal a[]iße fuerunt, hoc o[mn]i[n]o felicißimum 

Venetorum Reip. obtigit, quod Jesuitarum hominum pestilentißimorum sectae atque ordini universo territorio 

Veneto interdicto: quas peste Reip. quod quamvis vehementer a Rege suo noblitas Politica extirpari peteret, 

impetrare t[ame]n illud haut potuit. Freti igitur Jesuitae tantâ Regis indulgentiâ multas in regno isto turbas 

excitarunt, de quibus Merc. Gall Belg. itemque Cluverus.’ And ibid. ‘Notat v[ero] Levitius eclipsin illam 

effectus suos auspicaturam demum d. 16. Junij a 1606. eosque desituros d. 28. Junij 1608. quid v. annus 1606 

peperit rerum novarum. Sat experta id Anglia fuit, cujus Rex, Regina cum liberis o[mn]esque adeo Magnates uno 

qs. pulveris nitrato sive tormentarij ictu interemti Jesuitarum parricidio fuißent, nisi DEUS, detractâ mirabiliter 

sceleratorum conjura[ti]o[n]e, Regnum illud a praesentißimo periculo liberaßet.’ 
29 Chart. B 480 fol. 108r-111v. Observationum ad tabulas chronologicas. Praelegi isthaec anno 1654 mense Sept. 

& Oct. post absolutam primam partem Historiae Ecclesiasticae. 
30 Chart. B 480 fol. 128r. Extant is also a short undated note on South American geography and Spanish rule 

based on Philipp Clüver, Chart. B 480 fol. 128r. 
31 Chart. B 480 fol. 87r-92r. 
32 See e.g. Gerhard’s entry on Ethiopia: Chart. B 480 fol. 87r. 
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Asia, hastens to add Malaysia (insula Mayllanica) as the final great part of world geography. 

Lecturing over a century before James Cook’s expeditions, he notes that Malaysia is called 

Australia, being the southernmost (australis) of the great islands which make up the land 

masses of our world.33 To judge from his lecture notes, students expecting Gerhard’s oriental 

scholarship to flow into these lectures would have been disappointed. One of the first European 

scholars to attempt a grammar of Ethiopic seven years earlier, Gerhard has remarkably little to 

say about Africa, mentioning Ethiopia (regnum Abyßinorum) only fleetingly in a sketchy 

account of the continent. 

A polemical leitmotif which Gerhard inherited from his father was his attack on Robert 

Bellarmine, well attested in both his published works and manuscripts. One printed example 

for this was published during his tenure as professor of history. On 29 Mai 1552 he presented 

his dissertation The fictitious monarchy of the Roman Pontiff with his fellow theology student, 

Severus Christoph Olpius (1623-1673) acting as respondens. As the full title makes clear, the 

work is primarily a rebuttal of the claims for papal supremacy made by Bellarmine and several 

other Jesuits.34 Gerhard, who was on amicable terms with Catholics when travelling, entertains 

a less than civil tone when crossing scholarly swords with confessional adversaries. 

Accordingly, the short work opens with an exercise in academic sarcasm: 

 

It is told by Socrates [the fifth-century church historian] of the Emperor Julian the 

Apostate that he was so far advanced in stupidity or arrogance as to convince 

himself that the spirit of Alexander the Great had entered him. If the Roman Pontiffs 

were to commit the same error and imagine that the spirit of the Apostle Peter had 

withdrawn into them, so that on the death of one Pontiff it would sink into the body 

of his successor […], such a political conceit may perhaps be excused – and yet, 

while they attribute infallibility and supreme power to the seat and succession alone, 

which relies to a great extent on dubious faith, I wonder whether, by this lie, they 

are betraying their stupidity or rather their great arrogance – whichever it may be, 

they are doing so unusually well. Ill would fare St. Peter’s spirit if, through such a 

miserable fall, it were driven into the often abominable and most disgraceful bodies 

of the Bishops of Rome! From which, surely, it would be no wonder if on the death 

 
33 Chart. B 480 fol. 108r-v. 
34 Fictitia monarchia pontificis romani h.e. consideratio ac ventilatio philosophica aliquot rationum, quibus 

Cardinalis Bellarminus ac Jesuitarum nonnulli P[ontificis] R[omani] Primatum adstruere conantur (Jena, 

1652). 
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of such a Pontiff (or beast), it were forced to migrate into the body of some impure 

monster, following, that is, the Cabbalistic teaching called Gilgul, expounded by 

Elias Levita.35 

 

Written a year after his tour of the Republic of Letters, an echo of this journey, and a kindlier 

interconfessional spirit can be heard fleetingly: 

 

I do not think that all those, even if adhering to the Pontifical religion, will be so 

brazen as to flatly deny this. But I hope rather that many will be found, who will 

openly admit what a certain Netherlander (who is otherwise an eager defender of 

the Roman Catholic religion, for he has been steeped in that religion since 

childhood), who making his way back from Rome to his homeland, and travelling 

together with me from Basel to Strasbourg, affirmed in the presence of many others, 

with unambiguous and clear words, namely that the Roman Pontiff (I use his words) 

could rightly be accused of the vice of simony and was by far the greatest thief.36 

 

From the very outset, Gerhard makes clear that his work is directed primarily at Jesuit bolstering 

of Papal claims –Bellarmine’s in particular as well as those of Jacob Gretser of Ingolstadt (both 

dead at the time).37 Gerhard rejects Bellarmine’s argument that Peter’s move to Rome indicated 

 
35 Gerhard, Fictitia monarchia pontificis romani, A2r. ‘Proditum (a Socrate l.3. c. 18) memoriae de Imperatore 

Juliano Apostata est, eo processisse eum sive stultitiae sive superbiae, ut persvaserit sibi, Alexandri Magni in se 

migrasse animam. Pontifices Romani si eundem errarent errorem, ac sibi imaginerentur, Petri Apostoli 

concessisse in ipsos animam, ita ut post unius obitum in successoris devolvatur corpus (qvo videlicet securius 

credatur ab imperitis, quod errandi infallibilitas juxta cum universali in Ecclesiam Christianam Dominio locum 

in illis haberet) excusari forsan dolus hujusmodi politicus in iisdem posset: ast dum infallibilitatem 

supremamque adeo potestatem sedi solum alligant ac successione, quae dubia tamen admodum nititur fide, 

nescio certe, an stultitiam magis commento isto produnt suam, an v[ero] fastum ingentem. utrumque sane 

egregie. Male v[ero] cum B. Petri ageretur anima, si miserando hujus generis casu […] in obscoena saepe 

Pontificum Romanorum ac maxime propudiosa detruderetur corpora! E quibus certe fato defuncto tali Pontifice 

vel bestia, mirum non esset, si derepente in spurcissimae cujusdam beluae migrare corpus cogeretur, juxta 

Cabbalisticam scilicet, ab Elia Levita voce גלגול recensitam sententiam.’ 
36 Gerhard, Fictitia monarchia pontificis romani, A2v. ‘Non existimo fore omnes, Pontificiae religioni licet sint 

addicti, frontis adeo perfrictae, ut pernegent hoc, sed inventum potius iri spero non paucos, qvi ultro fatantur 

idem, quod Belga quidam (& ipse alias religions Catholicae Romanae defensor sat impiger, quippe a teneris 

religionis istius sacris imbutus) superiori anno Româ in patriam tendens Basileâque Argentoratum iter mecum 

faciens, disertis verbis praesentibus multis affirmabat P[ontificem] R[omanum] adeo (retineo verba propria) de 

Simoniae vitio jure accusari atque furem esse longe maximum. Neque tamen haec private solum Pontificum 

Roman. vitia sunt, vet alia, de quibus commissis doleant, sed publica, & quae scriptis etiam aulae papalis 

gnathones defendere, haut erubescunt.’ 
37 Gerhard, Fictitia monarchia pontificis romani, A3r-v. 
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the foundation of the seat of the Church in the city and Papal succession. Confessional polemics 

may not have brought out the most charitable side of Gerhard (or his contemporaries) but they 

did occasionally lead to a spark of humour. Gerhard leaves open the question of whether the 

Apostle Peter had actually been a bishop in Rome for twenty-four years. What is clear is that 

‘this Jesuit’ (Gerhard here means Gretser, who had died in 1625) has for the last twenty-four 

years been chastised in Purgatory to make amends for his sophistry. The brunt of Gretser’s 

argument was that Peter had been bishop of Rome, regardless of whether he was in Rome or 

not. Gerhard retorts that he will insist that the Jesuit sophist was being tormented in Purgatory 

(in which, as a Protestant, he did not believe), whether or not he was actually there.38 

At the time of his professorship in the lower faculty Gerhard was completing his 

theological studies and in 1653 became a doctor of theology. It was also clear to all involved 

that he was destined for a professorship in theology. His tenure as a professor of history was, 

however, by no means exclusively theological in orientation; a considerable portion of his time 

was dedicated to historical topics, tailored to the interest and needs of aspiring jurists and 

members of the political elite. 

 

Cyrus, Athens, Alexander the Great, and the Mirror of Princes 

 

Gerhard’s lectures on chronology and ecclesiastical history are preserved among his 

manuscripts; none of them were published. This is not surprising. These were lucid 

introductions but nothing an ambitious scholar, who had recently published a harmonic 

grammar of oriental languages, would wish to circulate in print. With the exception of his 

father’s posthumous work, Gerhard’s printed output during his tenure as professor of history 

was modest in scope and related exclusively to political history. 

A good example of the political-juristic aspects of Gerhard’s activity as professor of 

history is offered by a dissertation over which he presided in April 1654 entitled, On Athenian 

ostracism and other similar remedies by which excessive and suspicious power of citizens could 

 
38 Gerhard, Fictitia monarchia pontificis romani, B1v ‘[…] an Romae Petrus fuerit Episcopus. Ecquomodo enim 

affirmari poterit, Petrum Apostolum sedisse Romae Episcopum, & quidem per 24. annos ac qui excurrunt 

menses, negato tamen vel modo in dubio relicto: an Romae fuerit. Idem certe est, ac si dicerem: Jesuita hic vel 

ille per quatuor & viginti annos in purgatorio sedit, ut pro cavillationibus suis sive igni ibi corporeo aliquot 

ustuletur, sive aqua (nam & hanc in purgatorio esse Bonaventura in 4. Sent. Disput. adserit,) purgetur: in dubio 

tamen relinquerem, certe statuerem non necessum esse, ut affirmative decidam, si quaerat aliquis: an fuerit in 

purgatorio ille Jesuita.’ 
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be broken.39 The short treatise considers ostracism as a political phenomenon of the Athenian 

polis in the fifth century B.C. The rest of the dissertation is markedly ahistorical, considering 

whether this extreme measure was just, as well as the moral aspects of other measures meant to 

curtail the accumulation of excessive power in the hands of prominent citizens, and the ways 

prominent men could clear themselves of such suspicion. The historical treatment of ostracism 

is rather thin – Gerhard entitled the piece discursus civilis, rather than disputatio historica – it 

was clearly meant as a contribution to the training of future jurists, not an exhaustive exercise 

in ancient history. A central concern of those who rule is the preservation of the commonwealth. 

What is the use of a commonwealth, even if arranged perfectly according to Platonic wisdom, 

Gerhard asks, if its constitution cannot be defended from being overturned? ‘External danger is 

often patent and can be repelled with an army. Internal overthrow is prepared in stealth and can 

go undetected. With internal sedition, the commonwealth fosters its own enemy.’ The 

custodians of the commonwealth are then either oppressed or bribed, as was the case with Philip 

of Macedon’s subversion of the Athenian constitution.40 Another locus classicus for political 

subversion on which he dwells is the fall of the Roman Republic, referring his audience on this 

point to the recent work of his colleague, the Jena jurist Georg Adam Struve (1619-1692) and 

his Exercitatio feudalis (1652).41 

Concerning the justice of ostracism and the objection that it penalized civic virtue (a not 

inconsiderable argument, when one considers how ostracism was actually used in Athens) 

Gerhard espouses a utilitarian point of view: while it is pointless to deny that occasionally 

virtuous citizens, who would not dream of harming the commonwealth, had fallen victim to 

ostracism, it is a price worth paying in order to free the state from the danger of overbearing 

citizens, ‘for even a good man may have a change of heart and the reputation for integrity has 

often paved the way to deception.’42 ‘It is better that, on occasion, private citizens should suffer 

an injustice than for the commonwealth to be jeopardized for their sake.’43 Harsh words to 

modern ears but a perfectly reasonable sentiment in a society which had just experienced the 

 
39 Discursus de ostracismo Atheniensium aliisque similibus remediis, quibus nimia et suspecta civium potentia 

infringi potest (Jena, 1654). The student defending the dissertation was Matthäus Göbel of Bautzen. 
40 Gerhard, De ostracismo, A2r-v. 
41 Gerhard, De ostracismo, A3r. Two of Struve’s letters to Gerhard have been preserved, albeit unrelated to this 

dissertation. Chart 137 fol. 84r-85v (1647) and Chart. A 702 fol. 336r-337v (1668). 
42 Gerhard, De ostracismo, B2r. ‘Nec est, quod contra ostracismum objiciat quis: hoc modo saepius feriri 

innoxiam virtutem & quae honoranda potius, quam plectanda sit. Facilis enim est ex praedictis responsio. Licet 

enim diffiteri vix possit, posse contingere, ut innocens quis damnetur & removeatur is, qui ne per somnium 

quidem de invadenda Rep. cogitavit. Satius tamen est, & longe tutius, liberare hoc metu Remp. quam perpetuo 

periculo exponere. Potest enim & bonus mutare animam & candoris fama saepe stravit viam ad decipiendum.’ 
43 Gerhard, De ostracismo, B2v. ‘Satius igitur est, privatos pati interdum injuriam, quam ut eorum causa Resp. 

periclitetur.’ 
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havoc of the Thirty Years War. Gerhard’s toleration of injustice to an individual for the sake of 

the common good is, however, neither universal nor all permitting. He has here nothing but the 

harshest condemnation for the practice of newly ascended Ottoman sultans of having siblings 

put to death in order to secure the stability of their rule.44 

Another objection to ostracism, which Gerhard wishes to refute, is the possibility that 

this measure leads (note the present tense) to the restraint of virtue. Who would take upon 

himself to excel in civic affairs at the risk of being ostracised? Interestingly, here too Gerhard’s 

argument is ahistorical: ‘But this is the very spirit (genius) of an exalted mind, that it heeds not 

that which can be an impediment in its race to the summit of true virtue.’45 Athenian history of 

the fifth century BC offers numerous opportunities to question this point – but Gerhard, it would 

seem, is concerned here with a general moral-political argument. 

The legalistic orientation of the disputation is also made patent by the appended 

corollary (a series of further points for debate, not directly related to the concrete subject matter 

of the disputation at hand), in which Gerhard’s interest in natural law and in the work of Hugo 

Grotius in particular is attested. The points raised in the corollary (all of which are legalistic in 

nature) include the following: 

A hostile legate may be punished without injury to the law of nations (jus gentium), Gerhard 

politely disagreeing with Hugo Grotius ‘the man of highest genius’. Gerhard, nonetheless, 

agrees with Grotius that the fear of a neighbouring power does not in itself constitute the 

grounds for a just war against it. Another corollary point, appended to this dissertation on the 

legitimate means of curtailing over-powerful citizens, flatly denies Julius Caesar’s assassins 

any legitimacy. Gerhard also proves to be a loyal subject of the Holy Roman Empire, with the 

Thirty Years War still a painfully vivid memory, stating that the King of Spain is not more 

powerful than the Emperor and that in the event of a war between the Holy Roman Empire and 

the Ottomans, it would be permissible to shift the fighting into Ottoman territory if an Ottoman 

invasion is feared – despite his argument above. Gerhard is displeased with Justus Lipsius’ 

scathing critique of the complexities of Imperial law, despite being, as we shall see, a careful 

and mostly admiring reader of Lipsius. This scholarly loyalty to the Empire culminates in Point 

 
44 Gerhard, De ostracismo, D2r. Sultanic fratricide elicited different reactions from European political thinkers, 

ranging from disgust and condemnation to machiavellian approval. See Noel Malcolm, Useful Enemies: Islam 

and the Ottoman Empire in Western Political Thought 1450-1750 (Oxford, 2019). See e.g. p. 166 (Machiavelli), 

360 (Samuel de Sorbière’s grim approval). 
45 Gerhard, De ostracismo, B3r. ‘Sed hic est genius excelsae mentis, nihil curare, quod esse sibi ad verae virtutis 

culmen grassanti impedimento possit. Supra fortunam illa eminet, & nihil tam praepeditum ipsi, quod forti 

conamine transcendere non audeat.’ 
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Ten: ‘Is the rule over the entire world owed to the [Holy] Roman Emperor according to the Law 

of Nature? I affirm that it is.’ 

On 17 December 1653 he presided over a dissertation on Cyrus the Great presented by 

his brother Johann Andreas Gerhard, who, becoming a doctor of law in Jena in 1660, would go 

on to pursue a career at the courts of Anhalt and Zerbst.46 

A recurring (and somewhat surprising) theme in Gerhard’s lectures as professor of 

history is his use of Alexander the Great as an example of a just ruler. Thus, in June 1654, he 

delivered a lecture entitled Boni Principis Imago in Alexandro Magno repraesentata (The 

image of the good prince shown in Alexander the Great).47 On 21 May 1654 he announced his 

lectures on Alexander the Great, having completed his lectures on the first and second 

Monarchies (presumably still following Sleidan). Gerhard announced his intention of covering 

Alexander’s biography in a single month – at the same time, he explained, this would serve as 

an exposition of the perfect ruler.48 This one-month lecture course (June 1654) is sketched in a 

Ramistic table,49 and the lecture notes themselves have also survived.50 An undated manuscript 

advertising the new lecture course announces Alexander as a unique manifestation of regal 

virtue. Whereas other rulers excelled in a given virtue, in Alexander princely virtues flowed 

into his person like rivers into the ocean!51 This may seem startling, but Gerhard was serious in 

using Alexander of Macedon, whom he reached in the course of his lectures on Sleidan, as a 

historical-political (or rather moral-political) exemplum. What Gerhard has to say about the 

Macedonian conqueror is non-theological and only thinly historical – the short-lived founder 

of the Hellenistic Empire is of interest to him in the present context as a platform for a 

Fürstenspiegel lecture-course. 

 That this portrayal of Alexander the Great should be taken as a moral-philosophical 

argument rather than a strictly historical one is suggested at the outset of the lengthy 

unpublished lecture. Not unlike many other Lutheran scholars of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries (even after the Schmalkaldic War and the Thirty Years Wars), Gerhard expresses his 

admiration for the Habsburg Charles V who, Gerhard tells us, on listening to a panegyric in his 

honour, prudently expressed his approval thereof, not as a faithful portrayal of his humble self, 

but as an admonition concerning the virtues he should possess. Likewise, Cyrus the Great, were 

 
46 Gerhard, Cyrum primum persarum monarcham [...] exponit Johannes Andreas Gerhardus (Jena, 1653). 
47 Chart. B 480, fol. 96r-v. 
48 Chart. B 480 fol. 286. 
49 Chart. B 480 fol. 96. 
50 Chart. B 480 fol. 113r-121v. 
51 Chart. B 480 fol. 341. 
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he to read Xenophon’s idealized portrayal, would recognize in the Athenian writer a 

philosopher setting out the ideal upbringing and character of a virtuous ruler, rather than a 

historian.52 A similar comment on Xenophon’s Cyropaedeia can be found in Gerhard’s 

dissertation on Cyrus of the previous year.53 The Jena history professor was interested in 

political history as a storehouse of wisdom rather than in the search for wie es eigentlich 

gewesen. The second lecture dwells on Alexander as a paragon of regal clemency. Quoting 

selectively from Plutarch, Gerhard celebrates Alexander’s gregariousness – raising the goblet 

more for the sake of company than drink (!). The Macedonian bore contumely with grace, 

showing favour to those who had spoken ill of him – a sign of true regal character, clemency, 

and kindness.54 This is evinced not only in his supposed magnanimous treatment of vanquished 

enemies but also in his concern for the many orphans his wars created.55 All this must have 

resonated with students attending Gerhard’s lectures just a few years after the end of the Thirty 

Years War. The lecture concludes on an ominous note: 

 

Since Alexander was a king of such a nature and of such magnitude it is no wonder 

that on his departure from human affairs, in the flower of his days, Macedonians 

and Barbarians vied in their manifestations of mourning to the extent that, in their 

common grief, one could no longer tell apart victor from vanquished. And so, you 

princes who strive to fortify your realms by both benevolence and authority, 

consider Alexander the Great and take care to be free of internal fraud and the snares 

of your subjects which Alexander, that most mighty of kings and most laudable 

paragon and measure of kings, could discern but not escape.56 

 

[Fig. 19. An undated ramistic table in Gerhard’s hand setting out the biography, or rather the essence of 

Alexander the Great. FBG Chart. B. 480 fol. 97.] 

 

 
52 Chart. B 480 fol. 113r-v. 
53 Gerhard, Cyrum primum persarum monarcham, A2v. ‘praeprimis cum dudum observatum sit ab Eruditis, 

quod Xenophon, in laudibus quippe Cyri totus occupatus, saepius leges justae Historiae transgressus fuerit.’ 
54 Chart. B 480 fol. 114v. 
55 Chart. B 480 fol. 115v. 
56 Chart. B 480 fol. 121r. ‘Talis itaque cum extiterit tantusque Rex Alexander, mirum non est, ipso in aetate flore 

rebus exemto humanis, Macedones pariter Barbarosque certatim quoddam edidiße moeroris, adeo quidem ut 

victo a victoribus in communi dolore discerni haut potuerint. Agite nunc Principes qui benevolentia pariter & 

auctoritate stabilire regna vestra anhelatis, adspiciate Alexandrum Magnum, Date t[ame]n operam quo ab 

intestina modo fraude ac vestrorum insidijs securi sitis. Has ut ut p[ro]be sciverit, effugere [fol. 121v] tamen 

fatali q[ua]si haut potuit Alexander, rex ille potentißimus, Regum ille laudatissimorum exemplum ac norma.’ 
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It is not hard to see why Gerhard never published this, or any of his other, historical lectures. 

The Alexander Fürstenspiegel was hardly a piece to enhance his scholarly reputation, nor was 

it intended to. It was not meant as a work of scholarship, but as part of the academic training of 

future jurists and the education of aristocrats at the university of Jena. It emerged from 

Gerhard’s hope that his moralising lectures on Alexander would inculcate in them some moral 

values. This is not to suggest that his audience at this lecture was exclusively, or even 

predominantly, aristocratic, but that he had aristocrats in mind – and possibly non-noble 

students, like his younger brother, the above-mentioned Johann Andreas, who would pursue 

legal studies in Jena followed by a career at court. However bland Gerhard’s disputation on 

Cyrus and his Alexander lecture may seem to a modern reader of his papers, they were meant 

as a pedagogical-political contribution to the well-being of post-Westphalian German 

principalities. It should also be noted that the Alexander lecture, essentially utilizing the 

Macedonian ruler as a test case for regal clemency, avoids mention of the obvious classical 

reference – Seneca’s De clementia. Gerhard does not seem to have any interest in, or sympathy 

for, Stoic philosophy, and his case for regal clemency bears no traces of a stoic argument. It is 

also revealing that his repeated references to Justus Lipsius are to the Politica rather than to De 

constantia. Gerhard and his students had experienced the recent savagery of chronic warfare. 

His verbose appeal to princely moderation and clemency may be lacking in sophistication but 

may well have resonated in the Jena auditorium with an urgency lost on modern readers. 

 Gerhard’s political appeal was essentially moral. Nowhere does he contemplate the 

desirability or even possibility of alternative forms of government. He was himself embedded 

in the world of small and medium-sized principalities and their patronage, and corresponded 

with several German princes and their consorts, including August of Sachsen-Weißenfels 

(1614-1680),57 Ernst I of Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg, who closely followed and assisted his career 

and Wilhelm IV of Saxe-Weimar (1598-1662), Ernst’s younger brother, whose youngest son 

Friedrich (1640-1656) was studying in Jena. Their correspondence was not limited to the duke’s 

son: on 29 August 1657 the duke wrote to Gerhard to thank him for a pair of spectacles he had 

sent him.58 An interesting case in point is Count Otto Wilhelm von Königsmarck (1639-1688) 

who, after studying in Jena, and being elected rector magnificus at the tender age of fifteen,59 

 
57 Chart. A 418 fol. 70. On August see Im Land der Palme. August von Sachsen (1614-1680) Erzbischof von 

Magdeburg und Fürst in Halle, ed. B. E. H. Schmuhl (in collaboration with T. Bauer-Friedrich) (Halle, 2014). 
58 Chart. A 418 fol. 82. 
59 See Perillustri ac generosissimo comiti ac domino, domino Ottoni Guilielmo Konigsmarc […] Universitatis 

Jenensis rectori magnificentissimo, domino suo perclementi fasces academicos VII. Kl. Maii solenniter tributos 

humili acclamation comitatur Johannes Ernestus Grhardus (Jena, 1655) FBG Theol 2° 00370/01 (5). 
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would eventually pursue an illustrious military career, mostly in the service of the Swedish 

crown and, during the Turkish Wars, would also leave a lamentable mark on world history by 

accidentally destroying the Athenian Acropolis.60 This list could be extended considerably and 

includes many non-Ernestine correspondents. Within an Ernestine context Gerhard and his 

university had long-standing contacts with the Counts of Schwarzburg-Rudolstad.61 It comes 

as no surprise that among the disputations Gerhard supervised as professor of history there was 

one presented on 16 June 1652 by Johannes Hoffmann on the Counts of Schwarzburg.62 

The four years as professor of history witnessed a hiatus in Gerhard’s oriental 

scholarship and his learned production was strikingly modest compared to that of his earlier 

years. Gerhard himself, we may assume, would have pointed out that his task as history 

professor was primarily didactic: training future theologians in Church history and using 

(mostly ancient) exempla for the edification and training of future jurists and princely advisors 

as well as admonishing local princes to clemency and moral uprightness. These years were 

nonetheless significant for Gerhard’s intellectual development. They seem to have ushered in 

an interest in history, which the ambitious oriental scholarship of his earlier years does not 

evince. This paved the way for the next intellectual chapter in his life to which we now turn. 

 
60 Karl Hachtmann, Die Akropolis von Athen im Zeitalter des Perikles (Gütersloh, 1903), p. 47. 
61 Gerhard himself corresponded with Emilie of Oldenburg-Delmenhorst, regent countess of Schwarzburg-

Rudolstadt. Chart. A 418 fol. 154r-v. 
62 De comitibus in genere, & in specie de Schwartzburgicis e quatuor-viris S.R.J. dissertatio (Jena, 1652). 
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Chapter 6: Umbra in luce: a fragmented World History of Religion. 

 

Professor of theology 

 

On 30 March 1653, less than a year after he was appointed professor of history, Gerhard 

defended an inaugural disputation Christus ex mortuis resuscitatus (Christ revived from the 

dead) under his old teacher Johannes Musaeus.1 The disputation, which does not make use of 

Gerhard’s or Musaeus’ command of oriental languages, may seem unremarkable. Its 

significance lies not in its scholarly merits but in its being an academic rite of passage, signalling 

that Johann Gerhard’s son was now himself a doctor of theology. This was not lost on 

contemporaries. The printed disputation was appropriately dedicated to Duke Ernst of Saxe-

Gotha-Altenburg.2 With this Gerhard had fulfilled the academic requirement for a professorship 

in the theological faculty, of which he was now a member. The three chairs in the theological 

faculty in Jena were occupied at the time and Gerhard continued in the meanwhile to teach 

history in the lower faculty. The appointment to a chair in theology followed two years later, in 

the summer of 1655. The exact formal arrangement is not completely clear, but some letters 

preserved among Gerhard’s papers shed some light on this, and, more importantly in the present 

context, tell us something about his standing among the ducal patrons of his university prior to 

his final appointment in 1655. A letter to the university authorities of 17 October 1653 from 

Wilhelm IV of Saxe-Weimar reveals that Gerhard was appointed extraordinary professor of 

theology (i.e. not holding a chair) in tandem with his ongoing obligations as a professor of 

history,3 and four months later, on 20 February 1654, a further letter arrived from the Weimar 

Duke who, after conferring with Ernst of Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg, confirmed Gerhard’s (unpaid) 

extraordinary professorship in theology alongside his professorship of history in the lower 

faculty.4 

 
1 Johannes Musaeus (praeses), Johann Ernst Gerhard (respondens), Christus ex mortuis resuscitatus. Ex decreto 

venerandae facultatis theologicae ex Actorum cap. ii, 24 descriptus in disputatione inaugurali […] pro licentia 

consequendi doctoris in theologia gradum publicae ἐξετάσει submittit M. Johannes Ernestus Gerhardus 

historiarum professor publicus. a.d. 30 Martii horis ante- & pomeridianis in auditorio theologorum (Jena, 

1653). 
2 Musaeus, Christus ex mortuis resuscitatus, )(1v-)(2v. 
3 Chart. A 418 fol. 72r-v. 
4 Chart. A 418 fol. 74r-v. 
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On 4 January 1654 Johannes Major, who had been serving as professor of theology in 

Jena since 1612, died in his ninetieth year.5 He was succeeded by his son, Johann Tobias Major. 

The latter, however, died suddenly on 25 April 1655, leaving the chair once again vacant. This 

time it went to Gerhard, who was appointed on 12 July of that year and had thus reached what 

to many must have seemed the almost inevitable telos of his academic career. 

 

[Fig. 20 Portrait of Gerhard by Christian Richter in the year of his appointment to the theological faculty 

(1655). Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena. Downloaded form 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Ernst_Gerhard_der_%C3%84ltere#/media/Datei:Johann-Ernst-

Gerhard-dA.jpg] 

 

Two weeks after the appointment Gerhard delivered his inaugural lecture as professor 

of theology, which has been preserved among his manuscripts.6 A considerable portion of the 

address is dedicated to the praise of his two immediate predecessors. In praising Major the Elder 

Gerhard recalled an incident during the Thirty Years War when the latter successfully entreated 

the Catholic League’s field marshal Tilly (whom Gerhard does not mention by name) to spare 

the town and its university – or, to put it in Gerhard’s terms, Major played the latter-day Jaddus 

(the High Priest in Jerusalem at the time of Alexander’s conquest of the city) to the Catholic 

Alexander the Great.7 This episode would have been particularly close to Gerhard’s heart as 

Major set out to entreat Tilly together with his colleague Johann Gerhard. 

In his years as professor of theology Gerhard continued to publish his father’s work. 

This was in fact a central preoccupation for the rest of his life. Thus, Sengenwald published the 

extensive collection of Johann Gerhard’s disputations in the year of Gerhard’s theological 

appointment,8 and the year before, on the sixteenth anniversary of his father’s death (17 August 

1654), Gerhard signed the dedicatory epistle to a revised edition of his father’s Genesis 

commentary.9 In 1657 he published his father’s commentary on Deuteronomy. A letter from 

 
5 See Bernhard Pünjer’s article on Major in ADB. 
6 Chart. B 480 fol. 290r-301r (25 July 1655). 
7 Chart. B 480 fol. fol. 97r-98r. Gerhard and his audience would have encountered the story of Jaddus (Jaddua) 

and Alexander in Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, 11.302-47. The episode is also recalled by Zedler’s account of 

Major in Universal-Lexikon, s.v. (without reference to Josephus and the Jaddus and Alexander episode). 
8 Johann Gerhard, Disputationum theologicarum, in Academia Jenensi conscriptarum & publice habitarum, 

partes tres (Jena, 1655). 
9 Johann Gerhard, Commentarius super Genesim, in quo textus declaratur, quaestiones dubiae solvuntur, 

observationes eruuntur, & loca in speciem pugnantia conciliantur (Jena, 1654). Dedication to Friedrich Wilhelm 

II of Saxe-Altenburg a2r-a4v. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Ernst_Gerhard_der_%C3%84ltere#/media/Datei:Johann-Ernst-Gerhard-dA.jpg
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Ernst_Gerhard_der_%C3%84ltere#/media/Datei:Johann-Ernst-Gerhard-dA.jpg
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the Hamburg theologian Johannes Müller thanking him for a copy thereof is one of many such 

acknowledgements preserved in his correspondence.10 Most ambitious was the new edition of 

Johann Gerhard’s Loci theologici, a nine-volume exposition of Lutheran theology which 

Gerhard published between 1657 and 1664. The dedicatory epistle to Ernst of Saxe-Gotha11 

was also signed on 17 August (1656), the anniversary of Johann Gerhard’s death. A close 

scrutiny of the theological dissertations which Gerhard supervised in his thirteen years as 

professor of theology may reveal that many were related to his mammoth undertaking as his 

father’s posthumous editor. To the long list of his father’s works should also be added Gerhard’s 

extensive editorial work on Georg Dedeken’s (1564-1628) Thesaurus conciliorum 

decisionum12 – an elaborate work of Lutheran casuistry, the reworking of which Gerhard had 

not completed on his death in 1668.13 

Modern students of the history of oriental scholarship, who may be disappointed by 

Gerhard’s apparent neglect in his latter years of the study of oriental languages and the Syriac 

Bible, must bear in mind that both his prestigious position at the university and the theological 

expectations he had internalized from early on would have left him little time for these scholarly 

pursuits. A consideration of his own theological work (which is relatively modest in scope) and 

of the significance of his extensive editorial work for Protestant theology lies beyond the scope 

of the present study and is best left to experts in this complex field. An account of Gerhard as 

a scholar, based strictly on a published corpus of which he is the author, would have to end here 

– and by doing so would miss a vital point. 

 A study of Gerhard’s years as a professor of theology (1655-1668) presents us with no 

great work, or any ambitious undertaking such as the Harmonia of his early years. What we do 

find is a series of academic treatises, not composed by Gerhard himself but by his students and 

young colleagues. While these vary in quality and intention, they do betray, when viewed as a 

whole, a broader scholarly programme. In other words, the final chapter of his life, setting aside 

his major responsibility for publishing his father’s theological works, is marked by Gerhard’s 

patronage and his object of facilitating of a certain kind of historical scholarship. 

 
10 Chart. A 139 fol. 1. 
11 The dedication is to Ernst III of Saxe-Gotha. When in 1672 Ernst became Duke of Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg, he 

would become Ernst I of this new line. 
12 Published originally in Hamburg in 1628. 
13 A revised and extended version of the book was prepared by Christian Grübel and appeared in Jena in 1671. 

See Benjamin T. G. Mayes, Counsel and Conscience: Lutheran Casuistry and Moral Reasoning after the 

Reformation (Göttingen, 2011), pp. 53f. 
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 In Chapter Three we encountered Johann Friedrich Nicolai, whom Gerhard, later in life, 

encouraged to further elaborate his early harmonic grammar. This is part of a pattern of 

Gerhard’s professorial years in which he supervised and delegated a series of scholarly works 

dealing with the history of non-Latin Churches as well as a treatise on ‘Mohammedan 

theology’. This theologically-minded comparative history of religion in Jena culminated with 

the work of Gerhard’s young colleague Christian Hoffmann Umbra in luce (Shadow in light). 

Some of the young authors follow their own agenda and are in no way merely ‘their master’s 

voice’, but they partook (willingly, it appears) in what must have seemed like a broader 

undertaking. In addition to Gerhard’s encouragement and direct influence on their arguments, 

which is at times difficult to gauge, his enormous private library played a decisive role. Gerhard, 

who had a reputation for putting the museum Gerhardinum at the disposal of colleagues, seems 

to have used its riches to further the line of inquiry we shall now encounter. As we shall see in 

the case of Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce, this also included exotic artefacts in his private 

collection. 

The series of dissertations, with which this chapter is concerned, are unusual in that they 

were clearly not written by Gerhard, who served as praeses, but by the various auctores. In 

such cases there are usually indications in the body of the text or in prefaces, disclaimers etc. 

Gerhard himself made no secret of this. What this final chapter in his career offers us is not, so 

to speak, a collection of paintings by the master himself, but an instructive look into his 

workshop. Though the ‘academic paintings’ we shall observe are not by Gerhrd, they reflect 

his interests and, when considered as a whole, they reveal a bustling and ambitious ‘academic 

workshop’. 

Writing with the benefit of hindsight, we know that these are Gerhard’s swan song. It 

must, however, be borne in mind that this was far from patent to Gerhard and his collaborators. 

His life was marked by repeated spells of poor health, but his death after a brief illness in 

February 1668 was not anticipated. In other words, it is quite possible that the intellectual 

collaborative project, which was being articulated by Gerhard’s young students and 

collaborators, was intended as part of a broader undertaking and was cut short by his death at 

the age of forty-six.  

 Gerhard’s proxy explorations of the history of non-Latin (and mostly non-European) 

Churches and of world religions was very much part of the intellectual landscape of his day. 

Such studies were undertaken in the seventeenth century by authors as diverse as Samuel 

Purchas (1577-1626), Edward Brerewood (c. 1565-1613), and Athanasius Kircher, the latter 
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two studied carefully by Gerhard and his students, as well as by more local figures closer to 

Gerhard’s Lutheran milieu; one such work was the 1663 Historisch-und theologischer Bericht 

vom Unterschied der Relgionen (An historical and theological account of the difference 

between religions) by the Lutheran pedagogue and superintendent Johann Heinrich Ursinus 

(1608-1667).14 Ursinus’s was among the works consulted by Gerhard’s collaborators. A work 

which appeared too late to be of use to Gerhard is Andreas Sennert’s Scrutinium religionum, or 

to translate the full title: An inquiry concerning religions, or a theological-historical exercise 

concerning the variety of religions world-wide in general and in particular, that only the 

Christian [religion], the evangelical in particular, is true and in what narrow boundaries it is 

nowadays confined etc.15 While Gerhard and Ursinus had exchanged letters at least once,16 

Sennert, who had been his colleague in Wittenberg in the late 1640s and who, as we have seen 

in Chapter Three, shared his interest in harmonic oriental linguistics, was an old acquaintance 

who had many interests in common with Gerhard. 

Sennert and Ursinus follow the standard practice, found also in Brerewood, of dividing 

world religions into four categories: Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and paganism, the latter 

category accounting for any religious phenomenon which falls outside the first three. This made 

paganism a broad category accounting for such diverse phenomena as Graeco-Roman religious 

practices, the various religious cults of America, Buddhism, and religious artefacts from 

Indonesia, which Gerhard’s Dutch connections were supplying him with. Both Ursinus and 

Sennert agreed with Brerewood that paganism accounted for at least three fifths of the inhabited 

world.17 Only a fraction of humanity worship the true Deity. The realisation that Christians 

accounted for a small minority of the world’s inhabitants did not lead to an irenicist or 

conciliatory approach toward the various Christian denominations. Sennert and Ursinus, like 

other contemporaries, were keen to stress the differences within Christianity between its true 

unadulterated form (in their case Lutheranism) and its perceived corruptions. A typical division 

of Christianity within the framework of world religions is offered by Sennert: 1) The first 

Christians. 2) Arians and Photinians. 3) Latins (Pontifical). 4) Greeks (mostly contemporary). 

5) Evangelicals (Lutherans otherwise defined as adherents of the Augsburg Confession). 6) 

 
14 Johann Heinrich Ursinus, Historisch-und theologischer Bericht / vom Unterschied der Religionen heutiges 

Tags auf Erden / Und welches der waare allein-seligmachende Glaube seye kürzlich entworffen (Nuremberg, 

1663). 
15 Andreas Sennert, Scrutinium religionum sive exercitatio theologico-historica, de religionum orbis universi 

terrarum varietate in communi: & in specie, quod una sola Christiana, & praesertim Evengelica sit vera: & 

quam angustis illa hodie coercita sit terminis, &c. (Wittenberg, 1668). 
16 Chart. A 140, fol. 149r-150v. 
17 Sennert, Scrutinium religionum, B1v. 
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Reformed (Zwinglian-Calvinists). 7) Fanatics. This approach was also highlighted by 

Gerhard’s elder contemporary Hieronymus Kromayer (1610-1670) in his 1670 Scrutinium 

religionum. The full title translates: An inquiry into religions: both the false [religions]: 

Paganism, Mohammedanism, Judaism, Anabaptism, Quakerism, Weigelianism, 

Rosicrucianism, Socianianism, Arminianism, Calvinism, Abyssinianism, Anatolicism, Papism, 

as well as Lutheranism, which alone is the true and orthodox [religion].18 Kroymayer’s work, 

which went through no less than five editions, was still being printed in 1714. Exhibiting both 

broad scholarship and confessional narrow-mindedness, it is a salubrious caution to historians 

to treat with suspicion claims that a broadening of scholarly horizons necessarily entails broad-

mindedness. Last but not least, we encounter in Jena a young scholar, Johannes Saubert the 

Younger (1638-1688), pursuing an ambitious study of the history of religion at the same time 

as Gerhard and his collaborators. Saubert resembles Gerhard in several respects. Like him he 

was the son of a well-known Lutheran theologian (Johannes Saubert the Elder of Altdorf). Like 

Gerhard he lost his father at an early age and was, eventually, to take his ‘rightful place’ as a 

theology professor at the same university at which his father had taught. Saubert, himself an 

orientalist, did not share the scope of Gerhard’s linguistic interests, but evinced a broader and 

arguably more creative antiquarian interest. He was to become professor of oriental languages 

in Helmstedt in 1660,19 where he became the protégé and son-in-law of Hermann Conring 

before moving on in 1673 to the chair in theology in Altdorf. In 1659, while still studying in 

Jena, Saubert published an ambitious compilation De sacrificiis veterum (On the sacrifices of 

the ancients),20 an antiquarian, rather than theological, consideration of ancient sacrificial 

practices. Among those to endorse the young scholar’s work was Gerhard, who contributed a 

congratulatory poem to the volume. While Gerhard and his students made some original 

contributions to the learned inquiry into various religions, it was part of a broader trend, and 

one which had respectable representatives in their immediate academic and confessional milieu. 

The works which mostly concern us here, not in a strictly chronological order, are a 

series of works on Church history which Gerhard encouraged and supervised: the Armenian 

Church (January 1663), the Russian Orthodox Church (October 1665), the Copts (June 1666), 

ending with a dissertation on the Maronites, delivered in January 1668, a few weeks before 

 
18 Hieronymus Kromayer, Scrutinium religionum tum falsarum, Paganismi, Muhammetismi, Judaismi, 

Catabaptismi & Quakerismi, VVeigelianismi & Roae-Cricianismi, Socinianismi, Arminianismi, Calvinismi, 

Abyssinianismi, Anatolicismi, Papismi, tum unice verae & orthodoxae, Lutheranismi (Leipzig, 1670). 
19 On Saubert’s career in Helmstedt see Sabine Ahrens, Die Lehrkräfte der Universität Helmstedt (1576-1810), 

(Helmstedt, 2004), s.v. and Asaph Ben-Tov, ‘Helmstedter Hebraisten’, in Das Athen der Welfen. Die 

Reformuniversitä Helmstedt 1576-1810, ed. J. Bruning and U. Gleixner (Wiesbaden, 2010), pp. 224-31. 
20 The work was reprinted in Leiden in 1699. 
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Gerhard’s final illness. To these is added a treatise on Islam (June 1664) and the ambitious 

Umbra in luce (January 1667). As stated above, these works were not written by Gerhard, at 

least not primarily, but were clearly encouraged and assisted by him, and, I shall argue, even if 

the degree of his direct influence on the content varied, taken as a whole they reflect an 

intellectual agenda. In surveying these works their immediate context should not be overlooked. 

Their authors, who at times were more independent than the academic framework usually 

allowed, had agendas of their own. As with the harmonic grammar, we have here an intellectual 

programme cut short. While the harmonic grammar (and abortive lexicon) seems to have been 

dropped after its relative failure, Gerhard’s ‘global history of religion’ was terminated by his 

unexpected death in February 1668. What this might have evolved into had Gerhard lived 

longer must remain an open question. Since this final episode in his intellectual career does not 

require a strictly diachronic scrutiny, we shall begin with the Church histories before turning to 

the dissertation on Islam and finally to Christian Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce. 

 

The Armenian, Muscovite, Coptic, and Maronite Churches 

 

We turn first to a series of dissertations debated and printed in the 1660s under Gerhard’s 

supervision. It should be noted at the outset what these dissertations are not: they are not an 

attempt by Gerhard’s students and collaborators to find ecclesiastical kindred souls in non-Latin 

Churches. These Churches had a long history – in the case of the Copts and Armenians, going 

back to Antiquity. The existence of ancient Churches which did not recognise the authority of 

the Roman Pontiff had an obvious appeal for Protestant scholars since the early days of the 

Reformation. This, in the second half of the sixteenth century, led to an ecumenical exchange 

between a group of Lutheran theologians of Tübingen and the (rather less interested) Patriarch 

of Constantinople Jeremias II.21 Such expectations (prior to an acquaintance with the reality of 

Greek Orthodox teachings and practice) can also be attributed in part to the rise of scholarship 

on the Orthodox Churches crystallised in David Chytraeus’ short account of Eastern Churches 

focusing on the Greeks (1575).22 The question of elective affinities with Lutheranism is never 

 
21 See Dorothea Wendebourg, Reformation und Orthodoxie: Der ökumenische Briefwechsel zwischen der 

Leitung der Würtembergischen Kirche und Patriarch Jeremias II. von Konstantinopel in den Jahren 1573-1581 

(Tübingen, 1986) and more generally Steven Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity: A Study of the 

Patriarchate of Constantinople from the Eve of the Turkish Conquest to the Greek War of Independence 

(Cambridge, 1968). 
22 David Chytraeus, Oratio de statu ecclesiarum hoc tempore in Graecia, Asia, Boëmia &c. (Rostock, 1569). 

This was followed by numerous editions as well as a German version (1581 and 1584). 
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absent from the dissertations which Gerhard sponsored, but European scholars of the mid-

seventeenth century were mostly too well informed to indulge for long in the wishful thinking 

which had briefly enthralled some Protestant scholars a century earlier. Gerhard and his students 

were also aware of the successes and setbacks of the Catholic ecumenical policies of their day. 

As far as these academic works are concerned, these Churches were the object of scholarly 

scrutiny and confessional polemics against Catholicism, rather than an expression of missionary 

or oecumenical aspirations. However, as we shall see, Gerhard’s attitude toward missionary 

work was more complex – at least where ‘pagans’ in the New World were concerned. 

 

Armenia (1665) 

 

In January 1665 Gerhard presided over a dissertation defended by Martin Kempe, a magister 

artium and theology student, De statu Armeniae ecclesiastico et politico, tam pristino, quam 

hodierno (On the ecclesiastical and political state of Armenia in both past and present times). 

Martin Kempe (164223-1682/3) of Königsberg had been crowned poet laureate in Jena in 1664, 

where he studied between 1661 and 1665, the same year he obtained his Master’s degree.24 He 

later travelled to the Netherlands and England in 1670-1672, where he made the acquaintance 

of Robert Boyle, among other members of the Royal Society, and attended some of his air-

pump experiments.25 He later became court historiographer in Brandenburg and was elevated 

to the nobility by the Emperor in 1677.26 Kempe dedicated his dissertation on Armenia to 

Sigismund von Birken, who had welcomed him the previous year into the Pegnesischer 

Blumeorden, a literary society founded in Nuremberg in 1644.27 He was also to become a 

member of the famous literary society, the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft.28 

In his short preface to the printed dissertation Gerhard confirms Kampe’s authorship of 

the work and notes that not enough is known about the Armenians, and that much of what is 

 
23 Zedler’s Universal-Lexicon, s.v. gives 1637 as Kempe’s year of birth. 
24 Martin Kempe, De statu Armeniae ecclesiastico et poiltico, tam pristino, quam hodierno (Jena, 1666). 

Gerhard’s address to him )(2v-)(4v is addresses him as a poet laureate of Königsberg and a student of theology. 
25 R. E. W. Maddison, ‘Studies in the Life of Robert Boyle, F.R.S. Part IV. Robert Boyle and some of his 

Foreign Visitors’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 11(1) (1954), pp. 38-53, here pp. 44-6. 
26 John Flood, Poets Laureate in the Holy Roman Empire: a bio-bibliographical handbook (Berlin, 2006), s.v. 
27 Renate Jürgensen, Melos conspirant singuli in unum. Repertorium bio-bibliographicum zur Geschichte des 

Pegensischen Blumenordens in Nürnberg (1644-1744) (Wiesbaden, 2006), pp. 272-9.See also Hermann Stauffer, 

Sigmund von Birken (1626-1681): Morphologie seines Werkes (Berlin, 2007), p. 539. 
28 See Zedler, Universal-Lexicon, s.v. 
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reported is tinged with fantasy and calumnies.29 They may not be free of error, but Gerhard 

refuses to accept at face value the accusations made against the Armenian Church by Catholic 

theologians and by their traditional ecclesiastical adversaries, the Greek Orthodox. Revealingly, 

he regards Kempe’s main achievement as having pointed out the differences between Armenian 

and Catholic teachings.30 Kempe’s own preface, which reiterates his authorship of the work, 

also illustrates Gerhard’s role. We find similar attestations by other of Gerhard’s students: 

 

Considering these things with great care, I thought it worth devoting my attention 

to [this] Asian Church, persuaded by the most honourable Dr. Gerhard, my teacher 

and patron, who, by the holiest practice of piety, deserves at all times to be revered. 

At first, indeed, I considered this most grave task too great for my young shoulders, 

but the benevolence of our praeses made the task considerably lighter by allowing 

me to consult that illustrious abode of the muses and common treasure house of 

erudition – his library.31 

 

To claim that the bibliotheca gerhardina functioned as a research institute would probably be 

an exaggeration, but it is clear that in his years as a professor in Jena he used his extraordinary 

collection to further an intellectual agenda. 

Among the books which Gerhard acquired on his travels was an Armenian translation 

of Bellarmine’s Doctrina Christiana, which he purchased in Paris from Cardinal Mazarin’s 

library in August 1650.32 While the bilingual edition (Armenian/Latin) bears no marginalia and, 

as far as I know, Gerhard could not read Armenian – he did copy the Armenian alphabet with 

the Latin equivalent for each letter on the blank page preceding the title. We find a similar 

exercise, probably dating back to Gerhard’s younger years, where he elegantly drew different 

 
29 Kempe, De statu Armeniae, )(2v-)(4v. Gerhard signed his preface 2 January 1665. 
30 Kempe, De statu Armeniae, )(3r-v. 
31 De statu Armeniae, A1v. ‘Haec altius ego mecum pensitans suasu Maxime Reverendi Dn. D. Gerhardi, 

Praeceptoris & Promotoris mei, sanctissimo pietatis cultu nullo non tempore devenerandi, Asiaticae Ecclesiae 

operam locare operae pretium putavi. Gravissimum equidem & juvenilibus humeris imparem laborem prima 

fronte judicabam; eum tamen insignis Dn. praesidis favor haut mediocriter levabat, siquidem illustre Musarum 

domicilium & commune eruditionis aerarium, bibliothecam suam pervolendi, copiam mihi faciebat.’ 
32 Doctrina christiana, a Petro Paulo, sacerdote armeno, versa in linguam armenam (Paris, 1634). FBG shelf 

mark Theol 4° 00435/05 (BG B124/401-10). A hand-written note on the title page reads: ‘Ex superfluis libris 

Bibliothecae Card. Mazarini compara[t] sibi [h]anc Instit. [Doctrinae] Christianae [] M. Joh. Ern. Gerha[rdus] 

mens. Augus[to] 1650. 8st. 1. lb.’ 
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alphabets, including Armenian, which, curiously enough, he attributed to John Chrysostom.33 

Though the dissertation contains several words printed in Armenian (on the title-page and 

occasionally in the text itself), these do not necessarily indicate knowledge of the language. 

They are all borrowed with acknowledgement from Francesco Rivola’s Armenian-Latin 

dictionary.34 Kempe’s acquaintance with the languages may well have been restricted to a 

command of the alphabet – as was in all likelihood the case with Gerhard. As to knowledge 

about the country, Kempe relies heavily, as one would expect, on Adam Olearius’ famous travel 

account.35 

Apart from fragmentary evidence of Gerhard’s fleeting interest in the language, 

Kempe’s dissertation and Gerhard’s encouragement are embedded in a broader context. In 

addition to the burgeoning interest in extra-European religions and customs, in which Gerhard’s 

‘workshop’ partook, there is an Armenian context which is worth noting. Armenian ties with 

the Byzantine world and the West have a long and complex history.36 Since the sixteenth 

century Armenia was divided between the Ottoman and Safavid Empires and was fought over 

by these powers throughout the early modern period. That the Armenian political classes were 

involved in intricate international diplomacy is hardly surprising. By the time Kempe wrote his 

dissertation the ecclesiastical contacts with the Armenian Church were primarily a Catholic 

affair and predominantly French.37 The Armenian Catholicos in Etchmiadzin (Vagharshapat), 

Yakob IV (1655-1680), was conducting diplomatic negotiations with Louis XIV and Armenian 

emissaries were trying to convince the Safavid rulers to attack the Ottomans.38 By the 1660s 

most Armenian diplomatic efforts in the West were directed at the French court in the hope of 

enlisting its support (in concert with Poland-Lithuania, Muscovy, and Persia). As Kempe was 

writing this dissertation the Cretan war (1645-1669) was still raging. Though it would soon end 

in Ottoman victory, Armenian diplomats were still hoping to mobilize France and other 

 
33 FBG Ms. orient. 8 fol. 76r. See chapter one. 
34 See e.g. reference in De statu Armeniae, G3v, H1r, I3r, and K1r. Kempe was using the 1633 edition of 

Rivola’s dicitonary. On Armenian printing in Europe, Armenia, and elsewhere in the Ottoman and Safavid 

empires see Meliné Pehlivanian, ‘Mesrop’s Heirs: The Early Armenian Book Printers’, in Middle Eastern 

Languages and the Print Revolution, ed. E. Hanebutt-Benz, D. Glaß, and G. Roper (in collaboration with Th. 

Smets) (Westhofen, 2002), pp. 53-92. 
35 Adam Olearius, Offt begehrte Beschreibung der newen orientalischen Rejse (Schleswig, 1647). Thus e.g., 

Kempe quotes at length from Olearius on an Armenian wedding ceremony he witnessed in Isfahan. De statu 

Armeniae, H2r-v. 
36 See S. Peter Cowe, ‘The Armenians in the era of the crusades 1050-1350’, in The Cambridge History of 

Christianity. Vol. 5 Eastern Christianity, ed. M. Angold (Cambridge, 2006), pp. 404-29 and idem ‘Church and 

diaspora: the case of the Armenians’, ibid. pp. 430-56. 
37 Cowe, ‘Church and diaspora’, p. 432. 
38 Ibid. See also Raymond H. Kévorkian, ‘La diplomatie arménienne entre l’Europe et la Perse au temps de 

Louis XIV’, in Arménie entre Orient et Occident. Trois mille ans de civilization, ed. idem (Paris, 1996), pp. 188-

95. 
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European powers together with Persia in order to weaken the Ottoman Empire.39 In 1664 the 

head of the Armenian Church Yakob IV was on his way to Rome to submit to the Roman 

Catholic Church. This was thwarted by anti-Latin opposition in Armenia. A further milestone 

in the history of the Armenian Church occurred in 1666 with the printing of an Armenian Bible 

in Amsterdam.40 Armenia, as both Gerhard and Kempe state at the outset, was a remote country 

barely known in Europe, yet it was a not-inconsiderable arena of international diplomacy and 

ecclesiastical negotiations (both mostly Catholic) at the time this dissertation was presented and 

printed in Jena. 

 While the dissertation is ostensibly a general account of Armenia and begins with a brief 

survey of its history, geography and language, its focus is theological and it contains a 

confessionally motivated assessment of the Armenian Church, which at the time must have 

seemed to Lutheran observers dangerously close to a union with Rome. Not surprisingly, 

Kempe is not impressed by Catholic claims of an imminent union and repeats the claim that the 

doctrinal concessions which the Armenian legates agreed to at the Council of Florence were 

made under duress.41 

Kempe is aware of the differences between the teachings of the Armenian Church and 

his own – among them elementary Christological differences owing to the Armenian rejection 

of the Council of Chalcedon (451). This leads him to conclude the work with two questions: 

Are the Armenians heretics? And which other Church do they most resemble, i.e. are they more 

Catholic or Protestant? In his answer to the former Kempe concludes: ‘I doubt not that God has 

in the Armenians His chosen Church and will lead back those who err on occasion to the right 

path. For this I pray repeatedly from the bottom of my heart!’42 As to the latter, Catholic claims 

of agreement between their own church and the Armenians are clearly false.43 Despite the errors 

in their teaching, Kempe concludes, the Armenians are closer to Lutherans than to the Catholics 

or Calvinists.44 This pronouncement is all the more striking since Kempe’s dissertation shows 

how clearly he was aware of the fundamental doctrinal differences between the Lutherans and 

the Armenians. 

 

 
39 Kévorkian, ‘La diplomatie arménienne’. 
40 Ibid. p. 433. 
41 Kempe, De statu Armeniae, L3r-v. 
42 Kempe, De statu Armeniae, N3v. 
43 Kempe, De statu Armeniae, N3v-N4r. 
44 Kempe, De statu Armeniae, N4v. 
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The Muscovites (1665) 

 

The Armenian Church was a subject of topical relevance and interest, yet also a very distant. 

The following work, on the Muscovites, was of direct personal relevance to its author. 

Dissertatio theologica de religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis Moscovitarum (A theological 

dissertation on the religion and ecclesiastical rites of the Muscovites) was presented in the 

morning hours of 18 October 1665 by Johannes Schwabe (1644-1699) with Gerhard presiding. 

Schwabe, a German speaking Lutheran from Tallinn (Reval) matriculated in Jena in 166445 

where he attained his master’s degree in 1665.46 Several early modern sources cite him as the 

author of a work on the Russian Orthodox Church with a pronouncedly polemical title: De 

religione moscovita tanquam erronea, deque ritibus Moscovitarum ecclesiasticis (On the 

extremely erroneous Muscovite religion and ecclesiastical rites of the Muscovites), apparently 

misquoting the title of the present dissertation.47 According to one eighteenth-century authority, 

this dissertation was only the first part of a more extensive treatise on the Muscovite Church, 

the second part of which was never completed.48 

Schwabe had been recommended to Gerhard by the Baltic theologian Gabriel von 

Elvering (1625-1670), at the time the Lutheran superintendent in Tallinn, whose acquaintance 

Gerhard had made in Strasbourg in 1651. Their acquaintance, as Gerhard’s note in his 

commendation of Schwabe’s dissertation makes clear, was part of a broader Lutheran network 

going back to Johann Gerhard, since, at the time of his encounter with Elevering the latter was 

a student there of Johann Georg Dorsche (1597-1659), who in turn had been one of his father’s 

students in Jena.49 Schwabe would later return to Tallinn to pursue an ecclesiastical career, 

becoming dean at the Church of the Holy Ghost in 1669, pastor in 1681, and a member of the 

town consistory and of the royal (Swedish) consistory in 1692. He had a son of the same name, 

 
45 Reinhold Jauernig and Marga Steiger (eds.), Die Matrikel der Universität Jena vol. 2, (Weimar, 1977), p. 741. 
46 According to Christian Gottlieb Jöcher, Gelehrtenlexikon (Leipzig, 1751), s.v. 
47 Mentioned by Jöcher, who was probably quoting both the title and the ensuing diplomatic incident from 

Christian Kelch, Liefländische historia oder kurze Beschreibung der Denckwürdigsten Krieges- und Friedens- 

Geschichte Esth- Lief- und Lettlandes (Tallinn, 1695), pp. 603f. 
48 Friedrich Konrad Gadebusch, Livländische Bibliothek nach alphabetischer Ordnung, vol. 3 (Riga, 1777), p. 

127. 
49 Dissertatio theologica de religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis Moscovitarum (Jena, 1665), )(3r-v. On Elvering 

see Carola L. Gottzmann and Petra Hörner, Lexikon der deutschsprachigen Literatur des Baltikums und St. 

Petersburg vom Mittelalter bis zur Gegenwart (Berlin, 2007), s.v. On Dorsche see Hermann Schüssler’s article 

in NDB. 
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who would matriculate in Jena in 1694.50 According to a late seventeenth-century account, 

Schwabe’s Jena dissertation stood at the centre of a diplomatic crisis: in his 1690 history of 

Livonia, Christian Kelch (1657-1710) claimed that the emissaries of the Tsar Fyordor 

Alexandrovich threatened to break off the truce with the Swedes, citing, among other reasons, 

Schwabe’s hostile account of their church in his Jena disputation. According to Kelch, this was 

mere sabre rattling on the part of the Tsar’s emissaries and Kelch prefaces this brief account by 

stating that the new Tsar was a weakling and hardly prone to war. It is nonetheless remarkable 

to find that this dissertation played a role, however minor, in diplomatic affairs of the later 

seventeenth century. Schwabe was alive when Kelch published his history, and as both were at 

the time members of the Lutheran clergy in Tallinn, it is more than likely that they were 

personally acquainted.51 In modern times this dissertation and Gerhard’s encouragement of this 

line of work have been seen as one of the first instances of the study of Slavic Europe among 

German academics.52 

While this dissertation fitted nicely with Gerhard’s interest in ecclesiastical history, and 

the history of non-Latin churches in particular, his Livonian student Schwabe understandably 

had a more immediate interest in the Russians and their church. Schwabe’s dissertation is based 

nonetheless on written accounts rather than on first-hand experience. The dissertation was 

reprinted in Jena in 1720,53 when both Gerhard and Schwabe were long dead.54 It is probable 

that recent Russian gains in the Baltic were seized upon by the printer as an opportunity to re-

publish the work. It is also worth noting that the dissertation makes (limited) use of parallels 

with Syriac and Ethiopian sources – especially the latter must have been Gerhard’s direct 

contribution. Schwabe was considerably younger than the auctores of the other dissertations in 

this chapter and Gerhard’s involvement in composing the work is likely to have been more 

substantial, even if the work was mostly Schwabe’s. 

 
50 Gadebusch, Livländische Bibliothek, p. 127. Cf. also a consistorial ruling concerning the alleged bigamy of a 

certain Jürgen Christerson (18. September 1690) wedded in Tallinn in April 1688 by the pastor Magister 

Schwabe. Roland Seeberg-Elverfeldt, Revaler Regesten. Beziehungen niederländischer und skandinavischer 

Städte zu Reval in den Jahren 1500-1795 (Göttingen, 1969), no. 390. For Johann Schwabe Jr.’s matriculation in 

Jena see Jauernig and Steiger, Die Matrikel der Universität Jena, p. 741 (1 October 1694). 
51 Kelch, Liefländische, pp. 603f.  
52 See Othmar Feyl, Beiträge zur Geschichte der slawischen Verbindungen und internationalen Kontakte der 

Universität Jena (Jena, 1959), pp. 10ff. and Wilhelm Kahle, Die Begegnung des baltischen Protestantismus mit 

der russisch-orthodoxen Kirche (Leiden, 1959) pp. 34-46. 
53 Note that on the title page of the 1720 edition the date of the dissertation is mistakenly given as 18 October 

1662, rather than 1665, which has led some scholars to misdate Schwabe’s dissertation to that year. 
54 The 1665 edition was printed in Jena by Johann Jacob Bauhoffer, the 1720 by Paul Erich. 
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Schwabe is not concerned with the origin and history of the Russian Orthodox Church 

offering instead a theological account of key points of dogma and practice.55 This systematic 

form of description, which analyses a given religion according to theological criteria (which 

typically reflect Protestant concerns), was a standard approach among seventeenth-century 

academics. This is true of numerous accounts of various churches as well as accounts of 

Judaism and Islam. Schwab’s dissertation may not betray the same learning as, say, the work 

of Gerhard’s earlier mentor, Theodoricus Hackspan in his Leges Muhammedicae (1646), but 

follows the same form of enquiry. 

At least one of the sources at his disposal was a direct acquisition from Gerhard’s stay 

in Altdorf of 1640. A leitmotif in the dissertations of Gerhard’s students in those years was the 

access allowed them to his private library. Schwabe was no exception. Among the printed and 

manuscript sources he found there, he singles out a printed book in Russian which offered a 

statement of Russian Orthodox faith.56 The book had passed from Elias Hutter to the Altdorf 

orientalist and mathematician Daniel Schwenter and from his Nachlass to Gerhard.57 

As Schwabe makes clear, in writing about the Muscovites and their Church he was 

writing about the enemy of his native Tallinn, which at the time was still part of the (Lutheran) 

Swedish empire. This was to change in 1721 in the aftermath of Sweden’s final defeat in the 

Great Northern War and the resulting loss of Livonia to Russia. This, however, lay beyond 

Schwabe’s lifetime. His hometown, nonetheless, had been ransacked by Russian troops as 

recently as 1656, during the Russo-Swedish War (1656-1658) and the dissertation, which 

begins by asking whether the Russians qualify as Christians, opens with a description of the 

horrific violence to which Tallinn civilians had been subjected by Russian troops. Schwabe was 

in no way writing about some distant culture sine ira et studio. He does, however, stress that 

such harrowing acts of cruelty were by no means characteristic of Russians in general and that 

most Russians deplore such acts. He concludes that Russians certainly qualify as Christians.58 

 
55 Compare this to a contemporary academic account of the Russian Orthodox Church by Michael von 

Oppenbusch, Exercitatio historico-theologica in qua religio moscovitarum breviter delineate & exhibita 

(Strasbourg, 1667). 
56 Schwabe, De religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis moscovitarum, A1v. Schwabe does not identify the book or its 

author. 
57 Schwabe, De religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis moscovitarum, A2r. Schwenter was no longer alive when 

Gerhard was studying in Altdorf in 1640 but there are among Gerhard’s papers several of his transcriptions of 

Schwenter’s works, possibly noted during his studies in Altdorf. Schwabe also relied heavily on Paulus 

Oderbornius and Antonio Possevino.  
58 Schwabe, De religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis moscovitarum, B2v-B3v. 
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To this is added their rejection of the Roman Pontiff’s claim to supremacy59 – though the rest 

of the dissertation makes clear how erroneous he finds their theology and practices to be. 

This study had an anti-Catholic point to make: the Muscovites, Schwabe notes with relish, 

not only refuse to recognize the bishop of Rome as primate, but even deny him the status of 

priest. And yet, despite the mutual enmity to the Church of Rome, Schwabe is not kindly 

disposed to the Russians even if he insists that they are indeed Christians. 

Schwabe’s dissertation coincided with several contemporary treatises on the Russian 

Orthodox Church by German speaking Baltic Lutherans, and it is rooted in the polemical 

interest in that church. The Russian empire was a formidable foe during Livonia’s Swedish 

period and a sizeable Russian Orthodox minority, resident in Livonia, was the target of repeated 

attempts at conversion to Lutheranism. In this context an interest in Russian Orthodoxy was 

also a Swedish affair of state.60 

Starting with a set of more rarefied theological points, such as the Russian Orthodox 

views on the Trinity, the image of God in the first man, and predestination, the dissertation goes 

on to examine ecclesiastical practices and rites as well as the church’s relationship to secular 

authorities. While there is no lack of disapproval, Schwabe approves of the Russian Orthodox 

teaching on several points. He approves, for example, of the view of secular magistrates as 

divine ordinations with a responsibility to uphold religion and subject the church to secular 

jurisdiction, and of the fact that celibacy is not required of priests – both obvious parallels to 

Protestant teaching and practice. He likewise approves of their teaching that ministry is (at least 

in theory) an institution of preaching and that bishops should not meddle in political affairs. At 

the same time, Schwabe finds fault in their reported toleration of ignorant and sinful priests and 

rejects Russian claims that Lutheran pastors have concubines rather than legitimate wives.61 

That the work was closely linked to confessional views is further illustrated by the appended 

polemical corollary which consists of five points of contention aimed in turn at ‘Photininas’ 

(sc. anti-Trinitarians), the Greek Orthodox, Catholics, and the Calvinists. Untypically for an 

academic dissertation of the day is Schwabe’s comment at its end that he would have liked to 

elaborate further points (in a work spanning over eighty pages and far exceeding the average 

 
59 Schwabe, De religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis moscovitarum, B2r-v. 
60 Kahle, Die Begegnung des baltischen Protestantismus mit der Russisch-Orthodoxen Kirche, ch. 3. 
61 Schwabe, De religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis Moscovitarum, M2v-M3r. 
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length of a seventeenth-century dissertation) yet was forced to end abruptly since the printer 

was in a hurry to print the work in time for the Leipzig book fair.62 

 

The Copts (1666) and the Maronites (1668) 

 

A theological exercise describing the origin, development, and central doctrinal teachings of 

the Coptic Church, i.e. the Church of Egypt’s Christians63 was delivered in Jena on 20 June 

1666. It was written by a certain Franz Wilhelm von Ramshausen, encouraged by Gerhard who 

allowed him access to his library. Ramshausen, a magister from Queckenberg in Westphalia, 

had matriculated in Jena the previous year64 and was studying theology there after attending the 

universities of Rostock and Rinteln.65 Fifteen years earlier, when on his travels through France, 

Gerhard had the opportunity to inspect Coptic manuscripts when visiting Gilbert Gaulmin in 

Paris.66 In his preface to the piece, which was meant, among other things, to confirm 

Ramshausen’s authorship, Gerhard stresses the obscurity of the topic (hardly one in ten 

Europeans knows who the Copts are and where they are to be found) and his appreciation for 

Ramshausen’s taking time off his more important occupations (theological studies) to study the 

matter. Gerhard seems to have used his position in the theological faculty to find suitable 

candidates for academic treatises on the subject. 

The confessional context of the work is stated openly: According to Gerhard, 

Ramshausen was drawn to this arcane topic by indignation at the vainglorious boasts of 

Catholics, Cesare Baronio, first and foremost, as well as Barthold Nihus, a regular target of 

Gerhard’s confessional ire, who had died in 1657.67 Gerhard was infuriated by Catholic claims 

that the Coptic Church had submitted to the Roman Pontiff. Baronio, the main target of this 

work, was opposed by Protestant scholars who rejected the notion of the Copts adhering to 

Rome, and these, we are told, were savagely attacked by none other than the ‘apostate’ Barthold 

Nihus. Gerhard observes with approval that noted Catholic scholars have disproved this claim, 

 
62 Schwabe, De religione ritibusque ecclesiasticis moscovitarum, M4r. 
63 Exercitatio theologica, ecclesiae copticae, hoc est christianorum aegyptiacae ortum, progressum, 

praecipueque doctrinae capita repraesentans (Jena, 1666). 
64 15 July 1665. See Jauring, Steiger, and Mentz, Die Matrikel der Universität Jena. Bd. 2: 1652 bis 1723 

Personenregister (Weimar, 1962), s.v. 
65 Cf. Gerhard’s prefatory comments Ramshausen, Exercitatio theologica, ecclesiae copticae, unpag. 2v. 
66 See Alastair Hamilton’s discussion of this work in The Copts and the West, 1439-1822: The European 

Discovery of the Egyptian Church (Oxford, 2006), pp. 141f. 
67 On Gerhard’s feud with Nihus see Chapter Two. 
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quoting the Carmelite Philippus de Sancta Trinitate and his great contemporary Athanasius 

Kircher, whose argument in the Prodromos Copticus (1636) that the Copts had fallen from their 

pristine virtue and have been living in schism – ostensibly in opposition to Baronio’s claims – 

is cited approvingly. What the learned Jesuit acknowledged with regret the Lutheran professor 

confirms with relish.68 

 The plurality of world religions and the plurality of languages were often considered in 

tandem, most famously in Edward Brerewood’s Enquiries touching the diversity of languages 

and religions through the chief parts of the world, known to Gerhard and his colleagues through 

the Latin translation of 1650, which Gerhard owned.69 It is therefore not surprising that after an 

obligatory consideration of the etymology of the term Copts, Ramshausen discusses their 

language at considerable length.70 The Copts, their language, and the Coptic Church had been 

the subject of keen interest in the West since the late fifteenth century.71 Of immediate relevance 

to Ramshausen, and indeed to any European studying Coptic in the 1660s, was Athanasius 

Kircher’s assertion that Coptic was a preserved form of the language of the ancient Egyptians, 

an argument he articulated as early as 1636 in his Prodromus Copticus. Gerhard and 

Ramshausen were primarily interested in the Copts as part of a confessionalised Church history, 

yet Kircher’s claim that Coptic was the guide to deciphering the mysteries of ancient Egypt 

could not be ignored. It will be remembered that the supposed traces of ancient Egyptian in the 

Hebrew Bible were on Gerhard’s mind as early as 1645.72 Ramshausen follows Kircher and 

offers an account of Coptic as a form of ancient Egyptian, to which a considerable body of 

Greek words had been later introduced. The Coptic types available in Jena are used – no mean 

typographical achievement, however coarse the letters are. Ramshausen’s debt to Kircher’s 

Prodromus is openly stated; he even reproduces a section of the Bembine Table from Kircher’s 

work.73 As much as we may wish to consult Gerhard’s own copy of Prodromus Copticus – and 

even more so his copy of the Oedipus Ægytiacus – in the hope of finding marginalia or even 

indications of interest like underlinings, no work by Kircher is preserved in the Bibliotheca 

Gerhardina.74 The Copts as a gateway to Egyptian antiquity and Kircher’s Prodromus were 

clearly on Gerhard’s mind in the 1660s. Thus, for example, we find him openly following 

 
68 See Hamilton, The Copts and the West, pp. 74-6, Baronio, Annales xvi, pp. 697f. 
69 Scrutinium religionum (Frankfurt am Main, 1650). Gerhard’s copy: FBG shelf-mark Theol. 80 653/1 (2). 
70 Ramshausen, Ecclesia coptica, A3r-C1v. 
71 See Hamilton, The Copts and the West. 
72 See his two dissertations De voce אברך, quae Gen. XLI. 43. Legitur (1645) discussed in chapter 2. 
73 Ecclesia coptica, B3r. On Kircher’s use of the Bembine Table see Daniel Stolzenberg, Egyptian Oedipus: 

Athanasius Kircher and the Secrets of Antiquity (Chicago, 2013), ch. 4. 
74 It seems highly unlikely to me that Gerhard should not have owned any of Kircher’s works. The reason for this 

absence is probably unspectacular. 
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Kircher in a 1667 dissertation on Moses’ burial in which Gerhard considered the possibility of 

Moses being a Coptic name – drawing mostly on the Prodromus Copticus.75 Unlike Kircher, it 

was not Egyptian antiquity as such which Gerhard was after, but rather the uses of Egyptian 

antiquity in better understanding portions of the Old Testament – and on a much humbler scale 

than Kircher’s grand undertaking. 

Ramshausen could use Gerhard’s library and could also inspect rare objects in Gerhard’s 

library (museum Gerhardinum). And so, in discussing the ancient Egyptians’ use of papyrus, 

Ramshausen notes that papyrus was also used elsewhere, mentioning several papyrus leaves 

with Japanese writing which had been presented to Gerhard by the Lutheran pastor in The 

Hague, Johann Schelhammer.76 In Ramshausen’s (and probably Gerhard’s) opinion, the 

Japanese papyrus was fairly recent, which means that papyrus was still being used for writing 

texts at which Gerhard and Ramshausen could marvel but not read.  

 Compared to the other dissertations considered here, Ramshausen’s work shows a 

keener interest in history, tracing the emergence of the Coptic Church and following its fortunes 

through Late Antiquity and Muslim rule up to Ottoman times. The work ends, nonetheless, with 

a systematic consideration of Coptic doctrine – or as Ramshausen puts it ‘On the Copts’ 

principle errors in religion’.77 That Ramshausen and Gerhard found many points of doctrine 

and practice to disapprove of in a Monophysite church comes as no surprise. Yet, as with the 

other churches Gerhard’s collaborators were studying, there were numerous points of ostensible 

agreement which are cordially acknowledged – especially when these stood in opposition to 

Catholic (and occasionally Reformed) teaching. 

 

The Disputation on the Maronite Church follows a similar course of argument.78 The 

disputation was presented in January 1668 by Johann Georg Müller, a theology student,79 

 
75 Disputatio theologica de Sepultura Moysis (Jena, 1667). The dissertation was presented by a visiting scholar, 

Master Johannes Creil of Zwickau who is attested in the Jena matriculation records between 6 February and 13 

March 1667 ‘Cygnea-Misnicus, in patria Cantor et scholae collega’. Jauring, Steiger, and Mentz, Die Matrikel 

der Universität Jena, s.v. This dissertation reappeared in a second edition in 1684 – retaining the information of 

the original title page, but varying in pagination. This makes Gerhard’s authorship more likely, since other 

dissertations under his nominal authorship discussed in this chapter, were later re-issued without Gerhard’s name 

on the title page. 
76 Ramshausen, Ecclesia Coptica, B4v. 
77 Ramshausen, Ecclesia coptica, ch. 7 ‘De praecipuis Coptitarum in religione erroribus’, I1r-K4v. 
78 Johann Georg Müller, Disputatio de Ecclesia Maronitarum (Jena, 1668). 
79 This may be the later professor of poetry in Jena (as of 1698). See Bartholomäus Christian Richard, 

Commentatio de vita et scriptis professorum hodie in academica jenensi publice docentium (Jena, 1710), pp. 

103f. and Jöcher, Gelehrten-Lexikon, s.v. Though, if this is our Müller, neither mention his theological studies. 
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shortly before Gerhard’s final illness. As with the dissertations on the Armenians and Copts, 

this too is an attempt to disprove Catholic claims about the age-old loyalty of Oriental Churches 

to the Roman See,80 and once again it is Baronio who bears the brunt of the author’s ire for 

claiming that the Maronites had subjected themselves to the Roman Pontiff in 1182.81 After a 

brief history of the church, Müller offers a systematic overview of Maronite teaching and 

customs. While these make clear the difference between Lutherans and Maronites in both 

theology and practice, they also attempt to distance the Maronites from Catholicism. This is, in 

a way, a continuation of Gerhard’s work on the Syriac Bible which we encountered in Chapter 

Two. 

 

Beyond Church history 

 

As mentioned above, a common seventeenth-century division of world religions, found in 

Edward Brerewood, postulated four categories: Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and Paganism. 

Brerewood and his seventeenth-century readers were convinced of the unique veracity of 

Christianity, but were aware of the fact that only a fifth of the world’s population acknowledged 

Jesus of Nazareth as their saviour. In fact, a large portion of humanity seemed never to have 

heard of him. The latter point, as we shall see, was of concern to Gerhard himself. We must 

bear in mind that this phase in Gerhard’s life came to an abrupt and unexpected end. It would 

thus be wrong to over-interpret omissions in this collaborative ‘world history of religions.’ Had 

an opportunity and an appropriate candidate for the job presented themselves, we may well 

have had dissertations on the Ethiopian Church and perhaps several on Jews and Muslims. What 

we do have are two substantial works on non-Christian religions emerging from Gerhard’s 

‘academic workshop’: a treatise on Islam (1664) and an ambitious account of world religions 

(1667). 

 

Islam 

We turn now to a work by another of Gerhard’s collaborators, Peer Holm (1633-1684), who in 

1664 published in Jena a treatise on Islam with the typically combative title محمدَالرسولَالكاذَب 

 
80 Müller, De ecclesia Maronitarum, )(2r-v. 
81 Müller, De ecclesia Maronitarum, )(2v. 
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sive theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio. In qua praecipuae magni illius magnae 

partis orbis terrarum seductoris, Muhammedis, imposturae, fraudes & absurditates ex 

Alkorano potissimum deteguntur, & ex verbo Dei secundum articulos fidei refutantur ([Arabic: 

Muhammad the false prophet] or a brief consideration of Mohammedan theology, in which the 

impostures, lies and absurdities of Muhammad, that great seducer of a great part of the world, 

are exposed from the Qur’an itself and its articles of faith are refuted according to the Word of 

God). Holm, a Swedish student of oriental languages, had studied in Greifswald and Uppsala, 

and then Leipzig, Helmstedt,82 and Jena before returning to Sweden to become professor of 

oriental languages in Lund; he also held a series of ecclesiastical posts. Holm ended his days as 

a professor of theology and provost in Uppsala.83 He matriculated in Jena 12 October 166384 

and seems to have taken up lodgings with Gerhard since he refers to him in the work as his host 

(hospes). Holm was thirty at the time he published this work – in this he joins Christian 

Hoffmann, whom we shall encounter presently, and others in this chapter who can best be 

described as younger colleagues rather than as Gerhard’s students.  

Holm’s work was presented as a dissertation in Jena on 30 June and printed in Jena by 

Bauhöfer with Gerhard cited on the title-page as the praeses. It appeared a second time that 

year, with a new title page quoting Holm as author, and erasing its original academic function 

as a dissertation and, by extension, Gerhard’s role as praeses. The treatise would appear again 

(with the same printer) in 1670 – and once again as a treatise by Holm, rather than a dissertation 

presided over by Gerhard. Holm was at pains to stress his independent authorship and this was 

confirmed by Gerhard in his preface to the work. The latter’s role in the emergence of the work 

is also stated clearly. Holm’s preface opens with the following acknowledgement: 

 

If ever an unaccustomed fear has seized upon those who wish to join the ranks of 

those men assembled at such a summit – a fear occasioned in part by reverence for 

the greatness of these men whom they wish to approach, and in part by an awareness 

of their own insignificance – I, in particular, am among those. […] I have sketched 

the outlines of the Turkish Religion (as it is commonly called) but this at the 

instigation and prodding of the most reverend and greatly respected JOHANN ERNST 

 
82 A Swede by the name of Petrus Gregorius Holm is recorded in the Helmstedt matriculation records for 8 June 

1650 – this may have been Holm’s father. Werner Hillebrand, Die Matrikel der Universität Helmstedt 1636-

1685 (Hildesheim, 1981), s.v. 
83 See Jöcher, Gelehrtenlexikon, s.v. and Zedler, s.v. 
84 Reinhold Jauring, Günter Steiger, and Georg Mentz (eds.), Die Matrikel der Universität Jena. Bd. 2: 1652 bis 

1723 Personenregister (Weimar, 1962), s.v. 
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GERHARD, the renowned Doctor and public professor of sacred theology in this 

most famous university, my Patron, Teacher, and Host […].85 

 

Gerhard’s lengthy gratulatory epistle (24 June 1664) expects a Swedish crusade against the 

Turks (!) – and praises Holm’s aptitude for convincing his compatriots to undertake it. We also 

learn that Holm had been recommended to Gerhard by Christian Ravius.86 To those who find 

fault with this undertaking, claiming that Christian (i.e. orthodox) teaching has enough internal 

foes and does not require a study of external ones, Holm points out that the heathens are 

constantly studied. Why then not study Muslims, who are at least monotheists? And since the 

study of Jewish teachings is taken up enthusiastically, why not also that of Islam which has its 

origin mostly in Jewish heresies? Why contemn in the rivulets that which is admired in the 

source, he asks rhetorically.87 

The tone of the treatise is polemical even by the standards of the day. Thus the chapter 

on the sources of Islam begins: 

 

Of Tarquin, to whom his deeds added the sobriquet Superbus, the seventh to rule 

[Rome] after the foundation of the city […] the authors of the Roman annals tell us 

that he set up the city’s great underground sewer, i.e. the receptacle of all the dirt.88 

Satan, that primordial spirit of arrogance and manslayer (John 8:44),89 observed and 

imitated this in the seventh century after the restoration of salvation by Christ, the 

Son of GOD, and the building of the City of God in the New Testament, consecrated 

through his own blood. For after this tyrant, the Devil, saw that he was not able to 

subvert the Church built on CHRIST, the Son of God, by means of the various 

heresies, such as those of Simon Magus, Cerinthus, Saturninus, Carpocrates [of 

 
85 Holm, Theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio, )(2r. ‘Si unquam illos, qui tantos in tanto fastigio 

collocatos Viros accedere volunt, insolitus quidam timor, partim ex reverentia magnitudinis eorum, quos adeunt, 

partim ex propriae tenuitatis conscientia, corripere solet; illorum certe ego unus sum, quam qui maxime. Nam 

praeter haec omnia, invidiâ insuper suscepti argumenti, laborare videor. Duxi, sed instinctu, impulsuque Plr. 

Rever. & Ampliss. Dn. JOHANNIS ERNESTI GERHARDI, SS. Theolog. D. & Professoris Publici, in 

Celeberrima hac Salana Famigeratissimi, Dn. Patroni, Praeceptoris & Hospitis mei aetatem debito cultu 

observantiaque suscipiendi, prima lineamenta Religionis (uti plurimum vocant) Turcicae.’ 
86 Holm, Theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio, )(3v. 
87 Holm, Theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio, )(2v. 
88 Livy 1.56. 
89 John 8:44. ‘You are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from 

the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of 

his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.’ 
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Alexandria], Marcion, Basilides, Sabellius, Montanus, [Paulus] Samosatenus, 

Arius, Mani, Audius, Nestorius, Photinus, Pelagius etc., he has been accosting the 

Church by other means. Having reckoned that if single heresies are of no avail then 

many collated into one would aid his purpose. He thus directed the above-

mentioned and other horrendous heresies into one Stygian swamp, i.e. 

Mahommedanism.90 

 

Holm, echoing traditional Lutheran polemics, goes on to posit Muhammad as the Anti-Christ 

in the East – a diabolical pendant to the Anti-Christ in the West, the Pope.91 

Holm is also typical in his treatment of the Qur’an as an exhaustive guide to Islamic 

theology and Muslim practice. Typical is also his judgment of the Qur’an as a badly composed 

motley of opinions pilfered from various sources in order to appeal to different groups. Muslim 

circumcision and the ban on pork were thus a calculated attempt on the part of Muhammad to 

ingratiate himself with the Jews, and even the numerous positive utterances on Jesus,92 which 

had traditionally caused ambivalence among early modern European readers of the Qur’an, are 

damned by Holm as an impostor’s calculated flattery.93 

 After considering the emergence of Islam, the second and third parts of the work follow 

the established academic practice in offering a summary of Muslim dogma on a set of points 

which mostly follow Protestant rather than Islamic theological concerns. First comes the nature 

of the Qur’an (in opposition to Christian Scripture), its teaching concerning Christ and the 

Trinity, followed by a scrutiny of a series of doctrinal points: Creation, angels, providence, the 

image of God in man, sin, free will, Law, Gospel, penitence, justification, sacraments, the 

 
90 Holm, Theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio, A4r. ‘Quod de Tarquino, cui Superbi nomen facta 

indiderunt, quique ordine septimus ab Urbe, a Romulo vel condita vel restaurata, inibi scelere parto imperio 

regnavit, memorant annalium Romanorum conditores, cloacam scilicet maximam receptaculum omnium 

purgamentorum urbis sub terram egisse: id Satanas, Spiritus ille Superbiae, & ἀνθρωποκτόνος ab initio, Joh. 

VIII, 44. astute imitatus videtur, seculo post reparatam a CHRISTO DEI FILIO salutem, urbisque Dei in N.T. 

proprio sanguine sacratam aedificationem, itidem septimo. Nam cum hic tyrannus, Diabolus, variis haeresium 

moliminibus, ut Simonis Magi, Cerinthi, Saturnini, Carpocratis, Marcionis, Basilidis, Sabelli, Montani, 

Samosateni, Arii, Manetis, Audei, Nestorii, Photini, Macedonii, Pelagii, &c. vidisset, se Ecclesiam DEI, ἐπὶ τῇ 

πέτρα. i.e. Christo Filio DEI, inaedificatam, non posse evertere: alia via aggredi eam sategit. Ratus, quod si non 

prosunt singula, multa tamen juvent in unum collata. Praedictas itaque aliasque horrendas haereses in [A4v] 

unam stygiam paludem, Muhammedismum scil., derivavit: qua veluti Camarina quadam mota, civitati DEI 

densissimas nubes, pestilenti anhelitu infectas, antiquus ille Draco Apoc. XII, 13, ex propinquo posset offundere. 
91 Holm, Theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio, A1r. An eschatological identification of the Pope and 

Muhammad and Antichrists was widespread element of Protestant polemics in the Reformation and later. See 

Thomas Kaufmann, ‘Türckenbüchlein’. Zur christlichen Wahrnehmung ‘türkischer Religion’ in Spätmittelalter 

und Reformation (Göttingen, 2008), esp. pp. 62-5. 
92 Whose divinity is nonetheless promptly rejected in the Qur’an. 
93 Holm, Theologiae Muhammedanae brevis consideratio, B3r. 
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Church, political magistracy, matrimony, prayers and invocations, death, resurrection and final 

judgment, hell, and eternal life.  

 

Umbra in luce (1667) 

 

We turn now to the most ambitious product of the ‘Gerhard workshop’ written in 1667 by 

Gerhard’s young colleague Christian Hoffmann. The work is ambitious in several ways, most 

notably for attempting a panoramic view of world religions. Covering over two-hundred pages, 

it far exceeds the length of an average academic disputation, though it was as such that it was 

originally presented in Jena (or more likely, a shorter version of it). It is not an easy read, owing 

both to the density of the material and what to the present reader seems like a poor and often 

inconsistent structure of the argument. Its value, however, lies not in a modern assessment of 

its merits and flaws, but in what it reveals about the academic study of world religions in the 

seventeenth century. The following is an attempted reconstruction of its author’s intentions (and 

indirectly those of Gerhard) and a consideration of what these tells us about Gerhard and his 

broader intellectual milieu.94 

 

An unexpected prelude: Justinian von Weltz (1621-1668?) and his mission to the heathens 

 

Missionary work overseas was not a hallmark of seventeenth-century Lutheranism. In addition 

to widespread scepticism as to its plausibility, several Lutheran theologians of the day were 

openly hostile to a diversion of ecclesiastical effort in this direction. There was, at the time, no 

Lutheran equivalent to the Congregatio de propaganda fide or the Jesuit missions overseas. 

Gerhard and his collaborators’ interests in various non-Latin Churches and Islam often had a 

polemical edge – eager to refute error, and more often, to polemicize against Catholic 

adversaries. To the best of my knowledge Gerhard never took an interest in a Lutheran mission 

to the Churches of the East or the Muscovites – an interest we find several decades later with 

 
94 A forthcoming study by Martin Mulsow and Paola von Wyss-Giacosa incorporates considerable portions of 

Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce in the broader context of European encounters with the religions of India. I am 

grateful to both for a fruitful exchange on this work. See also Martin Mulsow, ‘An “Our Father” for the 

Hottentots: Religion, Language, and the Consensus Gentium’, in A Historical Approach to Casuistry: Norms and 

Exceptions in a Comparative Perspective, ed. C. Ginzburg and L. Biasiori (London, 2019), pp. 239-61. 
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Halle Pietists. In 1670, shortly after Gerhard’s death, Matthias Wasmuth and Christian Ravius, 

both professors in Kiel at the time, made public their plan for a missionary collegium orientale, 

yet won little support and it did not materialize.95 Even Martin Kempe’s pious hopes for an 

Armenian return to correct (i.e. Lutheran) teaching was not coupled with any practical concern 

to see this happen. These academic gestations were not meant to convert Muslims or 

Muscovites. Their audience was fellow Lutheran scholars, or possibly Catholic adversaries, not 

the distant worshippers whose dogmas and practices were being analysed in Latin. These works 

which Gerhard patronized are not missionary manuals. This in itself is not surprising, especially 

in view of the general lack of interest of most Lutheran theologians and churchmen in 

missionary work before the end of the seventeenth century. Having said that, before we come 

to Gerhard and his associate’s views on ‘paganism’, ancient and contemporary, a short but 

revealing episode is worth considering, which sheds a more nuanced light on his interest in 

contemporary ‘pagans’. 

 While mission is not a concern in Gerhard’s printed œuvre, his papers reveal a 

sympathetic interest not otherwise apparent, namely his correspondence with the Lutheran 

missionary Justinian von Weltz (1621-1668?).96 Gerhard in fact went as far as sending several 

of his Jena students to Weltz to be trained in Amsterdam for missionary work in the New 

World.97 Weltz, an Austrian Protestant Baron, became a champion of Lutheran missions – and 

while failing to convince the Corpus Evangelicorum to support his endeavours, he set out to 

Surinam (Dutch Guyana) to proselytise among the ‘heathens’ – and seems to have fallen prey 

to the country’s wildlife.98 His efforts to form a missionary society went against the grain of 

seventeenth-century Lutheran Orthodoxy, with its deep suspicion of oversees missions.99 It is 

also worth noting that one of the prevalent early seventeenth-century voices against missionary 

activity among the ‘heathens’ was none other than Gerhard’s father. In his Loci theologici, 

Johann Gerhard formulated the classical arguments against such a mission, which were to be 

 
95 Christian Ravius and Matthias Wasmuth, Literae circulares wegen Errichtung eines Collegii Orientalis (Kiel, 

1670). See also Martin Friedrich, Zwischen Abwehr und Bekehrung: Die Stellung der deutschen evangelischen 

Theologie zum Judentum im 17. Jahrhundert (Tübingen, 1988), pp. 96f. and Alastair Hamilton, ‘“To rescue the 

Honour of the Germans”: Qur’an Translations by Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century German 

Protestants’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 77 (2014), pp. 173-209, here 178. 
96 Also spelled Welz. In his letters top Gerhard Weltz signs simply ‘Valentin Weltz’, conspicuously dropping his 

baronial title and ‘von’. 
97 Noted by Othmar Feyl in Beiträge zur Geschichte der slawischen Verbindungen und internationalen Kontakte 

der Universität Jena (Jena, 1969), p. 246. 
98 Fritz Laubach, ‘Justinian von Welz und sein Plan einer Missionsgesellschaft innerhalb der deutschen und 

englischen Sozietäts- und Missionsbestrebungen des 17. Jahrhundert’ Diss. (University of Marburg, 1955), esp. 

pp. 7-36. See also Laubach’s introductory essay ‘Justinian von Welz – Leben und Werk’, in ed. idem, Justinian 

von Welz. Ein Österreicher als Vordenker und Pionier der Weltmission (Wuppertal and Zurich, 1989), pp. 7-32. 
99 Laubach, ‘Justinian von Welz und sein Plan einer Missionsgesellschaft.’ 
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reiterated in later decades by Weltz’s Orthodox contemporaries, first and foremost the above-

mentioned Regensburg superintendent Johann Heinrich Ursinus, who was openly dismissive of 

Weltz’s design to establish a missionary society, the Jesus liebende Gesellschaft. Beside 

practical misgivings, the Orthodox rejection of the urgency of a Protestant mission also rested 

on the argument that the ‘heathen peoples’ of the non-Christian parts of the globe had all been 

introduced to Christianity at one stage or another – this was demonstrated for Johann Gerhard 

by certain resemblances between ‘pagan’ and Christian rites and myths – and had rejected the 

Good Word through their own arrogance and ingratitude. These societies were responsible for 

their own damnation. Their conversion was by no means unwelcome, and a mission could, in 

principle, be desirable, but a series of pre-conditions had to be fulfilled to make this a practical 

pursuit.100 Johann Ernst Gerhard’s interest in Weltz’s plans is all the more striking against this 

backdrop, but he was not alone in endorsing Weltz. Among others, the Nuremberg preacher 

Johann Michael Dilherr, Gerhard’s former teacher in Jena, expressed his support.101 

 Weltz first wrote to Gerhard from Ulm on 2 December 1663.102 Seeking patrons for his 

newly envisaged missionary society, Weltz asked him to contact sympathetic professors in 

Leipzig, Wittenberg, and Helmstedt, and expressed the hope that Gerhard and other professors 

would, in the fullness of time, send him students wishing to undertake missionary work 

overseas. We do not have Gerhard’s reply, but it must have been enthusiastic since Weltz 

responded promptly with a cordial and detailed answer.103 ‘Your Excellency’s heart-warming 

(geliebte) response only reached me on 3 February, and since I took heed of your Excellency’s 

honest and wise thoughts on the promulgation of our pure Evangelical teaching with great 

pleasure, I wished to send you this short note.’104 Gerhard was clearly taken by the idea and the 

following events prove the sincerity of his intentions. In this second letter Weltz informed him 

of the latest developments in his missionary enterprise. He had written to Ernst of Saxe-Gotha 

as well as to the courts of Wolfenbüttel, Darmstadt, Durlach, Stuttgart, and Neustadt, and was 

on his way to Regensburg to promote his plans at the Perpetual Diet. Weltz’s attempts to win 

support at these courts and at the Imperial Diet in Regensburg were unsuccessful. He had 

written to the Wittenberg theologian Abraham Calov (possibly following Gerhard’s advice), ‘I 

also ask your Excellency to further communicate my plans to others, both in conversation and 

 
100 Laubach, ‘Justinian von Welz und sein Plan einer Missionsgesellschaft‘, pp. 20-30. 
101 Wolfgang Größel, Justinianus von Weltz, der Vorkämpfer der lutherischen Mission (Leipzig, 1891), p. 20. 
102 Chart. A 418 fol. 255r-256r. 
103 Chart A 418 fol. 259 (5 February 1664). 
104 Chart A 418 fol. 259. ‘E. Exc. geliebte Antwort ist mir erst den 3 Febr. zuhanden kommen, und weilen ich 

E.E. treuherziger, und hochvernünfitiger gedanken von der außbreitung unserer reinen Evang. lehre zu meinem 

großen vergnügen darauß vernomen, alß habe ich dieses wenige zu einer gegenantwort überschicken wollen.’ 
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in writing, but the Calvinists must not catch wind of our secret plans.’ Reacting in all likelihood 

to Gerhard’s proposal, Weltz addressed the subject of recruiting students. Married students who 

would travel to Amsterdam, where he planned to train his future missionaries, would require 

sufficient stipends.105 The need to allocate funds for the training of prospective missionaries 

whom Gerhard was to send to Weltz would eventually give rise to frustration on Weltz’s part. 

In February 1664 he was confident enough of Gerhard’s support to conclude his letter with a 

request that the Jena professor compose for him a short poem in Latin or German to be printed 

as an endorsement in his next work. This Gerhard did, sending Weltz a German sonnet.106 

Gerhard, in other words, was happy to put his support for the missionary endeavour on public 

record. The sonnet was published together with several other such poems as a preface to Weltz’s 

Einladungs-Trieb zum herannahenden grossen Abendmahl (An urgent invitation to the 

immanent great communion), an exhortation to forming a missionary society.107 In March 1664 

Weltz sent Gerhard four copies of his recently printed Christian and true-hearted admonition 

to all orthodox adherents of the Augsburg Confession, concerning a society through which, 

together with divine help, our Evangelical religion may be promulgated with the request that 

he should send one copy to Leipzig, one to Wittenberg, one to Helmstedt, and to do what he 

saw fit with the fourth copy.108 On 1 May 1664, while still in Regensburg, Weltz wrote again 

to Gerhard: 

 

I shall promptly travel with an associate (Bundesgenoße) to Amsterdam via 

Nuremberg and Frankfurt to attain privileges from the West India Company and the 

States General. Since I have changed my mind, and, to avoid the expenses, I shall 

not be sending the student to Jena [to recruit students for missionary work], I ask 

His Excellency to tell students whom you know about the undertaking and see if 

 
105 Chart. A 418 fol. 259. 
106 For which Weltz thanked him on 30 March Chart. A 418 fol. 260v. 
107 Weltz, Einladungs-Trieb zum heran-nahenden Grossen Abendmahl: und Vorschlag zu einer Christ-

erbaulichen Jesus-Gesellschafft bahndelnd die Verbesserung des Christnebthums und Bekehrung des 

Heidentums (Nuremberg, 1664), )(vir. 196f. Gerhard’s sonnet is also printed in Laubach’s edition of Weltz’s 

collected works (1989), pp. 247f. praising Christian devotion to Jesus over hollow worldliness and praising 

Weltz’s piety– with no reference, however, to his missionary project. 
108 The treatise was published by Weltz himself in 1664 in Nuremberg under the title: Eine Christliche 

Vermahnung an alle rechtgläubige Christen / der Augspurgischen Confession, betreffend eine sonderbahre 

Gesellschaft / durch welche / nechst göttlicher Hüllffe / unsere evangelische Religion möchte außgebreitet 

werden. In his letter to Gerhard (Chart. A 418 fol. 260r) he states that it was printed in Nuremberg for him by 

Lochner – though the latter, perhaps realizing the controversial nature of the treatise, is not cited in the title-page 

nor is Nuremberg. 
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any wish to journey to America. No one will be obliged to remain there for a long 

period against his will. After six months or a year, they will be able to travel back. 

 

Intending to set up a commonwealth in Surinam he was looking for twelve suitable law students, 

who could serve in its council as well as a dozen theology students. Students of medicine and 

mathematics were also required. Apart from establishing a new colony, he was hoping to set up 

churches in the existing Dutch colonies in America.109 To this letter Weltz appended a short 

handwritten description of Surinam which he had compiled.110 Apart from dwelling on the 

remarkable fecundity of the country (in which he had not yet set foot) it also offers an account 

of the natives: ‘The natives are very fond of the Germans, but one should not wilfully offend 

them. They are simple-minded and much admire the Germans’ writing and reading and are 

quite sociable”.111 Gerhard seems to have fully endorsed Weltz’s plans. 

 After arriving in Amsterdam Weltz wrote again to Gerhard on 19 June 1664 (New 

Style). Gerhard seems to have recommended a collaboration with Dutch Reformed Protestants 

for his envisaged mission in what were, after all, Dutch colonies. Weltz was not convinced. He 

could easily enlist a sufficient number of Dutch collaborators, but would not do so since they 

were obstreperous, lazy, spoiled by their prosperity, and thus prone to mutiny and, perhaps most 

importantly, unsuitable due to their obnoxious religion (wiedrige religion) ‘I shall therefore 

enlist only those dedicated to the Evangelical faith, and, generally speaking, seek Germans. I 

would rather incur the costs thereof than rely on the Dutch.’112 Weltz’s rejection by the 

Orthodox Lutheran establishment did not render him tolerant of other Protestant denominations. 

It is striking, however, that Gerhard should have recommended collaboration with the Dutch 

Reformed. 

 The paper trace left by this episode comes to an abrupt end with a letter Weltz wrote to 

Gerhard from Amsterdam in August 1664: 

 

 
109 Chart. A 418 fol. 261r. 
110 Chart. A 418 fol. 260ar-v. 
111 Chart. A 418 fol 620ar. 
112 Ibid. ‘[…] was die Holländer anlanget, könte ich derselben zwar wohl genug mitbekomen, dieweilen Sie aber 

gar trotzigen gemüths, sehr faul, der guten tag vnd vberflußes, welcher anfänglich mith gleich in Verrath sein 

kan, gewohnet, auch wiedriger religion vnd deßwegen zu keinen ambtern zugebrauchen, alß werde ich nur 

etlich[e] der Evangelischen Religion zugethane eligiren, im übrigem mich nach hochteutschen bewerben, bey 

deren ich lieber die vnkosten, alß ahn denen Holländer anwenden will.’ 
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There must have been a misunderstanding about my letters concerning the 

American journey, for I intended everything there conditionally, if this were to 

happen, and if, and if etc. I did not mean you to send the students to me immediately. 

I only wished to be informed by writing whether some fifty students would be 

interested in undertaking the journey to America. I therefore kindly ask your 

Excellency to send not a single further student to Amsterdam. Procuring the upkeep 

for so many students is beyond the means of a baron nor did I ever intend to 

undertake this myself […] Your Excellency is clearly not to blame for this but rather 

the avarice of students who hope to find gold in America […] 

 

To add insult to injury, Weltz had been outrageously mistreated by one of the ‘godless’ theology 

students sent from Jena, who had been handling Weltz (who by then had renounced his 

aristocratic title and usually signed his letters with his first name, Justinian) ‘more like a 

common thief and creditor than a baron’ and seems to have taken legal action against him. 

Gerhard should in no way be misled by the slander spread by this ‘murderous man’ and ‘godless 

blackguard’. The other five students are worthy of the task and would doubtless speak highly 

of their treatment. The letter ends with the exclamation ‘I beg you, for God’s sake, send me no 

more students.’ This seems to have been the end of the collaboration between the two men. 

Weltz eventually found his way to Surinam, where he probably met a violent death in 1668 – 

the same year of Gerhard’s departure. Jena students were not to play a role in setting up a 

Lutheran utopia in the Dutch colonies of South America. That Gerhard should have been taken 

by this plan and sent students to be trained by Weltz in Amsterdam is in itself remarkable. That 

this enthusiastic endorsement of a mission to the ‘heathens’ of Surinam coincided with his 

academic patronage of a series of studies on world religions is no less interesting. 

 

Shadow, light, and penumbra 

 

While Umbra in luce (1667) was written by Hoffmann not Gerhard, the title of the work and its 

metaphoric conceptual framework, I would argue, were Gerhard’s. To understand this better 

we must briefly return thirteen years earlier to 12 August 1654.113 Gerhard was still a professor 

of history in Jena when the famous solar eclipse occurred. We have seen in the previous chapter 

 
113 New Style. 
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that he was sufficiently interested in the eclipse and its possible significance as an omen to 

interrupt his lecture series, and, more importantly, in the present context, that he was keenly 

interested in the work of his colleague Erhard Weigel, which offered a map of the ecpliptic 

umbra and penumbra, the partly shaded region surrounding an ecliptic shadow. In addition to 

its intrinsic merits, Weigel’s ground-breaking charting of the ecliptic umbra and penumbra must 

have impressed Gerhard as a particularly apt metaphor for his and his colleagues’ investigations 

into the history of world religions. The concept of light and shadow, and crucially, the 

penumbratic ‘shadow in light’ found its apogee in Gerhard’s circle with Christian Hoffmann’s 

Umbra in luce, to which we shall presently turn.114 Several earlier occurrences of this ecliptic 

metaphor in Gerhard’s milieu make its appeal clear. 

We have already encountered in Chapter Three Gerhard’s younger colleague Johann 

Friedrich Nicolai and his Hodogeticum orientale harmonicum (1670), an elaboration of 

Gerhard’s harmonic grammar. The same Nicolai supervised a disputation on 27 February 1667 

(practically coinciding with Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce) with the intriguing title: Discursus 

physicus de veterum pyramidibus lucis & umbrae (A natural-philosophical (physicus) discourse 

on the ancients’ pyramids of light and of shade). The work itself, despite appearances, is not 

about the Egyptian pyramids but rather about the Christian critique of pagan metaphysics. 

Gerhard himself was not involved, but it is worth noting that Weigel was among those to write 

a commendation for the work. Closer to our inquiry is a dissertation Gerhard himself supervised 

in February 1663 entitled Lumen gentium.115 The respondent, Johann Andreas Olearius (1639-

1684), was on the threshold of a successful ecclesiastical career.116 Lumen gentium is a 

reference to Simeon’s appellation of Jesus in Luke 2:32 as ‘a light to lighten the Gentiles’.117 

Needless to say, there is nothing exceptional in referring to a deity (Christian or other) as light, 

illumination and the like. The full title of the dissertation also makes its significance within the 

context of confessional polemics clear: The repeatedly sung light to the Gentiles, Luke 2:32 

 
114 See also Martin Mulsow, ‘Global Intellectual History and the Dynamics of Religion’, in Dynamic of Religion: 

Past and Present. Proceedings of the XXI World Congress of the International Association for the History of 

Religions, ed. Ch. Bochinger and J. Rüpke (in collaboration with Elisabeth Begemann), (Berlin, 2017), pp. 251-

72. 
115 Johann Ernst Gerhard (praeses), Johann Andreas Olearius (respondens), Lumen gentium, Lucae II. v. 32 

decantatum, variis variorum adversariorum, lucifugarum & Christomachorum nebulis oppositum (Jena, 1663). 

A second edition appeared in Jena in 1717. 
116 Jauernig and Steiger, Die Matrikel der Universität Jena, p. 570. At the time Olearius was already acting as 

second preacher at the Halle cathedral. On his death in 1684 he was general-superintendent and senior court 

chaplain. 
117 Luc. 2:32 ‘φῶς εἰς ἀποκάλυψιν ἐθνῶν καὶ δόξαν λαοῦ σου Ἰσραήλ.’The Vulgate reads ‘Lumen ad 

revelationem gentium et gloriam plebis tuae Israhel.’ The King James Version ‘A light to lighten the Gentiles, 

and the glory of thy people Israel’. 
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opposed to the various vapours of various light-shunning adversaries who wage war with 

Christ. Nonetheless, the motif of light is here significant beyond the patently obvious. The 

frequent references to oriental languages suggest that Gerhard actually composed this work, or 

was at least actively involved in its preparation. What interests us here is the claim that the 

divine light greeted by Simeon in Jerusalem in Luke was not restricted to a single nation118 and 

that the lumen gentium was uncreated and eternal. This precludes any temporal generation and 

signifies co-perpetuity with the Father and Son – a Christological tenet contested not only by 

Jews, Muslims, and pagans, but, Gerhard cautions, also by Christian heretics, including ancient 

and latter-day Arians and Socinians.119 In a sense, this work foreshadows the more elaborate 

and ambitious Umbra in luce. The penultimate section ‘Lumen gentium est lumen salvificum’, 

concludes: ‘From this it is clear that it is mere mists and shadows, with which they attempt to 

obstruct this Light unto the gentiles.’120 The divine (Christian) light shines universally but is 

obstructed by mists and darkness casting a shadow of false teachings. Among the shadow-

casting culprits Gerhard sees Epicureans and Christian heretics (ancient and modern), heathens 

who worship the (created) sun rather than this light of nations (among whom Gerhard singles 

out the Japanese),121 Mahommedans, Jews, ‘Papists’ (who attempt to make a new Law out of 

the light of grace), and Calvinists.122 To this list of perfidious obscurers of divine light are added 

the Photinians, Schwenkfeldians, Weigelians, Anabaptists, Arminians and pseudo-Christians – 

those who confess the faith of the divine light but whose actions prove otherwise (none are 

named).123 Not surprisingly, the work ends with the conclusion that Lutheranism alone is the 

true and ancient religion. 

 Two final points need to be made before we pass on to Umbra in luce. First, the 

universalist radiation of the divine light is not an explanation of affinities between different 

religions by recourse to natural religion. Indeed, the work opens with an argument for the 

inherent insufficiency of natural theology – without calling the child by name. The epic story 

told here is of divine revelation and human obfuscation. Secondly, Gerhard’s Lumen gentium 

stands in a broader tradition of seventeenth-century writings about world religions, which, as 

 
118 Gerhard, Lumen gentium, B1r. ‘Verum haec lux vera lucem impertit non uni tantum nationi, sed omnibus 

hominibus, prodeuntibus in hujus mundi tenebras: Venerat, ut per Evangelicam fidem illucesceret cordibus 

omnium totius orbis nationum. Non excluditur Scytha, non Judaeus, non Hispanus, non Gothus, non Britannus, 

non Reges, non servi. Quantum est in ipsa Luce, venit illustrandis omnibus.’ 
119 Gerhard, Lumen gentium, Cr-v. 
120 Gerhard, Lumen gentium, E4v. ‘Ex quibus omnibus patet, meras esse nebulas & tenebras, quibus hoc gentium 

Lumen obscurare conantur.’ 
121 Relying on Bernhard Varenius, Descriptio regni Iaponiae (Amsterdam, 1649). 
122 Gerhard, Lumen gentium, F1r. ‘qui per fictam suam particularitatem gratiosissimos luminis hujus radios, 

quantum in ipsis est, extinguunt, atque ita omne solidum afflictis conscientiis solatiam eripiunt.’ 
123 Gerhard, Lumen gentium, F1v. 
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we have seen above, had its practitioners in Gerhard’s immediate Lutheran sphere. What 

modern readers may see as confessional narrow-mindedness should not obscure the 

significance such an approach had in the seventeenth century for an increasingly globalized 

history of religion(s).  

 

Christian Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce (1667) 

 

We turn finally to the most ambitious of the treatises composed under Gerhard’s academic 

auspices in the 1660s, Umbra in Luce, the full title of which can be rendered: Shadow in Light, 

or the agreement and disagreement with the Christian truth of the profane religions, namely 

Judaism, Samaritanism, Mohammedanism, Genghis-Khanism, and Paganism (especially 

modern).124 The dissertations which Gerhard supervised in those years, often have a title in a 

non-Latin alphabet, which was a widespread practice at the time. The above considered 

dissertations on church history bore titles in the language of the corresponding church. Umbra 

in luce boasts a Samaritan title: Ṭelal be-nahar (shadow in light).125 

The work was presented as a disputation in Jena by Christian Hoffmann on 12 January 

1667 and printed in Jena in the same year. A second edition appeared in 1680, this time without 

the mention of Gerhard as praeses. As with Holm’s dissertation on Islam, this too was a 

confirmation of Hoffmann’s authorship – and as with Holm, there are numerous indications 

corroborating Hoffmann’s authorship: among them numerous errors in the vocalisation of 

Arabic nouns which Gerhard would not have committed.126 Here too, while Gerhard did not 

write the piece, and some of its aspects and nuances reflect Hoffmann’s independent concerns 

and interests, it seems to fit in well with Gerhard’s interests and intellectual agenda of those 

years, and, despite the work’s shortcomings, is an impressive product of Gerhard’s circle. 

 

[Fig. 21 Title page of Umbra in luce (1667)] 

 
124 Christian Hoffmann (auctor) Johann Ernst Gerhard (praeses), Umbra in Luce: sive Consensus et Dissensus 

Religionum profanarum, Judaismi, Samaritanismi, Muhammedismi, Gingis-Chanismi, atque Paganismi 

praecipue moderni, cum veritate Christiana (Jena, 1667). 
125 According to Alan D. Crown the types used here follow those made for the Propaganda Fide: ‘Further notes 

on Samaritan typography’, The British Library Journal 21(1) (1995), pp. 1-15, here p. 13. 
126 Hoffmann in several instances gets the final vowel wrong: e.g. tanwīn ḍammah instead of ḍammah in words 

appearing with the definite article. 
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Umbra in luce and a series of other works by Hoffmann make clear that he has received 

far less scholarly attention than his due and make the scraps of biographical information we 

have about him all the more tantalizing. We must here make do with what follows. We know 

that Christian Hoffmann was born in Breslau and matriculated in Jena in 1664. By the time he 

presented Umbra in luce (January 1667), the title-page tells us, he was a magister. The modern 

editors of Jena’s matriculation records add that in 1669 he applied for a position as adjunct – 

apparently unsuccessfully. Hoffmann dedicated Umbra in luce to the magistrates of his native 

city, and these, as a letter Gerhard received from a certain David Hoffmann of Breslau (who 

does not identify himself as Christian Hoffmann’s father but as Gerhard’s brother-in-law) 

informs the praeses, Hoffmann had been awarded sixty-six Reichsthaler for Umbra in luce.127 

Even a cursory glance at the treatise makes clear Hoffmann’s admiration for Athanasius 

Kircher. Six years later, in 1673, he published in Jena what he claimed to be an anonymous 

manuscript entitled Ars magna.128 In the introduction to this work he betrays (again) his 

admiration for Kircher (ingeniosissimus Kircherus) –this time for expounding the Lullian ars 

combinatorica.129 Other than these two works, we have several pieces which he published in 

Jena, the last of which appeared in 1673. They cover topics as diverse as Machiavellus ante 

Machiavellum (1668), the office of dictator in ancient Rome (1670), the skeletal remains of 

giants (1670),130 a natural-philosophical consideration of whether the copulation of man and 

beast would produce a human (1671),131 Ramist method (1673),132 and a history of the Silesian 

gold mine in Reichenstein (Złoty Stok) (1674).133 That his publications break off abruptly in 

1674 suggests that he left Jena and academic life. He seems also to have been on friendly terms 

 
127 Chart. A 702 fol. 135r-v. (12 March, New Style). 
128 Anonymi Ars magna, ex paucis multa, et de multis pauca dicendi: sive methodus, cujus, ex tempore, de 

quocunque themate, quod vel experientia constat, vel ex certis disciplinis cognitum est, prolixa & varia oratio 

haberi potest; ita ut locuturum aut scribturum, neque ordo, neque materia amplificandi & variandi unquam 

deficiant. Ex MSto luci dedit, notas & exemplum adjecit M. Christianus Hoffmannus. Wratislaviensis (Jena, 

1673). Hoffmann here cultivated the minor affectation of spelling scribtio (for scriptio) as he does consistently in 

Umbra in luce. 
129 Anonymi Ars magna, A2v. 
130 Christian Hoffmann (praeses), Theohilus Müller (auctor et respondens), Disputatio physica de gigantum 

ossibus (Jena, 1670). See Bernd Roling, ‘Vom dämonischen Archetyp zur Konstruktion einer Urtradition. Die 

Kontroverse über das Geschlecht der Giganten an den barocken Universitäten’, in Constructing Tradition: 

Means and Myths of Translation in Western Esotericism, ed. A. B. Kilcher (Leiden, 2010), pp. 449-65, here p. 

461. 
131 Problema physicum: An ex homine et bruto generari possit homo (Jena, 1671). 
132 Ars magna ex paucis multa (Jena, 1673). 
133 Berg-Probe: oder Reichsteinischer Göldner Esel / anfänglich / aus eigener Beschreibung / im Jahr 1659. In 

Bergmännischer Redens-Art / sambt Beschreibung deß Ursprunges der Metallen/ Berg-Arten u.d.g. wie auch 

alle Berg-Arbeit (Jena, 1674). 
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with the pioneer sinologist Andreas Müller.134 Hoffmann may not emerge from the pages of 

Umbra in luce as a great scholar, but (together with his other works) an exceptionally versatile 

one with intellectual horizons worthy of a contemporary of Hiob Ludolf and the young Leibniz. 

Gerhard’s commendation which serves as a preface offers us the master’s direct comment 

on the work of his young colleague.135 Gerhard’s amazement is not due to the fact that 

substantial common ground with Christianity should be found among the non-Christian 

religions of the world, but he marvels rather at the heathens’ ignorance. In other words, Gerhard 

takes the work’s title, umbra in luce (which, it is reasonable to assume, came from him), quite 

seriously. It is not about the penumbrian light to be found in the recesses of ‘heathen shadow’ 

but the fact that amidst the universal radiance of divine light (revealed light, not the light of 

natural reason) so much darkness should prevail. Gerhard, at least rhetorically, is not so much 

delighted to find some of the original light in heathens as he is baffled by the shadow amidst 

bounteous divine light:  

 

A baffling darkness (stupendae tenebrae) shrouded ancient heathenism’s 

knowledge of the true God and the darkness shrouding modern heathenism is hardly 

less dense. That which God’s chosen vessel and most illuminated teacher unto the 

nations, St. Paul the Apostle, declared of the ancient heathens, was, namely, that 

they were without excuse (ἀναπολόγητοι),136 for that which can be known of God 

was manifest in those things which God had revealed to them. Indeed, those things 

which are invisible can be considered from Creation as long as they are grasped 

through their actions. This is also true of His eternal power and divinity, and having 

acknowledged God, they did not praise him, nor were they grateful. [… The same 

holds true of modern pagans] all the more so since a considerable number of rays 

of the new light of the preaching of the Gospel, which had been lit throughout the 

world, have reached them to no lesser extent than those who have steadfastly heeded 

Christ’s call. Our bafflement continues that a shadow (umbra) of such a light, which 

 
134 See Wenchao Li, ‘Wegen monument[i] Sinici’, in Pluralität der Perspektiven und Einheit der Wahrheit im 

Werk von G.W. Leibniz. Beiträge zu seinem philosophischen, theologischen und politischen Denken, ed. F. 

Beiderbeck and S. Waldhoff (Berlin, 2011), pp. 121-38, here p. 129. 
135 Umbra in luce, a2v-a3v. 
136 Rom. 1:18-20. ‘For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of 

men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness [19] Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; 

for God hath shewed it unto them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, 

being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without 

excuse (ἀναπολόγητοι).’ 
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the most benign deity had allowed them, has remained in them. For both [ancient 

and modern heathens] have substituted a lie for the divine truth and have adored 

and worshipped those which are created above Him who has created and have 

replaced the glory of the immortal God with images moulded not after the 

semblance of mortal man, but of birds, beasts, and reptiles.,137 

 

A morbid fascination with the ancient worship of beasts as one of the most extravagant forms 

of pagan corruption of divine teaching was shared by some of Gerhard’s contemporaries, for 

example the Leipzig theologian Valentin Alberti who wrote his On the idolatrous worship of 

beasts in 1669.138 Alberti, incidentally, wrote a congratulatory poem for Hoffmann which 

prefaces Umbra in luce.139 Gerhard concludes his praise of his young colleague by stating that 

Hoffmann had set out to find shadow and has found light, assuring the author and his readers 

that he would go far – an academic prophecy which failed to come true. 

 As the title promises, the work is a study of the points of agreement and disagreement 

between true religion (Christianity in its Lutheran form) and other (false) religions. After a 

detailed introduction, Hoffmann proceeds by way of two unequal sections: the first on Scripture 

and the second, which accounts for most of the work, on the triune Deity. The work, to my 

mind, is more striking for its amassment of learning than for its argument, yet this learning is 

impressive and its production (with Bauhofer, the Jena printer who published a large part of the 

academic output of Gerhard and his collaborators) required the whole span of alphabets 

available at the time in Jena. Other than the obvious Latin and Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, 

Ethiopic, Samaritan, and Armenian types were used. The work also features several engravings. 

 
137 Umbra in luce, 2v-3r. ‘Stupendae omnino priscae gentilitatis circa veri DEI cognitionem cultumque tenebrae 

fuerunt, haut minores tamen recentioris. Id quod vero de antiquis gentilibus vas illud DEI electum, gentiumque 

Doctor illuminatissimus, D. Apostolus Paulus affirmat, eos nempe ἀναπολογήτους esse, eo quod, cum id, quod 

de DEO cognosci potest, manifestum fuerit in illis. Siquidem DEUS illis patefecerit: quippe quae sunt invisibilia 

ejus, ex creatione mundi, dum per opera intelliguntur, pervidentur, ipsaque aeterna ejus potentia ac divinitas, nec 

tamen cum Deum cognoverint, ut Deum [a3r] glorificârint, neque grati fuerint. Idem de recentioribus quoque 

gentilibus jure merito quis asseruerit. Eo maxime, quod ad luminis primaevi, per lapsum deperditi reliquias, haut 

exigui novae lucis, per Evangelii praedicationem in universo terrarum orbe accensae, radii accesserint, nec ad 

eos minus, quam reliquos, qui Christo constanter nomen dederunt, penetrarint. Ut miratio adeo subeat, quod haut 

major tantae lucis, qua benegnissimum Numen dignatum eos est, remanserit in illis umbra. Etenim non hi minus, 

ac illi, divinam veritatem in mendacium commutarunt, & venerati sunt colueruntque ea, quae condita sunt, supra 

eum, qui condidit, mutaveruntque gloriam immortalis DEI, per imaginem non solum ad mortalis hominis 

similitudinem effictam, verum etiam volatilium & quadrupedum & reptilium.’ 
138 Valentin Alberti, Disputatio historica de cultu idololatrico bestiarum (Leipzig, 1669). See Asaph Ben-Tov, 

‘Pagan Gods in late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century German Universities: a sketch’, in Knowledge and 

Religion in Early Modern Europe: Studies in Honor of Michael Heyd, ed. idem, Y. Deutsch, and T. Herzig 

(Leiden, 2013), pp. 153-77, esp. pp. 159f. 
139 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, a2r. 
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Some, as we shall see, were copied from Athanasius Kircher’s Oedipus Ægyptiacus (1655) and 

others made especially for the occasion. 

 The suspicion that while the work is by Hoffmann the title was given by Gerhard is 

affirmed by what seems like the author’s initial uneasiness with the optic metaphor which had 

been on Gerhard’s mind since the solar eclipse of 1654. Hoffmann thus opens his introduction 

to the work: ‘We present to you, kind reader, a shadow in light. Take heed lest you presume 

you have been invited to lectures on nature or the opticians’ seminars. Theological lectures are 

not concerned with shadows, the silhouettes of bodies (the vain apparition of a body) and leave 

its wonderful spectacles to artists.’ He continues to labour the obvious point that his work is not 

concerned with the optical phenomenon of light either.140 Lest anyone miss the point, Hoffmann 

reiterates that light and shadow are here meant metaphorically. The introduction then explains 

the key concepts underlying the study – a standard practice in academic treatises of the day, in 

which much of the argument (and counter-arguments in the oral disputation) was traditionally 

based on definitions. This is an inbuilt formal tension which pervades much of this kind of 

academic gestation of the seventeenth century. They are, to a great extent, arguments relying 

on a broad amassment of historical-philological knowledge, presented in a formal 

argumentative framework, which was inherently suited for a dialectical, rather than a historical-

philological, argumentation. Hoffmann was a well-read rather than a disciplined writer, and in 

the opening section, as in the rest of the work, he is prone to eclectic digressions. We thus find 

him commenting at the outset on the blindness of the Jews – a point which leads to a short 

onslaught on Maimonides. To stress the point, Hoffmann compares the Jews to laymen 

observing the heavenly bodies at night and mistaking the seemingly radiant crinitum sider for 

a nocturnal sun, while the expert, armed with a telescope, can discern that what seems to the 

layman a radiance is in fact a cloud of ether reflecting rather than generating light. This too is 

borrowed with acknowledgments from Erhard Weigel.141 In other words, a comparative study 

of religion, borrowing its metaphors from astronomy, dealt not just with light, its obstruction, 

and the ensuing shadow and penumbra, but also with the correct identification of the sources of 

light and its distinction from the semi-opaque mediums which allow it to pass. 

 
140 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, A1r. ‘Vmbram in Luce Tibi sistimus, Lector benevole. Cave, Te invitari putes ad 

ἀκροάσεις Physicas, aut Opticorum Magisteria. Umbram τοῦ σώματος εἴδωλον (vanum corporis simulacrum) 

Theologorum subsellia non curant; admiranda ejusdem spectacula Artificibus suis relinquunt. Idem de Luce 

judices velim. Sive enim cum Togatis & Naturae interpretibus per eam intelligas vim hanc, quae est in Corpore 

lucido, a specie sua, i.e. sui repraesentatione, sive Lumine, distinctam; sive cum Palliatis & Argis solis oculeis 

pro utroque capias, utrinque Te frustraberis. Nec enim Te fugit, si privativi significatio a proprietate sua recedit, 

positivi etiam nativam indolem attendi vix posse.’ 
141 Umbra in luce, A3v. Weigel, Speculum uranicum (Jena, 1661). 
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More than any other work associated with Gerhard, Umbra in luce deals with the variety 

of religion. Here the modern reader must beware of anachronisms. The variety of religious 

teachings and practices is not a rich variety or any other adjective we would use today to denote 

an approach welcoming diversity. This plurality, while clearly fascinating (and the work is 

redolent with the fascination) is an embarrassment, or at the very least a paradox, to be tackled. 

Rather than meriting celebration, it requires explanation. Variety is a sign of falsehood and the 

great variety of Christian practices requires an apology. Hoffmann cannot deny that Christianity 

is not united, neither worldwide, nor in Latin Europe, but the ‘pagans’, he states apologetically, 

are infinitely more splintered – a standard apologetic counter-punch. And so, in dealing at 

length with China, basing his account on Athanasius Kircher, Andreas Müller, Bernhard 

Varenius, Edward Brerewood and others, he exclaims: ‘Behold the vast and confused chaos of 

paganism!’142 Hoffmann’s readers are, from the outset, made acquainted with the plurality of 

sects and groups within non-Christian religions, for example the various divisions in the Islamic 

world, including the four schools of Sunni Islam, which Hoffmann correctly points out are not 

mutually implacable, as well as historical divisions in Islam, such as the Mu’tazilites and their 

adversaries, which are.143 Recognizing the innumerable divisions among contemporary 

‘pagans’ (such as Lapps, Greenlanders, Lithuanians, and the inhabitants of parts of Russia and 

China) does not lead him to question the validity of the over-crowded category under which 

they are all grouped. 

Hoffmann’s definition of ‘profane religions’ (religiones profanae) is of interest: Despite 

the great variety of religions, the term religio denotes for Hoffmann all that which is needed in 

conviction and action (creditu & factu) to make man blessed (homo beandus). The origin of the 

Latin term religio is man’s ultimate aim of binding himself to the deity (religare). Just as with 

philosophy which emerges from the corrupted arguments of reason, religion too may bifurcate 

into the plural, when no clear boundaries are set the ‘spiritual wanderer’, who, seeking to know 

the requirements of his journey, depicts them with fanciful colours, and thus falls into impiety 

and superstition. Profane religions are all those outside the citadels of (correct) Christianity and 

are thus false and irreligious. There is, in this respect, no difference between Judaism, 

Samaritanism, Mohammedanism, and paganism. They are all detestable.144 Hoffmann’s 

 
142 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, C3r. ‘Immensum ecce & indigestum Paganismi Chaos!’ 
143 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, C1r-v. 
144 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, A2r. ‘Religionum profanarum dispar plane est facies. Religionis etenim vox 

proprio suo & adaequato Conceptu omnia Homini beando creditu & factu necessaria importat. Et si appellationis 

hujus incunabula rimari fas est, rationem involvit, qua Homo, Finis sui simpliciter ultimi desiderio ardens, 

aeterno Numini aeternum religatus fuit, aut religandus est. At vero sperandum, Christianam praeter Veritatem 

plures adhuc dari ad salutem vias? Sane, quemadmodum Philosophia, ex corrupto rationis judicio ortum trahens, 
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treatment of all non-Christian religions in the opening ‘Antefixa’ section of his work is no 

kinder: the Jews are blind, the Samaritans guilty of syncretism (involving elements of their 

ancestral Mesopotamian heathenism), Islam is a motley heresy culled from Christianity (true 

and false), Judaism, ‘Saracenism’, and the figments of Muhammad’s own imagination. 

‘Genghis-Khanism’, the religion of the Mongolians (whom he does not name as such) relates 

to Islam as ‘Samaritanism’ does to Judaism and is in fact a mixture of Christianity, Islam, and 

paganism. Paganism itself, for Hoffmann, barely deserves to be called a religion. Other sects 

have at least some aptitude and certain limits to their error – not so paganism which obfuscates 

understanding of both the natural and supernatural.145 Nonetheless, there is a certain agreement, 

however recondite, between all of these and Christianity. 

Hoffmann’s argument takes on an epistemological turn. Many of the things considered 

in the broad field of theology are recondite mysteries: What is then the relationship between the 

nature of things incomprehensible and the feebleness of human cognitive faculties? Not 

surprisingly, when the object of comprehension exceeds one’s mental capacity, the darkness of 

ignorance arises. This is also true of the heathens who reject Holy Writ. The Jews, Muslims, 

Samaritans, and ‘Gingis Khanians’ have only partial principles of cognition. 

Not all shadows are alike. Umbra in Luce: umbra is the absence of light – but, as with 

the ecliptic penumbra, not a total absence thereof. These shadows vary in size, shape and 

intensity.146 God sheds His light on all inhabitants of this world. Optical darkness, with the 

exception of the biblical Plague over Egypt and that of the blind, is in reality not total, and, 

carrying further the optical metaphor, the radiance of the sun is perceived reflected throughout, 

however imperfectly and partially. At the same time, the Spirit of Darkness has cast before the 

sons of our age a confluence of opinions. Non-Christians are likened by Hoffmann to those who 

are fast asleep in mid-day or those who wince while gazing at the sun – blind as they are in the 

midst of so much radiant light. 

Hoffmann offers a brief consideration of the causes of darkness with the help of a 

thought experiment: 

 
nihil minus est, quam Philosophia, ita Religio, nisi metam [A2v] Viatori spirituali, cum requisitis ad hoc iter 

conficiendum necessariis, vivis depingat coloribus, Impietatis sese, & (ut mollissime dicam,) Superstitionis 

infamiâ prostituet. Profanae ergo omnes omnium, extra Christi pomoeria degentium, sunt Religiones: profanae, 

inquam, h.e. falsae, irreligiosae, nullae. In digitos, quaeso, mitte Judaicam, apud animum Tibi propone 

Samariticam, per transennam saltem adspice Muhammedicam, per somnium modo Paganam cogita; & nudum 

earum sine viribus nomen mecum detestaberis.’ 
145 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, A1r-C3r. 
146 Umbra in luce, B3r-v. 
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Consider your own shadow. You would be foolish to seek the principle of its 

contour in the sun. Your opaque body posed against the undiminished light of the 

sun offers the principles thereof. Similar is the condition of dissent [from 

Christianity], nor is the explanation for consent different. Turn your gaze to the sun. 

Your faintly glimmering image will not extend to the same spot as that of him who 

has turned his back to the sun. In both cases the agent was free. At the same time, 

you should recognize that the cause of the opposite actions rests within yourself and 

you should attribute it to yourself alone.147 

 

In his contorted way Hoffmann was making the striking claim that the blindness of non-

Christians was the result of poor decisions they themselves had made freely. They are 

themselves the causes of the penumbral shadow they were casting, and its contours were in 

their own image and likeness. 

Hoffman’s approach to the plethora of religious phenomena is mostly orthodox and at 

the same time truly global. Apart from his consideration of religions in remote parts of the 

world, his treatment of more familiar religions attempts a broader geographical approach. Thus, 

in considering Jews, whom, as opposed to biblical Israelites, he defines as those who adhere to 

Rabbinical religion, Hoffmann points out to readers that they can also be found in large numbers 

in Persia, China, and India. That this is a global approach is also made clear in his claim that 

the Jewish Cabbalists are equivalent to the Greek philosophers, Chaldean astrologers, Persian 

magi, Gallic druids, Indian Gymnosophists, and Egyptian Psontomphanechs – here too, 

following Kircher’s Oedipus. 

The two unequal parts of Hoffmann’s work can be roughly labelled as an 

epistemological and an ontological account of world religions. The first part surveys the 

teachings of different religions concerning the sources of human knowledge about the divine, 

while the second, considerably longer part deals with various teachings about the nature of the 

divinity. 

 
147 Umbra in luce. B3v. ‘Tui ipsius Umbram contemplare. Ineptus esses, si determinationis principium in sole 

quaereres. Opacum Corpus tuum imminutae in opposito Lucis fundamentum praebet. Parilis Dissensûs conditio. 

Nec Consensus diversa ratio. Soli vultum ostende. [B4r] Sublustris t[u]i Imago non in eam plagam porrigetur, in 

quam tergum Lumini obvertentis sese projiciebatur. Utrobique Agens liberum est. Contrariorum insimul actuum 

caussam in sinu tuo persentiscas, soli tibi acceptam referas. Consule, si lubet, Ger. J. Vossium de Theol. Gent. I, 

4.’ 
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We come to the first part of the work ‘On Holy Writ’. Remarkable as Hoffmann is for 

the scope of material he covers and the linguistic and typographical variety of his work (how 

many of the more ‘exotic’ languages which he produced he could actually read must here 

remain an open question), he is archetypical in considering the question of divine channels of 

communication with humanity from a strictly textual standpoint. In other words, Hoffmann’s 

consideration of human claims to have apprehend the divine is a Protestant overview of the 

teachings of world religions on Scripture. This he does in six theses: 

1. That God alone can reveal the principle of religion. 

All four of Hoffmann’s World religions, Christians, Jews, Muslims, and Pagans agree on this 

point. 

 

2. That God has revealed this principle. 

This too, for Hoffmann, is a straightforward case of agreement. 

 

3. This divine revelation is to be found solely in the Old and New Testaments.148 

Here, expectedly, consensus gives way to dissent. The Jews famously acknowledge the Old 

Testament but reject the New. Hoffmann briefly describes the Pharisees (starting with Hillel 

the Elder) who ‘prefer the scholar to the prophet’, the Sadducees and Essenes. He then turns to 

the later Karaites, who are, to Hoffmann’s mind, somewhat preferable in avoiding such blind 

reliance on human opinion. ‘If only they believed in our sole master Jesus of Nazareth!’149 Alas, 

they did not. The Samaritans, for their part, adhere to the Pentateuch alone which they believe 

was handed down to Pinchas.150 They accuse Samuel of sorcery, faithlessness, and dishonour – 

Hoffmann quotes from the Samaritan Chronicle (in Hottinger’s Historia Orientalis).151 

Muslims are closer to the mark in identifying both Testaments as authentic, and Hoffmann notes 

the praise of Jesus in the Qur’an.152 This is laudable, yet here too a snake lurks among the 

flowers: they profess this solely with their tongue not with their heart. Worse yet are the 

 
148 Umbra in luce, D1r. 
149 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, D3r. 
150 2. Reg. 17:28. Hoffmann thus follows the Walton Polyglot (opus Anglicanum) and Louis Cappel in arguing 

for the identity of the Samaritan Pentateuch with the Hebrew – except that it was written in an older alphabet. 
151 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, D4r. 
152 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, D2r. 
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Muhammedologi, i.e. Muslim scholars who have concocted a plethora of books of holy 

revelation attributed to Adam, Seth, and others. 

4. The text of the biblical canon known today is uncorrupted.153 

By the time Hoffmann wrote this treatise the integrity of the biblical canon was not only an 

inter-religious point of contention, but equally one among Christian scholars. In some cases this 

was connected with a Catholic critique of the Protestant sola scriptura principle. At the same 

time the very text of the Hebrew Old Testament, or more concretely, the presumed divine 

inspiration of the vocalization of the Hebrew text, was called into question, most famously by 

the Reformed scholar Louis Cappel. Hoffmann, squarely on the side of orthodoxy in his defence 

of the divine inspiration of Old Testament vocalization, cites the Lutheran authorities Johann 

Gerhard, Salomon Glassius, and Abraham Calov, as well as Hottinger’s Thesaurus 

philologicus. The Jews, too, have a sound teaching on this matter, while Muslims were wrong 

to accuse Jews and Christians of falsifying the Bible by erasing all mention of Muhammad’s 

prophethood. Revealingly, Hoffmann does not make do with Muslim arguments readily 

available to European scholars in translations of the Qur’an, but he also quotes an account by 

the famous traveller Adam Olearius on theological conversations he held with Muslims on the 

supposed corruption of the Bible by Jews and Christians. 

 

5. Scripture alone is the authentic measure of faith and actions and is manifest and perfect.154 

On this point too Hoffmann believes that the Jews are right about the Old Testament and the 

Samaritans about the Pentateuch. He is too well informed about rabbinical Judaism to overlook 

the great authority of the Talmud. Jews who consider studying Scripture a waste of time, he 

states, neglect it at the age of fourteen in favour of the Talmud. Muslims, he states, do the same 

thing with the study of the Qur’an – Christians alone are illuminated by the celestial splendour 

of the Divine Word. 

Hoffmann stresses that there is nothing reprehensible in the use of reason as such, which 

was never condemned by the Church. The transgression is to rely on reason in matters 

concerning the mysteries.155 The fundamental error of Jews and Muslims, as well as the Chinese 

 
153 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, E2r. ‘Textus utriusque Testamenti hodie[r]num incorruptus est.’ 
154 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, E3r. ‘Sola haec Scribtura authentica Credendorum & Agendorum Norma est; 

eatenus perspicua eadem, atque perfecta.’ 
155 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, F1r. 
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sages,156 is their assumption that everything that human reason dictates is correct.157 The source 

of this erroneous unanimity is depraved reason (depravata ratio – Rom. 1:21-2). This wrong-

headed reliance on human reason has also led to an unwarranted reverence for human traditions. 

Thus, the Japanese persist in the ancestral worship of their monster-shaped gods, he argues, lest 

they be seen to divert from the custom of their ancestors and the Indians of Golconda adhere to 

the religion of the Brahmins. One should not ask the reason – they are merely adhering to 

ancestral custom, which seems to be an extension of human reasoning. 

 

6. Only the sense of Scripture conveyed in the original languages is genuine.158 

Hoffmann affirms this point by relying on such diverse authorities as the Lutheran theologian 

Salomon Glassius and the Jesuit Athanasius Kircher.159 Scripture is to be interpreted from 

Scripture, and it is their failure to do so that had led the Pharisees to misinterpret references to 

Christ in the Old Testament, relying on their own fallible judgment. Hoffmann is equally 

dismissive of Cabbalistic interpretations of Scripture.160 He is well informed about the views 

on scriptural canons of numerous religions and his mental landscape reaches far beyond the 

limits of his Lutheran confession. Yet he seems perfectly capable of integrating the global 

information at his disposal within a staunchly orthodox worldview. 

 

In the lengthy second section Hoffman considers the various opinions on the nature of the Deity. 

This too, despite the variety of the cases considered, is Christianocentric in approach, charting 

the agreement and dissent of religious teachings with respect to Christian doctrine. Hoffmann 

surveys approaches of numerous world religions to the triune deity, yet his inquiry is much 

broader, and seems, at first glance, to be an Orthodox reaffirmation of the consenus gentium, 

i.e. the teaching, according to which the acknowledgment of some sort of deity and a 

corresponding religious practice are universal and, by dint of this universal consent, also proven 

to be true. A clear indication to contemporary readers that this was his ostensible aim is to be 

found in his treatment of the Hottentots. The Hottentots, the European name given to the several 

 
156 Following here Ursinus, von Unterschied der Religionen. 
157 On early modern views of Islam as a rational religion see Noel Malcolm, ‘Islam as a ‘Rational’ Religion: 

Early Modern European Views’, in Scholarship between Europe and the Levant: Essays in Honour of Alastair 

Hamilton, ed. J. Loop and J. Kraye (Leiden, 2020), pp. 15-33. 
158 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, F1r. ‘Solus Scribturae S. sensus, ad literam unicus, genuinus est, quem, adhibitis 

rite adminiculis, ipsa in originali Lingua insinuat.’ 
159 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, F1r-v. 
160 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, F1v-F2r. 
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indigenous groups of South Africa, were much discussed among early modern thinkers – 

especially due to the supposed threat they posed to the concept of the universal acknowledgment 

of a deity.161 Confronting peoples and customs which were formerly unknown to Europeans 

may have caused excitement, but did not, as such, profoundly challenge the early modern 

Christian universal historical view of mankind as the unfolding of a divine plan. The religious 

practices of the Aztecs, or the various belief systems and rites of the Indian subcontinent, 

required an explanation, but such explanations were readily at hand and in one way or another 

rooted in a Christian understanding of the world. They were often seen as corruptions of the 

true Ur-monotheism, corrupted either by human gullibility or diabolical wiles. In Gerhard’s 

circle this second idea is to be found in the work of his former teacher Johann Michael Dilherr, 

Dei simia Diabolus (1640). The ever-expanding variety of religious beliefs and customs known 

to Europeans could on occasion give rise to a form of sceptical relativism, which either 

implicitly or explicitly called one to question one’s own religion. Montaigne’s Essays provide 

a famous and rightly celebrated example. Yet these, I would argue, are exceptions. To the best 

of my knowledge, for most Christian thinkers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the 

discovery of hitherto unknown societies with foreign religious practices did not pose a 

substantial challenge to their worldview any more than did the realisation formulated by 

Brerewood and others that Christians were but a small minority among the inhabitants of the 

world. What did pose a challenge was the discovery of societies which were perceived to be a-

religious. A society practising a ‘false religion’ was one thing, but a functioning society 

innocent of any notion of a deity and, correspondingly, of religion, was a different matter 

altogether and seemed to challenge the concept of a consensus gentium. The so-called 

Hottentots were considered by numerous European scholars of the period to exemplify this 

troubling possibility of an atheistic society, and the heated debates about them went far beyond 

an early modern European interest in the life and beliefs of ethnic groups in the south of the 

African continent.162 

 Any experienced seventeenth-century reader would have immediately noticed 

references to the Hottentots and Hoffmann’s treatment of them would at first assuage the 

concerns of any orthodox reader. The Hottentots, Gerhard’s young colleague informs his 

readers, are said to believe in neither God nor the Devil, but, as a matter of fact, they do have a 

 
161 On European debates on Hottentots from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century see François-Xavier Fauvelle-

Aymar, L’invention du Hottentot. Histoire de regard occidental sur les Khoisan (XVe-XIXe siècle) (Paris, 2002). 

On the Hottentots and the consensus gentium see Mulsow, ‘An “Our Father” for the Hottentots’. 
162 See Mulsow, ‘An “Our Father’” for the Hottentots’. 
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form of religious worship, despite appearances. Their religious sentiments may be crude, but 

are not entirely lacking. They convene before daybreak to dance and ring bells in honour of the 

Creator of heaven and earth in whom they believe. Something of a shibboleth, this would have 

reassured orthodox readers leafing through the work and would surely serve as an intellectual 

marker – Hoffmann (and Gerhard) were upholding the tradition of a consensus gentium.163 

Conveniently, Hoffmann offers their German name (Hottendot) conspicuously printed in 

Gothic type, so that anyone looking for the Hottentots would easily find the orthodox passage 

upholding the notion of a universal acknowledgement of God. This impression would have been 

confirmed by Hoffmann’s consideration of indigenous peoples of Brazil immediately following 

the Hottentots and whom he also clears of atheism. Despite this, and much rhetoric in the work, 

it would be wrong to identify Hoffmann and Gerhard as champions of the consensus gentium. 

Hoffmann in his perusal had come across an alarming number of atheistic peoples or, at the 

very least, is prepared to list unchallenged reports of irreligious societies such as the Jenxuans 

in Japan,164 the inhabitants of part of Sumatra and New Guinea, some groups in southern Africa, 

and all peoples who dwell beyond the Southern Tropic.165 The same holds true for the natives 

of Madagascar ut nulla apud eos sit Numinis suspicio, quia nulla religio. Numerous native 

inhabitants of the West Indies were no better: according to Hoffman’s sources the Souriquois 

Indians (Mi’kmaq) of Nova Scotia and the native inhabitants of Virginia lacked a cognizance 

of God and a corresponding religion, and the natives of Mexico were brutes devoid of any trace 

of humanity and piety. He repeats the assertion made by Bernhard Varenius that when 

Europeans tried to convince the Brazilian cannibals of God’s existence they responded (in a 

surprisingly Epicurean manner) that such a god must be vile, taking pleasure as he does in 

striking fear into the hearts of men.166 The natives of Chile are without any religious cultic 

framework and, significantly, make no distinction between days, and the inhabitants of the 

Tierra del Fuego were likewise shrouded in ignorance. The world Hoffmann encountered in 

Gerhard’s library stood in the light of a Christian revelation obstructed to varying degrees by 

human darkness, like the solar eclipse which had fascinated Gerhard in the previous decade. 

Many of the religious beliefs and practices were, traditionally speaking, a distortion of the 

original (Christian) revelation, but at the same time in numerous corners of the globe and in 

 
163 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, F4v. ‘Bestias dicas Nationem Hottendot/ quae Caput Bonae Spei occupat. Neque 

DEUM neque Diabolum nosse, Mandelslo (Itin. p. 161) asserit. Sub diluculum tamen conveniunt, manibus se 

invicem apprehendunt, choreas agitant, sonoque meleagridum glocitantium aemulo clamorem Coelo tollunt. 

Caussam Cerimoniae vel Davus conjecerit. Creatorem Coeli & Terrae, in quem se credere ipsi interrogati 

confitentur, ululatu isto celebrare forte satagunt (Jo Jac. Saar, Itin. p. 157).’ 
164 Following Bernhard Vernerius, Brevis informatio de diversis gentium religionibus (Amsterdam, 1649). 
165 Following Kircher, Oedipus Ægyptiacus, p. 416. 
166 Gerhard had met Varenius in Amsterdam on 19 June 1650. Album amicorum, fol. 169. 
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crevices of the human spirit a full eclipse held sway. The solace of a consensus gentium was no 

longer available. That this sombre recognition was drowned in a deluge of quotes and footnotes, 

I would argue, made the work seem more innocuous than it was. 

 In other respects the work remains within the framework of a traditional consideration 

of the history of religion. If Hoffmann had an overarching theory on the emergence and nature 

of the known religions of the world, he does not share it with his readers. It is not unreasonable 

to suspect that he did not, nor, to judge from his other surviving works, does he seem to have 

been searching for one. If the work has a statement to make, beyond the myriad of sources and 

cases it examines (and sometimes merely quotes), it is its eclectic approach to the matter. The 

abundant evidence which Hoffmann cites for the widespread existence of atheist ‘barbarians’ 

is never fully endorsed or explained; it is an amassment of bibliographical data from which the 

author could always distance himself if need be. Hoffmann was not attacking orthodoxy, but 

perhaps quietly distancing himself from some of its tenets. In this there is reason to believe that 

he was close to Gerhard. This is also suggested by an anecdote dating a year and a half earlier, 

to the summer of 1665. 

 In 1665 Johannes Saubert the Younger, whom we have encountered above, was in need 

of reference letters for an audacious undertaking. Saubert, who had studied in Jena, was since 

1660 a professor of Hebrew in Helmstedt.167 In addition to this he was kept busy by the Duke 

of Brunswick-Lüneburg August the Younger (1579-1666) who, among other things, 

commissioned him to produce a new German translation of the Bible – a bold enterprise among 

Lutherans for whom Luther’s translation had acquired such an authoritative status. The story of 

this unusual project and Saubert’s involvement in it is interesting in its own right.168 What 

concerns us here is the fact that this undertaking elicited predictable misgivings from Lutheran 

theologians and prompted Saubert’s search for supporters. Among the extensive 

correspondence occasioned by this translation (which Saubert jettisoned as soon as the old duke 

died in September 1666)169 is a letter by Gerhard to Saubert’s father-in-law and academic patron 

Hermann Conring. Saubert had elicited Gerhard’s report, together with those of other Lutheran 

theologians whom he thought would be open to a new German translation of the Bible. 

Gerhard’s response, in a detailed report sent to Conring, is revealing. He has numerous 

philological observations and points of criticism, yet in the present context what is more 

 
167 See Ben-Tov, ‘Helmstedter Hebraisten’. 
168 See Wolf-Dieter Otte, ‘Herzog August und die Revision der deutschen Lutherbibel’, Wolfenbütteler Beiträge 

5 (1982), pp. 53-82. 
169 The first part of the translation, reaching 1 Samuel appeared in Wolfenbüttel 1666: Der Heiligen Schrifft 

Alten Testaments Ersther Theil. 
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interesting than the actual report is Gerhard’s accompanying letter to Conring. Not surprisingly, 

while speaking highly of Saubert, he is wary of the controversial undertaking and cautions 

Conring discreetly about the upheaval this may cause among ‘our theologians’. This in itself 

does not seem an unreasonable warning, until we recall that Gerhard was himself a professor 

of theology in Jena – unlike Helmsted a bastion of Lutheran orthodoxy – and the son of a 

prominent Lutheran theologian. Cautioning Conring that his protégé had adopted several 

readings rather too close to Calvinist teaching, and that these may incur ‘the indignation of our 

theologians’ is hardly the wording of someone who is, at least formally, at the academic heart 

of the Lutheran Orthodoxy. This is not to suggest that Gerhard did not adopt a perfectly 

orthodox stance on various matters – he did. Here and there in his detailed criticism, moreover, 

there was probably more philological know-how and diplomacy than subversive scepticism. 

Nevertheless, it seems that Gerhard, the theology professor, did not fully identify himself as 

one of the nostrates theologi.170 

Apart from its metaphorical framework, Umbra in luce is striking for the range of 

religious phenomena it considered. The theological framework of the theses seems at times 

more like a straightjacket imposed on the material than the form of a well-constructed argument. 

Hoffmann, like Gerhard and the overwhelming majority of academic scholars of his day, was 

an armchair-scholar and his knowledge of world religions is culled almost exclusively from 

books – the more philologically remote the culture whose religious manifestations he was 

studying, the more he relied on travel accounts and compilations by other scholars. In this 

respect it is worth noting that Gerard Vossius’ encyclopaedic De theologia gentili is mentioned 

here only rarely and briefly. On these few instances Hoffmann was quoting the partial edition 

of 1641. The full, posthumous edition was to appear in 1669 and would become a standard 

reference and scholarly vantage-point for academic scholars (at least for Continental 

Protestants) into the early eighteenth century,171 but this was not yet the case when Hoffmann 

composed Umbra in luce two years before the appearance of the full edition of Vossius’ 

magnum opus. 

A striking element in Hoffmann’s work is his reliance on artefacts. These may not play 

a decisive role in his argument, but in a work whose strength lay in its broad eclecticism, these 

are noteworthy. They also offer us a tantalizing glance at the exotic collection in the museum 

 
170 Letter to Conring, Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel, ms. 76 Noviss. 20 fol. 29r-30r. 
171 Nicholas Wickenden, G. J. Vossius and the Humanist Concept of History (Assen, 1993), pp. 27-30. For some 

notes on the uses of Vossius in late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century Germany see also Ben-Tov, 

‘Pagan Gods’. 
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Gerhardinum which has not survived. While several of the woodcut-illustrations are copied 

from Kircher’s Oedipus Ægyptiacus, others were made from objects in Gerhard’s collection. 

One example is a woodcut image of Bhairava, the destructive incarnation of Shiva. Hoffmann’s 

interpretation is crude and scant, to say the least. The important point here is that Gerhard 

possessed a statuette of the god. It had been purchased from the Dutch East India Company by 

Gerhard’s acquaintance Johann Schelhammer, the Lutheran pastor in The Hague. Schelhammer 

sent Gerhard this object, as well as a series of other far eastern artefacts. Hoffmann (and 

probably Gerhard) wrongly identifies this statuette of Bhairava as a ‘Chinese idol’. It seems to 

have exercised a sufficient fascination on him to have an engraving made and printed in his 

work. 

 

[Fig. 22- Bhairava as ‘idolum chinensium’. Umbra in luce, N2r.] 

 

Hoffman was likewise fascinated by another object he found in Gerhard’s collection, also 

presented by Schelhammer: a Wayang kulit shadow-play figure. This is represented in an 

engraving and identified as an object of devil worship in Batavia akin to devil worship in 

Mexico and elsewhere. Following the account of the German soldier Johann Jacob Saar (1625-

1664), Hoffmann reports briefly on a large-eyed, black-faced Indonesian idol called Josin, 

which he identifies with the Indonesian shadow puppet in Gerhard’s possession.172 The Devil 

and his wiles also stood at the centre of a dissertation by a Dutch student, Benedict Hahn, 

supervised by Gerhard in 1663.173 

 

[Fig. 23 ‘The Chinese Idol called Josin’ appended to Umbra in luce.] 

Hoffmann was also interested in a further artefact in Gerhard’s collection, offering an engraved 

illustration of “Pengort, the same [devil] in a different posture from the same shelves [in 

Gerhard’s collection],”, whom he identifies as a hobgoblin (μορμολυκεῖον), a crouching figure 

serving as the hilt of an Indonesian Kris. Hoffmann notes, once again following Kircher’s 

Oedipus, the widespread and varied forms of Pengort’s worship in South East Asia and likens 

 
172 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, K4v-L1r. 
173 Though Hahn may have written portions of the relatively long dissertation before arriving in Jena. Hahn, 

Spectrum Endoreum, ex 1.Sam. 28 (Jena, 1663). This dissertation appeared in a revised edition in Jena 1666. A 

third edition appeared in 1673, with further editions following; a seventh edition appeared in Jena as late as 1722 

– an extraordinary success for this type of academic work. 
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him to the Roman guardian deity Tutanus, without, however, accepting, or referring to, 

Kircher’s argument for an Egyptian origin of Chinese idolatry.174 

 

[Fig. 24 Indonesian Krist, Umbra in luce, L1r] 

Hoffmann’s extensive perusal and inspection of religious artefacts confronted him with a 

myriad of foreign, and for him outlandish, phenomena. He clearly relished the opportunity to 

dwell on them. 

 

In the long run a comparative approach to religion may well have given rise to a relativism in 

the approach of learned Europeans to other religions and to their own in particular. Gerhard and 

his collaborators, however, offer us an important caveat. Confessional orthodoxy (of all stripes) 

may well have been losing ground, but this was an intellectual battleground which persisted 

over the years. To assume that Gerhard’s interest in foreign churches and alien religions, and 

even his comparative study of them, necessitated, or even implied, scepticism, or a Herodotean 

cultural relativism, is empirically wrong. The early modern orthodox view of the world may 

have been doomed to eventual decline, but we should not underestimate the intellectual 

resilience of old world-views, and their ability to incorporate new information. 

 If, as I have suggested, the dissertations dealt with in this chapter formed part of a larger 

intellectual agenda, even if not a concrete plan, this was terminated by Gerhard’s death in 

February 1668. They seem to be the eclectic fruits of a scholar who, despite being firmly 

anchored institutionally, was intellectually still searching for his vocation. The young orientalist 

of the 1640s had become a professor of theology and the thirty-year-old who travelled to Leiden 

and Paris to meet the luminaries of the Republic of Letters, settled down to the respectability 

of a middling scholar in his home town. The son of the famous Johann Gerhard spent much of 

his adult life attending to his father’s literary legacy. At the same time, we should, I believe, 

avoid the temptation of painting Gerhard’s life as a quiet tragedy. There is nothing in his private 

papers to suggest he ever regretted the course his life had taken. Johann Ernst Gerhard never 

rose to greatness, and his œuvre fell perhaps short of what he may have hoped for as a young 

man, yet we would probably be wrong to attribute to him any great regret. By the standards of 

mid seventeenth-century Germany Gerhard led a comfortable and stable life, and seems to have 

 
174 Hoffmann, Umbra in luce, L1r. Cf. Kircher, Oedipus, p. 401. 
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been well content. In his interest in the history of religion, as with his hopes for an improved 

harmonic grammar of oriental languages, Gerhard delegated to students and younger 

colleagues. One thing, I believe, this string of dissertations makes clear: whether we take the 

pessimistic view of Gerhard as the would-be citizen of the Republic of Letters who, by birth, 

became the prisoner of a theological career, or the more optimistic view of his life as the slightly 

remote but well-contented Lutheran academic, Johann Ernst Gerhard clearly retained an 

inquisitive spirit. 
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A hieroglyphic farewell 

and concluding comments 

 

Gerhard died in February 1668, just over a year after Christian Hoffmann presented Umbra in 

luce. Among his eulogizers was his colleague and superintendent Sebastian Niemann, who 

delivered the funerary sermon with which we began. This, together with numerous other 

homages in Latin and German, was subsequently published under the title Christliche Sterbens-

Lust.1 Among the outpourings of erudite grief in this collection Hoffmann’s contribution stands 

out. Instead of singing Gerhard’s praise in elegiac couplets, he erected an obelisk in his honour 

in the form of an engraving. 

[Fig. 25- Christian Hoffmann’s obelisk engraving in Niemann, Christliche Sterbens=Lust 

(1668)] 

 

The obelisk is flanked by four striking figures. Realising that the hieroglyphic cenotaph and 

accompanying symbols require explanation, Hoffmann appended to this a three-page 

explication – in German rather than Latin.2 

In the centre of the print stands an obelisk, with an alcove in the background. It is flanked 

by four symbols. To the left of the obelisk are placed, above, an Anubis-like figure with a 

crescent moon and small owl on its head holding a large quill in its right hand and a peacock in 

its left. Coiled around the peacock is a double-headed serpent. The dog-headed god stands 

above an inscription reading: Extra Controversiam. Hoffmann explains: 

 

Following a fancy half Greek, half Egyptian the figure of a learned man with a dog’s 

head is shown [representing] the assiduous search for the arcane (geheime Sachen) 

and its study; the moon and Owl on his head [symbolise] the silent hours of the 

night spent in study; the quill in his hand [stands for] the incessant writing and the 

reading of books; the peacock, around which a two-headed and bulging serpent is 

coiled [symbolises] the magnificent fruits which pour out of the beauty of the spirit 

 
1 Sebastian Niemann, Christliche Sterbens-Lust (Jena, 1668). 
2 Christliche Sterbens-Lust, L1r-L2r. 
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after the mundane yearnings have been quelled. It is also the image of the so-called 

Mercury, as the renowned Kircher explains in his Oedipus Ægyptiacus […]. The 

inscription ‘without doubt’3 attributes all the above qualities to the deceased.4 

 

To the right of the obelisk stands an Egyptian urn, which bears an inscription assuring viewers 

that the deceased is now in a state of bliss with God. The sphynx at the lower right-hand side is 

explained as a customary Egyptian homage to the dead with the inscription supra invidiam, 

assuring mourners that Gerhard’s reputation will remain unsullied by detractors. Praeter 

expectationem accompanying the mummified figure of Gerhard in the lower left-hand corner 

stands for the master’s unexpected death. 

 Finally, Hoffmann’s appendix offers a detailed decipherment of the hieroglyphs 

adorning the obelisk. These, of course, are invented but are clearly true to the spirit and method 

of Egyptian hieroglyphs as Hoffmann understood them, following Athanasius Kircher’s 

interpretation: 

 

The Egyptian cenotaph is inscribed in the following manner: At the top stand the 

insignia of the deceased’s family, signifying his name. There follow: 

1. A heart from which emerge, tongue like, two leaves of the Persea tree, which 

among the Egyptians was a symbol of hidden wisdom. The heart, however, rests on 

its pillar, the top of which is in turn formed in the likeness of the lotus, or Egyptian 

bean, as it is called, which means to say that he loyally presided over this teaching, 

and can be translated after our idiom as: Doctor and Professor of Scripture. 

 
3 N.B. the Latin reads extra controversiam, which Hoffmann renders in German as ausser Zweiffel. 
4 Christliche Sterbens-Lust, L1r. ‘Nach halb Griechischer und halb Egyptischer Erfindung / die Bildung eines 

Gelehrten Mannes dargestellet / massen der Hundskopff an demselben / das ämsige Nachspüren und 

Außforschen geheimer Sachen; der Monden und die NachtEule auf dem Haupte / die stille Nachtzeit / die man 

mit Studiren zubringet; die Schreibfeder in der Hand / das unablässliche auffschreiben / und lesen der 

geschriebenen Bücher; der Pfau / welchen eine zweiköpfige und großbäuchige Schlange umwickelt; die 

herrlichen Früchte / so aus der Schönheit des Gemüthes / nach Ertödtung der irdischgesinten Lüste 

hervorwachsen / bedeuten. Ist sonsten das Bild deß so genannten Mercurii, wie solches der berühmte Kircherus 

erkläret in seinem Oedipo Ægyptiaco T. 3. Syst. 19. C. 6. p. 528. Die Unterschrifft: Ausser Zweiffel eignet alle 

obberührte Beschaffenheiten dem Seligen zu.’ 
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2. The Ibis, otherwise resembling a stalk, is perched on a protractor, which, in the 

Egyptian fashion, resembles an A placed on its side. It means that he was well 

versed in worldly wisdom and languages and promoted their study. 

3. A wall with four pinnacles next to which lies a rod. This means that shortly before 

his death [Gerhard] laid down the sceptre of the university, which is made up of 

four faculties.  

4. A wall with twelve pinnacles and a sceptre: because, with his death, he removed 

to the Kingdom of Heaven. 

[…] 

8. An arm with an open hand next to which is an Egyptian reed, which is called 

papyrus. This symbolizes his overflowing generosity in allowing the use of his 

library and in other matters. 

[…] 

So much for this short explication. One can read at greater length on these Egyptian 

pictograms in Horus Apollo, Pierio Valeriano, and Kircher in his Œdipus 

Ægyptiacus, from whose explanation of pyramids the present cenotaph was 

assembled.5 

 
5 Ibid. ‘Die Egyptische Grab-Spitze ist folgender Gestalt bebildert. Zu öberste stehet deß Seligen Geschlechts-

Wapen/ so seinen Nahmen bedeutet. Hierauff folget. 

1. Ein Hertze auß welchem zwei Blätter deß Baumes Persea genannt/ in Zungen Gestalt hervorgehen/ welches 

bei den Egyptern ein Bildniß ist der verborgenen Weißheit. Es ruhet aber das Hertze auf seiner Seule/ welche 

oben/ wie die Blumen des Gewächses Lotus genennet / oder der Egyptischen Bone/ gestaltet/ bedeutet daß er 

dieser Lehre treulich vorgestanden: Und kann nach unser Art zu reden gedolmetscht werden: Der H. Schrifft 

Doctor und Professor Publicus. 

2. Der Vogel Ibis / so sonst einem Storchen nicht unähnlich / stehet auf einem Winckelmasse / welches also nach 

Egyptischer Art / wie ein A / so nach der Seite geschrieben / außsiehet: bedeutet daß Er der Welt-Weißheit und 

der Sprachen kündig und förderlich gewesen. 

3. Eine Mauer mit 4. Zinnen / dabei ein ligender Stab; bedeutet / daß er kurtz vor seinem Tode den Zepter der 

Universität / so aus 4. Facultäten bestehet / nidergeleget. 

4. Eine Mauer mit 12 Zinnen / samt einem Zepter: weil Er durch den Tod in das himmlische Reich versetzet. 

5. Zwene Gränzsteine / und ein Zepter in Gestalt der Egyptischer Bonen-Frucht: darunter ein Eulenkopf; 

bedeutet / daß Er die Göttlichen und Weltlichen Rechte treuwachsam gehandhabet. 

[…] 

8. Ein Arm mit einer aufgethanen Hand / darneben ein Zweig von dem Egyptischen Schilffe / Papyrus genannt: 

bedeutet seine uberflüßige Freigiebigkeit in Erlaubung der Bibliothek / und anderweitiger Bewandniß. 

[…] 

Sovil zu belibender Nahcricht kürtzlich: weitläuffig aber kann von disen Bilderschrifften der Egypter gelesen 

werden den Horus Apollo, Pierius Valerianus, und Kircherus in seinem Oedipo Ægyptiaco, auß dessen erklärten 

Pyramidibus auch gegenwertige Grab-Spitze zusammen gesetzet. Denen Gelehrten / wleche erwähnte Sachen 

ohne diß bekannt / halt solches alles in einer gleiche fortlauffenden und unzergliderten Erklärung vor folgende 

Statua; welche/ weil sie wegen Engigkeit deß Blattes nicht hat können neben-bei / wie es wohl angegeben/ ins 

Kupfer gestochen werden/ schlüßlichen hiher gesetzet wird.’ 
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Modern readers may snigger at the sight of a mummified Gerhard attended by a sphynx with a 

seventeenth-century coiffure – and speculate on whether the sphynx represents the likeness of 

his widow Katharina – or of Anubis at a Lutheran funeral. Hoffmann, it is safe to say, was being 

perfectly serious. A seventeenth-century funerary publication would have been an unlikely 

stage for learned humour or irony. Sebastian Niemann, whose eulogy this unusual engraving 

accompanies, would not have had it printed together with the other tributes to Gerhard had he 

found it even remotely inappropriate. Few of Gerhard’s friends and students would have failed 

to see how this was a fitting homage to a broad-minded scholar, erudite yet firmly rooted in his 

local setting – an unusual and yet surprisingly appropriate tribute to the life and work of a 

seventeenth-century orientalist. 

 

My own concluding comments cannot emulate Hoffmann’s baroque creativity and, to 

paraphrase Shakespeare’s Mark Anthony at Caesar’s funeral: I come neither to bury Gerhard 

nor to praise him. The present study has offered a detailed account of the life and work of a 

minor albeit competent seventeenth-century scholar. While I hope that this is of some intrinsic 

value, the ultimate aim, as stated at the outset, is to gain insight through Gerhard into the 

practices of oriental studies in seventeenth-century Germany. Extrapolating general arguments 

from a focused case study is always a precarious undertaking, yet in this case warranted, the 

caveats of historical discretion notwithstanding. 

 From the standpoint of social history, Gerhard is an archetypical representative of the 

social context of academic scholars of his day. While not all seventeenth-century professors at 

Protestant universities were scions of academic dynasties, many were, and Johann Gerhard, 

Johann Ernst Gerhard the Elder, and his son Johann Ernst Gerhard the Younger were part of a 

broader socio-academic phenomenon, joining such Lutheran academic dynasties as Carpzov, 

Sennert, Saubert, Meibom, and Michaelis, to name but a few. Gerhard exemplifies the 

advantages of being a member of such a family, as well as the intellectual price at which this 

came. He also exemplifies patterns of early modern academic marriage. While his father, an 

academic homo novus, had married Maria, née Mattenberg, the daughter of the well-to-do 

medical doctor and mayor of Gotha, Gerhard in turn married an ‘academic bride’, Katharina, 

née Plathner, the widow of a Jena professor and the daughter of a noted scholar. Gerhard’s sister 
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Maria, married his colleague, the Jena theologian Christian Chemnitz.6 Together with his links 

to political and academic benefactors, Gerhard’s life is a quintessential example of the social 

embeddedness of early modern oriental scholarship – in this respect a test case which confirms 

the accepted wisdom. More significant, I would argue, are the insights Gerhard offers us into 

the intellectual context of oriental studies in the seventeenth century. 

 Seen against the broader backdrop of oriental studies in the Republic of Letters 

Gerhard’s undertakings may strike us in retrospect as somewhat provincial. Thomas Erpenius’ 

pioneering work in Arabic was to echo throughout Europe long after his premature death in 

1624, and his great successor in Leiden, Jacob Golius, who had initially shown an interest in 

Gerhard’s Harmonia and whom Gerhard met in Leiden, published his monumental Arabic-

Latin dictionary in 1653, the same year in which Gerhard, having returned from his journey 

through the Republic of Letters, was appointed to the chair of history on Jena. Add to this his 

elder contemporary at Oxford, Edward Pococke and his almost exact contemporary, the Zürich 

orientalist Johann Heinrich Hottinger, and Gerhard’s undertakings not only look modest (as do 

the achievements of any respectable middling scholar compared to those of the giants of his or 

her field) but slightly old-fashioned. While Gerhard’s friend Hiob Ludolf would publish his 

important works later in life, when Gerhard was already dead, he was already moving in 

illustrious scholarly circles to which his Jena friend wished to be admitted. From beginning to 

end, Gerhard remained an intellectual product of Lutheran universities. His interest and 

competence in oriental languages compared poorly to a Ludolf or a Pococke – which is a harsh 

standard of comparison – yet, by the standards of his day, he was a competent scholar. The 

crucial point, I would argue, is how Hebraeocentric and theologically oriented Gerhard’s studies 

were. This perspective was to remain with him even in later years when he expanded his interest 

to the history of world religions. 

Gerhard’s scholarship came at a time of dramatic expansion of oriental studies in 

Europe. While Hebrew had established itself among European scholars before Gerhard’s day, 

the study of its ‘daughter languages’, Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, Samaritan, Coptic, and Ethiopic 

(Geʿez), were making giant strides in his lifetime. Gerhard’s work here offers us a valuable 

lesson. In some respects, he was a typical academic orientalist of his time, first and foremost in 

the sense that his scholarship was mostly theological in orientation. His several excursions into 

 
6 On the preference of early modern scholars to marry daughters or widows (and often both) of fellow scholars, 

see Gadi Algazi, ‘Scholars in Household: Refiguring the Learned Habitus, 1480-1550’, Science in Context 16 

(2003), pp. 9-42, and idem, ‘“Geistesabwesenheit”. Gelehrte zu Hause um 1500’, Historische Anthropologie 13 

(2005), pp. 325-42, and Elizabeth Harding, Der Gelehrte im Haus: Ehe, Familie und Haushalt in der 

Standeskultur der frühneuzeitlichen Universität Helmstedt (Wiesbaden, 2014). 
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biblical antiquarianism and the sustained study of the Syriac New Testament stand, as we have 

seen, at the core of his early scholarly pursuits.7 Gerhard’s life and work are typical also in the 

connection they exemplify between the oriental studies of his day and the philologia sacra, in 

the narrow sense the use of oriental studies in the service of a confessionalized exegesis and 

more general theological and confessional concerns. Even when not concerned directly with 

interpreting Scripture, his scholarship was part of a learned study of divine Revelation and a 

pious bulwark for the ‘true faith’ and its ‘true Church’ – both under constant attack in the age 

of confessional polemics. Gerhard was concerned exclusively with warding off onslaughts on 

‘true Christianity’ (i.e. Lutheranism) from confessional foes and ‘heretics’ (mostly Socinians) 

– his successors later in the century would find themselves also doing battle against new 

enemies, motivated by new philosophical ideas. The fact that Gerhard, as I hope to have 

demonstrated, was not of a dogmatic disposition makes the theological and confessional context 

of his own work all the more instructive. Even a theologically mild-tempered scholar like 

Gerhard, working in the mid-seventeenth century, still understood the overarching context of 

his scholarship to be theological. In this respect too the career of his friend and fellow enthusiast 

for Ethiopic, Hiob Ludolf, is instructive. Ludolf was no less a Lutheran than Gerhard – he 

mercilessly subjected his former student Michael Wansleben to a damnatio memoriae after the 

latter had converted to Catholicism.8 Yet for Ludolf, who pursued his momentous scholarly 

career outside the universities – as a learned diplomat, court official (in Gotha), and then in 

semi-retirement in Frankfurt – biblical studies played only a marginal role in his scholarship. 

That Ludolf was the more able scholar of the two is patently true, but the distinction between 

them goes beyond talent. Ludolf was moving in very different circles than Gerhard and asking 

himself different questions. Gerhard, an academic through-and-through, carried out his 

scholarship within the tradition of philologia sacra, broadly defined. This academic tradition 

was so strong that it shaped the scholarly output even of later academic orientalists in Germany 

who were no longer committed to a Lutheran confessional outlook.9 Gerhard’s œuvre is also an 

illustration of the intellectual limits imposed by his academic setting – not, in his case, by 

censorship, or even external pressure, but by the very focus of this confessionalised scholarship. 

 
7 See chapter two. 
8 On Wansleben and especially on his important journeys in the Levant see Alastair Hamilton, Johann Michael 

Wansleben’s Travels in the Levant 1671-1674 (Leiden, 2018). Hamilton offers an account of his life on pp. 1-60. 

Martin Mulsow, Jan Loop, and I are currently preparing a volume of collected articles on Ludolf and Wansleben. 
9 A good example for this is the theologically disinterested, early eighteenth-century orientalist Johann Gottfried 

Lakemacher of Helmstedt, on whom see my ‘Hellenism in the Context of Oriental Studies: The Case of Johann 

Gottfried Lakemacher (1695-1736)’, International Journal of the Classical Tradition 25 (3) (2018), pp. 297-314. 
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At the same time his work illustrates how rich this form of academic scholarship was and how 

it was in constant expansion. 

Understanding the intellectual context of oriental scholarship in a given setting also 

entails a scrutiny of the orientalist’s other interests. Gerhard’s enthusiasm for Justus Lipsius 

and his interest in Ancient Greek history (for example ostracism in ancient Athens and the life 

of Alexander the Great) are not incidental to his oriental scholarship. His study of Hebrew, 

Arabic, Syriac, and Ethiopic were part of the Latinate culture of his day. This goes beyond the 

obvious fact that he was writing in Latin and relates directly to the intellectual outlook he and 

his peers had inherited from Late Humanist culture. Readers may have noticed that Gerhard’s 

personalised index of Justus Lipsius’ correspondence (fig. 4) opens with a festive Arabic 

Bismillah.10 A study of oriental languages was seen as an extension of Lipsius’ and other 

scholars’ mastery of Graeco-Roman Antiquity. Gerhard’s polyglot grammar, the Harmonia 

linguarum orientalium, while Hebraeocentric in its composition, was, as a matter of course, 

explained in terms taken from Latin grammar. 

Gerhard’s intellectual surroundings, and his own career, were markedly conservative, 

yet at the same time rapidly expanding. This is evident both in his early enthusiasm for Ethiopic, 

and most notably in his later interest in the history of non-European churches and other religions 

which he fostered in his students and young colleagues – a strand in Gerhard’s intellectual 

programme which culminated in Christian Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce. The ambivalence of 

Gerhard’s position is epitomized in this ambitious work. It was a truly universal history of 

religion and it would be no exaggeration to argue that, together with similar works discussed in 

the previous chapter, it can be seen as an early attempt at a comparative study of religion.11 

What I have dubbed ‘Gerhard’s workshop’ in the previous chapter, was remarkable for the 

sustained collaborative effort it embodied in this field, although, as we have seen, the actual 

products, with the exception of Hoffmann’s Umbra in luce, were not untypical of this sort of 

academic scholarship. This programme was remarkable for its ability to expand historically and 

geographically while at the same time remaining, in most respects, within the boundaries of 

Lutheran orthodoxy. This, as I have argued in the previous chapter, is a salubrious caution to 

 
10 ‘In the name of God [the merciful and compassionate]’, the formula opeing almost all the Suras in the Qur’an. 
11 For an insightful account of the emergence of the study of religion(s), in which, however, ‘old fashioned’, 

orthodox scholars such as Hoffman, and Gerhard are missing see Guy Stroumsa, A New Science: The Discovery 

of Religion in the Age of Reason (Cambridge MA, 2010). See also R. Gagné, S. Goldhill, and G. Lloyd (eds.), 

Regimes of Comparatism: Frameworks of Comparison in History, Religion and Anthropology (Leiden, 2018), 

especially the contribution by Dmitri Levitin, ‘What was the comparative history of religions in 17th-century 

Europe (and Beyond)? Pagan Monotheism / Pagan Animism, from T’ien to Tylor’, pp. 49-115. 
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modern students of early modern history. The dramatic broadening of the horizons of European 

scholars cannot on its own explain the loosening grip of religious and confessional orthodoxies 

in Europe. Gerhard and his students could undertake a study of foreign cultures and religions 

without calling their own into question. Gerhard was a loyal son to his father, the great 

theologian, in more than one sense, and a reliable representative of learned orthodoxy, without 

seeing himself as a fully-fledged theologian. He was a learned homme du monde, who enjoyed 

the company of Catholic scholars in Paris and appreciated the hospitality of Jesuits whose 

libraries he had visited in France. He was also a Jena professor who waged coarse, often ad 

hominem invectives against ‘Papists’. He was at the very heart of the Lutheran academic 

establishment of his day, yet at the same time, to my mind, a scholar who never truly found his 

calling. Ambitious beginnings like his study of the Syriac Bible and the Harmonia linguarum 

orientalium did not lead to lasting achievements. Gerhard in his forties could look back at the 

Gerhard in his twenties – one of the first Europeans to undertake a serious study of Ethiopic – 

and perhaps feel that his great scholarly aspirations had never been fulfilled. Yet the modern 

observer should beware of forcing a tragic emplotment on the story of Gerhard’s life. There is 

nothing to suggest that he was disappointed or bitter about his academic career as a theologian, 

even if he was not ideally suited for it. The solution to the conundrum is not to search for the 

‘real Gerhard’ but to accept that his biography, like that of so many others and like much of the 

history of early modern oriental studies, is a study in intellectual ambivalence. 
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Appendix: A selection of letters to Gerhard from Hiob Ludolf and 

Johann Zechendorff in the Gerhardina collection. 

 

Among Gerhard’s papers in the Gerhardina collection at the Forschungsbibliothek Gotha is the 

veritable treasure trove of his correspondence. Just how valuable these letters are for a study of 

his life and work has, it is hoped, been made clear – and it is with Gerhard’s life and work in 

mind that they have here been studied. This correspondence, however, is much more than a 

valuable biographical source. Many of the letters to Gerhard tell us more about his 

correspondents and the intellectual and social history of his day than their direct relevance to a 

study of his life. Daniel Gehrt’s catalogue of the manuscripts in the Gerhardina (including the 

papers of both Johann Gerhard and Johann Ernst Gerhard) will doubtless prove an important 

tool for students of various aspects of seventeenth-century German history – far exceeding the 

circle of scholars interested in the Gerhards.1 

 The following is a selection of letters to Gerhard by his friend Hiob Ludolf and by 

Johann Zechendorff, the Zwickau schoolmaster and one of the pioneers of the study of the 

Qur’an in Europe. While they are of marginal relevance to a Gerhard biography, these hitherto 

unpublished letters are of interest to the history of oriental studies in the seventeenth century. 

Needless to say, this is no more than a modest sample of letters in the Gerhardina which are of 

interest to students of the history of oriental studies and of the seventeenth-century Republic of 

Letters more broadly. 

 

Hiob Ludolf to Johann Ernst Gerhard 

The first two letters chosen here date from Ludolf’s short stay in Stockholm in 1649. This brief 

and exciting stay in the illustrious circle of scholars drawn to Stockholm by Queen Christina 

came shortly after Ludolf’s seminal stay in Rome, where he made the acquaintance of Ethiopic 

priests, among them Abba Gorgoryos (Gregorius), who had a decisive influence on his Ethiopic 

studies. Follwong Ludolf’s invitation, Abba Gorgoryos spent several months as a guest of the 

 
1 Gehrt, Daniel (assisted by Hendrikje Carius), Katalog der Handschriften aus den Nachlässen der Theologen 

Johann Gerhard (1582-1637) und Johann Ernst Gerhard (1621-1668) aus den Sammlungen der Herzog von 

Sachsen-Coburg und Gotha’schen Stiftung für Kunst und Wissenschaft (Wiesbaden, 2016). 
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court of Duke Ernst in Gotha. The eager expectation of this visit is at the centre of Ludolf’s 

letters to Gerhard of 1651 and 1652. 

 

Chart. A 142 fol. 149 (15 October 1649) 

Viro Clariss.o ac Doctiss.o Dn. M. J. E. Gerhardo 

J. Ludolfus S.P.D. 

Etsi nihil aliud scribere tibi possim, qvam prosperum meum in hoc regnum appulsum, credidi 

tamen me id officii, amicitiae nostrae ac tuo in me affectui debere. Siqvidem discessus mei ex 

Gallia certiorem te feci, litteris 5. die Septembris. S.N.2 ex portu gratiae3 ad te datis, æqvum 

erat ut itineris mei successum ac finem intelligeres. Post qvindecim dierum, adversam partim, 

partim secundam navigationem Gotenburgi, Gothlandiae occidentalis metropoli appulimus. 

Exinde modicis itineribus per Gothlandiam occidentalem et Orientalem, per Smolandiam, 

Nycopiam pervenimus, qvae Sudmanlandiae4 metropolis est. Ibi etiamnum subsistimus donec 

res nostrae, ac sarcinae maritimo itinere seqvantur. Ubi Holmiam pervenisse acceperimus, 

eódem nos quoque proficiscemur. Interea in praediis et villis Dn.i Legati haeremus. Ipse 

salutatam Reginam jam ante abiit. Licuit mihi in comitatu Dn. Legati commodissimè iter facere, 

ac qvae notatu digna fuerunt, experiri. Ita ut, praecipuas provincias cum praecipuis oppidis 

lustraverim, viderimque, illud regnum, cujus nomen jam a tot annis apud nos audimus. Expecto 

responsum antecedentium litterarum, multa in iis de studio nostro ad te scripseram, ex iis 

qvoque intellexisti, si Hamburgo vel Lubecâ litteras mittere possis, ad Dn. Beyer cum hac 

inscriptione mittendae, recommandée a Mons. Beyer secretaire de la Reine et Intendant des 

postes a Stokholm. Vale qvam optime ac de statu rerum tuarum me certiorem fac. Dabam 

Nycopiae Cal. Octobris. 1649. 

Litteras hasce ante quatuordecim dies Holmiam ad fratrem miseram, iis vero casu 

relictis, supervenerunt mihi litterae Abyssiniae Abbae Gregorii, quas ut accepi transmittere tibi 

volui, ut intelligeres, quae mihi cum ipso amicitia intercedat. Stokholmia viri qvi uspiam 

celebres sunt conquiruntur; Vossius bis mille imperiales quotannis accipit; Cartesius ibi quoque 

agit; Nic. Heinsius bervi expectatur. Salmasii filius jam pridem Reginam salutavit; pater etiam 

 
2 Sc. Stilus Novus. Ludolf, unlike Gerhard and most of his Lutheran correspondents, either cites dates according 

to the Gregorian calendar, or uses both Old and New Style dates. 
3 Le Havre. 
4 Sc. Sudermannia (Södermanland). 
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huc venturus dicitur. Regina eruditos omnes insigni studio et liberalitate amplectitur. Vale. 

Nycopiae 15. die Octobr. 1649. 

 

Synopsis: Having recently stayed in Rome, where he made the acquaintance of the Ethiopic 

priest Abba Gorgoryos, Ludolf, who was at the time in the service of the Swedish crown, was 

travelling to Stockholm. He had arrived in Gothenburg (Götenborg) after fifteen day at see and 

from there travelled to Nyköping, where Ludolf and the rest of the diplomatic party are waiting for 

the belongings to reach Stockholm by see. Once this happens they will set off to that city. Ludolf has 

been making use of the time to see as much as he can of the country. To this letter, signed in Nyköping 

1 October is added a postscript written a fortnight later. He has received a leter from Gorgoryos, which 

he is forwarding to Gerhard. He also mentiones the learned celebrities to be encountered in Stockholm: 

Isaac Vossius, Descartes, Nicolaas Heinsius and Claude Saumaise’ son. The elder Saumaise is soon 

expected in Stockholm. 

 

 

************************************************ 

Chart. A 142 fol. 150r-150ar (10/20 December 1649) 

Clar.iss. VIRO Dn.o M. IOH. ER. GERHARDO 

S.S. Th. Candidato. amico optimo. J. Ludolfus S.P.D. 

Litterae tuae 3. d. Octobris datæ maxima me voluptate affecerunt, quod consilia et animum 

tuum mihi tam liberaliter exponeres, ac ita verum amicum me tibi probares; Perfecta omnino 

foret laetitia mea si novissimas meas, cum Epistola Aba [sic] Gregorii Abyssinensis ad me 

missa, accepisses; Multum poterat illa conferre ad consilium quod postea tibi commemorabo. 

Primo enim de consilio tuo in has oras proficiscendi mihi dicendum. Ego certe nihil aeque 

optarem, quam ut id foelicitatis mihi contingeret ut aspectu et conversatione tua frui in Sueciā 

mihi liceret. Caeterum doleo quod nondum eo experientiae venerim ut Academiae Vpsaliensis 

statum et Professorum condicionem accurate perscribere possim, licet enim Patronus noster jam 

pridem Reginam salutatam profectus fuerit, ac aliquamdiu Holmiae ob negotia egerit, totam 

tamen familiam suam in praediis suis ruri reliquit; Causae ejus rei, aliae partim fuere, aliae 

supervenere. Primùm expectabamus suppellectilem nostram, quae maritimo itinere Gotenburgo 

sequebatur, dein Domina edito partu profectionem impeditatur nunc instantia festa pergendi 
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consilia in mensem Januarium distulerunt. Mihi tamen omnino decretum est quodcunque etiam 

consilium Patronus capturus sit, veniam petere in Academiam Vpsaliensem proficiscendi 

eamque per duos vel tres menses lustrandi, dum enim Patronus nullo publico officio occupatus 

est, pauca agenda occurrunt. Tum demum comperta et spectata tibi perscribere potero, pauca 

enim sunt quae hactenus audivi. Caeterum summatim rem consideranti primo loco sese offert 

Reginae benignus erga litteratos animus, dum eos honoribus et beneficiis auget, quos insigni 

eruditione reliquos anteire animadverterit, ad haec vita satis tranquilla et composita contingere 

potest erudito, in natione parum turbida nec invida externae virtutis. Et quanto remotior a 

caetero Orbe Suecia tanto major claritudo eximiis ingeniis, et modocis minus dedecus est. 

Mores studiosorum Vpsaliae non ad disciplinam Hollandorum aut modestiam Anglorum, sed 

ad nostram dissolutionem propius accedere accepi. Externus urbium cultus in Suecia 

quaerendus non est, humiles plerumque casae, vel quatuor parietes tecto operti, quales vetustas 

invenit, verum talia eruditi non a<e>stimant. Id vero maxime incommodum, quod longinquitate 

itinerum tardiora cum eruditis commercia sunt, atque libri rariores non nisi maximo labore et 

sumtu parantur. Conversationem et familiaritatem cum doctis viris hucusque desiderasses, nunc 

vero cura Reginae celeberrimi alibi viri partim huc trahuntur partim retinentur, ut quos aliâs vix 

litteris adire, nunc verbis coram alloqui possis; Salmasio amplissimas litteras Regina sua manu 

scripsit, quibus ille permotus statim filium suum ad venerationem ejus misit, pollicitus, se brevi 

secuturum; Non quod sedem suam mutare possit, sed quo officio suo erga tantam Reginam 

satisfaciat; Vossio Gerh. F. bis mille imperiales in annos singulos penduntur. Cartesius quoque 

Holmiae agit. Nicolaus Heinsius ad spectandas saltem Reginae virtutes venerat, mox ut 

praedicat, discessurus. Boeclerus Historiam et Eloquentiam Vpsaliae docet; Freinshemius 

Reginae Bibliothecarius est, meruerat ipsum Regia Bibliotheca, quae mox inter insignes 

Europae [fol. 150v] Bibliothecas numerabitur, quippe Grotii et Vossii Bibliothecas ingenti 

pecunia coemit; praeterea frater meus multa praeclara scriptorum monumenta [] Reginae 

Lutetia Parisiorum conquisivit, ac regie compingi curavit, quia tantum Reginae oculis ac 

manibus destinabantur. Professorem Orient. LL. Vpsaliae nullum esse, nec tamen Ravium 

vocatum fore, facile crediderim. Nuper Frenshemius fratrem meum interrogaverat num mihi 

animus esset professorium munus suscipere; verum ille responderat alios mihi fines propositos 

esse, nec, dum aetas discendo ac laboribus par esset, alios me docere aut ad quietem animum 

applicare velle. Qvod te vero spectat, siquidem experimentum doctrinae tuae facere et 

documenta eruditionis dare velis non abs re fore crediderim, si ad tempus in Suecia id praestans. 

Verum alia animo meo nunc inhaerent, ais potestatem tibi a Patronis factam extera regna 

adeundi, ubi saltem comitem idoneum nactus fueris; quid si ego me tibi comitem praeberem. 
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Credo me tibi olim scripsisse quam invitus et coactus Roma avulsus fuerim, cum praeclaram 

ibi occasionem habuerim multas eruditionis partes ac praecipue Æthiopica mea studia solide 

excolere; Qvippe familiaritas fida et intima mihi fuit cum quatuor Abyssinis viris bonis, qui 

inter alios libros minoris momenti, habebant Pentateuchum, Esaiam, Josuam et librum Ruth, ad 

haec, Concilia Oecumenica cum aliis Synodis nationalibus in folio elegant<i> scriptis privatim 

possidebant, jamque in eorum amicitia tantum poteram, ut mihi liceret intra eorum parietes 

totos dies sedere ac excerpere quae l<i>beret, cum revocante Patrono meo cum summo dolore 

et tristitiâ inde abstraharer. Persuasum vero mihi fuerat auctâ amicitiâ datam mihi fore 

potestatem domi meae exscribendi quantum possem, unde semper postea mecum agitavi 

Romam redire, et si per otium ac sumtus liceret, etia<m> unum vel alterum annum vitae meae 

impendere, quo patria<e> nostrae tant<um> thesaurum acquirerem praeterea non saltem 

eruditum orbem, sed eccles<i>am quoque collatione talium exemplarium juvarem. Tum facile 

quiescen<s> imo qualemcunque quietem libenter ferrem dum non taedioso et vulg<ari> 

Grammatices aut Dictionarii colligendi labore, sed perpetuis cum erud<i>tis commerciis ac 

summorum Religionis articulorum collatione et examine [fol. 150a] vitam agerem; Nunc vero 

postquam consilium tuum intellexi, incredibile dictu est, quantum cupiditas animo meo creverit, 

cum sperem te socio ac comite non saltem itineris sed et scriptionis laborem omnem facilem 

fore; ac non tantum praecipu<os> sed et omnes illos libros trium mensium diligenti studio 

describi posse. Jam de tempore ac sumtibus quaedam dicenda, quandoquidem jam in Suecia 

versor, maximopere desiderarem tueri regni comitia cum Reginae coronationem et 

inaugurationem spectare, illa in decimum sextum Junii, haec in 16 Julii indicta, eam enim ob 

causam fere iter in has terras suscepi, hoc consilio, ut nisi interea publici cujusdam officii 

administratio in aulis exterorum principum, ubi civilem prudentiam, quae prima studiorum 

meorum pars est, augere possem, contingeret, patriam repeterem atque ex statu rerum rationem 

vitae meae formarem. Itaque si conditio placeret, placere autem quantum in te est non dubito, 

peractis inaugurationis solennibus, mense Augusto Erfurtum, mense Septembri Venetias ac 

circa finem ejus Romam perveniri posse sperarem, mox sex menses usque in Aprilem operi 

incumberemus, quo perfecto tu Galliam, Angliam ac Belgium adires ego patriam repeterem. 

Trecenti imperiales huic itineri sufficient. Jam dicenda sunt quae me impediant quo minus 

societatem hanc perfectionis certe tibi permittere possim. i. De sumtibus incertus sum, unde 

petam, quippe mihi vivo patre res familiaris adhuc nulla, patrem vero mihi tantum erogaturum 

dubito, cum tempora adhuc aspera sint, et tantum fere quantum fratres mei natu majores in 

profectionis sumtus jam acceperim. 2. Ne forsan melior eruditio aliunde mihi offeratur quam 

non negligere totius vitae meae intersit. 3. Ne forsan successu temporis status rerum Romae 
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mutetur, ac libri vel ipsi vel amici mei aliò transferantur, hanc equidem rem praevenire studeo, 

[]ras litteras ad amicos mittendo quo et de statu eorum certior fiam, ac amicitiam conservem. 

Secundum non curarem, modo de primo certus essem. Sententiam tuam jam expecto qua 

intellecta certiora consilia capere potero. Res vero caute tractanda est nec ulli mortalium nisi 

fidissimis ubi extrema necessitas postulaverit, []5 itineris finis indicandus, ne forsan eo patefacto 

ab adversariis impediamur. [] id facilius sub profectionis praete<x>tu occultare poteris, ego 

vero neccesse habeo amicis id aperire, quorum opem implorare debeo, ac D. Elsenro praecipue. 

Plura addere Angustia chartae prohibet. Vale amice optime, ac forsan aliquando comes itineris 

future. 

  Nycopiae 30/20 die Decembris 

     1649. 

Maxime necessarium, ut aliquem ex amicis tuis Hamburgi nomines ad que<m> litteras mittere 

possim, nec cogantur Erfurtum usque semper excurrere, ad eun<dem> tu quoque litteras mittas, 

quo inde recta Stokholmiam mittantur.6 

 

Synopsis: Ludolf is delighted by the possibility of Gerhard joining him in Sweden (which did 

not happen). He intends to spend two or three months at the University of Uppsala. While 

Sweden is far from the rest of learned centres and scholarly books are hard to come by, Queen 

Christina’s patronage draws to her realm renowned scholars. Ludolf lists some of these 

luminaries and dwells on the Royal library and the royal librarian Johann Freinheim 

(Freinhemius). The latter had inquired with Ludolf’s brother whether Ludolf would wish to be 

appointed professor at Uppsla, which at the time had no professor of oriental languages. His 

brother turned down the offer, stating that his brother had a different calling, namely 

jurisprudence. Ludolf suggests that Gerhard should apply for the post. He recalls his recent 

stay in Rome and acquaintance with the Ethiopian priests, among them Abba Gorgoryos, and 

rejoices at the prospects of Gerhard joining him on a further journey to Rome to collaborate 

on their Ethiopic studies. He means to return to Erfurt in August and then embark on a journey 

to Italy with Gerhard, who would, after several months, go from there on his grand tour of the 

Netherlands, England, and France.7 

 
5 Illegible word, possibly crossed out. 
6 Added note at bottom of fol. 150v. 
7 This journey to Rome never took place. 
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*********************************************** 

Chart A 142 fol. 152 (27 May 1651) 

Clariss.o Eruditiss.o Viro 

Dn. M. J. E. Gerhardo amico praecipuo 

J. Ludolfus S.P.D. 

Tarditatem meam procul dubio miraris, amice, sed mirari desines, cum memineris, quantus 

negotiorum cumulus morte parentis nobis impositus sit. Deinde litteras tuas expectare mihi 

visum fuit, quo fidelius et intentius de felici in patriam reditu gratulari tibi possem. Qui tanto 

gratior mihi est, quo minus imposterum litterarum jacturam timendam habemus, et quo 

frequentius amicitiam nostram litteris colere et augere possumus. Vtinam uero mihi per tristem 

familiae nostrae statum licuisset, insigni aliquo honore, aut quaesitissimis officiis prosequi 

transeuntem, fecissem sane rem et amicitiâ nostrâ, tuâque gratiarum actione dignam. Nunc 

autem non est quod laudes. Tantum abest ut opus habeas suscipere molestiam in comparando 

pro mea matre B. Parentis tui libro. Est ille parvus admodum, et nuper inter nostros repertus, 

nempe Geistliche gespräch Gottes vndt einer gläubigen Seelen, vndt Göttlicher Trost auf 

Zwölferey Noht gerichtet. Accepi tandem litteras ab Abyssino meo Dn. Gregorio, qui nondum 

certus quid consilii circa se cepissem, et ante adventum litterarum mearum Roma discedens, 

domum Lauretanam, et alias quasdam Italiae urbes perlustraverat. Romam deinde reversus, 

uisisque litteris meis subito respondit, aitque vehementer se dolere, quod illas non in tempore 

accepisset; se desperasse prorsus me illum excepturum, adeoque cuncta ad profectionem in 

patriam parasse. Incommodam nunc esse profectionem ob calorem et priusquam ad me 

perveniret, a<e>statem adultam fore. Respondi quae e re videbantur. Nec dubito illum plures 

alias litteras post illas priores accepisse; an vero illis moveri possit, dubito. Si quae forte 

Dilherrus de illa re scripserit, quaeso mecum communices. Norimbergam profecturus non sum, 

antequam intelligam Gregorium meum Roma discessisse. Frater meus ob negotia nostra privata 

Hamburgum profectus est, brevi ut speramus, reversurus. Salutant te mater, frater et sorores. 

Salutat te amicissime, qui te valere jubet bellissime. Erfurti: IV. Cal. Jun. A.S. MDCLI. 

 

Synopsis: After greeting Gerhard on his recent return from the journey to the Netherlands and 

France (see Chapter Four), dwelling briefly on family affairs following the death of his father, 
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and asking to borrow a devotional work by Johann Gerhard for his mother, Ludolf turns to 

Abba Gorgoryos’ eagerly awaited journey from Rome to Gotha. The Ethiopian priest’s first 

attempt to travel to Germany was aborted, yet Ludolf is confident that he will, in due course, 

arrive in Gotha. Ludolf contemplates meeting Abba Gorgoryos in Nuremberg (on the latter’s 

northward journey), once he gets word from the Lutheran theologian Johann Michael Dilherr, 

one of Gerhard’s former teachers in Jena, who moved to Nuremberg in 1642. 

****************************************** 

Chart. A 142 fol. 154 (22 August 1651) 

Cl.mo Viro Dn. M. J. E. Gerhardo 

S.S. Th. C. amico praecipuo J. L. S.P.D. 

Sepositis nostris jocoseriis horulam, quae mihi a praeparatione itineris superest, tibi dare 

decrevi quo scias ultimas tuas 15 die Aug. scriptas mihi recte redditas fuisse, illasque una cum 

prioribus prout uoluisti coctionem ciborum nostrorum promovisse. Quod consilia tua spectat, 

non est quod prudentiae tuae addam, quam tardam ubique et maturam esse oportet; et juvenibus 

dictum puta Festina lente. Alius praecipitanter nimis a Gallica facilitate ad Theologicam 

gravitatem componendus esses. Quod amicitiam nostram spectat, falleris si illam eò extendi 

putes, ut mei causa ullum studiosum penatibus tuis dignari debeas. Te specta et tempus et 

consilium cape. Falleris etiam si amicitiam nostram extra animum sitam putes; ubi ad externa 

devenerimus, in lubrico erit. Specta Principes et reginam Galliae regemque Hispaniae. Et si 

interna bene se habeant, externis confirmari fundari non possut. Sed in his et similibus 

cauendum nobis est, ne Vulcani sacrificuli audiamus, quod te imprimis dedeceret, quem ab 

omni idololatria mystica et manifesta alienissimum esse oportet. Sed uide quam facile ad joco-

seria redeamus, sed me hercule tam obscuri sunt argumenti, ut haud facile voluptatem extranea 

allatura sint. Sed ad seria. Denuo litteras ab Abissino meo accepi, quibus uenturum se promittit; 

Cum igitur de adventu ejus non dubitem, et cuncta jam sint ordinata et disposita, enixe te rogo, 

ut Novum Testamentum Æthiop. quocunque etiam labore et sumtu possis, emto, commodato 

vel precario mihi pares, praeterea omnis generis historias, descriptiones et quaecunque mihi ex 

usu esse intelliges. Et<iam> haec praecipua causa fuit cur hasce ante abitum meum 

festin<anter> ad te darem. Interea vale cum tuis salutatus amicis. 

Erfurti. 22 d. Augusti. 1651. 
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Synopsis: The opening comments are difficult to understand outside their context; they seem to 

relate to an earlier letter of recommendation Ludolf had written on behalf of a student. Ludolf 

also seems to be responding cautiously to Gerhard’s decision to apply himself to theological 

studies. This is followed by a request: Ludolf is about to leave to meet his Ethiopian friend Abba 

Gorgoryos, who is making his way from Rome to Gotha. He asks Gerhard to send him an 

Ethiopic New Testament and any history or other work which might be useful – apparently in 

preparation of the Ethiopian priest’s visit, in the course of which he was interviewed by Ludolf 

and Duke Ernst on the Ethiopian Church. 

 

******************************************** 

Chart. A 142 fol. 157 (7 May 1652) 

Ampl.mo Cl.mo Viro 

Dn.o M. J. E. Gerhardo Hist.m in Ill.a Jen. Ac. P. P. 

amico sing. J. Ludolfus S.P.D. 

Accepi litteras tuas ante octiduum scriptas, sed distuli responsum quo certiùs tibi ad tempus 

modicum ualedicere possem. Nunc enim decrevi iter meum suscipere, intellecto Abyssinum 

meum ex Italiâ soluisse; Cum igitur nihil hic me retineat, spero intra paucos dies me hinc 

discessurum, ut dubitem an responsum tuum hic exspectare possim; Litterae tuae tamen ad me 

nihilominus recte curabuntur, modo nostratibus uel fratri hic tradantur. Interea summopere 

miror petulantiam illius Judaei (utinam conversi) qui tam impudenter de Clar.mo Viro Dn.o D. 

Elsnero, idque tibi mentitus est, uenisse Æthiopem referenti D. Elsnero. Qui sane miratus fuit, 

ut nihil supra. Se enim hac de re, ne verbulum quidem mussitasse cum Judaeo illo, homine rudi 

et vix suarum rerum perito ajebat; Quid, quod de nulla re gravi uerba cum ipso facere potuisset, 

nedum de re tam alieana a captu ipsius sermones conferret. Sane nescio quid de illo nebulone 

suspicari debeam; nunc uereor, ne initio colloquendi facto, cuncta ex te resciverit, ueluti 

conscius. Quodammodo etiam facilitatem tuam miror, quod re nondum plene cognita uelut 

gratulabundus ad Dn. D. Elsnerum scripseris, antequam ex me certior fieres; Nonne tantam de 

amicitiâ mea fiduciam habere poteras, ut crederes, me rem inter nos tamdiu expectatam, tritam 

sermonibus, tritam litteris, cumprimis tecum communicaturum. Scilicet amicus noster Româ 

statim Erfurtum volaret, antequam sciremus ipsum Venetiis, in Germania, Augustae Vind. uel 

Norimb. appulisse. Scire uelim an mendax ille me quoque nominaverit, et unde me noverit. 
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Sane B. Lutherus ait, suspectam nobis esse debere Judaei conversionem, cum saepius ob scelera 

inter suos, raro pietate fiat. Faxit tamen Deus, ut aliter apud hunc se res habeat. Interea tu vale, 

utere quiete, et me ama. 

Dabam Erfurti. di<e> 7 Martii Anno 1652. 

 

Synopsis: In anticipation of Abba Gorgoryos, Ludolf is about to set off to meet him on his way. 

He complains bitterly of false rumours about the Ethiopian priest’s visit spread by an unnamed 

Jew (possibly a convert). What exactly these false rumours were, is not entirely clear – apart 

from falsely claiming that Abba Gorgoryos had already arrived – and how and why this 

unnamed Jew would be interested in this affair. Be that as it may, these false reports elicit an 

outburst of rage from Ludolf and anti-Jewish vitriol. Apart from dispelling them he rebukes 

Gerhard for apparently believing the Jew and reporting the false rumour to the Erfurt 

theologian and early supporter of both Ludolf and Gerhard’s Ethiopic studies, Bartholomäus 

Elsner. Despite the tone of this letter, Ludolf in his later Frankfurt years was in seemingly 

amicable contact with various Jewish informants. 

 

********************************************* 

 

Chart. A 142 fol. 170 (6 November 1652) 

 

CLAR.mo ERVD.moque VIRO. D.no M. J. E. Gerhardo 

H[istoriarum] Prof. P. digniss.o amico suo 

J. Ludolfus. S.P.D. 

Si uales bene est, ego ualeo. Sic meritò nunc te alloquor amicorum optime, postquam intermisso 

aliquandiu litterarum commercio, primum ob negotia, mox ob iter, tantundem de meo 

cognoveris statu quantum ego de tuo. Sed dubium non est, longe rectius hilariusque te valuisse, 

quandoquidem celebritas feliciter sororis nuptiis, (super quibus et tibi et toti familiae tuae 

omnem prosperitatem apprecor), latis cogitationibus, non tantum prasentium, sed futurarum 

similium uoluptatum, animus uacavit; Ego interea inter syluas et saltus, inter aspros montes, 

inter torrentes et pluvias, imò nives et praesentis itineris, et reuersionis curâ aestuarem. Sed 
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quantùm Deum precor ut laetas tibi cogitationes augere uelit; tantùm illi gratias ago quod me 

saluum et incolumem reduxerit. Quamvis non sciam, an diu quiete frui mihi liceat, fato quisdam 

peregrinandi in alias atque alias subinde regiones aut urbes me trahente. Nam fere decretum est, 

comitia Ratisbonensia me ad tempus habitura. Quod Abyssinum nostrum attinet, ad fines 

Germaniae saluum pervenisse ipse uidi, ad mare quoque et portum; ex litteris ejus ipse intellexi; 

Faxit Deus, ut coetera quoque ex uoto fluant; Multam salutem et tibi et Dn.o Mag.o Bechmanno 

et Puflebo nunciari jussit. Vbi nunc sint, quidue agant scire aueo, et salutem quoque ex me addi 

uolo. An libros tuos omnes receperis quibus usi sumus, scire quoque uelim, pro mea parte 

gratias tibi ago maximas, si in similibus uel aliis usui tibi esse possim, est quod jubeas. Tandem 

rogo, ut scribere mihi uelis, an apud nos detur civis quidam nomine Dauid Pamberg, et quae 

ejus sit conditio. Quia etiam non dubito, saepius apud uos dari occasionem Pesenkam litteras 

mittendi, ideoque ausus sum additas hic litteras tibi commitere et rogare, ut per tuos eas curare, 

mihique ignoscere uelis. Vale cum tuis meque ama. Dabam VIII Id. Novemb.o A. S. MDCLII: 

 

Synopsis: After several months as a guest of the Duke, Abba Gorgoryos has left Gotha and the 

Holy Roman Empire on his journey back to his native Ethiopia, which he had left as a young 

man. Ludolf, travelling as secretary of the Gotha ducal delegation to the Imperial Diet in 

Regensburg had escorted his Ethiopian friend on the German leg of his journey. Ludolf thanks 

Gerhard for the books he had lent him in preparation of this visit and conveys Abba Gorgoryos’ 

greetings – who had probably made Gerhard’s acquaintance in Gotha. He also congratulates 

Gerhard on his sister’s wedding. Abba Greogorius was later shipwrecked on this journey. 

 

**************************************** 

 

Letters by Johann Zechendorff (1580-1662) 

Zechendorff, the long-serving headmaster of the Zwickau Latin school, was primarily interested 

in Arabic and above all in the Qur’an – though he had written a Persian grammar, and as these 

letters reveal, was also interested in Turkish.8 Zechendorff and Gerhard corresponded from the 

 
8 On Zechendorff see my ‘Johann Zechendorff (1580-1662) and the Study of Arabic in Zwickau’s Latin School’, 

in The Teaching and Learning of Arabic in Early Modern Europe, ed. J. Loop, A. Hamilton, and C. Burnett 

(Leiden, 2017), pp. 57-92. Recently a manuscript of Zechendorff’s unpublished Latin translation of the entire 

Qur’an has been discovered, on which see Roberto Tottoli, ‘The Latin Translation of the Qur’ān by Johann 

Zechendorff (1580-1662) Discovered in Cairo Dār al-Kutub. A Preliminary Description’, Oriente Moderno 95 
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1640s to shortly before Zechendorff’s death in 1662. The letters published here shed light on 

Zechendorff’s Qur’anic studies and his intensive study of Baydawi’s thirteenth-century Qur’an 

commentary as well as other interests, including Avicenna and Zechendorff’s reaction to 

Christian Ravius’ Orthographia (1646). 

 

Chart. A 138, fol. 208 (December 1646) 

Salutem à CHRISTO propitio-volente 

decumanam! 

In hunc sub dato diem literas meas jampridem scriptas, produxi mittundas, Clariss.e 

Praestantiss.e & Doctiss.e Dn. GERHARDE! Amice, & Fautor honorande! in causa fuit non 

mittentis voluntas, aut facultas, aut negligentia: sed qvia praestolatus sum hunc ipsum vestratem 

tabellarium, qvi se adventurum citius, & superiori mense receperat; verùm in hunc usque 

mensem distulit. Non igitur accusandus Ego; sed excusandus apud T.m Praestan. qvod sim, mihi 

facilè persvasum habebo. 

 Commentarius qvidam in Alcoranum integrum, uti Ego possideo in Arabia scriptum 

nuperrimè ad manus meas venit, liber egregius, sed sine punctis vocalibus, et saepè Diacriticis. 

Illum interpretari ad verbum, ut Alcorano ipsi feci, si Doctorum & tua imprimis ope, & censura 

uti-frui liceret. Proxima occasione, si DEO ita visum fuerit, qvid speciminis ex illo mittam, ut 

T.a Praest. & alij docti judicium suum de mea interpretatione tali, si arriserit, interponant: & an 

liber dignus tali labore, & luce. Verum tabellarius festinat, sisto igitur hic calamum. 

Valeat T.a Praest. & me suum censeat aeterno boni affectus nodo. 

 

Cygneae     Tae 

Decemb. Ao. 1646.    Praestant. 

      Stusiosiss. 

      Ioann. Zechendorff 

      ex manu, & animo. 

 
(2015), pp. 5-31 and Reinhold Glei, “A presumed lost Latin translation of the Qur’ān (Johann Zechendorff, 

1632)”, Neulateinisches Jahrbuch. Journal of Neo-Latin Language and Literature 18 (2016), pp. 361-72. 
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Synopsis: Zechendorff is considering translating a Muslim Qur’an commentary in his 

possession. This is almost certainly Baydawi’s tafsir, which he used in his undated Suratae 

unius atque alterius textus – a bilingual edition of suras 101 and 103 accompanied by a 

commentary which relies heavily on Baydawi. Zechendorff mentions in passing his 

(unpublished) translation of the entire Qur’an and offers to send Gerhard and other scholars 

excerpts from his forthcoming translation of the Muslim commentary. If he indeed caried out 

this translation I am unaware of any copy or contemporary mention of it. 

 

*************************************** 

Chart. A 138, fol. 211. 

(17 April 1647) 

Salutem à CHRISTO propitio-volente 

decumana! 

Nolui, Praestantiss.e Clariss.e & Literatiss.e Dn. GERHARDE! Fautor, & Amice oculiss.e! 

intermittere, oblata occasione, scribendi officium: & Amor suadet, affectusque in T.m Praest. 

gratus, ut ineptas meas legi velim ab Eo, qvem ipsus videre non possum. Scio taels impedimento 

saepè esse; atqvi tamen nec in remora debui esse meo calamo: sed potiùs prono, promtoque. 

Uti <e>n<im> affectum debeo: sic & literas, etiam silenti. Nam obstringor magis ob in 

superioribus à Tua Praest. petitum, ut qvae exspectat, capiat. Quippe N.T. Æthiopicum ex 

Biblio-theca Clariss.i GUEINZI tramissum, qvem librum ipsi Dn. Possessori, postque eo per 

aliqvot septimanas meos oculos, & animum pavi, remisi, ut potiùs imposterum studijs T.ae 

Praest. inserviat, qvàm meis hîc. Qvi et<iam> literariae rei illic magis proficuus esse potest. 

Nemini <e>n<im> hanc Lingvam hîc apud nos degustare lubido. Proxima occasione plura à me 

T.a Praest. capiat! jam brevior ob pu<bli>ca, qvib<us> obstrictus, negotia cogor esse. 

Trinuni DEO T.m Praest. commendo, & me ejus precibus, & amori. 

 

Cygneae     T.ae Praest.ae 

17 Aprilis Ao 1647.    Studiosiss.us 
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     Ioann. Zechendorff. 

 

Synopsis: Zechendorff had borrowed an Ethiopic New Testament from the library of the Halle 

pedagogue Christian Gueintz (1592-1650). After “feasting his eyes and mind on it” for several 

weeks – possibly with the aid of Gerhard’s Ethiopic grammar – he has returned the book to 

Gueintz and hopes it will be of use to Gerhard in his future studies. 

************************************************* 

Chart. A 138, fol. 212 (July 1647) 

Salutem à CHRISTO propitio-volente 

decumana! 

Cuidam in me invisenti Amico, inter varios, uti amat dum cadebamus sermones, mentio facta 

Commentatoris mei in Alcoranum; eundem oculis usurpare tum exhibui. Ille a<utem> ipse me 

monebat esse & aliam qvandam Suratam perbrevem, puta LXXXXVII. cujus versionem Latinam, 

ut & ipsam Arabicis Literis, Dominus Iohan. Fabricius Dantiscanus Fautor, & Amicus noster 

Rostochij edidit, juxta carmen Dissertation. Elherri & alia carmina. In illam qvid Commentator 

noster commentus sit, viderem. Ego arrepto calamo statim me ad illius versionem accinxi. Et 

qvia in uno, atque altero vocabulo Arabico reddendo subdubitabam, qvae rubrica notavi, nolui 

eam Suratam divulgare: qvum nec & typotheta, nec typi idonei mihi. Proinde qvia apud vos, 

Clariss.e Experientiss.e & Literatiss.e Dn. GERHARDE, Fautor, & Amice praeclare! uti innotuit, 

Docti viri, qvi hujus Lingvae me peritiores; mihi gratum esset si me de illis rubrica notatis 

vocibus, alijsque erratis erudient, ut deinde confidentior opella illa mea, si cui bono, pergere 

possim. Illam a<utem> à me sic descriptam capite integram cum versionibus mea & Dn. 

Fabricij, si hujus liber fortean non ad manum. 

Si qvid praeterea novi, nostra studia qvod concernat, ut & responsum ad superiores à 

T.a Praest. avidè exspecto. Valeat ἐν εὐρωστίᾳ, atque me sibi commendatum habeat. 

 

Cygneae 

Iulij, Ao 1647.     Ioh. Zechendorff. 
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ًضا ر  ل ي كَ  ح   ع 

Synopsis: As Zechendorff was showing an unnamed visitor his copy of a Qur’anic commentary 

(Baydawi) his guest draws his attention to the Arabic-Latin edition of sura 97 (al-Qadr) 

published by Johannes Fabricius Dantiscanus in his Specimen arabicum (1638). Comparing 

this to Baydawi’s tafsir Zechendorff has some reservations about Fabricius’ rendering and has 

attempted his own Latin version of the short sura, which he is sending Gerhard and other 

scholars for their judgment.9 

******************************************** 

 

Chart. A 138, fol. 213 

(23 June 1647) 

Salutem à CHRISTO propitio-volente 

decumana! 

E literis Tae Praest. Clariss.e Excellentiss.e & Doctiss.e Dn. GERHARDE! intellexi: tandem N.T. 

Æthiopicum accepisse à nostrorum studiorum Fautore eximio & Clariss.o GWEINZIO de qvo 

libro itidem gratulor, DEVS valetudinem largiatur cum otio, ut in bonum Rei-literatiae uti-frui 

feliciter possit! Quod a<utem> qverulatur de Typothetarum mora, tardáque opera, & conatus 

suos protelante; est omnium talium id studium solùm, ut manus labori admoveant, qvi non 

studijs utilitatem atque bono publico afferat: sed suo lucello multum prosit. T.a Praest. jam nunc 

qvaedam Exemplaria capiat, ut videat juxta alios doctos, qvid Commentator qvidam in 

Alcoranum scripserit, atque annotârit. Est sanè labor arduus, proinde facilè veniam merebitur, 

sicubi errârim. Et modò hujus Lingvae peritiores candidè censuram, & judicia exponerent! 

Integrum librum ita in Latinum vertendo transcriberem, si DEVS vitam, & halcyonia concederet, 

haberemque unde viverem. Destituor <e>n<im> vitae medijs, & adminiculis, tum hîc 

ἀδίδακτρος vivo, & salarium non dependitur; sed suspenditur, nec vel teruncium à Salario, aut 

aliunde nancisci possum. 

 Si offeretur aliqva Conditiuncula / uti loqvimur vulgò / in Urbecula qvadam alibi 

locorum, eam ambirem, ut hinc ab ingratis exire detur. Me <e>n<im> ferè, & mea alia omnia, 

alijs inserviendo consumsi, ac perdidi. Verùm ubi sunt hodiè promotores? Nostrae Musae 

 
9 This separate Latin translation of sura 97 has not, to the best of my knowledge, survived, nor am I aware of 

reactions to it by Gerhard or other contemporaries. 
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mulae, nostra fama, fames. Exulatum igitur ire cogor. Olearius ille magnus secum in Dania me 

vivere anhelat: at aeris inclementiam, & maris an ferrem? Sed satis qverularum. Nec curae, & 

penuria plura addere prae animi moerere patiuntur. T.a Praest. valeat & meliore sorte fruatur, 

exopto amicè! Méque favore ulterius amplectere! T.ae Praest.ae 

Raptim & εἰς τάχος   Studiosissimus 

23 Iunij, Anno 1647.   Ioan. Zechendorff. 

 

Synopsis: Zechendorff seems to be sending Gerhard samples of his Baydawi translation, which 

have not survived. He also complains bitterly of conditions in Zwickau. Adam Olearius has 

suggested to him he should move to Denmark, yet, now in his late sixties and wary of the Nordic 

climate and an arduous journey, he has decided to remain in Zwickau. 

 

************************************ 

 

Chart. A 138, fol. 217r-v (7 December 1647)10 

 

Salutem à CHRISTO propitio-volente 

decumanam! 

بَ  ر  ءَ  ك ل َ  ع ل ي و  ف يظَ  ش ي  كَ  ح  د  ةًَ ي ز  ت كَ  إ لي ق وَّ  ق وَّ

ي اة َ ف يَ  ن ه َ ف ت أت ي كَ  ح  ة َ م  م  ح  كَ  آلَّت ي ر   ت ن ص ر 

ي كَ  ب ف ع لَ  ك ورَ  س ع  س   َ۞ م 

Gratiss.ae T.ae Praest.iae fuêre mihi literae, Clariss.e Literatiss.e Experientiss.e Dn. GERHARDE! 

Fautor & Amice multis nominib<us> honorande! Qvid <e>n<im> jucunditatis attulerint? 

Eidem T.ae Praest.ae & Claritati aestimandum relinqvo: ubi istius RAVII doctiss.i vidi Edita 

praeclara, visu jucundiss.a & utiliss.a / Utinam plura, & oculis, & mente, ac lingva usurpare 

darentur ejus Autoris, aliorumque. Sed vivimus in sterili hîc solo. / Unde indicina amicabilis 

T.ae Praest.ae me affulsit. Qvo a<utem> gratitudinis σημείῳ remunerer, apud paupertinum me 

 
10 The Arabic here and elsewhere is a transcript of Zechendorff’s Arabic as it stands in his letters. 
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non invenio: qvam t<ame>n meritorum tuorum justa ratio deposceret. Nihilominùs qvoad 

vixero studij mei, atque officiolorum freqventem operam polliceor, & in referenda vicissitudine 

par e<ss>e amicè curabo. 

Summo a<utem> hactenus, & mecum alij juxtim, desiderio Enchiridion Lexici 

Harmonici T.ae Praest.ae exspectavimus: spes defalcata verò nobis maximo dolori: imò & studijs 

remorae non exiguae. Uti & ipsemet deploro jacturam ejuscemodi, in Lexici Turcici defectu, 

ab Andrea de Ryer, & alijs jampridem promisi. Sed tandem aliqvando exorientur aliqvi nostris 

ex ossibus, ut poëta verbis utar,11 qvi, si non penes nos, nec nobis licet, studia isthaec clariora, 

& dilucidiora reddent. Qvos inter tamen tamen neminem potiorem T.a Praest.a & Claritate 

optaremus. Verùm haec – ἐν γούνασι κεῖται θέοιο.12 

[fol. 217v] [...]13 

 

Raptim 

Postridie Nicolai 7 Decembr.    Suae Praest.iae 

Ao 1647. Cygnaea     & Claritatis 

       Stusiosiss.us 

      Ioannem Zechendorff 

      respiciat. 

 

Synopsis: Zechendorff has read Ravius’ work – probably Orthographia (1646) – with 

admiration. He bemoans Gerhard’s decision to abandon his plan for a harmonic lexicon and 

the absence of a Turkish dictionary promised by André Du Ryer and others. 

  

 
11 Zechendorff is playfully paraphrasing Dido’s final words in Virgil’s Aeneid 4:625 ‘Exoriare aliquis nostris ex 

ossibus ultor’. 
12 It lies in God’s lap. 
13 Due to the binding, the final word of each line in fol. 217v is illegible. It is taken up mostly by Zechendorff 

well wishes.  
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